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FOREWORD

vocy educatorprofessional and lay-t.is interested in finding Ways
-to reform and improve American education. Many spend their entire
careers in search of new and better learning systems. Unfortunately,
most of them, for a variety of good reasons usually work in relative
isolation from one another. Although many of the most useful studies
and recommendations have come from these "lonesome scholars," it is
probable that greater progress could he made if there were more op-
portunities for the sharing of ideas and approaches to bettering our
educational system.

In this belief, the Federal Government has increasingly supported efforts
to bring experts together to study high priority national issues in
education. Groups like the NDEA National Institute on the Disadvantaged,
the Newman Committee on Higher Education, the President's Task Force on
Youth, and Task Force 72, were organized to study significant issues
and problems in American education.

The most recent effort of this kind, and probably the most extensive and
representative to date, were the six National Field Task Forces on the
Improvement and Reform of American Education, created in 1972 by the
office of tducation's National Center for the Improvement of Educational
Systems (now the Division of Educational Systems Development). The Field
Task Forces brought together a national cross-section of pacesetters
from the major constituencies of American educationteachers, State ed-
ucation agencies, the community, school administration and supervision,
higher education, and the basic studies for a six-months analysis of the
key concepts of current training program policies and, more importantly,
to recommend more effective means for systematic educational improvement
and reform.

The Summer Institute paralleled the National Field Task Force efforts
but its charge was different from theirs in that Institute members were
asked to examine the major problems of educational reform without regard
to the interests of specific educational constituencies. Therefore,
in selecting Institute participants an effort was made to bring together
scholars who had a proven track record in the study of educational
reform rather than to represent any particular education group. Insti-

tute members were charged with making a broad study of the most critical
problems of change and improvement, especially in inner-city schools.

It is hoped that these final recommendations of the Institute seminar
will provide some considerable insight into the successes and failures
of some Federal education programs--and offer some constructive ideas
for significantly improving the quality of schooling in America.

Mav 1 ,174

iii

John Lindia
Deputy Associate Commissioner
for Career Education



During the early part of the 1971-1972 academie year, the United
states Office of Education (b`MOE) planned to support a network of
educational renewal sites under the direction of the Bureau of Edu-
cational Personnel Development (BEPD). The intent of the renewal
program received favorable support but the details of developing and
managing the program remained to be worked out. There ware many un-
answered questions and it was essential to find answers to these
questions before educational renewal could begin. Qqestions about
the level of funding, sele'ccion of renewal sites, control and admin-
istration of the program w- e raised along with questions about the
purpose of renewal sites, their evaluation, and their governance.

Early efforts to define educational renewal were undertaken by
the BEPD. Initial planning called for the establishment of State
renewal sites that would supervise and -coordinate local renewal sites
within their respective States. Local renewal sites were viewed as
clusters of approximately 10 contiguous schools and a teacher center
with a director who would organize the schools and arrange for par-
ticipation from teachers, universities, and the community. The basic

purpose of the renewal program was to improve the performance of the
schools in areas where achievement of pupils was especially low and
where school problems were most severe.

It was apparent at the outset that the renewal program was com-
plex and required thorough analysis before it could be carried out.
Inquiries were made by Congressmen to determine the nature of the
renewal program and its implications Under the leadership of the
Commissioner, USOE personnel discussed the use of discretionary funds
for the renewal program. Chief State school officers and BEPD offi-
cials assessed the relationships between the State's responsibility
for schools, the Federal role in giving school support, aid the ways
to blend both without denying either the responsibilities they were
each attempting to assume.

Sc tool improvement through the training of personnel had been
proceeding in other BEPD programs for several years. These other
programs included -the Elementary Models Program, Training Complexes,
Protocol Material:-; Development, Training Materials Development, and
the national movement to install Competency Based Teacher Education
programs. The renewal program planned to capitalize on the work in
these programs beyond the relationships that had begun. These five
programs were being coordinated by the Leadership Training Institute

on Teacher Preparation (LTI) at the University of South Florida when

the plans for the renewal program were initiated. The LIT formed a

study group in the fall of 1971 and invited participation by repre-
sentat ives from the Chief State School Officers, the National Edu-
cation Association, the American Federation of Teachers, the American
A:-;sociation of Colleges for Teacher Educ,Ition, an administrator from



4 14410 city sghool system, an educational reseaMher, and sOleeted
LTI members including one person from a tate department of education
and a dean of udecation from a large urban university. The purpose
of the study group was to hold discussions and make recommendations
to the BUD in respect to its plans for Starting an educational rem
newal program.

Thus, in the fall of 1971 educational renewal was developing as
an idea, representatives from Congre,s and USDE personnel discussed
the characteristice or the program, programs funded by the BEPD were
regarded as parts in the renewal program, and discussions of educa-
t ional renewal were taking place within a study committee established
by the LTI.

The LTI study committee prepared papers on the governance of
schools, relationships among educational personnel in local schools,
universities, and the State Department, and the issues surrounding
teacher centers and educational renewal sites. These papers were
early steps toward addressing some of the issues about educational
renewal. Despite the progress of the study group the analysis of
the renewal program needed more thorough study than the group corld
provide by meeting occasionally over several months. The LTI direc-
tors proposed to the BEPD that a sptcial institute be established
and be provided sufficient time to analyze the issues in the program
and recommend policy for educational renewal. The BEPD agreed that
such a group should be cohvened and approved its formulation. The
LTI directors were authorized to proceed in the establishment of the
institute with plans to meet during the summer of 1972 for approxi-
mately two months. This group became known as the Summer Institute.

As the personnel for the Summer Institute were being selected,
discussions between the U.S. Commissioner of Education and the Con-
gress centered on the question of Congressional intent in the use of
discretionary funds for the renewal program. After considerable dis-
cussion it was determined that the application of some of the dis-
cretionary funds for the renewal program would violate Congressional
intent and that such "comingling" of funds should not be permitted.
As a consequence the renewal program was discontinued but it became
even more necessary for the BEPD to receive recommendations to co-
ordinate programs that were in effect in BEPD. Plans for the Summer
Institute proceeded but were shifted to a broader concern involving
school reform rather than the more specific assignment to examine
plans for the establishment of the renewal program.

A list of potential members of the Summer institute was pre-
pared through a joint effort with the LTI Directors and the program
directors in the BEPD. The list was submitted to individuals and
leaders of such organizations as the AACTE, NEA, and AFT. Each

person to whom the list was sPnt was asked to list ()tlers whom lie
would recommend and to identify programs and research that might
provide uscful information and experience for the study group.



ter submitting this list and receiving responses the 1.T1 Directors
reduced the list to the final selection and invited their partici..

Pima selection included ten persons who represented one or mon
critical areas of the profession to assure a balanced perspective on
the issues under consideration. Included among the group were two
classroom teachers, one local school administrator, two educational
researchers who each held a strong background in educational psycho-
logy, one staff member from a center for urban education, one uni-
versity professor in teacher education, two university professors in
the fields of political science and history and one staff member
from a State department of education. The LTI Diroctors chaired the
Summer institute and both were university professors whose speciali-
ties included teacher preparation.

The Summer Institute began on June 19, 1972, and ended on
August 18, 1972. Before the group assembled for the summer, two
meetings were held during the spring of 1972 to explain the mission
of the Summer Institute and enable personnel from the USOE to meet
and discuss the rationale and expectations of the project. During
the nine weeks of the institute program the work was carried out by
holding discussions, making individual writing assignments, estab-
lishing deadlines for completion of assignments, circulation of
written work to the members of the Institute for critique, editing,
and rewriting of all assignments on the basis of the reactions each
writer received. Meetings were also held during the summer with
personnel from the BEPD and with representatives from classroom
teachers, higher education, the community, basic fields of study
and various levels of school administration. As a consequence the
documents were influenced by the entire group but represent tne views
of each individual writer. At the end of the summer each participant
had completed his assignment and a series of documents on school re-
form had been produced.

Following the summer's activity additional time was spent by
the LTI Directors with one member on the Summer Institute to assess
the totality of the work and identify weaknesses or shortcomings in
the papers. Two additional topics were identified for the production
of additional material--the history of educational reform and the
training of school administrators. The first paper was commissioned
and a meeting was held to plan it. The second topic was developed
through a joint effort by a task force of school administrators and
participation of the chairman of the task force in an LTI study group
on school administration.

All papers were completed by the end of 1972. The LTI Directors
analyzed the entire work, sought revisions frela the original authors
and made arrangements to present the final documents to the BEPD.
Revision began in early 1973 and by the summer of 1973 the documents
were ready to be presented. The Summer Institute members and LT'
Directors met with personnel from the BEPD and presented their report



-in AuguAt* Two reportu were- prusouted, ineiuding the work-of-the
SumMer inatitute and a dovoment written by the LTT Directors thdt
Morged froM the work is t; l AumAor Institutos After the ptosetV--

tntion and_ discussions each amber of the Summer Institute was uskod
to make final ;Tvisions in hi-8 work. The report that is provided in
this volume includes the documents from the Summer Institute that
hive undergone revision and the additional papers that were written
on the history of school reform, and school administration.

Each paper Is complete in :,tself. It sets forth an analysis of
its subject in terms of the literature and the reflections of the
author. It neither grows out of the preceding essay nor leads into
the one following. In shtr;:, the pa pees taken as a whole do not con-
stitute a systematic, coherent treatment of school reform, The pur-

pose of these essays is not to sot forth a plan for school reform

but rather to treat selected aspects of the school system In depth
in the belief that this would be more valuable in planning for school.
improvement ban a design for reform worked out under the serious
time restraints imposed upon the Summer Institute.

Tilt: work of the Summer Institute could not have been completed
without the eneretic response of the participants Their willing-
ness to work hard, their attention to detail, and the honesty and
candor with which they reacted to one another were carried out con-
scientiously and professionally. The members of the institute were
under presure-to think cleari, and prepare documents that were
responsive to the major problms in the preparation of school per-
sonnel. They responded well to this demand.

The support and assistance of Dr. William L. Smith, Associate
Commissioner, and 1)r. Alien Sehmeider, pro.,tram director, DUD, were
essential to the success of the institute.

They were able to keep institute staff informed on national
developments to help the participants respond to the realities of
the Nation's potential Lo support school reform.

The cooperation and assistance of many people contributed to
the success of the. institute. Ta-lk force' chairpersons representin

special educational intcrusts met. with Institute staff; I.11 members

received reports from the Irr-ailutc, evAluAted the ideas, and helped
to :.;hApu th direction of this work. Consultant offered

their assistance to individual. Institute members. The I.'(1 staff

handled the many details of this project with a minimum of diffi-
culty and they, too, deserve special reconition. We appreciate
the hii;11 level 01 effort sustained b. the pArticipAnts and we wish

to than All those who helped to develop this document.

othanel Smith
Director of the Leadership .1rainin'4 In!-O.itut

on Teacher Preparation

Donald Hrlo!-Ikv

,V ;,4 )L Director
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Chapt44 L

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON EIWCATIINii. REFORM

David D. Tyack
Stanford University

We live today in at Limo of deflatyd hopes. is effective reform
of schootinA possibly? Dyspity the money and thought that have gone
into new currieulum proleets and new teaching arrangements% marlY
thoughtful obsorvers claim that ftw rota changes have taken piney
behind classroom doors. Althou).11 Larlle SUM have been funneled into
11compensatory education," many studies indicate that such programs
have fated to alter the aohlevemont levels of the children for
whom thov were dostgned. At the same time at number of critics have
attacked the as on which programs for the "disadvantaged"
have been based. '11w kaleidoscope of changing prescriptions for the
education of mlnortty groupsinlogration, compensation, and self-
determination among othersitsolf exprosses a crisis of authority
in the familiar ideology and practice of tho common school.

In such a period It is natural to look to the past and to ask
whether the touted reforms of earlier times really took place, indeed
made a differynee. One rapidly discovers that historians of education
d I agreo among themselves in their answers to such quystions. In rho
traditional intorprytation the history of American education told of
triumphant bats it for public taxation fur free schools, fur standard-
ization of supervision and curriculum, for profossional training of
tachers, for upward extension of the system to include the public
socondary and higher education, and for difforontiation of schooling
to meet the needy of a vastly expanded student population and an
altered social and economic order. It was a tale of reform and pro-
gress, marred hero and there by "politics" or blocked temporarily by
backward-looking teachers and laymen. It was an ins tiler's view, seen

from the top of the educational system down. From that perspective
the narrative was fairly iccuraLe. Most would agree that in compar-
ison with 1850 or 1900, teachers today are better trained, school
buildings more commodious, classes srlallor, methods of toaching
more varied, and students retained in school far longer.

1:cencly, however, a number of revisionist historians have
questioned whether there have been sinificant changes in the ways
schools have functioneu during the last hundted years. Thcy have
also claimed that. schools never performed the egalitarian an(' domo
cratic purposes which hit it rhetoric proclaimed. i'or example, Michael

hats his ;;Ives his new book on Durtaucracv and Schools the sub-
"The illusion of Edne.itionll Cbdlwe in America." ~(Emphasis

Added.) Colin (;reer's 1972 hhztoric:11 appraisal of public education

is cal It'd 1 ; IL St' y 1 ; t. Liu kzz t he he) fel that t he



schools have successfully oducated the masses in the past and it
corollary thrilt the present failures of schooling to cope with poverty

are somehow new. Revisionists like Kati and Creer have done ti service
in galling attention to persisting issues of class, race, and power
and in dissipating the fog of wishful thinking that often enshrouded
earlier accounts of educational history.

In attempting to understand earlier instances of educational
change, however, wu believe that neither the traditional nor the
revisionist interpretations are adequate guides. Henry David Thoreau
once sardonically described a reformer who had written "a book called

tA Kill for a Blow,'" and who "behaved as if there were no alternatives
between these. ." That seems to describe many books about schools.
We submit that educational Change has been neither illusory nor part
of a triumphant evolution; the motives for reform of schools have
boon mixed and the consequences often unintended. But in our view

significant changes liftm taken place.

Because the same social reality appears quite different to
diverse groups and individuals, any historical interpretaat..ion neces

sarily oversimplifies the blurred surface and hidden dynamics of
everyday life. Despite these difficulties, we believe that it is
Important to try to understand the past, for Aho way Americans think
about history profoundly shapes choices today.

Accordingly, we will discuss three .critical periods of change in
American education:

(I) the common school crusade of the mid -l9th century, when
reformers constructed the basic ideology of public education
and tried to create "the one best system" to embody those
principles.

(2) the ',:urn or the 20th century--roughly 1890 to 1920- -
when reformers sought to centralize control of schools and
to give greater power to professionals to differentiate the
structure and methods of schooling.

(3) responses during the last generation--roughly since the
Brown decision of 195,--to the problem of providing genuine
equality of opportunity to dispossessed groups, notably the
poor and the people of color, and the resulting crisis or
authority in public education.

One might easily designate other periods of educational reform, hut
we believe that these three are particularly significant with regard
to the issues addressed in this book. Each of the periods coincided
with large-scale changes in the character of American social and
economic Life; in different ways reformers in each case tried to
adapt schooling to these larger shifts in the society; in each case

-4-



butte successes and failures created new problems for future reformers
to cope with.

Common Scliool_slruE;atio

lost historians agree that the common school revival at the mid-
igth cent ury oonstitutes the major turning point in the history of
albite school in this country. It is important to note, however,
that this movement was hardly the beginning, of concern for the edu-
CALIOH of the public; rather, what the crusade achieved was to per-
sude American citizens that they should channel their generalized
esteem for education into a particular institution with a particular
ideolo4v: the common school, an agency that was to be public in
control and support, free, mixing all social groups under one roof
and offering education of such quality that no one would desire
private sc!iooling. Because the common school was designed for all
children, the lenders believed that it should be nonsectarian in its

instruction and nonpartisan in its political teaching. In order
to promote such republican virtue the reformers believed that they
must crete system where they saw chaotic diversity. To unify the
1)011)10, public education itself must be unified and efficient. Hence,
101t reformers wished to standardize curriculum, to classify students
Into :rades, to train teachers in approved methods, and to improve
re,;u1 ttion and supervision of schools. The common school reform,
then, had two phases: (1) persuading the public of the validity of
the ,0Tmon school Ideology; and (2) creating pedagogical order within
He public school system.

het ore the common school crusade Americans had displayed
;ret ehthusiasm f''r education. Most State constitutions before
IsT.; sr0claimed th- value of diffusing learning broadly among the
peopi. . Alexis de Tocqueville, many foreign visitors commented
or ,.it:ensi real for schooling. It has been estimated that in 1830,
I's percent of children from 5 to 19 were enrolled in some school and
that about 90 percent of white adults were literate in 1840, placing
th, -nit-d States in the forefront of education at that time together
wi;: and Germany.

Yatil the success of the c' moron school crusade in the years
10k.:iii 1840, however, the common attitude of the public toward

rather resembled the prevalent 20th-century American atti-
t.tdc toward organized religion, namely, that it was beneficial both
ii)r the individual and for society if a person attended the school
t)f his choice. in the early 19th century there were few sharp lines
between "public" and "private" education. States liberally subsidized
"private" academies or colleges since they were assumed to be in the
puhlic interest, and towns and cities supported charity schools con-
trolled by churches and self-perpetuating boards of trustees. In

"public" schools parents often paid tuition (called "rate-bills").



Schools commonly reflected the pluralism of the society and per-

petuated differences of religion, ethnicity, social class, or

occupational purpose.

In 1832, Abraham Lincoln expressed a characteristic American

attitude toward schools when he declared himself a candidate for

the State assembly: "Upon the subject of education, not presuming

to dictate any plan or system respecting it, I can only say that I

view it as the most important subject which we as a pc'ple can be

engaged in . . . I . . should be gratified to have it in my power

to contribute something to the advancement of any measure which might

have a tendency to accelerate the happy period when educational op-

portunity should become more general.'

Lincoln represented a common view: he was committed in prin-

ciple to education, but nonchalant about means. In the next few

decades the evangelists for public education would attempt to per-

suade Americans that a general faith in education was not enough,

for the health of the republic depended upon common schools. From

the clash of new social conditions and old articles of faith. in-

terpreted by eloquent and determined re7ormers, came the American

public school. So clear were the outlines of this institution after

the Civil War that an English educator could talk confidently about

"the free school =Atm of the United State 3."

Who were the common school reformers, what were their major

concerns, and how did they operate? Here it is useful to distinguish

the campaign for public education in the urbanized East from the

creation of common schools in the sparsely settled regions of the

Western States.

In the eastern cities the men who led the common school revival

were mostly members of professional and business groups, joined by

leading schoolmen. They saw public education as the key answer to

troubling new problems created by urbanization, industrialization,

immigration, and the democratization of the suffrage. Poverty, crime,

intemperance, violence, and human suffering were increasingly visible

in the manufacturing centers and crowded and heterogeneous commercial

cities. Such conditions contradicted articles of faith cherished by

the reformers: the perfectibility of man, the need for orderly self-

government, the doctrine of equality of opportunity through self-help,

the responsibility of men for the welfare of others in their community.

Basically conservative, these reformers believed that the common school

offered the most humane form of social control and the safest form of

social renewal.

In frontier settlements, on the other hand, a large proportion

of the common school evangelists were ministers--often joined by

other professional leaders--who were bothered by the disintegration

of standards of behavior and learning on the individualistic frontier

and sought to recreate the kinds of integrative institutions and

-6-



patterns of education they had known in the East. They wished to
create communities around the core institutions of school and church.
In both settings the crusaders for public education agreed that social
stability and individual welfare alike required a uniform public
school that could assure common standards of literacy, morality, and
republican citizenship in the rising generation. The old hodgepodge
of schools could not accomplish that; only an efficient common school
would suffice.

To reformers like Horace Mann in Massachusetts, industrialization
brought both curse and promise. Machines created enormous wealth and
possibilities of communication and interdependence undreamed of in
earlier times, but at the same time they destroyed links between home
and work, between ownership and employment, between traditional norms
and modern patterns of human behavior. Articulate spokesmen of
"workingmen's" groups--mostly artisans and others in the upper reaches
of the labor force--feared downward mobility as industrialization
invaded their crafts and as a new class of dependent factory oper-
atives emerged; they especially deplored the employment of thousands
of unschooled children in the mills and called for public education
to prevent "the sacrifice of the . . . rising generation of our

country, to the cupidity and avarice of their employers." Both

"workingmen" and employers mostly agreed, however, that free and
universal schooling could foster equ,,lity of opportunity amid the
threats posed by the factory system.

As universal white male suffrage became increasingly the rule

in eastern cities, and as immigration from Ireland and Germany
swelled in the 1840's, the common school crusaders argued that the
foreign masses must be Americanized and the common man taught how

to exercise citizenship intelligently. The Whig Governor of Massa-
chusetts pointed out that when every man might vote, or be elected
to office, or carry a gun in the militia, or serve on a jury, every

man must be properly educated. Religious and ethnic riots and politi-

cal disorder especially alarmed reformers who still regarded the

American republic as an experiment in self - government -- fears rein-

forced, for example, when militia called out to quell i-'s fraternized

instead with the rebels.

Worry about social disintegration also bothered common school

crusaders in the new settlements in the West, but there the task was
to create rather than to reinvigorate and redirect educational insti-

tutions. The :;ruatest increase in pupils in schools took place in

these States in the Midwest ard Far West. Many of the founders of

public school systems in the West were ministers sent by missionary
bureaucracies or denominations to Protestant ize and civilize the

Huck Finns who had lit out for the territories. They founded journals
and teachers' associations to promote schools, served as county and

State superintendents of instruction, provided teachers through

organizations like the Board of National Popular Education, and often

were the only persons with the Limo or sense of mission to try to

establish public schools.
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The leading school reformers agreed that supervision, coordination,
and clear channels of communication and authority were essential.
IfOrganization becomes necessary in the crowded scut' of congested
districts," said the superintendent of schools in ster, Mass-
achusetts, "just as hard pavements cover the city s, ts . .

Most urban 'educators believed that in an increasingly bureaucratic
society the schools needed to provide an urban discipline, a bridge
from the private world of the family to the large organizations in
which more and more Americans spent their days. In 1871 the St. Louis
superintendent succinctly stated the premises behind the drive to
standardize the common school: "The first requisite of the school is

Order: each pupil must be taught first and foremost to conform his
behavior to a general standard." In industrial society, ho added,
"conformity to the time of the train, to the starting of work in the

manufactory" and to the other characteristic activities of the city
required precision, regularity, and obedience. The corollary was
that the school must itself be a model of bureaucratic order: "rho

pupil must have his lessons ready at the appointed time, must rise at
the tap of the bell, move to the line, return; in shorL, go through
all the evolutions with equal. precision."

In order to provide this sort of training, schoolmen som,ht to
build unified systems. They divided cities into attendance districts,
subdivided ungraded schools into distinct classes or "grades" in which

children were segregated according to their academic progress and age,
provided standardized classrooms and equipment, trained and certified
teachers for specific tasks within these graded schools, designed a
sequential curriculum or program of studies, devised examinations to
test what children learned, and developed supervision by principals
and a superintendent. After pioneering such uniform structures of
education in cities, they sought also to extend them to the country-
side through setting State standards and through consolidation of
one-room schools.

The two phases of the common school. movement- -persuadiw; the
public to accept the common school. idea and standardixing the oper-
ation of the institution--were complementary but somewhat different
as modes of reform. Early crusaders like Mann were alsu interehtod
in curriculum, grading of schools, and better preparation fur tach-
ers; the school managers who succeeded them as leaders --men la John

Philbrick, superintendent in Boston--still had to deal with the public.
But the bureaucrats tended to see their t_a si< nut so 7.iuh as evanlical
persuasion as it was the "perrectin of tilt sv.ztem itself ." 1'):, the

1880's Philbrick saw the compleat schoolan A.4 one ',rho has

some project in hand: the' cStAblkhr:.'nt 0! a trainin school fur

teachers, an evening school, or ail: school; the adoption

of a better method of examinin: ,nd teach,.rs . . . an

improvement in the plan of .t Inc schoolhouses; Lite ",

of a Trore rat ional pro r,:t lona! system ot school

1011ti." t.,C,1t-; Phi I hr h eyed in

perfect in4 the plat idle. t i .ducat that 11,- ion



is rapidly tending to uniformity and unity. . . . The best is the
best everywhere." In meetings of professional association&T in
school reports and journey?, the retor er-bureaucrats shared ideas
through growing channels; of professional communication, secure in
the ideology of the common school and perceiving their task as
institution-building. With remarkable speed, and without the
sanctions of a central ministry of education, they managed to create
pattern, of schooling that were substantially similar in design in
Denver and Birmingham, in Kansas City and Chicago.

At the end of the 19th century the U.S. Commissioner of Edu-
cation looked back with pride on the consolidation and expansion of
the common school. By then about 70 percent of persons aged 5 to
18 years were enrolled in some sort of school; 15 million were iv
public schools; and of 100 students in all kinds of educational
institutions 95 were in elementary schools, 4 in secondary, and 1
in a postsecondary school. A typical young American of 1898 could
expect to receive 5 years of schooling. In settled communities that
child would normally attend a class or "grade" segregated according
to age and advancement in a standardized curriculum which included
the three R's and a smattering of other subjects like geography,
history, and natural science. The basic functions of schooling were
relatively clear-cut: to equip students with academic skills and to
give them a type of political and moral socializationa common set
of values and habits--that would enable them to participate in an
increasingly urban and industrial society. Most schoolmen did not,
however, see schools as a means of channeling children into niches
in the economy, for they believed that a modest education coupled
with self-help and good character would assure individual success.
Pew occupations required elaborate educational credentials in the
19th century. Hence the search for the "one best system" was an
attempt to give each child a common education in the common school,
thereby to provide him with an equal starting point in the later race
for rewards. On such school1n4, thought the reformers, depended the
stability of the republic.

The new forms of school organization, however, came under sharp
attac;: even though few Americans questioned the basic common school
ideology. Critics of bureaucracy ridiculed the standardization of
schools and claimed that educators were simply creating an elaborate
establishment to serve their own interests. Advocates of a more
child - -c-u pedago!,y argued that classrooms were too mechanical,
the curriculum too aigId and bookish. Critics argued that the schools
were not effectively reaching the children of the city slums and the
rural poor. But the most severe challenge to the superintendents
Lame from the patterns of lay control of public education, decen-
tralized systems which often persisted from the times when cities
had been villages. In many urban systems laymen refused to delegate
ciecisionmaking to the professionals. Central school hoards often
reniaincd large and unwieldy; they transacted administrative business
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in subcommittees; committeemen sometimes regarded the schools as a
source of graft and patronage; and many of the most important decisions
were made in decentralized ward boards.

In their attempts to construct the "one best system," then,
schoolmen frequently encountered frustration: they co!:ld supervise
teachers but not hire them; design a course of study but not select
textbooks; and they confronted a barrage of political influences
they considered extraneous to education, like ethnicity, religion,
and party loyalty, all of which were important in the politics of
schooling. To Philbrick "excessive decentralization of administration
has been one of the chief obstacles to improvement in every department
of our free school system." The next wave of reform in education would
seek to "take the schools out of politics," and thereby to alleviate
the frustrations of those who tried to institutionalize the ideology
of the common school.

Centralization of Control in City Schools

As we have, seen, through persuasion the common school crusaders
of the mid-19th century built an ideological consensus on the functions
of public schooling. In turn, the generation of public schoolmen who
followed Horace Mann sought to create "the one best system" which
would embody those ideals. By the end of the 19th century, however,
a number of reformers believed that a major shift in the politics of
schools --in the whole decisionmaking process--was essential since the
older decentralized form of school board politics no longer matched
the needs of a complex, industrialized urban society of large
organizations.

During the years from 1890 to 1920 these centralist reformers
talked about accountability, about cutting red tape, about organizing
coalitions to push educational reform, and about the need to face
the realities of class and power in American society. They formed
a network of professional and business elites, including university
people and the new professionally trained school administrators.
They planned a basic shift in the control of urban education which
would vest political power in a small group of "successful" men on
central school boards and eliminate overlapping jurisdictions
between central and ward boards by abolishing the local committees.
They wished to emulate the process of decisionmaking used in the
board of directors of modern business corporations rather than the
common practice of delegating administrative decisions to lay sub-
committees of the large central school boards. They planned to turn
over almost total administrative power to an expert superintendent
and his staff so that they could reshape the schools to fit new
social and economic conditions.

In sum, they wished to "take the schools out of politics" and
to create autonomy for the professional expert. One of the key leaders



el the movement put it th.s way: it was as foolish to speak of "the
democratization of the treatment.of appendicitis" as to speak of "the

. . . The fundamental confusion is this:
DemocraLv is A principle of government ; the schools belong to the
aimluistration; And a democracy is as much entitled as a monarchy
to have its business well done."

i hi roforr; movome,nt and program clostAy resemble Samuel P.
nt,,rp rot at ion of !f.z,nera 1 inuni.c ipa l "progressive" reform at

He :urn; ! he .210. h century. Studies of school centralization in
Vorl-, Phi ladolhLi, St. Louis, and San Francisco

indicate that the chi,,f support for reform "did not come from the
lower or from the upper class." Like reforms

services, police, and city government,
urb,c1 educht ion it re`-or:!i 14)1 lowed a famil tar pattern of muckrakers'
exposure ,.erruption, suffering or inefficiency; the formation of
alliincc:.; of citions And professional experts who proposed
structural chanes (like small, "nonpartisan" boards of education);
and a subsequent campaign for a "nonpolitical" and rational reorgani-
zation of public Se rvices Public rhetori.' might portray a contest
between "the people" versus "the politicians," but as flay says, the
reformers wished not only to replace had men with good; they pro-
poso:1 to change the occupational and class origin,: of decision-
r,;Akers." They wanted power to their people.

School centralizers fcllowed.basically similar strategies in
different cities across the United States. Both university and
business leaders among the reformers tended to be national, rather
thin local in their frame of reference and shared ideas of school
reform throt01 professional and businnss associations. Local school
reform groups like the public educational associations sprang up in
numerous cities and invited speakers and planners to visit them;
Ivaders like Charles '0.% Eliot, President of Harvard, and the newly

corps of experts in school administration traveled, criss-
crossed the Nation to serve as consultants. The centralizers also
enjoyed easy access to the mass media and the magazines read by
opinion-r.,.akers. In the battle to destroy the ward system in New
Yer, :.or example, tho reformers controlled news and editorials in
most of the 71ajor newspapors of that city as well as an inside track
to ed,icational iournals and periodicals such as Ilarpe. r'!.; Weekly, The
nut leo, and rhe Critic. ihtrobv they could define the problem of
city hoo! sacn a wal... thtt their remedies seemed self-evident
1,1,1 to ref orii ap:)eared selfish or misguided. Grassroots

,ta,:atiou in tip' d:_-entralized system they could dismiss
p:ro:';i , eorr!int. ()71. Ica 1 1v lInCheC kt2d power to set

:,Hi I.,: they coald define as the legitimate power of the
pr,; . [he 41e..ah ".',e1 the schools out of poi it les"

4. "11 4: -4 t ra:tsl.er of power to new gro'ips.

4,,,.11 be used to STD.' l t7 h oppos i t i on .

H 44:Achl ioha i .::,:;r4tl.t.r,;, -Anchors, and citizens
-:nch !4-: Ili i t i4nr; ef t nroh ti-1' ; _ireed that the source'
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argued, for example, that ward control of education was "primitive,"
a relic of the days when each neighborhood had its own watchmen and
Volunteer firemen. "Mulberry Bend may not control its own police,
nor Murray Hill assess its own taxes, nor Hell's Kitchen select its
own health inspector." No, the day had come to "organize on a modern
and rational plan our great and costly system of public schools."
Many of the men who reshaped the control of urban education had also
planned and controlled the consolidation of vast business enterprises
at the turn of the century. They believed that the same model of
expert, centralized administration could serve other organizations
equally well: universities, schools, churches, welfare services,
police, and city services.

The centralizers also believed that urban education should be-
come more differentiated than the old common school and should prepare
children for the diverse economic roles they would later play. It was

naive, they believed, to pretend that America was a classless society
and unwise to provide the same schooling to each child regardless of
his probable destiny in life or his abilities. Hence the reformers at
the turn of the century normally supported such changes as vocational
education and guidance and the provision of special classes, tracks,
and schools for different kinds of children, and they believed that
the design of these programs and the assignment of children to the
new tracks should be in the hands of professional educators.

To many schoolmen the corporate model of school governance was
not only "modern and rational" but also the answer to some of their
biggest problems. They wished to gain high status for the superin-
tendent--and here he was compared with that prestigious figure, the
business executive. They were tired of "politics" which endangered
their tenure and sabotaged their attempts to improve the system--and
-here was a school board that promised to be "above politics." They

wanted to make of school administration a science--and here was a
rtaay-to-use body of literature on business efficiency to adapt to
-Aication. The administrative progressives were quick to develop the
implications of the corporate model and to anticipate possible objec-
tions to it on democratic grounds. An NEA committee on city systems
admitted that some might attack centralization as "unwisely taking
away rower from the people," but countere(' that centering power in
experts made the schools more responsive by making them more clearly
accountable.

One of the biggest differences between the behavior of the old
large boards and the new small ones, the reformers reported, was
that members no longer spoke to the galleries or worked for particular
neighborhoods. In 1905, after the Boston school committee was reduced
from 24 to 5, the superintendent wrote that "the work of the board is
conducted in a conversational tone; speeches made for political effect
that were common in the larger hoard are no longer delivered. The

deliberations of the board are not essentially dif.erent from those
of a board of directors." Another expert wrote that "if the hoard
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confines itself to its proper work, an hour a week will transact all
of the school. business which the board should handle. There is no
more need for oratory in the conduct of a school system than there

would be in the conduct of a national bank." The St. Louis superin-
tendent reported that after its school board gave him power over the
agenda, it often completed meetings in 20 minutes. Repeatedly the

advocates of the corporate model portrayed conflicts of value, debate,
and presentation of the interests of special groups as "Inefficient"
and unnecessary in a proper'. functioning system of school governance.

The political scientist Wallace Sayre has observed that an ed-
cational system--like other large organizations--"works persistently
towards stabilizing its relationship to each of the other elements
in its field of forces in ways that will maximize its own autonomous
role." Such was the goal of the centralizers. Sayre has described
the ideology, "the set of serviceable myths" which they propounded:

Education is a unique governmental function. .

Educators are the only proper guardians of the
educational function; their autonomy in this
guardianship is essential to the public inter-
est

The community, when it confronts educational
questions, should be an unstructured audience
of citizens. These citizens should not be in-
fluenced in their responses to educational
questions by their structured associations in
organizations: not as members of interest groups
of any kind (save perhaps in parents' groups) or
as members of a political party. . . .

The unstructured community will be wisest in its
responses to educational questions when it listens
to the educators, to the "experts" in education. . . .

Education must be "taken out of politics" because
political parties and politicians are institutions
not to he trusted. . . .

In urging the centralized corporate model of school governance and
internal control by experts, the centralizers were, of course, simply
exchanging one form of "political" decisionmaking for another. They

were arguing for a relatively closed form of policies in which power
and initiative flowed from the top down and administ:rative law 0-
directives took the place of decision by elected officials.

These reforms in governance gave greater power to professional
leaders to differentiate the structure of urban systems and to con-
trol the course of educational change. We refer to these internal.
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reforms as "administrative progressivism" FlinCe they were spearhoadad
by superintendents and university professors or educatiomal adminis
tration. The administrative progressives believed that they knew what
rates tit; tatty, with the unified common school systems creatod In the 19th
conturyt the curriculum awl structure of the schools wore too
"bookish." rigid and undiverAlfied, ill-adapted to the groat variety
of students flooding the upper grade's of the elementary schools and
the socondary schools and poorly serving the needs oft the economy for
specialiged manpower. These leaders aromud that the argo numoers of
pupils who wore overaged for their classes or who dropped out or school
were symptoms c: malfunction. A modyrniRed school system should "meet
the needs of the children," they hold, and these needs and social de-
mands could bo assessed scientifikJally and the system reshaped accord-
ingly. tntellIgence testing and other forms of measurement provided a
convynient tocUnology for classifying children. Likewise, they differ-
,xtiated secondary edut4.:..0u tn(o junior and senior high schools, de-
veloped vocational, commercial, and other tracks, created professional
guidance programs, revamped the curriculum, and added new spyelalists
to the staff.

Statistics revealed the magnitude of the transformation and sug-
gested thy character of the challenges schoolmen faced as education
became increasingly universal through the high school. years. The
costs of city schools in 1RO were twice as high as In 1900, whily
during each year from 1890 to 1.918 th?ry was a new high school built
on an average of one per day. Attendalce in high schools Increased
dut I ug those two decades from 202,000 to 1,645,000, and continued to
soar for the next 30 years. The public secondary school moved front
its role as a marginal and tiny institution to the center of the
stage of educational reform.

As city systems grtw in stxe and bureaucratic complexity, the
number of specialized administrative officers expanded dramatically.
From 1890 to 1920 the number of "superviHory officers lumped from 9
to 144 in Baltimore, 7 to 1.59 in Boston, 31 to 329 in Detroit, 58 to
159 in Cleveland, 235 to 1,310 in New York, and 66 to 268 in Phila-
delphia. Schoolmen created special prorams for retarded, deaf,
gifted, blind, delinquent, anemic, and other groups of children and
multiple tracks and schools for vocational and other specialized
training.

Thu rationale for the new 1.rograms o the administrative pro-
gressives cAnIc partly from educational SHoncy, In particular psycho-
logical and educational me'asure'ment. and learnim; theory. Especially
alter the mass Use' oF ,;roup I.Q. tests in World War 1, educators
seil.ed on intelligence testing as a means of grouping qtudents by
what the v Look to ht inherent intellectual ability; they also widely
assumed that the tests would provide rational curricular and
vocational guidance. theories of larnlin; stressed the impor-
tance of activity and motivation for students and Influenced changes
in enrritJUM And teaching methods. Old ideas of mental discipline
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and the transfer of training gave way to now principles of curricular
design which emphasized training children for the specific tasks they
would face in everyday lif!.

The doctrine of "social efficiency" justified differentiated
schooling. The administrative progressives rejected the notion that a

common grounding in the three Ws would sufficiently prepare students
for life. A key reformer wrote that educators should "give up the
exceedingly democratic idea that all are equal, and that our society
is devoid of classes." InItead, the school should mesh with the
stratification of the outside social system. What was wrong with the

old school, was that it was inefficient and lacked "enough large pieces
of machinery, located in special shops or units of the manufacturing
plant, to enable it to meet modern manufacturing conditions." Edu-

cational systems should be "factories in which the raw materials
(children) are to be shaped and fashioned into products to meet the
various demands of life. The specifications for manufacturing come
from the demands of the twentieth century civilization."

In theory, the science of psychological measurement enabled
schoolmen to retain their faith In latiLyligal opportunity even
though the school sorted and trained students for different roles
in later life, for students took the tests as individuals. In prac-

tice, however, the tests discriminated against children whose experi-

ence as members of groups--for example, as South Italians or as rural

Appalachian whites--did not provide appropriate extra-school learning
sampled on the examinations.

Most of the administrative progressives regarded the first three
decades of the 20th century as a success story. The structural changes

in school governance gave professionals greater autonomy; education

science offered new and powerful tools for classifying and instruct-
ing students; the educational establIshment grew in cost, size, and

complexity. And schooling was coming to have far greater consequences
for graduates since employers increasingly imposed educational require-

ments and as credentials multiplied. Schoolmen came to be gatekeepers

to opportunity in a manner unprecedented in the past.

In time new reformers would criticize both the goals of the

centralizers who tried to "take the schools out of politics" and the

internal reforms wrought by the administrative progressives. Critics

would decry the massive school bureaucracies that grew up after cen-

tralization; 'they would say that children and parents were subjects,

not citizens, of systems closed to external influence; they would

argue that educational science was biased, not objective. Ironi-

cally. the reform that began by promising accountability would it-

self be criticized for failing to be accountable. Activists would

call for the reform of a reform.
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iN Crisis of Authority

During the last generation Americans have witnessed a crisis of
authority in both the ideology and the performance of public education.
Future historians may regard the last 20 years as one of those great
turning points in educational history comparable to the common school
crusade of the mid-19th century or the campaign for centralization and
social efficiency at the turn of this century. Recent complex changes
have called into question some of the legacies of earlier reforms:
that education was the most potent means of creating equality; that
schools should be "kept out of politics"; that the professionals
could discover "the one best system" through specialized knowledge;
and that public schools could create one society from many people- -
e 21aLikm unum. instead, articulate spokesmen have claimed that
schools have not--and perhaps cannot--produce meaningful equality.
They have said that Americar trust in education as a means of reform
has provided an excuse for not pursuing real social or economic change.
People who have felt excluded from decisionmaking have protested that
the goal of "keeping the schools out of politics" has obscured vested
interests. Because experts have often failed to improve educational
performance among dispossessed groups, many critics have attacked "the
one best system" and have argued that both the schools and the knowl-
edge base on which they rested are permeated with racism and class
bias. And lastly, many groups are resisting the notion that the schools
should assimilate diverse groups and are advocating cultural pluralism
or self-determination in place of Anglo-conformity.

The last two tumultuous decades have been a time when the pendu-
lum has swung rapidly from hope and high expectations to deep disap-
pointment, anger, and a search for alternatives.

The Brown desegregation decision of 1954 provides a convenient
point of departure. In Brown the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed belief
in the central "importance of education in our democratic society" as
"the very foundation of good citixenship." Indeed, it was because the
school was so crucial that segregation on the basis of race denied
black children "the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the
Fourteenth Amendment." "Today," said the Court, schooling "is a
principal instrument in awakening the child to cultural values, in
preparing him for later professional training, and in helping him to
adjust normally to his environment. In these days, it is doubtful
that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he is
denied the opportunity of an education." Segregation, of course,
denied the professed ideology of the common school, which in theory
sou4ht to mix all kinds of children under the unifying roof of the
public school. hence the Supreme Court was not so muLli stating a new
principle as correcting an old abuse.

The slow, painful, and still incomplete drive to enforce the new
law of the land in the Nation's schools made education a staging ground
in the quest for racial jusLicv. For years black parents had told their



children to get an education, for that was one thing white society
could not take away. After Brown, supposedly with the rule of law on
their side, blacks sought to enroll their children in all-white schools,
only to find that troops had to be called out to protect little girls
from white mobs. "It was incredible to a Negro woman who had been a

servant in a white house for twenty years," wrote Louis Lomax, "that
her employers would cringe and hide while white trash threw bricks at
her grandson on his way to school." Daisy Bates told black parents
in Little Rock that the students should stick it out. "We've got to

decide if [desegregation] is to be this generation or never."

In northern cities the legal situation was more cloudy, for there
the segregation in the schools resulted mostly from residential pat-
terns rather than from legal policy--de facto rather than de juzg7-

although to the child in an all-black school the lawyers' technical-
ities probably made little difference. Ghetto residents, the poor,

people of color, generally knew first-hand what scholarly studies
revealed in cities like Detroit and Chicago: their schools were

shortchanged, as run-down buildings, uncertified teachers, crowded
classrooms, and inadequate equipment and books attested. The black

demand for desegregation in northern cities was at base a quest for

quality and equality in schooling; only if there were white children
as hostages in classrooms could the white power structure be trusted

to educate black children effectively.

But the search for better education through integration proved
disappointing. In northern cities school boards and school leaders
often rejected or sabotaged black demands for mixed schools, even
where integration was feasible; in school systems like those of Wash-
ington, D.C., Chicago, or Newark tha large proportion of black children
or the vastness of the ghettos made mixing of populations difficult if

not impossible within district boundaries. The percentage of black
children attending segregated schools in the North increased markedly
during the dozen years following Brown.

Alongside, and often in place of, efforts to desegregate the
schools came a movement for "compensatory education." Pioneered by

grants from foundations in the late 1950's and early 1960's, and

fueled by large Federal sums under Title I of ESEA, compensatory edu-
cation was designed to improve the academic achievement of children

who did not perform well in school, especially the poor and people of

color. Just as the Brown decision and desegregation were attempts to
institutionalize the professed ideology of a democratic common school,

so the compensatory education movement was an effort to make the one

system work for "the culturally deprived."

By and large, psychologists and educators agreed that the reason

poor children often failed in school was that they lacked certain ex-
periences in the home and community that enabled others to succeed-- -

in short, that they had a "cultural deficit." In 1964 an assistant

superintendent in Boston explained what such deprivation meant:
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Many of these children have low aspirational
levels. . . . By virtue of their limited back-
ground (they) fail to meet the expected outcomes
as defined in the Curriculum Guides. . . . It is
our hope to raise the achievement of these pupils
closer to their potentials which have for too
long been submerged by parental lack of values.

The chairman of the Boston School Board put the matter more succinct-
ly: "We do not have inferior schools; we have been getting an inferior
type of student." The problem lay in the child, not in the educational
or social system.

Much of the effort of the early researchers and practitioners in
compensatory education was well-intentioned, some of it successful.
What most professionals took for granted was the normal science of edu-
cation (which was based largely on the psychological assessment of
individuals) and the one best system (which was the existing structure
and basic curriculum of the urban school). The white researcher might
never know that the same child who mumbled monosyllables in the class-
room could also play imaginatively with words when rapping with friends
on the street corner. The high school teacher saw a child who struggled
with mathematics in the high school; she did not know that he might be
the statistician for the numbers racket on his block. The mismatch in
the culture of the school and the culture of the community, apparent
to the ethnologist, might show itself only as "deprivation" in the
classroom. But Kenneth Clark saw the cultural deficit model as a cruel
alibi, a new version of an old myth:

Just as those who proposed earlier racial inferiority
theories were invariably members of the dominant racial
groups who represented themselves to be superior, those
who at present propose the cultural deprivation theory
are in fact members of the privileged group who inevi-
tably associate their privileged status with their own
innate intellect and its related educv-ional success.

For the most part, the effort and funds poured into compensatory
education did not result in the goal of increased academic achievement
(although later, more sophisticated efforts as in some Head Start pro-
grams and in the Upward Bound program did show gains). As ghetto
parents learned about the low achievement scores and continued fail-
ures of their children, they increasingly lost faith in the expertise
of the professionals. What they had feared was simply a personal mis-
fortune--that their child could not read--was revealed to be a public
problem of epidemic proportions. A joke made the rounds among blacks
in New York: "What do you think of education in Harlem?" asked one
parent. "I think it would be a good idea," replied the other. Those
of a more bitter cast of mind began to talk of deliberate educational
genocide.
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By the mid-1960's, there was a new mood among the dispossessed.
As Langston Hughes said, when a dream is too long deferred, it may
explode. The hopes and expectations of the poor and people of color
had been raised by the civil rights movement and by the "war on pov-
erty." The Brown decision had promised that the common school might
finally include all children--but whites resisted. The professionals
had said that with more money and attention they could improve school-
ing for the educationally outcast--but reading scores continued to
decline. Hope shifted to disillusionment and anger, and bitter
rhetoric and violence escalated.

A crisis of authority was at hand, especially in urban education,
one which questioned both the traditional goals and the practice of
public schooling. The crisis was not limited to minority communities
but spread elsewhere, causing new doubts among educators and laymen
alike about the validity of familiar ideas and institutions.

One reason for the depth of concern was the mushrooming litera-
ture of criticism. Earlier periods of reform had their muckrakers,
like Joseph Rice of the 1890's, but the volume and impact of the new
exposees were unprecedented. Best sellers like a the Down Staircase
and Our Children Are pAng, ranged in tone from satire to flagellating
anger, while dozens of lesser-known books and articles laid bare the
faults of unresponsive bureaucracies, the despair or suffering of
those at the bottom of the social and educational system, the vio-
lence in city schools, the awesome consequences of educational failure.
In this literature tales of success were few and reforms often abortive.

In addition to these vivid and popular accounts, the 1960's pro-
duced many sober and detailed studies like the Coleman Report and
Racial Isolation in the Schools. Cities and States released figures
on the achievement levels of different districts, schools, and student
populations--data which heretofore had been largely a secret of the
bureaucracies. Such studies revealed that despite efforts at compen-
satory education the children of the poor and depressed minority groups
tended to fall further behind in academic achievement in each year of
schooling.

Such evidence and popular literature' has appeared at a point in
time when parents and policy makers alike are newly aware that school-
ing has become crucial as a gateway to desirable employment. Increas-
ingly the United States has become a credentials society--a development
Ivar Berg dubs "the great training robbery"--and employers show little
disposition to relent in their demand for educational requirements for
employees. Hence schooling has consequences undreamed of during the
19th century; today educational failure condemns most dropouts to
low-level jobs or unemployment.

This new public awareness of the failings and the significance of
education has created a strong tension between the traditional ideal
and the perceived actuality of urban education, especially among the
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"culturally different." In theory the American common school was to
be frees under public control, mixing all classes together, and pro-
viding equality of opportunity. The ghetto parent sees that his
child's school is segregated, that he has little voice in determining
school policies, and that his child will graduate woefully ill-prepared
to compete in a complex technological society.

As a result, many members of outcast groups arc. demanding com-
munity control by their own people in place of the traditional corpo-
rate model of governance which sought to rise above "interest groups";
they.are substituting self-determination as a goal instead of assimi-
lation; and they are rejecting "equality" if that means Anglo-conformity,
sameness, and familiar failure in the "one best system." And many mem-
bers of the so-called "mainstream culture" are arguing that the pluralism
of the society should be reflected in the schools, that all students and
parents should have a greater degree of choice among alternative forms
of schooling.

Because of the current crisis of authority some observers have
claimed that Americans are today witnessing the collapse of American
public education, at least in the large cities. They have argued that
both a new ideology and new institutions are necessary. Some have pro-
posed that all parents be given educational vouchers for their children's
schooling in order to create an open market for free education--in effect,
a return to the older notion of attending the school of your choice, ex-
cept that the school would be subsidized by public money and would be
free. Others have suggested that instruction be contracted to agencies
outside the public schools, such as business corporations.

Although we recognize the depth of the current crisis in popular
education, we do not agree with the view that the public schools are
like the walls of Jericho, ready to tumble at the blast of some critic's
trumpet. We also do not believe that any of the major structural alter-
natives to the present pattern of public education--such as vouchers or
performance contracting--are either realistic or desirable. But we do
advocate comprehensive reform of public schooling and a searching re-
examination of assumptions: (1) about the role of schooling in creating
equality; (2) about participation in educational decisionmaking;
(3) about cultural pluralism and educational policy; and (4) about
alternative models of education within the public school system. Thus

our response to the crisis of authority in public education is to re-
interpret--and we hope to reinvigorate--the common school in terms
appropriate to the 1970's.

We believe that it is important to have a realistic understanding
of the limits of schooling in promoting equality within American society,
for public education has often been oversold as the answer to problems
beyond its scope. During the 19th century most schoolmen thought that
the task of the common school was to impart certain basic knowledge
and skills, coupled with training in citizenship and morality. With
this basic equipment each individual would then be prepared for the
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contests of life. Early reformers also believed that such schooling
could mitigate or eliminate poverty, intemperance, crime, and social
conflict. At the turn of the century many leading schoolmen recog-
nized that urban-industrial America was highly stratified and con-
cluded that the role of schooling was to sort children and prepare
them for their different roles in the economy. At the same time they
accepted a much broadened notion of the social functions of schooling
to include training for leisure, health, and citizenship, as well as
vocational effectiveness.

In the last two decades schools have again been asked to assume
much of the burden of eradicating poverty and bringing outcast groups
into full participation in American life. Equality in schooling was
once thought of as similarity of educational input; in recent years
many educators have begun to realize that schools serving the poor
need more than equal resources to work effectively, and some have
even talked of equality of output--of academic achievement--as a goal
to pursue. Although we believe that schools need much more money to
provide adequate education for the person at the bottom of the social
system, we also are convinced that schooling alone cannot work the
miracles expected of it. Only a concerted attack on inequality which
couples schooling with other changes such as new patterns of employ-
ment and income distribution can mitigate the gross disparities of
living standards in the Nation. In the meantime, schools should con-
centrate on what they can do best; equipping children with the basic
knowledge and skills they need in order to survive and advance in the
larger society.

With regard to participation in educational decisionmaking, we
believe that it is time to reconsider a long-term trend to give in-
creasing power to the professional by "taking the school out of poli-
tics." A little over a decade ago a liberal schoolman could indict
local control as the chief cause for "dull parochialism and attenu-
ated totalitarianism" in American education, but recently citizens
have become aware of the costs of the inertia and red tape of vast
school bureaucracies and the benefits of community participation in
school policies. As we have indicated in chaptel, 3 (Larry Cuban's
essay), we advocate experiments in increased involvement of parents
and other lay persons in setting educational policies.

We turn now to cultural pluralism in educational policy. A re-
sult of increased community participation in school governance may
well be greater differentiation of instruction to meet the self-
defined needs of various groups. This could produce school systems
which reflect the ethnic pluralism of the society rather t .an ones
which largely seek to assimilate children to an Anglo-conformist
model. In the past, groups which had power over educational poli-
cies consistently tried to affirm their values in the school cur-
riculum: German parents in Cincinnati wanted their children to
study their native language in public elementary schools; Protes-
tants wanted teachers to read the King James Bible in class; the
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Irish wanted to remove textbooks which impugned the Emerald Isle.
Groups which lacked influence over school policies often saw their
cultures and values ignored or scorned. We believe that schools
should affirm the value of social diversity and attempt to enhance
a sense-of identity and pride in ethnic heritage rather than judge
all groups by their approximation to a white, middle-class model.
This may mean that a particular Chicano school may have a bicultural
curriculum; another school may fit instruction to the learning styles
of black children and teach about Afro-American culture. At the same
time we reiterate that the school should focus primarily on its cen-
tral tas:. of imparting the knowledge and skills required for success-
ful functioning in the public world of jobs, political expression and
power, and other spheres in which citizens of different backgrounds
need to intersect with each other.

Increased public participation and a new spirit of cultural
pluralism will doubtless create alternative forms of public edu-
cation in place of a "one best system" decreed by experts. Gener-

ating these alternative forms of public schooling will demand a new
frame of mind on the part of those involved. There are many obstruc-
tions in the way of innovation: State codes that restrict freedom;
administrators and teachers who sabotage the new because they fear
it; alienated students who destroy even what they have helped to
create; parents who distrust change. But time and skill can diminish
such obstacles when the prime constituencies--the students, parents,
and teachers--realize that they can together create meaningful choices.
The basic goals of a democratic common school can be reinterpreted for
our era, and the institutions of public education once again changed,
if Americans have the wisdom and the will.
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Chapter 2

THE SELECTION OF VARIABLES FOR SCHOOL REFORM

by

Del Schalock
Oregon System of Higher Education

The initiation of school reform requires change in the status
quo. If a school is unable to bring about the learning outcomes
desired in some portion of its pupils, something has to be done. In

all likelihood trying harder to do better what is already being done
will not be enough.

Unfortunately, stating the obvious is not particularly helpful.
The teaching and administrative staffs of schools that are failing
in their responsibility to students know that something needs to be
changed, as do school board members, parents, pupils, and everyone
else who thinks about the matter. The basic problem does not rest in
recognizing the need for change, but in knowing what to change in
order to bring about improved learning. Should change be made in the
kind of teachers or administrators that are hired, the curriculums
that are implemented, the materials purchased, the utilization of
staff and student time, or should it be something less directly linked
to pupil learning, such as increased community involvement in the
governance of the schools, raising teachers' salaries, implementing a
voucher system, or decentralizing administration within a district?
It is probably fair to say that anything anyone has been able to think
of as a means of improving the performance of schools has been tried
at least once, either as part of an ongoing school ptogram or as an
experiment outside the schools. Despite such widespread and continuing
efforts, nothing has emerged that guarantees successful learning for
all children in all contexts. As a consequence, even when schools want
to change they have few trustworthy guidelines or proven alternatives
to help them on their way.

With our knowledge and technical base in education as it is, the
performance of our schools is probably no better or worse than can be
expected. If such is the case a number of implications would seem to
follow. The overriding implication is that schools probably will not
be able to do much better than they are now doing until our knowledge
about school-based learning and our technology for facilitating it aro
both improved and made generally available. There are two follow-up
implications: (1) to achieve these ends massive research, development
and diffusion (R, D, & D) efforts must be undertaken at a level of
sophistication that exceeds our efforts in these areas in the past;
and (2) while schools are waiting for the results of R, D, & D to reach
critical mass, they must themselves engage in the pursuit of reform.
The first conclusion follows from the fact that man has not yet
invented a means of obtaining reliable knowledge other than through
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research, that he has nut yet invented a means of obtaining reliable

technology other than through development, and that he has not yet
invented a means for reliably implementing new knowledge and technology
into organized programs other than through the utilization of diffusion
strategies, i.e., dissemination of information, demonstration, trial,
and support in implementation. As time-consuming and costly as these
activities may be, there are no known substitutes for them when that
which is needed is a knowledge and technological base sufficient to the

solution of problems that do not yield to the history of experience.'

A second conclusion follows from the fact that morally and
politically schools :cannot continue to do that which they are doing in
light of the overwhelming evidence of their failure. They must devise
new strategies, invent new programs, and even create new models of
schooling in an effort to do better. They must try all these out in a
way that yields trustworthy information about that which has been tried
so that they and others may profit from such efforts. To do less at
this point is unthinkable but to do more is impossible until the
knowledge and technological base available to the profession is extended.

Again, as in the case of recognizing the need for change, recognizing
the need for large-scale R, D, & D efforts or large-scale school reform
efforts is not particularly helpful. The need for both has been recog-
nized for a long period.of time, and both kinds of efforts have been
pursued for a long time. What is needed is a better set of ideas as to
what needs to be changed within the school settings to obtain desired
outcomes in children and, once discovered, how to proceed to institute
those changes in schools across the Nation. These are the central issues
that face both the R, D, & D community and the on-line school. community.
Until progress has been made on both fronts the goals of school reform
must of necessity remain unmet.

The Interdependence of the Goals of School Reform, the Operational.
Definitions Assigned Those Goals, and the Variables- to be Manipulated
in Achieving Them

The first step in the process of selecting the dimensions of school
context to be manipulated in R, D, & D or "on-line" school reform efforts

1Hortunately, with the creation of the National institute of
Education, the maturing of the federally funded Laboratories and
R and D Centers, and the move to extend our knowledge of the R, 0, & D

process within the context of education (see Schalock et al., 1972),
the conceptual and institutional base needed to support the kind of
R, U, & D thrust that is needed in education is now becoming available.

As used here and in the pages that follow, the word "variable"
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was to become clear about what was to be manipulated in the proposed

reform effort (the experimental, treatment or input variables) and
what was to be measured as a consequence (the dependent, outcome or
output variables). This required a clear recognition of the inter-
dependence of the desired outcomes that were to be defined and
measured operationally, and the variables to be manipulated in hopes
of achieving the desired goal states. This initial step also required
a careful sorting of the linkages between the influence variables to
be proposed for manipulation in the reform effort and the desired goal
state(s). The concern over clarity at this level can be illustrated
through the following examples:

Suppose the goal of school reform was stated as "the equalization
of educational opportunity" and that was defined operationally as "the
equivalence of school services" for all children in a school, a district,
a State, or the Nation. Given such a goal, the variables selected for
manipulation in attempting to reach it would be of particular kind, and
they would be manipulated in a particular way. Assuming "school services"

to include physical space and surroundings, administrative and instruc-

tional staff, instructional materials, peer interests and capabilities,
etc., the variables to be manipulated would involve such things as the

equalization of per pupil expenditures for instruction, the modernization
of buildings, the random distribution of instructional and administrative
staff, the busing of pupils, etc., as well as the creation of the
political and reorganizational structures that would permit such actions
to be taken. Persons responsible for the administration of such a
program would look to the equality of per pupil expenditures for

instruction, equality of staff distribution with respect to competence,
etc., when assessing the success of the program. There is nothing
inherent in the goal statement or its definition that would lead to the
necessity of looking to the learning outcomes of pupils for evidence of
program success.

Suppose, however, that the same goal statement (equality of
educational opportunity) was defined operationally as "the provisions of
school services that give all children in the Nation an equal opportunity
to learn," or as "the assurance that all children in the Nation will

achieve a level of learning in the early years of school that will
provide them full and equal access to the secondary and post secondary
educational opportunities that exist within the Nation." In the first
instance, since the goal of reform is still in terms of school services

staLds for a broad "class" of variables rather than a single variable
of the kind that would be manipulated in a standard research project.
In this sense the term is interchangeable with the concept of a
"dimension" of the school context that if changed could follow the
term and takes on refined meaning, for each chapter attempts to spell

out for a class variable the dimensions within it that are manipulable

within a school reform effort.
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the variables to be manipulated in 'tarrying out the reform effort
would probably be the BAMe tho80 in the previous example, but they
would both be manipulated in the same way. Assuming that children
with learning handicaps require a greater per child expenditure of
resources to facilitate their learning than children without such
handicaps, school services would be manipulated so as to favor the
children who are. handicapped. Thus, the per pupil expenditure per
handicapped child could conceivably double that of the nonhandicapped;
the teaching and administrative staff working with the handicapped
could be the most competent within the system; the pupil - teacher ratio
could be 5:1 for the handicapped anl '30:1 for the nenhandicapped; and
so on. In the second instance, where the goals of reform are defined
in terms of pupil learning rather than distribution of school
services, the variables to be manipulated in effecting reform may be
the same as those cited earlier, e.g., per pupil expenditure, staff
competence, pupil-teacher ratio, or they may be different, e.g., the
utlitzation of special instructional materials or special instruc-
tional strategies. The way in which such variables would be treated,
however, and the criteria that would be used to judge the success of
the program would be markedly different, for ..rhevi the goat of school
reform is stated in terms of pupil outcomes c.idence as to the
realization of those outcomes becomes the crituelon for judging
program SUCCOSS, and the nature and distribution of school services
are treated simply as the moans to those ends. When pupil outcome
criteria are operating, school services, in effect, become the
variables, to be manipulated within a reform effort and are, in fact,
achieved

So much for examples. Hopeful ly, however, they reinforce two
points: (1) what one wishes to achieve determines in large part what
one does to achieve it and (2) in an arena as complex as that of the

3
At one level the provision 01 a particular school service in a

relorm effort that has as its oal the realization of specified learning
outcomes in children could be thought of as a desired outcome of the
program, but only as a "facilitory" or "instructional" outcome, not a
focal outcome. This points up the context-specific nature of variable
specification. In the context of one reform effort a variable (for
example, t he possession of a particular teaching skill by a group of
teachers) may he treated as a dependent or outcome variable, I.e., the
desired outcome of the effort. But in another, the same variable may
be treated as an independent or treatment variable. While such apparent
slipping and sliding of that which is of interest can be frustrating,
there isn't much that can be done about it outside the context of a
particular reform effort. Recogniming the problem, however, helps
protect against the confusion that forever Seems to enter analyses of
the kind attempted in the present document.
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linkage between school services and pupil outcomes the task of being
clear about that which is to be manipulated and that which is to be
achieved becomes inordinately illusive. The first point is an
inescapable consequence of the rules of logic. The second is an
inescapable consequence of the degree of complexity that character-
izes the process of education, and the extent of the conceptual
muddle that characterizes thinking about education. Both should
serve to alert the reader to the necessity of assessing carefully
the legitimacy of the linkages that have been made between input and
output variables in the pages that follow.

A Strate for Se1ectin Scig.Linked Variables for Manipulation
in Ef forts to ItmraviAcaotrAaped Learning

A necessary first step in undertaking an effort in school reform
is to be clear, generally, as to what is to be manipulated in the
effort, and what is to be measured as outcome. It is only the first
of many such steps. Hard on its heels is the task of selecting,
from among the essentially endless number of variables within a school
context that influence pupil learning, those likely to produce
differences in effecting reform. Given the realities of limited
resources, limited time, limited knowledge, limited freedom to choose,
and limited alternatives from which to choose, what variables can be
manipulated and offer the most hope of effecting the kind of pupil
learning desired as a consequence of reform within the context of a
school?

Three steps are taken in dealing with this question. First, a
framework permits the various classes of variables that potentially
influence school learning to be ordered with respect to one another
and the learning outcomes desired of pupils. The framework functions
essentially as a map of an area or trritory for it makes it possible
to locate the particular class variables being considered in physical
space and hold them there while considering their respective merits.
Second, a set of criteria is established that is to be used in
selecting from these possible influence variables those that seemed
most promising to manipulate within the context of the school reform
effort being proposed. Finally, choice is made as to the class
variables that fit best the criteria that have been established.
These became the influence variables that are recommended for manip-
ulation in the proposed reform effort. The balance of the present
paper describes these three steps, and the class variables identified
through them.



A Framework for OrderinguachakIALIMAJAsIAN.es That Are
Assumed to influence School-Based Learnitm

By choosing to focus in the proposed reform effort on only those

influence variables that can be manipulated by the schools, the range
and number of such variables that had to be attended in the selection

process is sharply reduced. Even so, the range and number of
variables that have still to be considered is large. To name only a

few, there are the multiple dimensions of curriculum and instructional
procedures, discipline procedures, teacher competences, teacher
attitudes, teacher interests, teacher energy and time, organizational
and administrative arrangements, incentives and the availability of

external resources. Obviously some choice has to be made from among
such variables, for given realistic constraints of time, energy, and

money, all cannot be manipulated with equal care. All probably

should not be, for it is difficult to imagine that all are equally
harmful in influencing pupil learning, and thus equally worthy of
manipulation within the context of the kind of reform effort being

proposed. How are the merits of such variables to be determined? How

are the interdependences that exist between them to be established;

for example, the interdependence of instructional procedures and
teacher competencies? If they could be established, what would be done

with such information? Because of their convoluted and interwoven
linkages to learning outcomes, it is best to establish a framework that

would begin to sort some of these linkages out and hold them still long

enough to let them be considered in detail. No illusions were held as

to the long term utility of such a frame, but at the same time it was
recognized that some structure has to be established in order to talk

meaningfully to one another and to others about that which was being

considered.

Building on a recent paper by Gagne (1970) a schema evolves which
orders the influence variables of concern on the basis of the directness

of their influence on school-based learning outcomes. In terms of the

organizing rule of the schema the closer an influence variable is to
the point of contact between a learner and the elements of the environ-

ment with which he is interacting as he is learning, or, in Gagne's

terms, the more proximal a variable is to that point, the more direct

its influence upon that learning of some class variables upon school-
based learning, can he seen as being relatively direct. Examples

include curricula, materials and instructional.procedures. The

influence of other variables, however, can be seen as relatively

indirect. Examples here include school governance, management, and

salary structure. With this as a point of reference, the schema and

the influence variables that have been classified within it are shown

in Figure 1. Figure 2 attempts to depict the variables presented in

Figure 1 in a more dynamic relationship.
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Three observations need to be made with respect to Figure 1.
First, the classes of influence variables listed are not intended
to be exhaustive. Likewise they are not advanced as the "best
possible" set of categories for conceptualizing school-linked sources
of influence upon learning. The categories have some degree of face
validity, however, and arguments have been able to be built for
their inclusion as dimensions of schooling worthy of manipulation in
reform but as yet they have no empirical verification. They represent
simply a first approximation to a hopefully productive way to look at
the dimensions of schooling that influence the pupil outcomes.

The other two observations to be made about Figure 1 deal,
respectively, with the extent to which the school exercises control
over the class variables listed and the relationship between directness
of influence and strength of influence. With respect to the first,
it is clear that degree of control varies depending upon the class
variable being considered. It is also clear that the conditions that
give rise to a lack of control differ depending upon the variable being
considered. The "hidden" curriculum of a school, for example, is less
under the control of a school than its published curriculum (though the
latter, obviously, is not fully under the control of a school either)
for schools generally have no effective means of either combating or
enhancing the private agendas of staff or the public or private agendas
of students. It is assured, however, that a school has some degree
of control over all of the class variables listed in Figure 1, and, as
a consequence, is in a position of being able to manipulate them in the
course of a reform effort. No assumptions are being made about the
relationship between the directness and the strength of influence:

Little needs to be said about Figure 2 beyond the complexity of
the interaction it points to between the variables being considered and
the complexity of the interaction between those variables and the
extra-school variables that interact with them to determine the outcomes
of school-based learning. When considered together the complexity of
the areas in which we are operating can begin to be perceived in its
fullness.

The Criteria Used In Selecting The School-Linked Variables That
Appear Most Promising As Manipulable Sources of Influence on
School-Based Learning*

Four criteria were used in screening influence variables for
inclusion in the set of variables that was to be recommended for

4
Up to this point in the chapter what has been written has matched

fairly closely with what has been done. In this section is presented
what might still be done. The criteria that have been outlined, the
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manipulation in the proposed reform effort. These were:

1. the directness of linkage to the learning outcomes desired;

2. the perceived significance of the variable compared to
other variables being considered;

3. the empirically demonstrated significance of the variable
compared to other variables being considered; and

4. the degree of control, the schools have over the variable,
i.e., the extent to which they can manipulate the variable
if they chose to do so.

All variables screened were able to be linked to pupil learning on
logical grounds, and were assumed to be under some degree of control
by the schools. All were approximately the same level of generality,
that is, all were consir cd to be class variables.

Fifteen class variables that met the basic criteria of a logical
linkage to school learning and being under some degree of control by the
schools were referenced for selection purposes against the four
criteria listed above. Three steps were involved in this process:
(a) each of the institute members independently assigned a value of 1,
2, or 3 to each of the four selection criteria (a value of 1 being low)
for each of the fifteen variables being considered; (b) a consensus
value of 1, 2, or a was established for each of the fifteen variables
for each of the four criteria, using the independently assigned values
as a point of departure; and (c) a rank order was calculated for the
fifteen variables on the basis of the sum of the consensus values
established for each variable. The ten variables that ranked highest as
a result of this process, and the consensus values that accompanied
them, appear in Table 1 (these are the same variables that appeared in
Figure 1).

procedures suggested for their use in the selection process, and the
data appearing in Table 1 have been created for illustrative purposes
only.

5T
he latter was obviously an arbitrary judgment since classification

schemes that depend for their derivation upon logical analysis alone are
as often artifacts of their creators as they are valid reflections of
what they are intended to represent. The "class" variables that appear
in Figure 1 are no more and no less than labels created by the members
of the Summer Institute to identify what was felt to be a productive
way of "slicing the pie" that is called schooling. Another institute,
or the same institute starting over again, would in all likelihood
have sliced the pie differently.
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Chapter 3

GOVERNANCE OF SCHOOLS

by

LarrN Cuban
District of Columbia Public Schools

Power attracts people. While political scientists seldom agree
over the meaning of power, laymen often see it in simple terms:
getting the other person to do something he doesn't want to. Such
clout fascinates powerless minority groups struggling for a piece of
an institution's decisionmaking machinery, professionals battling
for a share in policymaking, or individuals who dream of controlling
their destiny. Such people dismiss the truism that power corrupts
since they know from experience that powerlessness also is corrupting.
One crucial facet of the current debate over reform of schools involves
a clash between those who see themselves as powerless to effect changes
in the schooling of children and those who wish to remain in control
of the *tystem.

School reformers anxious to mend deep tears in the fabric of
public confidence in the schools maintain that if school governance
were either patched or rewoven criticism bombarding urban schools would
diminish and ultimately disappear. They further contend that schooling
would improve. The issue to all reformers is simply: how can the
power to determine policy be redistributed to make public schools more
responsive to the people and more effective with children'?

Any analysis of possible changes in governance should carefully
examine the conditions that produced the verdict of failure, the
assumptions undergirding those proposed changes and the problems of
deciding which direction reformers should pursue.

Who Runs the Schools?

At the simplest level, the answer is the State. Through legislation,
the State mandates minimum standards of attendance, what is to be taught,
and a host of other specifications. With the exception of Hawaii, no
State operates its own school system. Authority is delegated to the
hundreds of local school districts in each State. Most local boards are
independent of the county or city government they serve to the point of
taxing residents, selling bonds, and managing its own fiscal affairs.
A local school board will hire its own superintendent and charge him to
administer the policies the board has chosen to make. Through Slate
delegated power, the school board and its hired chief executive then run
the schools. Yet even this is an incomplete answer.



School boards and superintendents are restrained from doing as
they wish. Periodic elections of school board members and tax
referendums replace old board members and policies with new ones.
Outside of each district, the State legislature, national professional
organizations, the Federal Government, as well as larger social and
economic conditions, cast a web of influence that limits the control
of local school district policymaking process.

Although they are restricted in many important ways, the local
board and superintendent still manage to determine who gets what,
when, and how. This means, for example, that in Chicago over a quarter
of a billion dollars a year must be allocated to the schooling.of a
half-million children. How should the money be best spent? On what
programs? On which students? How? More teachers? More computers?
More staff development? Less driver education? Less organized
athletics? Different reading programs? Different math instruction?
Decisions on these and hundreds of other matters must be made by the
Chicago Board of Education and thousands of other school districts.

All of these decisions involve choices between alternatives.
Determining which direction to go means that limited funds will be
spent on some things and not others. No school district has ever
publicly said it has had sufficient funds to run its schools. Policy
is a critical decision on an issue or course of action that implements
the values of one specific group of people. A policy choice implies
what direction should be followed. The decision, for example, that
sex education should become part of the district's curriculum means
that its advocates values (i.e., knowledge of sexual growth, relation-
ships, and attitudes ought to be taught in the schools) took precedence
over the values of its opponents (i.e., that such knowledge ought not
to be taught in schools). The constant battering and bumping between
those participating in policymaking is an effort to arrive at a
decision over whose values should be implemented on a specific issue.
This is politics. The political process results in policies that
allocate the resources of the school district.

Participants in Policymaking

While the school board and superintendent in a local school
district are key participants in making policy, they are not alone.
Each school district has a set of core participants that determine
distribution. Depending upon the size and location, the list differs.
In big cities the usual participants are:

. Board of Education

. Superintendent

. Central office administration

Field administrators
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. Municipal officials, e.g., mayor and city council

. Special interest groups, e.g., League of Women
Voters, civil rights groups, PTA's, business groups,
community organizations, etc.

Clearly the board has statutory power to make policy yet each of
the above participants exercises differing amounts of influence on
particular issues in various localities. The issue of including more
ethnic content in the curriculum may have been raised and pushed by
a coalition of special interest groups. Pressured for a policy, the
board turns to its executive officer who in turn requests his director
of curriculum to prepare a statement on the needs for more ethnic
content in the curriculum and program for implementing such a policy.
The director of curriculum prepares a document which the superintendent
presents to the board. The board, after questioning certain details
and making some modifications, adopts as both policy and program the
superintendent's recommendation. In another locale, the mayor may set
a ceiling on what the school board can spend and then have his budget
officer inspect and modify the school system's proposed budget. In

the process of making policy some core participants may wield heavy
informal influence; others may only support or react to proposed
policies; and in some places only a few participate.

A number of researchers have placed the amount of participation
in the process of making policy on a continuum. At one end is a
CLOSED form of policymaking. When a board or professional schoolmen
have the most influence in making policy and participation is limited
to ratifying decisions, then the process is considered a closed one.
At the other end of the continuum is a WIDE process in which all of the
above core participants, especially those interest groups concerned
with more than education, help shape policy by wielding differing
amounts of influence. In the middle, there is LIMITED process which
includes the board, professionals, municipal officials and occasional
interest groups.1

What Troubles The Schools?

In the last decade who makes policy and under what conditions have
been defined as the key issues to be resolved if schools are to be
basically reformed. Conclusions of academicians, lay reformers and
professionals read like an indictment. A sampling:

It is somewhat ironic that public education, which
has been nursed on the theories of participatory
democracy of John Dewey, has over the years become

1Marilyn Gittell and T. E. Hollander, Six Urban School Districts
(New York: Praeger, 1968), pp. 53, 196.
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perhaps the most non-public of govern- 1 services.
Public school systems have removed de ,onmaking
from the agents closest to the school child--the
teachers and parents, violating traditionally
established goals of public education. The concept
of public accountability has been abandoned. The
school professionals have convinced the various
public interests that only they are qualified to make
policy....A small core of school people controls
decisions for public education in every large city.

[School professionals] define alternatives, produce
research, provide specific policy recommendations, and
recommend from the agenda. In these and many other
ways, professionals generate...pressures and information
that shape the board's deliberations and policy
decisions....Moreover, many specific policy issues may
never reach the sch()1 board if the superintendent and
his staff are acting under broad discretion from the
school board.3

Now as one writer has put it, "The search f9r a villain comes to
focus on the organization of the system itself." Similarly, over a
half-century ago the system's organization was seen as the villain.. In
the 1890's, reformers believed that the ward system of election to the
board of education encouraged both narrow provincialism and nasty
partisan politics and that subcommittees of boards of education were
inefficient and ineffective in administering school systems. Solution?
Rid education of politics by electing board members at large, consolidate
the executive function into a superintendency and centralize administra-
tive functions. By the turn of the century, school reformers' arguments
echoed slogans of the time: nonpolitical control, centralization,
standardization, and professionalism.

More recent analyses of school problems focused on different issues.
Sputnik spurred the Nation to conclude that Russia was superior to this
country because of the deficits in American teachers. Funds were,
consequently, allocated to improve teacher salaries and training in the
name of national defense. The discovery of the ethnic poor and the
apparent decay of the urban school in the early and mid-60's Led to

-Ibid.

3MichaeL Kirst and Frederick Wirt, The Web of Schools (Little,
Brown, 1972), p. 85.

4
Leonard Fein, "Community Schools and Social Theory: The Limits

of Universalism," in Henry Levin (Ed.) Community Control of Schools
(Washington: Brookings Institution, 1970), p. 83.
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studies that concluded that "cultural deprivation" of the child was
the problem. Compensatory education emerged as a solution.

Today, Inc culprits are school boards, distant and unresponsive
to the clients they serve and professional school managers who
monopolize both policymaking and implementation. Excessive bureau-
cracy has buried citizen energy in a swamp of red tape. "This giant
empire (tile New York City school systom)," a former member of a
local board said, "is almost completely insulated from public
control."' Thus large bureaucracies, professional control over
policymaking, and isolation of board and professionals from citizen
influence combine to make urban schools unresponsive to their clients.

But this indictment raises a question. Why, now, are these
demands for reorganization of the system being made? While the answer
is complex (consider the turbulent social changes generated by the
civil rights and black movements as well as national frustration over
involvement in Southeast Asia), one significant piece of that answer
lies in the shifting expectations of urban minorities aboqt what
schools should produce. More than functional literacy is required.
Skills and knowledge, including the necessary credentials to gain
access into a highly competitive, corporate America, are expected. The
grim evidence reveals that urban schools don't meet those expectations.

Any current measure of student performance, reading scores on
standardized achievement tests, Selective Service exams, percentage of
students entering college, number of dropouts, or increasing absenteeism
points to a discrepancy between what is hoped for and what occurs.
Unresponsive, overcentralized governance and bureaucracy combine with
deep citizen dissatisfaction with performance in urban schools which.
account, in large part, for the current drive to reorganize the system.

At this point, an examination of this argument is necessary. Five
key issues in the argument will be examined: overcentralization of
authority, unresponsive governance, bureaucracy, professional control
of policymaking, and the relationship between governance and student
performance.

1. Overcentralization of authority. One of the problems in dealing
with this proposition is that a school system is often seen as a variant
of IBM or General Motors. Terms such as "institutional overload" and
"efficiency-oriented bureaucracies," while having some validity for school
systems simply because they are complex organizations, do nr,t make each
big city system just another industrial bureaucracy requiring liberal
doses of managerial know-how to straighten matters out. There are some
characteristics of school organizations that resemble AT&T, public

5
Martin Mayer, "What's Wrong With Our Big City Schools,"

Saturday Evening Post, September 9, 1967, pp. 21-22.
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bureaucracies such as hospitals, or government agencies such as the Depart-

ment of Agriculture,but there are also qualities unique to school systems.

The act of teaching is both compatible and incompatible to the

demands of bureaucracy. Bureaucratic skills call for impersonal
behavior with clients and impartial, universal. judgments. Teachers

are expected to develop individual relationships with their students

and judge each student separately. The superintendent is similarly

pressured to respond to the demands of parents and special interest

groups; at the same time he is expected to be distant in his personal

relationships with teachers and other administrators. Yet an

effective superintendent knows that responsiveness to groups and
warmth in relationships are crucial to running a system. These

dilemmas point up the difficulty of making facile analogies with other

organizational forms. They point to structural forces in schools that

constantly chip away at bureaucratizing trends.

Nonetheless assume that an urban school system is approximately
the same as other governmental and industrial organizations. Is it

overcentralized? Few would argue that big city school systems are
highly centralized in setting standards for recruiting and utilizing

teachers and principals, developing curriculum, ordering supplies and

dozens of other procedures. Large handbooks of regulations and
procedures on administrators' desks testify to that degree of central-

ization. The question is what happens at the school level?

Studies and personal observation show that individual principals

enjoy or dread the freedom they have in deciding whether or not to
follow a central office directive. Principals interpret instructions
so differently that a great deal of variation exists within a system.

If a principal wished to introduce changes in a particular school, it

could be done. Conversely, should a principal or administrator choose
to oppose a directive, tardy implementation, minimal effort and a

score of other tactics could sabotage his order. A visit to any, ten

schools in a big city system could verify such variation in practices.

Clearly, a similar process operates with teachers. Once the

classroom door closes, individual teachers are invulnerable to rules.
Great variations in method and content exist within a given school.

From this perspective, it would be inaccurate to say that the
school system is overcentralized. It would be more accurate to say that
decisionmaking power was fragmented into uneven pieces, some of which
frustrate innovation and responsiveness, and some of which are intrinsic
to the structure of a school organization.

Another way of looking at the proposition that: big city systelp are
overcentralized is to make a distinction, as Morris Janowitz does,u

6
Morris Janowitz, Institution Building Urban Education

(Chicvgo: University of bci(;agOPrt;Ss, 1969), pp. 24-28.



between decisiormaking about long-term goals and administering an
organization on a day-to-day basis. In certain areas such as
personnel, finances, and changes in procedures, a handful of central
office administrators must approve action. Bottlenecks do exist.
In most areas this concentration of authority is sharply limited
by State regulations which establish procedures and professional
associations or special interest groups which wield influence in
shaping curriculum and instruction.

Little organized central planning is done. Because daily crises
and turmoil characterize the system, planning is done on an ad hoc
basis with all the inevitable difficulties that flow from such
immediate planning. Finally, the process of making policy is diffuse
and shaped by a number of competing groups both inside and outside
the school system. Janowitz concludes that the target of reformers- -
the school organization-compared to an industrial corporation, is not
characterized by an overcentralized, powerful bureaucracy; but rather
it is a primitive organization with power fractionalized between
central office, the field, teachers, and outside influences. 7 A pyramid
metaphor would not apply as well to school-system centralization as
would the picture of medieval Europe with dukedoms, baronies and other
fiefdoms competing for ever-narrowing slices of power.

2. Unresponsive governance. If the school system may not be the
overcentralized organization critics have pictured, has it been
perceived as responsive8 We live at a time when a surge for partici-
pation has engulfed all institutions. Administrators continue to
separate themselves from parents, students, and community. Sc''oolmen

may grumble that what they are doing is what they have always done and
they are only being attacked now because schools are politically
vulnerable. These grumblings don't alter perceptions.

The literature of community relations with urban schools abounds
with depressing stories of school officials who ignore, distort and
frustrate parental interests and concerns. Few knowledgeable observers
deny the existence of a fortress psychology among many administrators.
Even boards of education continue to be unrepresentative of class and
race proportions in the city and schools. Were they representative,
sheer size of the school district would constrict responsiveness to

7
ibid.

8
Responsiveness can be defined in two senses. First, that

there are mechanisms and opportunities to make demands upon the
system; second, that the system is influenced by public demands
to make changes in the existing situation. When a system provides
opportunities and modifies operations based upon public demands,
it is responsive.



demands of organized interest groups. Were it not size then the
universalistic standard that boards generally use in determining
policies would prevent adapting to the demands of one group over
another. In effect, many big city school systems have operated as
closed institutions.

Even here the fractionalized power artangements described
earlier emerge. For there have been many urban schools with
sensitive principals who have gained community support and ultimately
its allegiance. There are some schools that do have most of their
students achieving at national levels of performance; these schools
enjoy the confidence of their clients.9 Furthermore, at different
times and in different places, some superintendents have initiated
viable mechanisms of response to their communities beyond the usual
PTA's, an office of community-school relations or citizen advisory
groups. To say all this does not weaken the generalization concerning
unresponsiveness. Urban schools have divorced themselves from their
natural constituencies; this merely underlines the fragmentation of
authority and the structural looseness that exists in big city school
systems.

3. Bureaucracy and unresponsiveness. Is unresponsiveness
related to the existence of bureaucracy? Probably not. The literature
on bureaucracy is ambiguous on this point. The claims of reformers
that bureaucracies are unable to cope with rapid, unprogrammed change,
that they do not allow for personal growth or individuality and that
they are inflexible in introducing new technology are just that--claims.
Little evidence is presented to support these assertions.

If school systems did operate as traditional governmental or
industrial bureaucracies then impersonal relations between professional
and client, standardization and concentration of power at the top would
be widespread and fixed. It could explain unresponsiveness. The school
system does not work that way. Structural looseness, evidenced by
sizable chunks of teacher and principal autonomy, little managerial
knowledge and competing administrative baronies characterize urban school
systems. Moreover, because of a constant conflict among schoolmen
wishing to maintain professional autonomy and standards, the hard-nosed
push for even more bureaucratization repeatedly stumbles.

A very strong case can be ride for unresponsiveness as more closely
related to the size of the organization rather than the existence of
bureaucracy. Numerous studies have concluded that adaptability or

10
receptivity to change is sharply limited by how big a school system is.

9The diversity of
demands is documented
Politics of Education

schools' political responses to neighborhood
in Harry L. Summerfield, The Neighborhood
(Chas. Merrill, 1971).

10Paul Mort and Francis G. Cornell, American Schools in Transition:
How Our Schools Adapt Their Practices to Changing Needs (New York:
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One would expect that large school systems would have the largest
bureaucracies and least responsiveness. Evidence supports this
expectation; yet one critic of centralized control and an advocate
of redistribution of power who studies six big city school systems
said "No conclusions could be reasonably drawn to show that the
level of bureaucratization influenced the adaptability of the
system. il T he point is that no clear-cut causal relationship between
bureaucracy per se and responsiveness to public demands exists.

4. Professional Control of Policymaking. If professional control
is defined in terms of the superintendent and his administrative staff
completely dominating the formulation of policy, then this proposition
seemingly needs Little support. Studies on school structure and
policymaking overflow with documentation of professional dominance of
policymaking and insularity from public influence. Few noneducators
staff top policy positions. Few outsiders, either geographically or
professionally, penetrate the ranks of insiders who climb the
traditional promotion ladder. Budget and personnel are securely in
the hands of schoolmen. Strong superintendents usually appoint
subordinates, draw up the annual budget and dominate the board of
education. For many school systems, the policymaking process ranges
from limited to closed on the continuum mentioned earlier.12

Professional control is justified by two arguments. First,
interference from noneducators or municipal officials would constitute
political meddling. Since the turn of the century when teachers had
to pay board members to secure positions and nepotism reigned, school-
men have successfully convinced the public that schools should be
apolitical, i.e., uncontaminated by patronage or ward politics. The

second argument is expertise, a technical proficiency for schooling
children and administering the operation; professionals possess
competence.

Both arguments for professional dominance add up to an ideology
for professional autonomy. These arguments have come under attack.
Critics point to the fact that any policymaking, regardless of the

Teachers College Press, 1941); Donald Ross, Administration for
Adaptability (New York: Metropolitan School Study, 1958);
Harvey A. Averch, et al. , How Effective is Schooling?: A Critical
Review and Synthesis of Research Find ins (RAND, 1972).

11 Gittell and Hollander, op. cit.

1`Laurence
lannac:me and Frank Lutz, Politics, Power and Policy;

Governin,' of Local School Districts (Chas. 1970); Marilyn
Gitteil and T. Hollander, Six Urban School Districts (Center for
Urban Education, 1967); Roscoe Martin, Government and the Suburban
School (Syracuse University Press, 1962); Alan Rosenthal, Pedagogues
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institution, is an intensely political process. Furthermore,by
establishing a myth of nonpolitics, school managers have carved out
a domain which they can control. Worse yet, schoolmen have cut
themselves off from essential sources of support in the community.
Finally, the competence of school officials to make policy decisions
has been questioned. The technical expertise so loudly proclaimed
by professionals has made little impact upon the schooling of ethnic
minorities and the poor. Why trust them?

Adding fuel to the attack is the tension developing over the
public's restricted accessibility to and influence over professional
decisionmakers. Given the large share of revenues that go to support
schooling and the predominant influence that schooling has upon
children, the traditional value of democratic control calls for sig-
nificant lay participation. The belief is that schooling is deeply
personal and parents must somehow be involved in the operatioh of the
schools, either through a representative and responsive board of
education or a multitude of other mechanisms so that the unique needs
and values of the community will be reflected in the schools. Accord-
ing to school reformers, lay participation does not exist. On the
other hand, professionals value the freedom to make educational
decisions without lay interference.

Historically this conflict of values has seldom been resolved
satisfactorily to either group for any period of time. An earlier
spasm of reform at the turn of the century produced solutions stressing
professional leadership and bureaucratic organization by slicing off
chunks of power from local lay boards. School governance and
organization problems were politically resolved in the early 1900's
only to resurface with a vengeance a half-century later.

There does not seem to be a final solution to the tension between
democratic control and professional autonomy. Different formulas for
its resolution were arrived at in the past and exist now. Across the
Nation the mix between the two values is diverse. Variation rather
than uniformity characterizes the conflict between the values. While
Chicago's Board of Education was dominated by Superintendent Benjamin
Willis for over a decade, St. Louis' Board dictated the directions it
wished to move to a series of superintendents. In the mid-60's for a
few years under aggressive lay and professLdftal leadership, Philadelphia
and Detroit mobilized the citizenry to participate in educational
decisionmaking; in the same period, citizen apathy and uninvolvement
marked New York City's record. Even within a large city a principal's

and Power (Syracuse University Press, 1969); David Rogers,
110 Livingston Street (Random House, 1968); Joseph Pois, The School
Board Crisis: A Chicago Case Study (Educ. Methods, Inc., 1964);
Michael Kirst and Frederick Wirt, The Political Web of Schools
(Little, Brown, 1972).
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lethargy or domination and public involvement varies from school to
school. Suburban school districts vary similarly in the mix between
democratic control and professional autonomy.

The variation in the last century toward standardization,
increasing technical specialization, and highly organized technocratic
society point to the continuing dominance of school managers in the
policymaking process. Dominance does not mean inertia or walled-off
isolation from the public. School officials know that parental
complaints (a form of participation) can crest quickly into a flash
flood of grievances from the community. Central office and school-
level administrators awara of these volatile, episodic flash floods
of sentiment are subtly pressured to.modify past practices' and
initiate ones that will anticipate future needs. Schoolmen have
responded, adapted, and institutionalized certain kinds of change."

5. A Change in Governance Will Ultimately Produce Improved
Student Performance. While the belief that a reform in governance will
improve learning outcomes is firmly held by many reformers, there is
simply no substantial body of evidence to support it. This is not to
say that there is no causal relationship between community-controlled
schools, teacher-controlled staff development programs, or adminis-
tratively designed decentralization plans and improved learning outcomes.
At present, no evidence supports the relationship. Perhaps it will
emerge.

More to the point is the difficulty in establishing a connection
between governance reform and achievement. The trouble is in the
complexity of determining exactly what does or does not directly affect
student performance. -4

One way of simplifying this complexity is to imagine a four-floor
building. Each floor or level represents certain factors that influence
learning. At the first level would be those factors that make RE the

130ne study of educational change over the last 75
years documents the strength of externally induced change, especially
when they have sufficient support. The same study concludes that
instructional and curricular reforms over the past seven decades
undertaken within the school system which have external support have
a high probability for success. (B. O. Smith and Donald Orlosky,
Educational Change, USOE).

14By student performance we mean those measures of student
achievement that indicate successful goal accomplishment, e.g., if
the acquisition of basic skills at a specified level of competence
for a certain age is a goal, then determining whether or not the
student has acquired those skills is a standard by which success
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learning environment, i.e., curricula, instructional materials,
methods of teaching, socioeconomic and ethnic composition of student
body, etc. At the second level, there would be those factors that
direetlx affect the first level, the students' learning environment.
Here such things as the training, personality traits and skills of
teachers and principals, culture of the school, the physical
facilities exert influence. A third level influencing learning
outcomes indirect would be those factors that school personnel need
to create in order for them to affect what learning occurs. Here

staff development, social, psychological, and administrative support
services are included. Finally at the fourth level are those factors
that influence learning over which the school has little or no control
such as the individual child's and teacher's inherited abilities, home
and community and university preparation.

All of these intersect and cross-influence one another--up and
down stairways in our imaginary building. Governance and the organi-
zation of the school system fall into the third level of indirect
influence over learning. A shift in governance can establish certain
conditions necessary for other levels of influence to take effect. At
best, governance or organization reform can only indirectly influence
student achievement. Community-controlled schools, advisory boards or
Legislatively mandated decentralization may or may not lead to improved
student performance. They can lead to the establishment of conditions
within which schooling can succeed. Arguments advocating each should
differentiate between political and educational goals. A later section
will deal with this point in more detail.

Summaa

The critics' propositions that urban school systems are overcentral-
ized, overbureaucratized and controlled by professional schoolmen
thereby making the system unresponsive to the needs and demands of the
clients are both supported and unsupported. There does seem to be a
relationship between rrofessional control of the policymaking process
and unresponsiveness to the public. The notion of overcentralization is
valid only for some functions of the school organization. Centralization
of authority, alone, appears unrelated to whether or not the school system
responds to the needs and concerns of its clients. Bureaucracy also does
not appear to cause rigidity and inflexibility of response. The size of
the organization and which functions become bureaucratized, e.g., the
policymaking process or personnel procedures bears a strong relationship
to responsiveness. IF the is no data vet to support the statement
that modified governance will produce improved performance. Reform of
governance could influence the factors that du determine achievement.

is measured. Similarly, achievement is the criteriun for such goals
as citizenship, growth of self-esteem, etc.
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Much time should be spent analyzing whether the critical steps
proposed to improve the governance and organization of the system
are viable and whether they are related to increasing the effectiveness
of the school.

We now turn to the basic strategy recommended by many school
reformers to break the perceived stranglehold professionals have on
policymaking, dismantle what they describe as a Rube Goldberg
bureaucracy and improve school performance: the participation of
those excluded from involvement in governing and making of policy,
the community, teachers, and students. This strategy raises questions
as to the scope and character of the participation and what the
anticipated outcomes are to be.

Participation As A Reform Strategy

During the 1968 French student riots, a popular poster conjugated
the verb "partic!pate."

I participate
You participate
He, she, it participates
We participate
You participate
They profit15

The poster reflects the fear that participation is empty unless a
meaningful distribution of rower occurs. In effect, participation
means citizen, teacher, or student power. Rather than blur the word
participation and use it ambiguously, a diagram of the word's different
meanings would help. The following typology graphically illustrates
the different meanings of participation in relation to power. A
,autionary note: this is a simplistic diagram that does not capture
shades and tones; its purpose is to show gradation, a fact often missed
by both planners and the planned for.16

15
Sherry Arnstein, "Eight Rungs in the Citizen Participation

Ladder," Citizen Participation: A Case Book in Democracy, Edgar
_

Cahn and Barry Passett (Eds.), (New Jersey Action Training Institute,
1970), pp. 336-338.

16.
Subtle differences for socioeconomic class, and for programs

are also missing from the ladder.
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CONTROL

DELEGATED POWER

PARTNERSHIP

PLACATION

CONSULTATION

INFORMING

THERAPY

MANIPULATION

REST COPY AVAILABLE

Degrees of Citizen Power

Degrees of Tokenism

lr

Nonparticipation

At the lowest rungs of the ladder,
17

participation assumes the
guise of advisory councils, special meetings and ad hoc groups.
Created by those in power to rubberstamp previously made decisions or
to provide therapy, i.e., massaging stirred-up, agitated citizenry,
teachers or students, these forms of pseudoparticipation crudely bend
the will of participants to the needs of decisionmakers. The early
years of Federal urban renewal efforts or reactions of panicked
school officials during a crisis involving students or community
produced these forms of nonparticipation.

Further up the ladder, bits of power stick to the forms of partic-
ipation but decisions still are made by policymakers. No sharing of

power takes place. While attitude surveys, public hearings, teacher
councils and neighborhood meetings involve the powerless, informing and
consulting mean little unless decisionmakers offer some assurance that
people's opinions will be seriously considered.

Placation is the most highly developed form of tokenism. Examples
are the placing of a poor person, teacher, or student on the board of

an agency or the creation of a planning council complete with staff and
funds to develop schemes which could be, and usually are, vetoed by the
real powerholders.

The exercise of decisionmaking power begins with partnership such
as joint policy boards and mechanisms that permit negotiation of

conflicts. Power can be delegated to citizens, teachers and student
groups as has been done in certain Model City agencies and in perfor-
mance contracting to groups of teachers. Control means that making
policy and governance are in the hands of the previously uninvolved.
Community control of schools and neighborhood corporations are examples
of this rung of the ladder.

17
Arnstein, op. cit.
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The last decado testifies to the powerful belief in the efficacy
of participation as a wvy of improving the effectiveness of institu-
tions. Student uprisings on campuses and in the high schools, the
broadening of representation within political parties, growing
acceptance in industry of till concept of part4ipatory management, the
changing rituals and greatel lay involvement in churches and the
struggle for community coiltrol in various cities--all of these mirror
the deep need of people to achieve more power over the institutions
that influence their lives.

Wyi This Strategy?

Why is participation being pushed as a strategy to cure the ills
of urban school systems? While some reformers see citizen participation
jolting rigid bureaucrats out of their offices and leading to a

redistribution of power in governing the schools, others see participation
as a legitimate end in itself. No monolithic view or consensus exists
among reformers as to the benefits that would derive from increased
participation of the excluded. Reformers cluster around the particular
outcomes that they predict would result from increased participation.

These different anticipated outcomes are based on different values.
We will return to this later. These outcomes can be divided into four
groups: ideological, social and individual therapy, political, and
educational. These are rough groupings, not complete compartments; much
overlapping and slippage occur.

Ideological

The virtues of participation are buried deep in the marrow of
democratic tradition. Without citizen participation, individual self-
improvement and the protection of one's interests will be endangered.
Most important, a general consensus of what is needed will eventually
emerge from participatiw.. Finally, widespread participation will check
leaders of public institutions and make them accountable for their
decisions. The character of the participation includes voting; PTA
membership, citywide committee work on educational matters, testifying
and attending public hearings and membership on policymaking boards.

To ideological reformers there should then be more client
participation in the governance and operation of schools; not only
because it is a public institution but also because through participation
the democratic process will work for all concerned. The main difficulty
with the ideology of participation is simply the traditionally low level
of public participation in institutional life. Robert Dahl pointed out
that about one in four Americans engage in any kind of political activity
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beyond votng. He feels that evidence can be generalized to
schooling.L8 Low turnouts for school board elections, few parents
joining PTA's or any organized interest group, and lack of knowledge
about school issues paint a drab picture of uninvolvement except
for certain referenda or episodic issues such as sex education. This applies

not only to ghettoes but suburban areas as well; it weakens the

argument of those who call for more participation to make institutions
democratic. Related to the low level of participation is the fact
that people turn out mostly to protest instead of just exercising
power or feeling democratic. If they have confidence in their leaders
or have no cause for protest, evidence indicates that participation

remains minimal.

The ideology of participation in order to maintain democratic
institutions seems to be no more than a series of assertions; ones
that occasionally rationalize other interests. What appears to be an
ideology often slips into a strategy to achieve other ends. With some

critics what begins with a firm commitment to the absolute value of
citizen participation turns into an argument for involvement as an
instrument of change.

Social and Individual TheruI

Participation leading to the upper rungs described earlier
performs several important functions. It can relieve the personal
sense of isolation that many ethnic poor feel today; it can nourish
self-esteem because involvement often leads to acceptance; and it can,
according to Mario Fantini, "teach--at least at the sub-conscious
level--the skills of give-and-take 9f power relationships and of

9planning and working toward goals.
ai Such a rationale for involvement

is applicable not only for poor individuals but also for students and
teachers.

The second function that participation, especially if it leads to
control, can perform is for the community. We live at a time when
life is fragmented and too compartmentali;ed. Constant change
disorients people and splinters stable communities. With the constant
emphasis on technology and progress, dehumanization has occurred. All

of these forces have destroyed the traditional fabric of community in
this countrylcreating a paralyzing sense of powerlessness in individuals.
Citizen participation can be instrumental in creating and developing
a sense of connunity.

18Robcrt Dahl, "The Problem of Participation," Oliver P. Williams
and Charles Press, Democracy in Urban America (Rand McNally, 1961),
pp. 406-410.

19Nario Fantini, "Community Control and Quality Education in Urb.in
School Systems," in Henry Levin (Ed.) Community Control 011 S.G_hoo_k

(Washington: Brookings Institution, 1970), p. 52.



Among some black leaders, the rapid emergence of racial
consciousness provided the necessary tool to mold a core of racial
solidarity around common values, customs, and aspirations and locate
all of this in the community. An organic community could be built
that would give black individuals that sense of somebodyness that
white America could not offer. If posed as a set of hunches, the
strategy deserves consideration. If affirmed as facts, much is missing.
Participation for mental health purposes might be useful in giving
people a sense of control over their lives. With this goes a very high
risk. Failure to gain tangible outcomes from the promise of partici-
patiou could harvest a deeper, more infuriating anger, or paralyzing
apathy. Such was the case with urban renewal in the 1950's, community
action programs in the mid-60's, and the current experience of Model
Cities. '40 In one way or another, all of these efforts were based on
the proposition that powerlessness could be cured by participation and
organization. Without any real distribution of power, control remained
with established authorities and incurred profound resentment in
participants.

A second problem relates to Dahl's observation about the histori-
call:' low level of participation. Reversing the pattern would be most
difficult; the spate of elections for community school boards, Model.
City and antipoverty boards with Low voter turnout suggest that no
reversal is in sight. Experiences in the antipoverty programs of the
1960's and Model Cities point to the customary process of middle -
c lass citizens in low-income areas crowding out lesser-skilled poor
citizens, thus narrowing the circle of involved people to tho., who
already possessed skills from previous experience with participation.

A final problem with citizen participation leading to community
development is the difficulty in reversing social trends. For the last
two centuries, the trend in this country has been toward identifyiag
education with the schools. Thomas Green points out that aid to
eduation is aid to schools. Improvement of education gets converted
into questions about the reform of schools. This specialization is
reinforced by the schools getting tagged with responsibility for
carrying on education that had previously been carried on by other
institutions as the family, the apprenticeship system and industry.
Education becomes a speci41 function located in schools and separate
from the rust of society.- Reform efforts are attempting to reverse
that process by having the schools expand their community function to the
point where i t becomes the agent for change. This simply runs counter
to a powerful social force at work for some time.

0Obviously, there are significant exceptions to this generalization.
Dayton and Philadelphia model city experiences, among others, appear
to have meaningfully u;ed itif.en participation at specific points in
time.

I

Thom.1!-; 1;rck.n, "Sciloois 11-1(1 Communities: A Look Forward," Community
and Scht.,,ls (f1trvard Educdt_ii)n Review, 1969), pp. 11J-11X.
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Political

Participation of citizens, students, and teachers in achieving
certain political ends is more often considered privately by certain
groups of school reformers. There are anticipated outcomes none-

theless. With the recent upsurge of militant demands, riots,
demonstrations, and the rising tide of ethnic conflict many people
became seriously concerned about the domestic upheavals and the
increasingly strident demands which were made upon it. While
motivation was always complex, participation offered a straw for
reformers to grasp. The thinkinR went like this. If the groups

could be given power and their own resources to work with, the
tensions would decrease. Tensions decrease; social stability returns.
Participation is seen as a maneuver to defuse volatile demands.
Examples of this are many. While many have criticized the Bundy
report recommending the decentralization for New York City Schools,
the series of events triggered by the report which ended in a State
law mandating a form of community controlled school districts has
indeed removed explosive confrontations between teachers and black
and Puerto Rican parents from the front pages. More importantly it
gave the excluded parties sufficient pieces of the power to quiet
them. Similarly, with teachers and students various participatory
mechanisms have been developed in times of stress to lessen potential
conflict and satisfy both parties. Most superintendents at some point
in their tenure have had to deal with conflicting demands from diverse
T assure groups. If nothing were done by these superintendents to
satisfy these demands, the stable conditions which schooling requires
would not have been established.

Participation is political to Lhe degree it is used as a tool to
make institutions more responsive to their clients. In the antipoverty
programs underwritten by Democratic administrations, maximum feasible
participation of the poor was a weapon to shove city governments which
had traditionally responded to minority groups with clout into being
responsive to blacks. Participation forced changes in city politics
and policies. The use of participation and control to convert agitation
into constructive support of the social order, trying to make unrespon-
sive institutions responsive, is no novel stratagem. The problem with
this anticipated outcome of participation as a strategy for changing
urban school systems is two-fold.

By defusing political conflict between competing interests and
giving people pieces of power will more time and energy be taken up with
political manuevering than with dealing with the goals of schooling?
Evidence indicates that it will. Personal accounts of superintendents,
board members, administrators and community members invariably focus
upon the enormous drain on their time and energy in dealing with
political issues of broad community involvement rather than addressing
educatioaol concerns. The recent community control crisis illustrated
how large amounts of time were devoted to dealing with participant
demands for change. Accounts of these experiences reveal that little
else was done other than being responsive to political trends throughout



the community. [Gittell, Ocean Hill-Brownsville; Mayer, Teachers
Strike; Pois, Chicago]. What should be asked is what other realistic
choice did schoolmen have? To further ignore such demands would be
akin to ostrich-like behavior. The, consensus necessary for schooling
to operate internally would be unattainable until political conflict
is either defused or resolved. While participation is not directly
related to improved student performance, it is related directly to
creating the necessary stability for other factors determining
achievement to operate.

Will an institution prodded into being responsive be more
effective in achieving its stated aims or will it simply be more
responsive to other needs of its clients? The literature on organiza-
tions is rich in examples of goal displacement. Applied to schools,
it often means that more emphasis is placed upon maintaining the
support of participants than in striving to achieve the goals of
effective schooling. In crude terms, the institution tries to make
its clients contented, meet their needs to voice opinion, make minor
decisions, include courses of study demanded, provide services not
previously considered to be a function of the school (e.g., selling
used clothes to neighborhood residents) but does not necessarily achieve
the goals of schooling. There is little evidence to support this.
In suburban school districts, parental demands for more homework
results in a policy for so many hours of homework a week. Research
shows little connection between the amount of homework done and
achievement test scores. Another community demands an all-black
faculty and administration; the system provides for that. Evidence has
yet to demonstrate the race of teacher influences achievement. A major
review of eight community control experiments could identify as the
most significant accomplishment:

...the process whereby local participants have learned
to become politically and socially effective in the face
of overwhelming odds and limited power.

Whatever "politically and socially effective" means, the point that
schools were meeting other kinds of needs remains firm. The unanswered
question remains: Can achievement, as a criterion to measure goal
success, be attained unless these needs are met?

Educational

This outcome for parent participation is based upon the belief that
were parents more involved in the educational affairs of the community,
they would receive a part of the results of schooling. Increased
participation or control could shape positive parental attitudes toward
the school. This would create a more supportive learning climate for
their children. Similarly, teachers argue that were they given the
power to govern themselves, to make policy decisions about curriculum,
instruction and professional improvement, the school would achieve its
aim. The assumption concerning student participation demands predicts
the same outcome.
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No firm evidence exists to support these beliefs. Research hag
yet to sustain any of these assertions. There have been some
scitter,:.d results reporting achievemeat gatns and improved Attitudes
in children, but few claims have endured with time or change in
personnel. east experience with community participation has yielded
ue direct tie between effective schooling and participation or
control. i'redicted outcomes of traditional goals of schooling repre-
sent hope more than confidence.

Sumwry

According to many reformers, governance and organixation of urban
school systems are the basic problem;;, Participation with differing
levels of power is the bust lever of change. By employing the
strategy of participation, the goats of schooling will be achieved.
We have tried to show that the assumptions and analysis of the probleMS
is presented by critics of urban schuots are both supported and un-
supported; the merits of participation as a strategy to achieve certain
ends are uncertain. When ends to be achieved are investigated, it is
found that this is what is at issue.

rho goals of education represent values of groups who have the
power to set them. Goal-setting or policymaking is highly political.
The anticipated outcomes of participation are a set of alternatives and
usually conflicting but not mutually exclusive goals. The values
implied in these goals simply cannot be argued away or debated into
power; they are deeply held feelings abeAt the way things ought to be.
Reformers believe that people should pacticipate in their schools
because they are their creation. People should participate in their
schools so that we cart end conflict and maintain a stable social order.
People should participate in their sc.iools so that they can feel better
about themselves and build a better community. People shollld partici-
pate in their schools so that their children can progress further than
they have.

These values clash. No single person or group can decide which
values should become policy. The political process within school
systems decides which groups will prevail. Political process is so
structured that the usual broad participation of interest groups to
achieve some kind of value consensus has not occurred. The usual
bargaining process that permits individuals and interest groups to
advocate particular policies and programs has not operated. The only
advocacy heard has been generally that of professional sehoolmen for
their recommended policies. Nonetheless, it is Important that the
issue be seen in terms of the value conflicts that have permeated this
Nation for over two centuries. The need is for continuing public
clarification of values that underlie alternative policies rather than
coating the issue in layers of statistics, sophistry, or rhetoric.



itga_ILpot Conclusions

Beyond clarification of values underlying policy choices, the
foregoing analysis has also suggested two interrelated components
for change in governance and organization of school systems. They
area

I. Reduced size of operating units -- sub - systems,
regions, schools, etc.--to conform with
recommendations on effective size of operations.

2.Mechanisms that provide for meaningful involvement
df various participants in voicing their concerns,
raising alternative policies to those recommended
by the administration and negotiating conflict.

Size is critical to effectiveness. A vast literature on organi-
zations testifies to the importance of scale. Size of school 29d
school districts has been found to be related to adaptability. '
One logical direction to pursue in large school systems is some form
of decentralization that results in sub-districts of about 10,000
students for grades one to twelve. There are similarly effective
sizes for elementary and secondary schools in terms of adaptability
and personal responsiveness. These should be given weight in designing
a pilot effort. Relation to size is the component concerning
participation.

While the benefits derived from participation are mixed, the
existing professional dominance of policymaking in school systems,
combined with the growing body of evidence that participation at the
middle and upper rungs of the ladder produce responsiveness on
organizations, compellingly argues for inclusion of different kinds of
mechanisms for involvement.

Participatory Mechanisms

These mechanisms can be seen within the framework of two kinds of
decentralization. The relationship to size is critical. Administrative
decentralization has occurred in a number of major cities. Which
functions (supervision, accounting, personnel, purchasing, etc.) remain
centralized and which are delegated to sub-districts differ from place
to place. Administrative decisionmaking is more important to what
happens in schools. While responsibility is shifted to regional
administrators, there is usually no corresponding shift in authority.
Within this context, few cities have utilized citizen participr ion
beyond advisory boards. Totally dependent upon regional admin. crators

22
Truman Pierce, Controllable Communisi Characteristics Related to

the guality of Education (New York: Teachers College, 1947), p. 15F.
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for information, lacking funds to provide for sufficient staff and
essential expenses, such participatory mechanisms lack influence.
They seldom become more than sounding boards for narrow concerns
and a rubber stamp for administrative decisions. While other
mechanisms for participation are not precluded by administrative
decentralization, its history suests a low-level of citizen
participation and power-sharing."

The other form of decentralization is political. Due to
external demands upon the schools, a shift in governance, an actual
transfer to policymaking power from the board of education to another
group takes place. Such a shift can be legislatively mandated as in
the New York City schools; (1970) it can be done locally by the
school board as in Washington, D. C. Adams and Morgan schools (1967-
1970); or it can be jointly agreed upon between Federal or State and
the local school district as in U. S. Office of Education - sponsored
Career Opportunities and Rural-Urban Development Programs or State-
managed schools. Such moves represent a political formula for
resolving conflict over and in schools.

The range of participatory mechanisms under political decentral-
ization is broader. At one end of a continuum of participation would
be those schqols that are granted complete control over resources and
personnel in one or more schools, by the central board. In the middle
of the continuum would be governing boards in which decisionmaking is
shared between administrators, citizens or other constituencies in
certain policymaking areas. At the other end of the continuum would
be advisory boards with independent resources to finance their activities.

There are, of course, numerous variations and combinations of changed
governance; what is described here is not meant to be prescriptive or
all-inclusive.

Given the recent turbulent history of community-controlled
experiments and performance contracting in numerous big cities and the
internal resistance from powerful elements among teachers and adminis-
tration, such delegation of power and responsibility on the part of
school boards will probably be minimal. There should be federally
supported pilot efforts in which governance is controlled by the smaller
community. Suffiient resources should be allocated to its operation,
clearly defined responsibilities laid out for each side, and specific
outcomes of the pilot determined.

While governing boards have been delegated certain limited powers
to spend available funds and decide upon certain personnel, curricular
and instructional matters and operate as mini-boards of education, the
mechanism has not been widely accepted. Governing boards should operate
just as community-controlled boards for one or more schools or a school

district.

23
Gittell and Hollander, op... cit.
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Most of the participatory mechanisms that will emerge in the
immediate future will range from a limited sharing of decisionmaking
power to strictly advisory councils. A number of key considerations
over the scope and nature of these and other pilot participatory
mechanisms arise.

Degree of jDecentralization

Whether the unit of governance should be a school, a cluster of
schools, or a school district should be compatible with effective
size of operation. A decentralized district of 25,000 students is
probably too large, as one high school of 200 students is probably
too small to do what has.to be done. Unit size is a crucial factor
for consideration.

Character of Fundins

If the governing or advisory board depends upon the central board
of education for professional and secretarial services, personal
expenses and funds for publication, there is little likelihood that
substantial issues will be considered and resolved. Participatory
measures have historically been frustrated by fiscal dependence upon
the very people they are to advise and share governance with. The
least common denominator of any participatory mechanism should be a
separate and adequate budget for internal operations.

Character of the Board

Issues of the appointment or election of members, which groups
are to be represented and to what degree (ethnic, socioeconomic,
professional, lay, geographical, etc.) and how membership should change
are difficult and must be decided.

Decisionmaking Domain

It would seem that participatory mechanisms would restrict them-
selves to considering narrowly defined issues, given the board of
education's statutory power to make policy and the professional staff's
expertise in implementing policy decisions. This is deceptive. When
one considers that goal-setting (policymaking) and goal-implementation
(administration) are so intertwined as to be virtually indistinguishable,
then it is most difficult to separate lay from professional decisions.
The highly charged policy issue of reading retardation is an example of
this.

A board of education policy decision could valuably spend one year
in doing nothing but focusing all curricular content, instructional
methods and in-school experiences in the elementary school upon the
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improvement of reading. Such a decision is properly made by a board
of education; it is one goal chosen that reflects the values of the
laymen that made the policy. Presumably professional administrators
would design various strategies to implement the policy and work for
its successful completion. The political consequences that flow from
particular strategies complicates the division between lay and
professional. For example, the superintendent and his staff may
suggest to the board the following alternative strategies:

a. Release pupils two days each week for the entire
school year in order fir concentrated staff
development in the teaching of reading or,

b. Hire more teachers and teacher aides from the
community to decrease the ratio of student to
adult or,

c. Contract out a number of schools to a successful
commercial reading-improvement organization or
three hours of daily instruction or,

d. Concentrate funds on researching the reading
programs that work best with children.

Each alternative, carries political ramifications that the board may
or may not wish to pursue. No doubt at a lower level of specificity,
there is little political content to technical decisions. Similar
mixing of policymaking and implementation occurs in decisiSns to clear
slums for urban renewal or establishing an antiballistic missile
program.

The point is that ends (policies) and means (implementation
strategies) are so inextricably tied together that the usual distinction
is blurred between lay and professional, qualitative and quantitative
decisions.

No hard, realistic distinction can be drawn between types of
policies or lay and professional domains of policymaking. The domain
of advisory boards is thus all policy decisions and implementation
strategies decided upon by the regular school board.

Advisory boards theoretically advise. They can bring to bear an
enormous amount of influence upon administrative decisionmaking and
operations and, hence, policies if they would--

1. Assess areas of need and supply specific information
about such needs.

'. Evaluate current operating policies by establishing
criteria for success.

3. Recommend new and different policies and procedures
to those who make policy.



The advisory boardindependently-funded, representative of various
constituencies, a place where alternative policies are discussed- -
offers the leadership of participatory mechanisms opportunities to
profoundly influence the direction and management of the larger
school system. The test of this proposition should be contained
within a pilot: effort.

Success Or Failure

By what criterion should these pilot efforts in governance reform
be judged? Since no direct relationship between a change in governance
or organization and student performance exists now, a change can only
provide a stable political environment in which school personnel can
directly influence learning outcomes. Political stability indicators
might be the leveLs of community, student and professional confidence
in the scIpols, amount of time and space in media devoted to school
conflict,-4 perceptions of education groups toward the participatory
mechanism and the degree of consensus existing in community and school
as to what the school is and should be doing. Other indicators can be
added.

Such a criterion makes it possible to determine the success or
failure of a particular pilot effort without unreasonably burdening it
with what governance and organization reform cannot directly do, such
as raise student achievement, improve self-esteem of children, etc.

Recommendation

We recommend that a minimum of three pilots in governance reform
be tested. One should be community-controlled; anothertshared-power
arrangement in the form of a governing board;and one an independently
funded advisory council either for an individual school, a cluster of
schools, or a school district.

24
Stability is not synonymous with lack of conflict; stability

implies that mechanisms for resolving and managing conflict exist and
work satisfactorily. Conflict cannot be abolished. As long as values
differ, it will continue. .
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Chapter 4

SCHOOL PERSONNEL AND THE PROBLEM OF INCENTIVES

by

Lawrence J. Barnett
University of Wisconsin (Milwaukee)

and

Roslynd McClendon
Detroit Public Schools, Michigan

Introduction

If teachers and administrators were completely satisfied in every
work-related way would children learn faster, better and more? Common
sense, not research, suggests that there may be a relationship between
job satisfaction of educational personnel and pupil learning. The most
optimistic speculation--offered principally by teachers--asserts that
job satisfaction stemming from various changes in conditions of work,
ranging from remuneration to autonomy, would madmize pupil learning.
The most pessimistic speculation--advanced principally by researchers
and other skeptics--is that little or no effect on pupil learning would
be likely to result if school personnel were significantly more satisfied
with the various rewards associated with their work. It must be noted,
however, that the question remains an open one because of the great
evidential void encountered when pursuing resolution. Nonetheless,
exploration seems worthwhile for a number of reasons. Not the least of
these is the virtually universal conviction of school personnel that the
reward systems in which they function are insufficient, depressing and
ultimately ramify pupil achievement. The strategic positioning of these
personnel coup.ed with the wisdom of W. I. Thomas' admonition, "If men
define situations as real, they are real in their consequences," suggests
careful and serious exploration of the efficacy of upgrading school out-
put through changed reward practices.

In this paper the term "reward" should be understood to mean any
event, occurrence, material acquisition or perception derivative from
work in the school context which leads to feelings of satisfaction, accom-
plishment, security, self-esteem, and usefulness. A reward is any exper-
ience which may cause school personnel to feel pleased with themselves.

As in other formal and complex organizations, participants in the
school experience locate sources of rewards in the networks of rules,
regulations, social norms, values, and production expectations. However,
it is important to note that sources of rewards may also be potential
sources of frustrations. From any given source it is possible through
compliance or non-compliance to derive satisfaction (reward), dissatisfac-
tion (deprivation), or neither satisfaction nor dissatisfaction (nothing).
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People and conditions being disturbingly variable in nature, it is
possible that what is seen as rewarding by some will be perceived as
depriving to others, and evoke neutral responses from still others.
Some differences in responses can be associated with such variables as
social class, ethnicity, race, age, sex, educational level, cultural
background, status, social geography, and other less discernible factors
in combination and syntheses. Despite the high degree of variability in
both stimuli and responses, some generalizations have been developed and
may be useful in this discussion. Much descriptive material regarding
reward systems related to the achievement of organizational goals is also
available for consideration.

At this point a further definition of terms seems in order. Etzioni's
definition of organizations accurately reflects the authors' general
characterization of public school arrangements. He suggests that:

Organizations are social units (or human groupings)
deliberately constructed and reconstructed to seek
specific goals. Corporations, armies, schools,
hospitals, churches, and prisons are included;
tribes, classes, ethnic groups, friendship groups,
and families are excluded. Organizations are
characterized by: (1) divisions of labor, power,
and communication responsibilities, divisions which
are not random or traditionally patterned, but
deliberately planned to enhance the realization of
specific goals; (2) the presence of one or more
power centers which control the concerted efforts
of the organization and direct it toward its goals;
these power centers also must review continuously
the organization's performance and repattern its
structure, where necessary to increase its efficiency;
(3) substitution of personnel, i.e., unsatisfactory
persons can be removed and others assigned their
tasks. The organization can also recombine its
personnel through transfer and promotion...the
term organizations refers to planned units, deliberately
structured for the purpose of attaining specific goals.1

It will surely be noted that while organizations are "deliberately
structured for the purpose of attaining goals," the ordinary citizen as
well as the most sophisticated social analyst is well aware that facts
of organizational life are more complicated than that statement would
suggest. Competing, displacing, obstructing, subverting, diffusing,
obscuring, or otherwise frustrating organizationally defined end-states
are various other forces operating both within and without the entity.
The sources of these blunting energies are many and varied. But those

lAmitai Etzioni, Modern Organizations (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19e4), p. 3.
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most germane to the purpose of this exposition are located principally
in the personal and group reward or goal agendas of school personnel.
The goals of educational personnel are not always in contradiction with
the stated goals of the school organization. The task of bringing the
stated goals of the school into congruence with the individual and group
goals of its human components is a most complex and difficult task. The
perfectly tuned system wherein all motives, goals, and associated rewards
exist in harmonic resonance is unimaginable to these writers. Reduction
of the system's dissonance, or, put more positively, improvement of its
intonation seems a more realistic aspiration.

It seems important to offer here some analysis of the school organ-
ization and the internal and external forces which influence the behavior
of its components. This brief discussion will reveal in sociological
terms some sources of motivational impetus which tend to compete with or
obstruct the achievement of schools' stated goals. This will largely
constitute the baseline for the generation of such suggestions for
changes in conditions and practices as will evolve from this work. .

Analysis of the School

A most cogent analysis of the school directed at understanding tt.s
receptivity and resistance to diffusion of so-called educational innova-.

.

tions was prepared by Sam D. Seiber. Although admittedly "based on heu-
ristic assumptions," this work explains effectively the context into
which one would introduce changes in reward or motivational systems.
This portion of the paper will then lean heavily on Professor Seiber's
analysis. He identifies four aspects of the educational system he
believes to be crucial in the understanding of its response to various
change stimuli. They are:

1. Vulnerability to the social environment.
2. The professional self-image and associated values

of educational personnel.
3. The diffuseness of education goals.
4. The need for coordination and control of the primary

clientele, as well as the employees of the system.?

Compressing these four aspects into a terse technical statement, Seiber
says, "We view education then, as a vulnerable formai organization with
diffuse goals, whose functionaries are quasi-professionals, and which is
devoted to processing people within its boundaries."

'Sam D. Seiber, "Organizational Influences on Innovative Roles," in
Terry r.ideLl and Joanne Kitchel (Eds.), Knowledge Production and Utiliza-
tion in Education Administration (Eugene, Oregon: The Center for the
Advanced Study of Educational Administration, CASEA, 1968), p. 122.



A brief exposition on each of these decisive characteristics of
the educational system seems in order.

Vulnerability

Seiber defines vulnerability as "the extent to which the organization
is subject to powerful influences stemming from its environment irrespec-
tive of the goals and resources of the organization." He reiterates the
definition of, "The probability of being subjected to pressures that are
incompatible to one's goals without the capacity to resist." He then
goes on to cite three characteristics of organizations which testify
to a "high degree of vulnerability." These are:

(1) subjugation to the environment
(2) discrepancy between the demands of the environment

and the goals of the organization, and
(3) inadequate resources for achievement of

organizational goals.3

Expl 'ning the effects of vulnerability on the adoption of changed
school practices, Seiber offers the following:

Changes in practices that run the risk of disturbing the local
community are eschewed...innovations are adopted which are
promoted by local publics. Indeed political feasibility often
carries greater weight than does educational value in deter-
mining the adoption of certain innovations...The new practices
imported into schools tend to be non-disruptive, or outright
services to the community...Further, innovations that are per-
6uasively publicized across the nation become candidates for
adoption, regardless of their educational significance.4

In regard to the effect of organizational vulnerability on internal
relationships in the school, especially as they relate to attempts to
change practices, Seibef offers the following statement which is most
highly related to the burden of this paper:

The vulnerability of the system might also affect internal
relationships in a fashion that reduces serious educational
experimentation. An organization that is subject to control
by a local constituency, and whose activities are potentially
visible (by virtue of the fact that its clientele move in and
out of the system every day), requires a high degree of con-
sensus on goals and procedures in order to present a united

3lbid.

4lbid, p. 125.
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front. Lacking such consensus, the organisation's leaders

must insist on a certain measure of secrecy. These conditions

might promote dominative relationships between administrators

and teachers, and also strong informal control among teachers

that might tend to countervail the exercise of professional

discretion. Thus, radical departures from typical classroom
practices are subtly discouraged lest parents make invidious

comparisons with other staff members. The same kind of re-

straint probably acts upon principals and, perhaps, even
higher administrative personnel. In short, caution may be

generated witl:n thi; school apart from anticipation of either

support or condemnation by the community. Efforts that are

exerted beyond the call of duty by an individual practitioner

might be viewed with apprehension because they threaten to
raise community expectations for other staff members. Re-

striction of production on the part of industrial workers due

to vulnerability to shifting standards of performance has been

an object of study for almost forty years. Presumably the

assumption that teaching is a "profession" has prevented us

from examining teachers in the same light.5

The Professional Status of Teachers

In this discussion, Seiber lists three essential characteristics of

persons in occupations regarded as professions. These are:

1. They perform a personal service that is regarded as

indispensable in modern society.

2. They possess a high degree of technical competence.

3. They enjoy considerable autonomy in their work.6

The services that teachers render are unquestionably regarded as

"indispensable" to the good and welfare of American society. This remains

true of upwardly mobile groups. For many immigrants, the disappointment
which resulted from the discovery that the streets were not paved with

gold was softened by the belief that educational achievement was the

surest route to status, freedom and well-being. Although the educational

objectives of teaching remain in high esteem, there is considerable ques-

tion concerning the technical competence exhibited by members of the

teaching force and certainly much evidence which reveals their lack of

autonomy. It can be noted that despite the "methods" focus of many

teacher-preparation programs, the technical competence of teachers of

poor and minority children is subject to serious doubt in the face of

the record of continued massive academic failure. Asking, telling,

Slbid, p. 126.

6lbid, p. 128.
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managing, organizing, demonstrating, relating, and other skills seemingly
successful with children from majority racial and socioeconomic strata
are clearly not applicable to all schools. If one includes administrative
personnel as part of the instructional instrumentation of the schools,
then a strong case may be made evincing much evidence of lack of appro-
priate skill in that quarter as well. Such an analysis would surely
include the manifest dissatisfaction of ghetto parents with school offi-
cials, resultant personnel dislocations and structural reorganizations
currently in motion in many big cities.

It seems clear that teachers in most schools are not really auto-
nomous. Instead, they are cast in the role of functionaries in a rather
loose bureaucratic system. Teachers are not free to make decisions con-
cerning what they will teach, how they will teach, whom they will teach,
when they will teach, under what circumstances they will teach, what
incentives, rewards and negative sanctions they will employ, or what
remuneration they will receive.

Seiber cites some further distinguishing characteristics of educa-
tional personnel:

There are also certain attributes of the teaching force
that distinguish the occupation from recognized profes-
sLmal groups. The overwhelming proportion are women;
they are heavily recruited from the middle and.lower-
middi. classes; the lower half of the ability continuum
falls far below the average for other professions;
only about half of secondary school teachers and one
quarter of elementary teachers have any training beyond
college; salaries have failed to compete favorably with
salary ranges in occupations requiring equivalent levels
of preparation; teaching stands at the bottom of the
professions in prestige; and occupational commitment is
extremely Low, as revealed by the fact that most teachers
do not expect to remain in teaching until retirement,
and only a small proportion of those who receive teacher
training remain in the occupation longer than ten years
(Jessup, 1967). For all these reasons, teaching is not
a profession in the sense that we understand law and
medicine to be professions. it appears, nevertheless,
that teachers adopt the full-fledged professions as their
reference groups. (This might he due to their identifi-
cation with college professors and the upward mobility
aspirations of lower middle class members.) The insti-
tutionalized gap between occupational reality and the
aspirations of teachers is characteristic of "quasi-

7professions. '?

7 ibid.
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Speculating on consequences of ambiguous professional status, he
posits the notion that "status insecurity" affects the response of
educational personnel to changed practices and procedures. Thus the
top-down installation direction of reform serves to reaffirm the
teachers's lack of autonomy. Their tendency appears to be rejection or
resistance to such changes as further impingement on their already struc-
ured domains. The suggestions or demands which frequently come from
parents and other laymen are received with even less enthusiasm and
greater resistance as the ultimate eroders of professional image. Seiber
suggests further that status-insecurity has other depressing and sub-
verting effects on the motivation of teachers and other educational per-
sonnel to apply changed practices:

Status-insecurity in organizations has also been observed
to cause "ritualism" or over-compliance with means to
the neglect of ends. The teacher who dismisses his
class for independent study, or who withholds a grade
until a slow student has had a chance to master the
material, or deviates widely from an approved lesson
plan is risking a reprimand that he can ill afford in
his insecure position. So teachers tend to overcomply
with regulations, even when innovative behavior is
nominally condoned, or when the educational goal is
clearly better served by 'irregular" behavior. Ritualism
might undermine the purpose of a new, demonstrably worth-
while innovation since it is always possible to comply too
rigidly with even the best procedures. If discretion is
never exercised, it is doubtful that any classroom innova-
tion will work effectively.8

Still another effect of status-insecurity on the behavior of
teachers is noted by Seiber. He observes that teachers do not talk with
each other very much about teaching. He suggests that this phenomenon
may result from the tacit conviction that it is impolitic to reveal
lack of expertise, that it would weaken claims to professional status and
cites a study reported by Lippitt in 1965:

Further evidence comes from a survey in which teachers
were asked to nominate practices they knew about that
might contri-but6 to the mental health condition of pupils.
Out of a total of 330 practices that were mentioned, only
3() were indicative of knowledge of what other teachers
were doing---the overwhelming majority were practices
that the teachers themselves were following. The research
concluded, "People usually do not know what other people
are doing within their school buildings." Concealment
by quas'- professionals of an inadequate base of knowledge

81bid, p. 129.
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and a limited set of skills might be necessary to permit
them to preserve their professional identity. Such behavior
might be especially appropriate When it becomes a matter of
revealing classroom difficulties to other teachers. Advice
might be least often sought, therefore, on precisely those
problems that are most critical.9

In critical discussions of the school a frequent target has peen
the single salary schedule and its equalitarian distribution of remun-
eration irrespective of differentiated ability and productivity. In this
regard the practice of offering incentives--monetary or other forms--has
been suggested as a way of encouraging greater effort toward the achieve-
ment of better educational results. Seiber asserts that there are power-
ful forces which would negate such effort.

The rejection of bureaucratic incentives for greater
effort is another consequence of quasi- professionalism
that bears on innovation roles. Professional self-esteem
rests upon two bases: unstinting service to the individ-
ual needs of clients (which depe ds upon a large measure
of privatized discretion), and recognition among colleagues.
But formal incentive systems rel,aed to performance rest
upon observable behavior and such incentive systems violaLe
two of the core values of professionalism. Thus, local
merit plans are opposed as at once undermining collegial
authority and violating the privileged nature of the
professional-client relationship. 10

Finally, he notes that the teacher-pupil relationship has been
identified by researchers as "the most important source of occupational
gratification for most teachers." He infers from this evidence a most
interesting notion about teacher behavior and motivation:

... emphasis on the affective-particularistic aspect of

the relationship with students affords an alternatilde
to technical expertise as a means of controlling and
motivating students. This emphasis also serves to
legitimate the demand for greater discretion and autonomy.
Because it is presumed that many students are unique Ind
must be dealt with on their own terms, and that every
classroom is dif.,!rent from every other classroom, it
becomes bootless to suggest innovations that were developed
for other students in other classrooms. In effect, the
intimac5, of the teacher-stident relationship spurns the

9lbid, pp. 126-30.

10Ibid, p. 130.
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advice of outsiders. This state of affairs might explain
the situation observed by Lippitt:

We find in teachers a resistance or an inhibition
to adopting another teacher's inventions. This is
quite different, we find, from the active scouting
for the newest in some of the other fields. Our
interviews seem to suggest, for example, that the
idea of adopting somebody else's practice somehow
is a nation of imitation and that as such it is bad. ].l.

Goal Diffuseness

Defining the term goal diffuseness, Seiber declares:

A great deai.has been said about the difficulty of
specifying the multiple, terminal goals of education
and of measuring their attainment, especially the long-
range socialization goals. Goal-diffuseness refers to
this lack of clarity and focus among the goals of edu-
cational organizations. It arises from the wide array
of constituencies that our comprehensive, compulsory
system is obliged to serve.12

He then explores a number of consequences resulting from this
characteristic. He suggests for example that lack of clarity of terminal
goals serves to strengthen the results of status-insecurity and vulner-
ability in regard to innovation% Suggesting that goal diffuseness leads
to conflict between parents and educators, Seiber turns then to the
phenomenon's effects on teacher motivations, teaching practice, and the
training of teachers.

Ritualistic adherence to certain instructional procedures. and
school regulations might be reinforced by goal-diffuseness also.
Lack of consensus on goals, owing to their multiplicity and
vagueness, might encourage over-compliance with the methods of
education. In fact, the "retreat to methods" in teacher pre-
paration might need re-examination in the light of educational
goal-diffuseness.

Goal diffuseness also contributes to professional insecurity.
Despite an emphasis on instructional skills rather than on
terminal goals, clarity of terminal goals is probably an
important condition for the development of technical competence.

llibid p. 131.

12Ibid.
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Unable to reach agreement on the efficacy of particular skills,
owing partly to the vagueness of goals and to the problem of
measuring attainment of goals, teachers lack aspirliat as a
basis of authority, which relegates them to a quasi-professional
status...

...It also seems likely that the difficulty of measuring out-
comes would tend to demoralize those teachers who do not
possess considerable personal self-confidence. The effect
might be to lessen motivation to try out new practices,
especially those that involve considerable inconvenience
in the initial stages.. In ocher words, a sort of fatalistic
attitude may set in because of the difficulty of attaining
objective certainty about a particular practice.13

Coordination and Control

Treat&g the topic of coordination and control, Seiber cites various
structural conditions which serve to identify schools as bureaucratic
organizations:

School systems contain elaborate means for rationalizing the
flow of recruits through the system--through sequential and
horizontal organization of the curriculum, through counseling
and through quality-control mechanisms that determine promota-
bility and placement within academic strata. And there are
also mechanisms for governing and rewarding the staff and for
allocating resources throughout a large number of sub-
divisions. Further, because participation by the clients
of schools is non-voluntary and because the clients are
located within the organization, student control becomes
an important organizational concern. Finally, owing to the
commonweal function of education, accountability to parents
and taxpayers is required, which necessitates further bureau-
cratic provisions. Because of all these management problems,
schools systems assume a bureaucratic structure with a hier-
archy of offices, a division of labor with specially trained
incumbents, a proliferation 9f rules, an ertiborate record-
keeping system, and so on. 14

He notes that bureaucratization has reinforcing effects on the quasi-
professional status of educational personnel. It does so by minimizing
teacher choices in favor of upper echelon decisions regarding curriculum,
textbook selection, performance evaluation, and pupil-control sanctions.

131bid p. 133.

141bid.
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He states further that the bureaucratic need for efficiency, hence the
tradition of working the large pupil groups, is in direct conflict with
one of the "core values" of educators, that of individualization of
instruction. Seiber suggests that because of the compelling need to
maintain an organizational structure of high formality, school systems
may tend to solve the dilemma of public demand for innovations by water-
ing them down such that the structure remains intact and change appears
to have taken aLace.

In addition to the above analysis, it is important to go at least
one step further. It is necessary at this point to briefly review the
several current and historical theories of organization as bases for
developing schema to increase the productivity of functionaries in organ-
ization toward stated goals. These theoretical foundations, eclectically
employed, shall, in combination with experiential frames of reference,
provide further undergirding for analyses in this paper.

Taken in order of historicaLdevelopment, elements of the three
major theories of organizations and motivation are presented briefly
below.

Scientific ManagrLsit

The central thrust of the Scientific Management persuasion was that
problems relating to increasing the abilities of organizations to meet
,and/or exceed the requirements of their stated goals were essentially
problems in the orderly, systematic rationalization of process. Pro-
ponents of the approach argued that the interests of the organization
and its functionaries were ultimately a unity as both were primarily
directed toward material gain. If one could analyze tasks with pre-
cision, divide operations and processes according to various relational
categories, apply appropriately skilled labor to properly matched tasks,
provide a proper ratio of supervisory controls and carefully select,
place and authorize decisionmaking personnel, the organization would
realize the goals it set for itseif.

Scientific management adherents asserted that the close,t linkage
between work output and payment for work would yield the highest level
of worker motivation. Piecework was the ultimate arrangement with remun-
eration occurring in the shortest possible time Crom the event of v_!rified
acceptable output.

Appropriately spaced hierarJacal arrangements of single-point
decisionmaking and conflict resolution explicated Scientific Manage-
ments confidence in expertness, authority, and efficiency. Decision
prerogatives relltirg to procedures which might have damaging effects
on major-goal achievement were lodged with those personnel whose interests
it was to sateudrd toe integrity of major coals. Thus such z.oLds would

not be likety to be displaced hy me_ans which were perceived is 11,)1s by

more r.:rnotely pl-wcd function,iric,z.



Referring to contempbrary "Neo-classical" management theorists,
Etzioni noted the following:

It is a long way from the studies of coal- shoveling and fatigue
to the sophisticated analyses of March and Simon; however, the
major focus of their approach remains basically the foetal or-
ganization, rational behavior, the search for the organizational
tool most suited to serve a given set of goals, and not the
organizational tool that keeps its participants most happy. The
central questions are how is an organization best patterned in
terms of division of labor and of authority and which patterns
of coordination are the most effective; the stress is on choices
individuals make for the organization (and its units) rather
than on the factors that limit their choices or bias their
decisions.15

Human Relations School

Dissatisfaction with the Scientific Management approach to achieving
organizational effectiveness and efficiency led Lewin, Mayo, Lippitt,
White, and others to work which evolved into the Human Relations approach
to management. They developed and tentativel; verified a number of
hypotheses bearing importantly on the creation and maintenance of organ-
izational effectiveness. In contrast to Scientific Management types,
they focused on the unplanned aspects of organizational life and concep-
tualized the informal organization as being a most significant determinant
of successful goal achievement. The informal organization was seen as the
set of unwritten rules, norms, values, procedures and practices which
developed among organizational functionaries as expressions of group-
interest responses to formal organizational structure. In direct contra-
diction to the Classical theorists, the Human ReI.ationists asserted that
the perfect organization was indeed a most imtterfect fit with the workers'
emotional and social needs which transcended material needs and desires.
Creation of the informal organization as a means of working between and
around the perceived insufficiency and inappropriateness of the formal
structure was seen as an important shaping and operational force in respect
to organizational effectiveness. Discussing the major findings of Mayo's
Hawthorne studies, Etzioni cited the following conclusions:

1. The level of production is set by social norms not by
physiological capacities.

2. Non-economic rewards and sanctions significantly affect
the behavior of workers and largely limit the affect of
economic incentive plans. Two rewards and sanctions
were particularly powerful and both were "symbolic" rather

15Uzioni, op. cit., p. 31
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than material. Workers who produced significantly more
(or less) than the socially determined norm lost the
affection and respect of their co-workers and friends.

3. Often workers do not react as individuals but as members
of groups.

4. The importance of leadership for setting and enforcing
group norms and the difference between informal and formal
leadership. 16

Etzioni and others also note the contributions of Lippitt and White in
their studies of leadership styles as related to organizational group
behavior. The major findings of these studies indicates that so-called
democratic leadership which involved group members in considerable intra-
group communication and participation led to high-quality output in con-
trast to other leadership styles characterized as laissez-faire and
authoritarian. Those under democratic leadership functioned well in
situations when leadership was not physically present. These and other
findings suggested that involvement in decisionmaking on the part of
group members, information' about goals, purposes, and decisions of other
groups organizationally related to their own, heightened and facilitated
group output. Other motivational factors established as important among
organizational functionaries in respect to goal achievement were associ-
ated with' perceptions of the justness, fairness, and reasonableness of
the organizations' demands and requirements.

Later 11-2ories

A c lentless intellectual dialectic has produced a number of vari-
ations and some distinctively different analyses of organizations and the
relationships of forces and elements which influence their character,
sources of motivation, and effectiveness. Even brief exploration of any
of these is beyond the scope of this paper. Both major and minor depar-
tures from Scientific Management and Human Relations schools have fre-
quently brought elements of both into more useful or interesting juxta-
position. Through synthesis or addition they have produced new concepts
for research and application. Referring to the Structuralists, Etzioni
lists the wider interests of these students or organizations as including:

1. Both formal and informal elements of the organization and
their articulation.

2. The scope of informal groups and the relations between such
groups inside and outside the organization.

16Ibid, p. 34.
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3. Both lower and higher ranks.
r.

4. Both social and material rewards and their effects on
each other.

5. The interaction between the organization and its
environment.

6. Both work and non-work organizations.17

Employing the brief overview of basic organizational and motivational
theory and the general sociological analysis of the school presented above,
it seems useful at this point to attempt a reduction in level of abstrac-
tion. Therefore, let us turn to some rather more specific references to
the questions of motivation and reward.

Reporting on 12 recent investigations of factors affecting job atti-
tudes, Herzberg noted a pattern which would seem useful for the task at
hand. He classified factors found to have affected job attitudes nega-
tively and produced extreme dissatisfaction as "hygiene" factors and those
factors which produced extreme satisfaction as "motivators." He defined
these factors in the following way:

Two different needs of man are involved here. One set of
needs can be thought of as stemming from his animal nature-- -

the built-in drive to avoid pain from the environment, plus
all the learned drives which become conditioned to the basic
biological needs. For example, hunger, a basic biological
drive, makes it necessary to earn money, and then money be-
comes a biological drive.18

Factors associated with that description are "hygiene" factors and include
items stemming from such sourc-as as company policy and administration,
supervision, interpersonal relationships, working conditions, salary,
status, and security. Moving to a definition of "motivators," Herzberg
offered the following:

The other set of needs relates to that unique human
characteristic, the ability to achieve and, through
achievement to experience psychological growth. The
stimuli for the growth needs are tasks that induce
growth; in the industrial setting they are the job
content. Contrariwise, the stimuli inducing gain-avoid-
ance behaviors are found in job environment.)

17Ibid, p. 49.

18Frederick Herzberg, "One More Time: How do you Motivate Employees?"
Motivation Series--Reprints from Harvard Business Review, p. 57.

19 Ibid, p. 58.
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Herzberg then listed growth or "motivator" factors associated with job
emtent as achievement, recognition for achievement, the work itself,
responsibility and growth or advancement. His analysis of the results
of the 12 studies showed that of all factors contributing to extreme job
satisfaction, 81 percent were "motivators"-- or those factors related to
job content and only P9 percent were "hygiene" factors, or those related
to job environment. Of all factors contributing to extreme job dissatis-
factia, 69 percent were "hygiene" factors (job environment) while only
31 percent could be classified as "motivators" (job content).

This report in our view provides some useful "handles" on the issues
relating to motivation and reward of educational personnel. Herzberg's

classification of dimensions of motivation is compelling and useful as
typological reference. The specific division of factors into those
related to job content and job environment seem most germane to our task.
The summary of the results the 12 studies directs attention to
differentiated sources of motivation, i.e., content and environment.
These are very much in keeping with the systemic analyses presented
earlier in this paper.

Before proceeding with the discussion of the relationship between
altered reward systems and pupil achievement, it is useful to cell atten-
tion to still another most interesting and contemporary theoretical
formulation. In response to Douglas W. McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y
and based on their recent studies, Morse and Lorsch offer some theoreti-
cal assumptions they label "contingency theory." They described Theory X
and Theory Y as follows:

Theory X assumes that people dislike work and must be coerced,
controlled, and directed toward organizational goals. Further-
more, most people prefer to be treated this wayi so they can
avoid responsibility. Theory Y--the integration of goals- -
emphasizes the average person's intrinsic interest in his work,
his desire to be self-directing and to seek responsibility,
and his capacity to be creative in solving business problems.2°

Morse and Lorsch note that McGregor's choice was Theory Y as being
most effective. Contingency theory, on the other hand, suggests that
"the appropriate pattern of organization is contingent on the nature of
the work to be done and on the particular needs of the people involved."
Thus their studies have revealed that a more precisely structured and
rationalized organization pursuing industrial research was less effctive
than a more loosely structured research lab. A loosely structured manu-
facturing plant was also less effective than 1 more highly structured
manufacturing plant.

20
John J. More and .1;ly W. '.oracle, "Beyond Theory V:

Series-- ReTrinted from Harvard Busilless Review, p. '34.
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Thus far in our quest for bases for treating the question of rewards
and motivational systems, Scientific Management and Human Relations theory
have been reviewed together with some of the more contemporary organiza-
tional-motivational thrusts, such as those of the structuralists and
Contingency theorists; suggested system for the classification of sources
of job satisfaction and dissatisfaction was noted; and a heuristic
analysis of the school was presented which characterized it as a loose
bureaucratic organization, staffed by quasi-professionals, with diffuse
goals, a strong need for coordination and control, and manifesting A high
degree of vulnerability.

Examinations of organization and motivation theory have led to several
tentative conclusions regarding approaches to the present problem. For
example, attempts to raise the level of school achieiement through the
introduction of various incentives for educational personnel into an other-
wise unaltered system would probably fail to produce the desired results.
We would include in this negative prediction such schema as bonus payments,
differentiated staffing arrangements, honorific titles and other formal
or informal material or nonmaterial ceremonial or routinized events thought
to spur school personnel to higher levels of work. The prediction of fail-
ure rests on both theoretical and empirical bases. In the latter frame,
there is no evidence which causally or correlatively links receipt by
teachers of material or nonmaterial increments or rewards with higher
pupil achieverumt in the schools of the inner cities or poor rural areas.
This evidential gap includes cross-system as well as intra-system com-
parisons. For example, while teachers of poor black children in New York
City are paid more than teachers of poor black children in Kansas City
and while within either city some teachers are paid considerably more
than others, better educational results cannot be linked to these remun-
erative variations. Moreover, if increased promotional latitude within
the occupation of teaching (such as available in differentiated staffing
arrangements) is related to raised pupil performance, it has yet to be
persuasively demonstrated. Similarly, it has not been shown that "Teacher
of the Year" awards or other less pretentious pat-on-the-back approaches
have been useful. As Seiber has noted, much of what is suggested as incen-
tives for teachers emerges as anathema to practitioners struggling to
affirm professional status in an organization most defenseless against
external influences, plagued by numerous unclear and unmeasurable goals
and molded into organizational structure of great rigidity and de fensiveness.

Reference to the theoretical frame also supports our rejection of
such isolated reward alterations as those described above and others of
similar character. By virtue of the sheer complexity of the problem as
defined by any theoretical position, reward-motivational sorties of any
description as strategy for change seem facile. This Is vividly clear
when viewed in the context of deeply imbedded nd powerful systemic shap-
ing corcus of a structural, social, and emotional nature. The motivation
and reward of educational personnel as a strategy for improving the results
of schooling must be considered a problem of ;roat dcnsitv, ,-nibloct to

treatment only through basic or;;ani;:aional reformation, .11;d probahlv
through repositioning .n respect to the or$:anixations' r..l.!tionship with



the various publics it attempti to serve. The issues relating to the
social repositioning of the school in relation to the wider society are
beyond the scope of this paper. But experimental reformation of the
internal organization along lines to be suggested below is both a feas-
ible and promising endeavor.

Organizational Reformation

A basic questio must be answered when one attempts to analyze any
organization with the purpose of increasing its effectiveness. Whether
it be a manufacturing plant, hospital, research facility, bank, social
welfare agency, or school, one needs first to ascertain whether or not
functionaries in the organization at all levels possess basic competence
in relation to the tasks to which they are assigned. The difficulty and
complexity imbedded in such decisions is profound, particularly at higher
levels of occupational status. Here tasks are less clearly identifiable
and notions of the elements of competence are frequently fuzzy and specu-
lative. More discrete and concrete operations such as those found at
lower occupational levels in manufacturing plans are more susceptible to
evaluation regarding the skills possessed by employees. In any event,
whatever the difficulties, decisions must be made about competencies in
all organizations for purposes such as promotion, salary increases and
termination. Whether on sound or unsound bases, such decisions are made
and actee. upon. The most common useful reference for such decisions is
product. Without treating the pitfalls of even this basic competence
reference,we shall take as our standard for judging rural and inner-city
school competence their record of "production" of pupils who attain
national normative levels of academic achievement. As has been documented
in other essays of this work this record is most dismal and unsatisfactory,
particularly to the clientele who are the unwilling recipients of what
they perceive to be grossly unacceptable "product" results.

If one decides that the system is not competent on the basis of
output, one is still left with the problem of identifying the elements
and components most responsible for producing unacceptahle results. It

must be noted that although the school is accountable for results, indi-
vidual achievement is also subject to variation from the interventions
of external influen:r!s. Among these are physical and mental health, mood,
and gross intellectual impairment. The most competent teacher imaginable
in a "regular" classroom cannot he expected to successfully compete for
attention with the pain resulting from advanced tooth decay, profound
depression or the gnawing pangs of unsatisfied hunger.

But, allowing for such factors, we suggest that massive school
failure in the Nation's city and rural schools can usefully be under-
stood as attributable in major part to one or the other, or some combi-
nations t.f the following two sets of conditions:



Condition 1. The Missing Competence System

The school is unable to achieve results because of the fundamental
task-incompetence of its functionaries. Teachers do not have skills which
enable them to teach the children of the poor and minority populations.
Supervisors and administrators also lack skills to help the teachers learn

how to help children learn. Moreover, the trainers of teachers in the
universities and colleges are at least as unequal to the task as the cert-
ificated alumni of their institutions. The schools' organizational struc-
ture channels the major portion of its energies into gate-keeping and

system maintenance functions. It systematically displaces ends with
means and is most expert at apole?ia and ritualized processing procedures

rather than facilitating pupil : ruing.

Condition 2. The Obstructed Competence System

The school is unable to achieve results because of the grossly poor
fit of organizations: arrangements with the task-demands of the situation.
Most teachers and supervisory functionaries are possessed of sufficient
skill and knowledge to achieve normative academic results with poor and
minority children. They are obstructed from doing so by a system in
rational, political and social disarray. It manifests insufficient task
definition and specification, dysfunctional lines of authority and commun-
ication both, within the organization and with its legitimate publics and
clientele, insufficient resources, lack of protection from external pres-
sures, poor working conditions, insufficient remuneration, and low morale

resulting from all of the above: While the propositions presented above
are necessarily brief and skeletal, they provide a strategic foothold on

some possible planning and operational options. If some urban and rural'

schools can be reasonably characterized as obstructed competence systems,
what steps can be taken to develop valid and reliable knowledge strategies
and tactics which will insure the removal of obstacles to the exercise of
competence and result in the achievement of the stated goals of the school?

If these urban and rural schools can be reasonable characterized as
missing competence systems, then what steps can be taken to generate valid
and reliable knowledge about the nature of competence, the conditions
necessary and essential to Learning about competence, the conditions nec-
essary and essential to successful training of competent practitioners,
and the conditions necessary and essential to the application of competence.

From Obstructed to Facilitated Competence

No solution to the problem of school effectiveness as related to

the phenomenon of obstructed competence has yet been discovered. There

is available in the literature much educated speculation on how the

Nation might move toward amelioration or reduction of schooling prob-

lems. 'There are a plethora of approaches. Among these are the radi-

cal social reform innovations such as the abandonment of the schools
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(along with the social and economic system) voiced by Paul Goodman and
others, to the voucher propositions of Christopher Jeuler (which spon-
sor the generation of competitive school systems), and the decentrali-
zation supported by the Ford Foundation and many members of minority
communities. Many of these are persuasive in their own right or in
combinations. However, as an illustrative possibility of how a school
may be reformed to unblock the competence of its functionaries, we find
Morris Janowitz's Aggregation Model most compelling. In very much atten-
uated form then, we will offer his conceptualization as one among others
worthy of consideration. He defines the aggregation model as "the expres-
sion of administrators and staff members who are concerned primarily with
a basic format within which change and effective teaching can take place.
Specific programs and techniques are of secondary concern when compared
with organizational climate, institutional milieu, or operational doc-
trine."4.1 Janowitz of course examines schools as social institutions.
de chooses the term "aggregation" to signify concern for the need to "add
up the parts of the social system in which the teacher must operate."22
His interest in additive potential seems rooted in analysis of the preseat
school organization which comprises a series of disparate elements and
components which defy summation as a functionally unified and socially
focused institution. Janowitz sees the teacher as the principal vehicle
for the delivery of educational services and he proposes the school be
organized to facilitate the teacher's work. He conceives of this work as
enccmpassihg professional latitude and prerogatives far beyond those
available in most contemporary public schools as described by Seiber and
others. Janowitz's "teacher-administrator" would be

...In charge of a group of youngsters...responsible for the
well being and educational progress of these youngsters.
But the teacher can involve a variety of persons, both with-
in and outside the school to see that the youngster has
access to the basic needs and values. In fact, the aggre-
gation model fundamentally is concerned with expanding the
pool of human resources for the individual youngster. There
is no way of knowing in advance to whom a student will re-
late appropriately and who will in effect offer satisfactory
and stable interpersonal contacts. It is the function of
the teacher,manager to see that such relationships are
facilitated.23

Janowitz asserts that traditional schooling strives for "the elaboration
of cognitive processes and the enhancement of academic achievement mainly
brought about by reconstruction of the contents of the curriculum accord-
ing to the principles of cognitive development"24and argues for a

21Morris Janowitz, Institution Buildiag in Urban Education (Hartford:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1969), p. 42.

22 Ibid, p. 43.

23
Ibid.

2z,
Ibld, p. 46.
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redirection of energies. He suggests that

Concern with the structuring of materials is of less impor-
tance...than the sheer question of mobilizing interest in the
subject matter. A central question is a set of rewards and
patterns of motivation which lead youngsters to undertake
the necessary "intellectual" struggle and effort. These
rewards are most effective if they are immediate, mediated
through personal relations, and are strengthened if they
are unconditional.25

In the organizational reformation of the school, Janowitz leaves
a hierarchical structure in place but proposes much role and function
redefinition. His suggested changes blanket the entire system from
pupil to board of education. Arguing for centralization of some functions
and decentralization of others he declares that "decentralization, in
particular, is only an organizational strategy that can be justified if it
changes the behavior of principals and classroom teachers and of parents
as well."46 His suggestions for ways in which the decision range of the
school principal should be enlarged are particularly interesting. "In-
crease his role in recruitment and selection of personnel, broaden the
authority he has to reallocatJ the resources placed at his disposal,
increase his authority to make arrangements for community groups, includ-
ing the recruitment of volunteer and paraprofessional, and enhance his
authority to modify curriculum..."27 Janowitz offers a medical analogue
to further explain his concept of a changed role for the principal: "The

principal is required to perform like the chief of a service; he is the
doctor among the doctors; so the principal is a teacher among teachers.
This may mean that he operates as the chief inservice training officer
for his staff, that he is engaged in classroom teaching or that he is
directly available to parents and students as well as outside community

leaders."28 Janowitz asserts that a chief clerk or administrative
assistant can handle the highly programmed routine tasks that so fre-
quently, by choice or expedience, preoccupy school principals.

In the chart that follows a taut comparison is drawn between the
dimensions of traditional schooling--referred to as the SpecializatIon
Model--and the Aggregation Model. The 21 dimensions of comparison are of
sufficient scope to enable the reader to freely extrapolate them into
some tentative image of what a school organized along Aggregation Model

lines might be like.29

25Ibid, pp. 48-49.

26Ibid, p. 68.

27Ibid, pp. 73-74.

28Ibid, p. 74.

29Ibid, pp. 44-45.
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. Basic Dimensions of Specialization and Aggregation Model

Dimension

Strategy of
Change

Organizational
Goals

Division of Labor

Investment
Pattern

Organizational
Format

Authority
Structure

Curriculum
Construction

Grading System

L51.373 0 74 - 7

Specialization Model Aggregation Model

Incremental innovation
by specific programs
Piecemeal change based
on demonstration
programs.

Priority of academic
over socialization;
socialization stressed
but segregated.

Emphasis on increased
division of labor and
increased use of
specialists.

Capital intensive tech-
niques; high investment
on the new media.

School district central
office levels with cen-
tral office exercising
administrative control.

Fractionalized.

External and central-
ized construction;
independent hierarchy
of curriculum special-
ists in school system.

Fixed class levels,
periodic grading on
systemwide criteria.

-87--

Holistic reorganization
reflecting concern with
organizational climate
and minimum standards.
Based on top level
managerial direction.

Interdependence of
academic and
socialization goals.

Emphasis on increased
authority and professional
competence of classroom
teacher.

Labor intensive tech-
niques; stress on
subprofessionals and
volunteers.

Schools under sectors'
administrative control
with central office
planning control.

Centralized policy making
and decentralization based
on professional autonomy.

Balance between external
construction of materials
and faculty involvement
in curriculum construction;
curriculum specialists as
resource personnel.

Continuous development
system, flexible system
of grading which include
both systemwide criteria
and specific indicators
of achievement.



RiBtElla

School Districts

Principal's Role

Teacher's Role

Classroom
Management

Teaching Style

Subprofessionals

Psychology of
Learning

Control of
Deviant Behavior

Evaluation

New Media

Community
Contacts

ke.21ALimaitr.........1,Model

Specific and single
boundaries with trend
toward specialized
schools.

Administrative
specialists

(a) Teacher specialist;
specialized skills and
subiect totter oriented;

(b) Academic and voca-
tional training.

Reduction of class
size.

Solo practitioner.

Limited involvement
and narrow definition
of tasks.

Cognitive psychology

Emphasis on specialized
personnel and special-
ized structure.

Pupil oriented.

Centralized control
used for regular
instruction, for maxi-
mum audience manned by
media personnel.

Specific, directed
through principal and
specialized community
agent.
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Multiple and flexible
bouftdariei and emphatic
on adaptation of compre..
hensive high school.

Principal teacher

(a) Teacher manager balance
between subject matter
skills and interpersonal
and managerial competence;

(b) Coordinator of social
space of youngster and of
community resources.

Flexible educational group-
ings depend on program.

Group practice, peer group
support and use of sub-
professionals and volunteers.

Strong emphasis; seen as
general resource with
teaching responsibilities.

Impact of institutional
setting and normative
order.

Maximize classroom manage-
ment and teacher skills.

Teacher and system
oriented.

Decentralized control used
for specific audiences
as a supplement to regular-
ized instruction.

Diffusion and involvement

of all educational staff
members.
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leaeher
Education

Inservice
Training

..itataijitag
Speeiallted eduaticm
in education and
classroom practice
teaching.

Under the control of
school education and
linked to degrees.

Liberal arts education
plus clinic exposure to
&Versified experiences
in community and educe..
tional practice.

Under public school system
control and linked to
professional development
and curriculum development.

EE,SLNLE3AllL.'cVMUttnPet9.-CaSltaIS1

An assumption underlying all the formulations directed at maximizing
organisational effectiveness is that there must be available as the mini-
mum condition of effectiveness some measure of goal-related skill and
competence. Whatever variation of theoretical posture one seeks in pur-
suing the questions, whether emphasizing human factors or system factors,
none are addressed to the hopeless task of motivating functionaries to
accomplish what is beyond their basic competence. If one begins with a
condition of basic and fundamental non-competence in respect to major
goals, then the real question relating to motivation revolves around ways
to get school functionaries to want to develop, invent and acquire sys-
temic competence necessary to realize the goal.

A formulation such as this redefines the motivational task. A very
different set of considerations is examined. The schools and related
institutions must move back a goal notch or two such that their common
temporary major thrust is the development of conditions, practices, pro-
cedures, and organizational arrangements which are conducive to learning
how to help children to learn that which all interests groups agree they
ought to learn. In short, the questions relating to motivation and re-
wards are significant only as they are seen to bear on what we believe
to be fundamentally linked to school failure amongst poor and minority
children. Seen from this position the central issues are not the with-
holding or retardation of services as a consequence of poor morale, poor
working conditions, lack of incentives, institutionalized racism, or any
of a dozen other siwtlar concerns. While these no doubt influence and
affect climate and mood, the uniformly abysmal academic results of inner-
city schooling cannot be explained solely by reference to those unpleasant
and distasteful phenomena. One of the numerous examples which support the
analysis we advance here is Fox's study of "More Effective Schools." This
experimental program in New York City inundated 21 schools with teacher
specialists in various fields, decreased class size, increased paraprofes-
sional help, increased supervisory and administrative numbers, reduced
nonteaching duties and introduced numerous other practices and procedures
thought Lo contribute to heightened school effectiveness. This study
found that the most discernible results of these efforts were higher
morale factors among personnel. Not only did pupil achievement not show
gains in most of the M.E.S. schools, but: on the contrary, it was found in



samv to have descended wiow .evels of seldevemmnt of cOmparably populattdi

non.H.E.S. schools.

It the schools are profoundly lacking In the skills necessary to
roduee the level a lgnorance, then what can be done? The schools serve.

other social functions, such as keeping children confined in a relatively
safe, warm,. and more or less comfortable place for 5 to hours a day,

and providing them with group experiences, and other highly regarded
sociallnation experiences; therefore, it is not likely that the revels..
tion that they are fundamentally incompetent will result in their closing.
Even a temporary shutdown for retooling is unlikely and probably futile,
What seems required is a series of steps carried out concurrently within
the continued operation of the schools. These actions would occur In
some selected (pilot) schools in which attempts would be made to change

their character from institutions which purport to qach children to
institutions devoted to ip4Anina how to teach children. That is, the

goal would be to transform schools from institutions which ostensibly.
transfer knowledge and skill to institutions which lignayste know4121
about how to transfer knowlalle. The schools in a sense would gain some
of the characteristics of the university. Perhaps because of their prox'

imity to the problem and public pressures, they might yield better results
than have been evidenced by "real" universities in their attempts to cre-
ate knowledge on the subject.

Settler's discourse seems particularly relevant to the question of
problems to be encountered if one were to contemplate a redirection of
school efforts toward developing competence matched to goals. The phe-
nomena of diffuse goals, vulnerability, quasi-professionalism and control
requirements combine in agonizing complexity as virtually overwhelming
obstacles to change. Perhaps the two characteristics most subject to
adjustment are goal-diffuseness and quasi-professionalism. Change in

these would seem to require the least external dislocations and offer
most promise for manipulation. In the communities afflicted most by
school failure, there appears to be a developing convergence on basic aca-
demic skills as transcendent school goals.

The myths and walls of professionalism have begun to crumble under
the persistent self-evidential weight of nonaccomplishment. Despite the
common response of many professional educators in big cities, some possible

avenues leading to change may exist. The Human Relations theory and its
contemporary derivatives may be an important reference. .For example, the
rhetoric of teachers' groups suggests that some of the problems of school
ineffectiveness are related to the structures imposed on teachers by the
rigidities of bureaucracy. They assert that liberation from these would
release the "creative and innovative" energies of the members of the "pro-
fession" and lead to increased pupil learning and general school effec-
tiveness. They seek independence from patterned behavior prescribed by
officials, evaluation by officials, release from prescribed curriculum
parameters, and the opportunity to design and implement their own training

programs. If Herzberg is correct in his assumption that "extreme job
satisfaction" deriving from work content "motivators" leads to increased



organigatlunal effectivenes8, then perhaps one ought to sponsor an exporl-
-moot which uses the forco of this phenomenon. The major goal of such a
pilot would be the creation of zrylAAtiong c'enduelYst to hesina toacherS

Avrn It{ to teq,Ch...Hypothesos about the nature of school conditions
conducive to helping teachers to learn how to teach would have to be
enerated, instrumented and installed. Evaluation of such an enterprise

would then use criteria against which the achievement of that single goal
would be measured. Pupil achievement would not be a criterion reference
at this point. If it was ascertained that the goals of the creation of
sondisjons c9nducive to hell/Ina teachers learn how to teach had been
durably and reliably achieved, one then ought to be concerned with the
efficacy of what it was teachers thought they had learned.

The design of such a pilot might take into serious reference the
findings of Lewia, Lippltt, White, and other more recent Human Relations
advocates regarding leadership-participation modes and communication
channels. lhe best and most appropriate parcicipatory organizational
arrangemeats should be manifested. Some of those may be found in the
works of Likert, Niles, Watson, and others.

What is tentatively envisioned, then, is a school organized around
a participatory scheme in which the principal actors are teachers and
pupils. The authority to specify conditions of work and progreas and the
power to -lect and reselect leadership in the endeavor would be vested
in the group. As previously noted, the main charge of the pilot would
be the creation of conditf.ons conducive to the development of competence
amongst participants. The pilot groups would be accountable to the local
hoard for the results it achieved with children and for the accomplish-
ment of major experimental goals. Results relating to the former could
not in our view be worse than those produced under previous arrangements
and might be better if only from unrelenting Hawthorne effects likely to
he generated hv a dynamic series of events.

In any case, schools presently operating on a foundation of insecur-
ity bre.d by fundamental lack of skill would inevitably benefit by exposure
to a structure deliberately designed not to protect, manage, and thus
nurture and perpetuate incompetence but rather designed to candidly and
freely search for competence.
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FEDERAL* STATE AND LOCAL ROLES

by

Richard Uliberri
Weber State University

Our forefathers were careful not to create a strong central
government. Instead, they placed great faith for the protection of
their sacred ideologies of liberty and equality in the proposition
that that government is best which governs least. This method of
creating governmental structures seemed to protect certain ideologies
but was not designed for efficiency nor organizational unity. Today,
educational government faces greater stresses than ever before. Many
of our educational problems simply relate to shortcomings in the
structure and processes of educational government.

The present government of public education is a complex matrix
of formal and informal parts extending from the home to the community,
region, State and national governmental levels. Many problems in the
public schools arise from the sheer complexity and lack of clear
policy on division of responsibility among the various educational
agents. Specifically, the chief problems are: inadequate structure
of educational governance; lack of adequate knowledge, research and
transferability; deficiency of services and controls; financial
weakness and inequality; and inadequate and ineffective participation
of a broad spectrum of the population.

It will be suggested that the governance system be altered. The
contention in this essay is that a better and more equitable balance
of Federal, State, local, and community participation is needed in
which State and Federal Governments play a larger role in educational
affairs. A more active participation on their part will reduce the
role of local governance. Only State and Federal Governments have
the power and resources to provide the exogenous shocks necessary to
initiate long-needed reformation of the educational system.

The leadership role of the Federal Government is particularly
crucial. The Congress exists as the most obvious vehicle for change
through its power to enact legislation and appropriate funds. In any
reform effort, Congress must carry the principal burden, not only to
provide the financial resources, but to provide support for the
national interests. The Federal Government has made impe,,tant
contributions to public educational opportunity; but its efforts are
also hampered by the nemesis of federalism. In discussing this
problem David K. Cohen commented on efforts to evaluate educational
progrr.ms by stating that:



The 004M0A e1+ Ment in all these diffieUltieS 18
that the Office of gducation is Largay. powerless to
remedy them. Random assignment of schools tk) tPeatMentS
and securing proper control groups-axe the most obvious
Cd8061 lack of funds to generate adequate samples of
experimental classrooms or parents are other manifesto*,
tions of the same phenomenon. Although there is no
doubt some problems could have been eased by Improved
management, no amount of forethought or efficiency cart
produce money or power where there is none. Nor is it
easy to see how the Office of Education could effectively
compel project sponsors not to change some aspects of
their strategies or not to alter their motion of program
aims.

The experience thus far with Follow-Through suggests,
then, that the serious obstacles to experimentation are
political; first, power in the educational system is
almost completely decentr4,11ped (at least from a national
perspective), and Federal experimentation must conform
to this pattern; second, the rescurces allocated to
eliminating educational disadvantage are small when
compared to other Federal priorities, which indicates
the government's relatively low political investment
such efforts. The barriers to evaluation are simply
another manifestation of the obstacles to federally
initiated reform when most power is local and when
reform is a relatively low national priority.1

Haskew asserts: "While autonomous localism in determination of
educational policy and action has, in some instances, shown itself
recently to be capable of impressive responses to such compulsions, it
is still doubtful that all necessary execution of change can be
comprehended by the localistic framework now existing."

A national will that places a greater value on public educational
attainment than on the perpetuation of traditional educational
governance systems appears to be a sine qua non for school reform.

In the Federal system of the United States education as an insti-
tution can be improved only slightly unless the decision to include
more Federal and State partLcipati.on is made. The demands which are
now made upon schools far exceed the limitations of local control and
effort. In a critical period that includes problems of school finance,
unequal achievement and strained race relations, the schools as agents
of the whole society must make their contribution to the amelioration
of the problems and the deletion of discrimin at4oll a nd racial and
ethnic antipathies across the national spectrum. in the mobile and
interdependent society with its dissemination of educational information
across the Nati'r schools must change if -they are to cease with
provincial instruction.

1

D. K. Cohen, "Politics and Research: Evaluation of Social .Nction

Programs in Education." Review of li,dlicational Research, V. 40, No. 2,
pp. 213-238.



The present needs demand a consistent, cohesive, and comprehensive
approach to the instruction of the Nation's youth. Only 4 coordination
a Federal, State, dnd local polityMaking ea bring this about. Ti

Nation needs a system of high..qualityschoels as much as it needs a
tqstem of high.,quallty roads. By comparison, the Nation did not have
the highway system it needed until a partnership was formed for that
purpose by the three Vederal governmental systems. A new, viable
principle of Federal-State local relationships must be formulated to
permit the development of bettor schools.

.Before prpgenting the case for a reformation of traditional
public-school governance, it will be necessary to outline the present
situation and then proceed with an examination of areas needing
reformation.

Governmental Structure and Educational Pjlkla

Thu Amer =Can constitution wits silent concerning public education;
so, by default the principle of "delegated" powers fixed the legal
control of the schools within the purview of State government. The
States, however, have been slow to exercise initiative. Tradition has,
consequently, developed primary control at the local level. Primary

does not mean total control, however. More and more responsibilities
have accrued to State and Fedetal agencies.

Within the Federal Government there are three de jure agencies
which affect educational control. The first is the executive branch.
The executive executes policy initiatives to such an extent that often
the work of Congress is that of discussing and ratifying executive
policy rather than introducing new programs. An excellent example is
the "Great Society" programs sponsored by President Johnson and
essentially "ratified" by the Congress. On the executive side, one
finds that the administrative structures have a very great part to play
in the preparation of programs for executive sponsorship. Tne structures
include such agencies as the U. S. Office of Education and the Office
of Management and Budget. These agencies draft most of the proposals
which enter an executive program. In the process of drafting, there is
normally extensive consultation with other interested agencies and
reconciliation of many issues on the executive level before the program
is prepared for submission to Congress. A Presidential program is
normally introduced into Congress through members of the President's
party.

The next branch of the Federal Government which relates to
educational policy is. the Congress. The process of creating legislation
in the Congress must, go through the committee structures. One must
recognize the powers of committee chairmen, the extensive use of sub-
committees, ;nd the extensive powers of subcommittee chairmen.
Educational problem;, like all other issues, most often become the
special responsibility of a few Congressmen who control legislation in
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thu committee stages. in these committee stages,. party difforenteS
are likely to b somewhat less Significant than when the legislation
4A5mes to as general vete on the Gongtossional Victor. There is good
commnulication in the committee between the legislative branches and
adMtnistrative agencies. it must be kept tn mind that bargaining is
an essontlai reality of policymaking, both inside and outside of
Congress. Very often the positions of Congressmen conform closely
to the positions of organized-groups. to turn, organiaed groups
determine their positions in consultation with members of Congress
who indicate to, them thy limits within which action is likely to
take place,

al*

The judicial branch of the national government has come to play
a major part in American education. The Supreme Court and the lower
Federal courts have had an uncommonly great impact on education.
immediate examples of the impact are the decisions in 1954 of the
Brown vs. the Board of Education case at Topeka and the current
decisions in California and Texas relating to the tax base for
education within the States.

All major bra aches of the Federal Government affect public edu-
cation. The vaLicus branches are not well coordinated with each
other or with and local levels of educational government. There
are four facto'. which have led to this uncoordinated state of affairs
at the Federal -aye'. One is the piecemeal development of educational
activities through support of various groups and special interests.
The second is the use of educational activity as as method to further
particular interests for which a department or agency has major concern.
Another is the necessity of the Federal Government to cope with a
number of responsibilities which could not be shifted readily to
educational agents in the States. Finally, Congressional action often
reflects the basic desire of some Congressmen and others to avoid
Federal centralization of education.

The States have decisionmaking machinery similar to that of the
national government. The position of the governor is analogous to
that of the national President. he is the principal determinor of
programs for the legislature. Programs which are introduced indepen-
dently of his support are unlikely to secure serious legislative
consideration. Because of shorter legislative sessions in the Stites,
a governor's veto is often more Posolute than that of the President.
Thus, in the shaping of State policy toward education, the governor's
position is very important.

State legislative action on educative matters is primarily
conditioned by two factors: the relatively short legislative session,
and the fact that most States often have programs for legislative
action prepared by agencies such as hoards and commissions. These
are often closely associated with governors' recommendations. As a
result of these two factors, legislators often react only to programs
prepared in this manner. Frequently they have little time to pursue
an independent study of the issues involved in the b,il.ls drafted.
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in the livid or education, the sourcog of opposition are likely
to .be those which are concerned either with the level of expenditure
or with the distributton.of the tax burden.

State courts, like Federal courts, are sometimes called to rule
upon particular educational iASUCS. These decisions inevitably
place the courts In oducationC nolicy-control roles.

Nearly all States have State boards for the purpose of supervision
of elementary and secondary education. These boards perform policy.-
making roles by carrying out the general directives of State
legislatures. The board oversees State education departments which
have various administrative responsibilities. State departments,
especially through their executive officers, inevitably become involved
in policymaking since they often possess expertise needed by %ate
board members and legislators.

Among the kinds of decisions which have come to be made at the
state level are the following;

1. Most States establish the program scope such as kindergarten,
vocational education or junior college.

2. The legislature usually delegates through the State board
of eduction the prerogative to set minimum standards for
curriculum pupil promotion and graduation and, in some
cases, instructional materials.

3. Some State boards adopt a standard course of study or
detailed guidelines for subject areas, such as civics or
mathematics.

4, ln some cases, States adopt particular textbooks that are
distributed to all public schools.

5. State regulations and statutes are detailed with respect
to requirements for certification of teachers. Most
States stipulate the length of a training program, define
its content and accredit teacher-training institutions.

6. States figure heavily in the °f program of the schools.

7. The ever-increasing involvement of the Federal Government
through State departments of education has made the State
department of education's role a MOLE! vital one in school
affairs.



At the lOtal or -dlittrlet leVel4 there aPe four elasses of
IndlViduals inVolved in .Wliftulating tAlueatIoaspollay, ,11

tht) boardS of eduCation St of by lay Mbers Who Are usually the
and business' leaders in the eammualty. Rarely tha Meat tioard

reflect all social, cultural, and oconemic levels of the district
constitUoncy, Thenext group is the professionaisschool
adMinistrators and teachers, Third are the parents of the children
and other qualified voters in the district, Finally, there are the
local civic officiais, such as mayors and councilme n. tnequitios
of representation among these four groups exist for parents and
voters as well as teachers, The professionals who aro most directly
contlrned with education ofton have a disproportionately small
voice in policy determination at the Waal level.

In addition to the de jure forcon in educa.tonal government,
there are other educational organizations and interest groups which
may play vigorous roles in pollaymaking, The most important of these
organizations are usually the State teachers association, the State
school administrators organization, the State school board association,
and the various parent-teacher associations, in many State capitols,
the are also representatives of teacher unions active in attempting
to influence policy, There are many other private associations whose
interests are not exclusively tied to education but who become involved
in educational decision; -Stato chambers of commerce, taxpayers groups,
and labor unions, The actions of any or all of thesu groups can help
occasion change and any change will, likely have ramifications upon
their activities,

Other nonlegal but important agents in 1.merican education are the
various private philanthropic foundations, Most of these operate ak
the national level and generally operate as a nonlocal manifestation
of educational concern. Very often their activttios reinforce those of
government and have important of upon the type and quality of
public educational outcomes.

Many of the foundations assume an important role by providing
venture capital for research :hid examination, Since a great deal of
their influence is directed through public and private universities,
the effect on public education is both indirect and direct. Onv example
of the latter WdS the Carnegie roundation sponsorship of the James B.
Conant studies. Conant's studies resulted in eight books examining
schools, teacher education, and St LO departments of education. Thu
books were addressed to in citizens but road avidly by
educators. At least one State legislature threatened to make the
Conant standards recommendations for high schools mandatory while the
r.ducation Commission of th.! States '.;row directly out of one of coaant's
'woks. With foundatio9 help, Conant has thus influenced educational
policy in the country."

Other iillustrat..ons of inundation influence can be provided but
suffice to say that they are important ih;ertis in our educational

F. Campbell and D. H. Layton, Policy Aakiny for ,,Acrican
1

(Chicago: University of Chit:dgo, l969), pp. '41
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proeesSotnd t uttlquA 001101140a9a IS particularly igpottatlt to

an eumination of educatitanal reforMt

ktkleEi .S11...MNAt to-1P qatKilAiatl

That schools function as efficiently as they de under these
circumstances of governmental completiity and uncertainty is quite

remarkable. However, today's school needs and in fact requires

bettor structures. For this reason, it is time that the Nation sets
Itself to the task of refining and improving the system of goftrning

schools. As long as the processes continue to occur in happenstance,
the efficiency of the schools will increasingly suffer. A look at

national educational policy planning will illustrate the necessity
for change.

in school districts, there are usually persons charged with
developing policy positions. Mese aro the professional staffs of the

schools. At State levels, the Policy planning process often operates
as a part of the political Ileitis. At the Federal level there has
been little official educational policy planning at all. The myths
of federalism, supported by some other ancient myths, have combined
to prevent those agencies which might plan effective educational

policies from doing so. Political considerations too often have

overruled educational planning considerations. This is true of both

national political parties. What is often apparent is the subordination
of education to every other level of governmental priority, especially
tnidget balancing. While there is very little policy planning at the
Federal level, it must: be remembered that there is quite a bit of

policymaking done there. What happens is that much inefficiency and
inequality of educational outcomes result from the accident of American
federalistic educational governance.

of crucial importance in a study of American educational governance
is a look at fundamental value conflicts which condition the governmental
outcomes. Among the most important is the tradition of local control
which has developed to the extent that it oceupies a hallowed place in
the minds of Americans. Unfortunately, tradition sometimes produces
erroneous beliefs and is too often used to conceal underlying values

which relate to self-interest. Individuals sometimes use the Weld
control principle to preserve their resources for the well-being of their
children and their immediate community. Local control in this instance
becomes a technique to perpetuate inequalities In educational services.

Beyond these conflicts aru other value considerations of fundamental
importance. of basic significance in the American system are liberty
and equality. Both are derived from our basic documents and are
tundamentals of American democracy. They are both propounded with
religious fervor but strangely, they have often been in conflict with

each other. The most obvious example was during the War between the
States. The South propounded the defense of liberty, while the North

defended the principle of equality. President Lincoln spoke of this
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hold in highest esteem can only bt rvatimilld
through large vonstituthey, SatRe Indeqd qn1I
by a vuulnely national constituoney.4

in tho consideration of conflict between freedom and equality,
it must always be remembered that the principles refer to individual
rightA and not to that f institutions, When the freedom principle
of local control is INIghed against the vquality right of the
individual the pripo-lplo must give way to the indtvidual. For the
reasons, the principle of local, control, although espoused by sound
principles, must be sublimated in a proportion equal to a reasonable
protection of equality for the purpose of educational equity.

Local Control ot Schools

An examination of local school government Ls essential in the
consideration of educational reform, For the purposes of this
examtnation local control is u 0 knut . understood as being synonomous
with community involvement. While the argument is made that It
control must give way to a Larger Federal and State Volv, MOLIO
community involvement also becomes necessary.

lhe 4reatest difficuity in inducing needed change comes from
attempt1n4 to overcome the "sacred cows" which have built up over the
years concerning American education. It is important to recognize
that there are discrepancies between facts and commonly held
assumptions about such things as democracy and education.

One of these assumptions is that there ex1J4ts an inevitable tie of
reciprocal dependence between democracy and !met control. They are
nOL mupatty dependent for either one may uxtst without benefit of the
other,' depending upon the political system. Related to this is the
aotion that in thts country education Is primarily a local reaponsibility.
This is mostly myth wnich derives its support from historical accident.
At the lime when public schools were financed by Local funds, regulated
by local ordin-nce and governed by Local school of and adminis-
trators, this assumption had a basis of reality. In today's world
neither regulation nor financing fop our schoots is any longer the sole
responsibility of tocdt government.-)

3

G. NeConnoll, Private Power and American Democracl (,:ew York:
Allred A. Knopf, 1966), p. 6.

A. glowers, I . liousogo And D. Dyke (Eds.) Utica L fon and Social
Policy: Local Cont ro L o f Ld uca t. Lon (New York: I:itll-Jon 11olisC,1970-,-

pp.

L. orpnot and C. 0, Rv;In (Ed,.) Desittning LducatLon for the
FILLure: An Stale Proleut. De.sLe,ns toy .ducAt..ion:.

Prortm, Or-ani:,ation Operation And Vinanco: Ro_prt.s Proparod tor

An Art..A Conterence (Oonv..r: !lay, 19()8), p. 13.



incumbent upon these two erroneous beilertis d Areal mvih
centinues to permeate educational eirolom converning the sanctity,
of total controi. Thin mvth begins with the assertion that the
framors of the national constitution preferred that the local areas
attend to education. rho, truth 18 thdt tho national Constitution
waA written before there was much public education and, subsequently,
the kArowth of the' schools simply occurred in such a manner as to
escape intoractmont with higher government. Even the Stales, which
the courts have determined are the legal guardians of education,
entered the act more as onlookers than as full participants.

The history of education would show that the present SystoM i8
an outgrowth of tradition and practice rather than plan and execution.
Even though tradition and practice in our system are as important as
codification, the fact remains that any system HO created may outlive
its usefulness and require modification to remain relevant to the
modern needs of a society.

When the first efforts at pto i ..-c education were made In this
country, it took 3 days to get from Now York to Philadelphia and back
by horse. Today, we can fly around the world in less time than that
in those days the country had an agricultural economy. The small
population tived in self-sufficient communities surrounded by a few
infant cities. Schools emerged in these isolated ommuunitios. Local
control was a natural occurrence out of the cultural, geographic and
oconomic conditions of that time. In contrast, today we are an
extremely mobile people in the world's must highly industrialized
environment. Since these and other technological changes have an
impact upon social, economic, and political affairs, it Is an
anachronism to hold to a concept of autonomous local government In
toda's world. One scholar discusses it in the following manner!

The mass mobility of sLudents from their home
communities after leaving school. raises some doubts
about the appropriateness of having them educated in
a unique fashion as it their homy community were to
be their location for life. Also, In our kind of
society, the assumption that a school board is more
personal than higher levels of goverhMent is somewhat
questionable. In an age when most news Is dispersed
by mass media rather than by word-of-mouth, the more
personal levels ol government, in a certain sense,
are those which receive the greatest news coverage.
Thus, there is, in a way, far greater personalization
of provincial or state governments (or central) which
get extensive coverage than there is of school boards,
which oiten operate with a near absence of public
attention. ,

()

C. A. Bowers, I. Housego Ind D. Dyke (Eds.) Education and Social
Policy: Local Control of Lducation (Now York: Random (louse, 1970),

P. 5'4.



Schools no longer exist in isolated communities. Only the most
prosperous local school districts are able to afford the financial
burdens of their educational needs. In fields other than education
the Nation has acknowledged that when growth is groat and when it
affects the general welfare, greater governmental involvement and
guidance is in the public interest. In the education of children
decisions have been based on the premise that a public policy
suitable to the eighteenth century is appropriate for today.

Actually, as is the way with myths, pure local control has not
existed for a long time, for the Federal and State governments have
tong exercised considerable influence over educational processes.
The myth of localism is perpetuated by policy which is fragmentary
and diffuse. In a situation where the national government pretends
not to make policy, the State governments make no more than they
must. Most local governments do not know how to make adequate policy.;
an impasse in the development of good national education policy
exists. To overcome this, a realistic local, State, national partner-
ship must be forged,7'8

Related to this matter is the erroneous belief that educational
policies emanate only from legal codes which specifically govern
education. This may have been true when only local, areas had laws
relating to schools, but today other laws of the Federal and State
governments may have as great or greater impact in shaping the
character of the educational program than does specific school legis-
lation. For example: Highway and street legislation may affect the
transportation potential of students to and from schools, for in
meeting the State matching requirements for Federal funds, States
surely shorted other State needs, education being among them. The
fact is that in an interdependent society such as ours, the list of
examples is endless. Only closer coordination at all levels of a
Federal system of government' can positively affect this circumstance. 9

'
1O

7
D. K. Cohen, "Politics and Research: Evaluation of Social. Action

Programs in Education." Review of Educatjonal Research, V. 40, No. 2,
p. 222.

8
Relort of the New York Stat-.! Commission on the Quality Cost and

Financiu of Elementary and Secondary Education, V. 1, pp. 2.42:2.43.

9D.
K. Cohen, "Politics and Research: Evaluation of Soc ia I. Act ion

Programs in Education." Review of Educational Research, V. 40, No. 2,
p. 220.

10E. L. Morphet and C. 0. Ryan (Eds.), Designing Education for the
Future: An Eight State Project. Planni.n. and Efiectip Needed Chanzys
in Education. Re.ports Pre2ared for the Third Area Conference (Denver:
June, 1967), pp. 145-148.
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the assumption has been made that local control encourages
diversity And takes account of individual and community differences.
jowever, this thesis is not well supported by the available evidence.
rhe local unit often tends to be conservative and poorly informed
of new research, methods, and techniques in education. Local lay
boards often stifle venturesome efforts; obsolescence of policies is
innibitinA to new ideas. Concerning diversity, the fact is that a
sameness permeates most American education. Rathor than respecting
Individual differences, uniformity to the local norms is demanded.
ioo often local control means parochialism, provincialism and
resistance to change. Today's secularization and egalitarianism
J.... mind A change in this type of control.

Another aspect of the myth is that local control means a
responskeness to local communities. As previously stated, seine
se,ments of the communitypoor people and the ethnic minorities do
not, under present conditions, get any voice in school affairs. Any
new or reformative arrangements of school governance will have to
adequately relate to this very important matter: justice, as well
as the persistent demands of these groups will require it.

Another of the sacred cows of education in the United States has
bees the belief or attitude that education should stay out of politics.
Educat ion's past tradition has been to look on the political world as
a strange and evil place, one to be avoided at all costs. At the
level of Local educational government, the separation sought has been
rather successfully achieved. Education exists in its own environment,
has its own governors, and its own geography. It is no trick to make
local education an independent branch of government and to accord it
wide powers of self-government, including fiscal authority. However,
at. the State level, this separation is much more difficult to maintain
since educational matters have a way of spilling over into other public
lffairs. At the Federal level, the urge for separation leads to
insoluble problems. For example, one of the most important pieces

of national education legislation 'n recent years was the Defense
Highway Act because the act provided nine Federal dollars for each
State dollar. The absorption of existing State dollars in this enter-
prise, of course, caused a depletion in the number of dollars which
Tni4ht have ,one into other enterprises, including Iding education. In this

situation one finds that the national and State scenes offer better
opportunities Lor change than local districts which can record only the
kind oT. interest which is capable of being )r-ganized and led in

relatively populations.

From All eximination-of the tutus and assumptions of the efficacy
01 liwal control, the conclusion is that local control really does not

II
P. McClure and V. Miller (Eds.), Government of Public Education

for Adeuite Policy Making. (Urbana: University of Illinois, 1960),
pp. 70-7.!..



exist in any kind of autonomous manner; if it did it was for a short
time only; there is presently need for realignments among local,
State, and national agencies. Since State and Federal. Governments
already participate in education, chat fact must be dealt with, not
denied nor simply ignored. As communication and transportation
make the conntry smaller and smaller, and as technological advances
provide new nethods, while at the same time making education more
complex, Federal and State roles are essential indeed. What this
implies is that public education may not survive without better
cooperation between Federal, State, and local areas.

The States' and National Government's Role

Since our educational needs are national in scope, it follows
that national and State, as well as local government, should play an
active role in public education. Since strong national participation
runs counter to long-cherished views of education as an individual
and local concern, three conditions may ameliorate this alarm: local

autonomy has never existed as much as some might believe; the present
position in world. affairs necessitates careful attention to a global
role; and national domestic programs require national attention as
much as external security.

Education should see involvement in national policymaking rather
than seek detachment. dI_n_ependence from politics has usually been
sought for education within the Federal framework of government. At

a time when education is in trouble, there is 110W a necessity to take
strong action to change that thinking. For one thing, education is
faced with having to make requests for a significantly larger share
of the national and State resources. It Must, consequently, abandon
its position of not being political and become politically active.
While, in the past, education's position would provide for the resources
to which it was aceustomed, that attitude now provides critical
restrictive limitations.

It must be determined which level of government is most responsive
to change; then of must be initiated to make that government
responsive to national education needs. Education will need to plunge
into politics lest non education politics continue making tile decisions

that affect it. rhe no-polities doctrine of school men is inconsistent
with reality. Political skills are essential to the health of education
and particularly tot the process of meaningful change in education.

The schools could occupy an enormously strong position but their
isolation from general political issues makes it difficult for them to
get support for the vast demands tor income, manpower and change which
are necessary to make education vibrant and effective. A high level

of knowledge and skills is needed AS much as resources for national
security or for better housing, alleviation of ecological pollution
and the solution of other peacetime problems. In addition, it becomes

iticroas i n , ; 1 v c l e : t r t i t i t . i s ions t or t i t h e r s t i c I : I I services ire ho iiw



made beyond the local level. Since many of these services are closely
related to schools, it is incongruous not to expect that many
educational policy decisions are also made beyond the local level.
Under these circumstances, local autonomy or independence for
government of public education is no longer tenable.

Without increased involvement from both Federal and State govern-
ments, American education will be hard-pressed to even maintain the
status quo. If nothing else, State and Federal Governments must be
exercised to assume the massive funding which is most certainly
required to properly motivate the educational systems. The inability
of Local governments to provide this kind of funding is patently
obvious. Since property taxation has probably reached its limits,
only income taxation can provide the amounts needed. This is, with
the exception of limited local options, a prerogative of State and
national governments. Since it is considerably mote economical for
the Federal Government to collect taxes, it is probably logical that
it should assume the major role in educational funding. Funding must
not only be massive, the distribution of funds must be equitable.
The present system of educational funding results in serious inequities.

The national government is the agency that must remedy inequities.
On1N a national level analysis of educational needs and allocation of
resources can define national priorities and provide sufficient
resources to solve major problems in regions, States or local districts.
Whenever a unit less than the national level establishes norms and
compares its results to tho,e norms, pockets of inequity can be hidden
and ignored. The national government must remain as the central agency
to determine where the greatest need is and providt the resources to
alleviate problems.

Howeve , the ability to pay is not the only factor contributing to
financial inequities. Another serious problem results from the negative
decisions or lack of decisions often made in local areas to provide
consistent and substantial funding.

Amer i can educat ion must do more than survive. It must change to
ineet the new demands. An examination of the past indicates that our
educat iona1. system is indeed receptive to change by Federal and State
intervent ion, although their efforts were slow in starting and only
recently intense. The national government's first efforts can be traced
to the Northwest Ordinances prior to the creation of the national
constitution. The ordinances provided for land for school use with no
strin4s attached. During the Civil War the Morrill Act provided for
land for colLe:_te:4. Little more of consequence was provided until the
20th cenLury. In 1917, the Smith-Hughes Act was passed by Congress
to provide vocational and home economics training for high school
students. After that, it was not until World War II that any further
enactments seriously brought the natio.:11_ government into the educational
scene. During and after the war, acts were passed to assist Federal
impact steals and returning war veterans. IL was not until the 1950's
tilt the Federal (lovernment became involved in earnest.



When Congress concluded that this country was Lagging behind tilt!
Soviet. Union in defense capabilities, legislation was adopted to
_assist the teaching of science, mathematics, and foreign languages
in the public schools. At the same time, in, .fed appropriations

were provided for the National SHence Found. established in 1950

to encourage the development of curriculums H. le training of

scientists and engineers. The 1958 National Defense Education Act
further supported these kinds of programs.

Following these concerns with defense, the Federal Government
turned its attention to problems of poverty and racial issues. Major

legislation of the 1960's focused upon the poor and minorities. While

not all this legislation specifically mentioned the schools, very
little 01 it liited VO affect them. So;:.-, such as th.2 vocation:1J acts,

Lne Education Professions Development Act and the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, treated educational matter: directly. Others,

such as the Economic Opportunity Act and the Civil Rights Act, have .

had more indirect, but often lust as important results. As A matter

of fact, programs such AS Head Start and Upward Found, which emtnale
from '_he Economic Opportunity At nave treated significant expectations
for educational achievement on the part of the so-called disadvantaed
populations. head St. rt., in particular, Lis led Lo increased community
pressure upon local school cont_roi for ch.m4c.

As important AS these Federal legislative enactments mlv have been
for education, they have been overshadowed by Federal judicial decisions.
The :treat watershed was the Brown vs. :;oard of EducAtion Topyy.:1,

Kansas (19)4). That decision which ruled 1.gainst the -"separate but

equal" doctrine of the (896 Plessey vs. Ferynson court statement str-uck
a blow at school segreat.ion. A Year Later, in a SeCt)Od dOCi!4ion,

the court ruled on the issue ot compliance. fhe tirst of those IWO

aCCiSionS SL:Ited that:

Today, education is perhaps the most important

!unction of state and local goveraments. Compulsory
schocl Attendance iaws and the ..,reat expenditures
for education both demonstrate our recognition ot

i:1;),Irt-ince (1! education to our democratic society.
IL is required in the performance at rAOSt basi,

public responsibilities, even service in armed forces.
IL is the very foundation of :!aod

it is a principal iastrwlent In awakonin the child to

eultaril values, in prentrin lor later protes-
sional traininA, and in helpin.', him to adjust nomall...

S. lied , : rcdc r t i (;0 t i

0:-lord University Pro s:4, 19"u).
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to his environment. In these days, it is doubtful that any child
may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he is denied the
opportunity of an education.13

Many yelrs bcfore, the court had begun to chip away at educational
inequality. in 1929, the decision in Meyer vs. Nebraska asset ted that:

without doubt, (liberty) denotes not only freedom
from bodily restraint, but also the right of the
individual...to engage in any of the common
occupations of life, acquire useful knowledge,...
and, generally, to enjoy those privileges long
recognized at common law as essential to the
orderly pursuit of happiness by free men.14

More recently court decisions have expressed the right to education
in these terms:

it would seem l :eyond argument that the right

to receive a public school education is a personal
right or liberty. Consequently, the burden of
justifying any school rule or regulation limiting
orteminatin.,tliat right is on the school
authorities.I

che power of the national government, while not absolute to effect
change, is clearly demonstrated in these instances. That local school
districts undercut national determinations in the face of clear and
mandatory decisions and that desegregation continues at a glacial pace
is testimony to Local intransigence and default in meeting the
challenges of national education interests.

Another indication of reform through judicial review is change
which will undoubtedly occur as a result of preliminary court decisions
on the inequities of local property taxation. In Serrano vs. Priest,
the court concluded that:

Recognizing (pi we must that the right to an
education in our public schools is a fundamental
interest which cannot be conditioned on wealth,
we can discern no compelling state purpose
necessitating the prvsent method of financing. 16

3

Brown vs. Board of Education, 743 ct., pp. 681, 691.

stover vs. Nebraska, 262 U.S., pp. 390, 399.

1.

Oruwav vs. Illrkraves, D.C., Mass., Civil Action No. 71-540-C,
larh 11, 1971.

ri
PrieY,L, L.A., 29820.
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Great change by Judicial action_ is indicative of reaction to
t:rises; the national government's recent involvement in education
has obviously been in reaction to crises. In the 1950's, it was
reaction to defense needs and in the 1960's to poverty and dis-
crimination. At present, the problem of environmental pollution
is capturing national concern. It is predictable that the Federal
Government will move to influence educati.m in a manner to reduce
pollution. Attention to this crisis, however, may have the effect
of diluting interest and resources away from defense and the attack
on poverty and race discrimination. If this pattern is followed,
the Federal Government may lump fr.m crisis to crisis without
establishing sound roots in educational concerns. Surely the
national government's participation in education should be broader
based than that

State participation in education over the years has been more
stable, if not as dramatic as the Federal Government's. Having
direct constitutional authority to exercise jurisdiction over
education, their potential for control and improvement has never
been fully exercised. There is some reason to believe, however, that
change is presently occurring. As the cost of education increases
and local districts fall further behind in their ability to fund
their educational needs, the demands on State governments increase.
As taxpayers revolt, courts question the legalities of local property
taxation. Local boards are unable to deal with demands of collective
bargaining because of inability to provide adequate financing. As
professional associations and unions (:ome to exert strong political
pressure, more and more attention is being focused on the States Co
take action. As the States do take increased action, it will of
course diminish local authority; and as in the case of Federal mandates
and inducements, any increase in State activity will create tensions
and conflicts. This general movement is probably the only 'way to make
meaningful adjustmen.:s.

There is good relson.to believe that the improvement of the
Nation's schools, which is now so sorely needed, can be substantiallv
enhanced by leverage f.7om State and national levels. Recent reports
from Detroit, for example, indicate that at tong last Federal support
for that city s schools has begun to make a difference, At ter 5 years
of providing funding, a downward trend of academic pert ormance has
been stopped. This, inLidentaily, is indicative of the need for
consistent and long-n-oi.,e assistance rather than lust one-or-two-year
shot-in-the-arm programing.

Orlosky and Smith in their work A Study_ of Educittiopal
concluded that "it is quite clear that the Federal Government has been
an infltiontLal and stron, force in the determination of school

T7 -practices and programs. The Rand Report prepared lot the PrLsideat'.,

17
D. Orloskv and B. O. Smith, A Study oX Edu(::itjonal_ Chjne, tHol.

Grant Number OEC-0-71-3958, (September, 1971), p. 59.



Co;:lmi,4sion of ;:chool Finance, slates that "innovation in a school
depends upon exogenous shocks to Lhu system," and that

"whALoVer :iizo i1 the system, innovation is noL Apt tg)

:-;ysLuM. Otasidc pressures, from the community or
from the Federal Government, arc likely to be needed." Finally it
concludes: "Fite literature that we have examincdsuests that
tederal int juence L- import.:int in ;t'ttin innoya L into) ttrb.tp.

system5."18 The roporL citk)LeS, among othe rs, T. Legget.'s

assertion that "lederal funding for Lilt' introduction of nonprofes

sionals and tor the expansion ol the eN1sLin:2, programs is clearly

iportance....."19

Gittell And Holldnder in their work Six Urban School Districts
:LL I .._-,LALt.. Il1.iL.

it is clear that federal aid AAS in its short history
iallaehted innovation in All of tilt' cities. increased

:J!crest in and development ot compensatory education
pco,:ra:as in each or tilt' eiLies is readily discernible.
Federal project officers have been appointed in all.of
the school :.4vsLenIA and generally their rolo is one ol
illinnin.; And program development...Their otfices were
tne - st stimulating AL headquarters. Receptivity to
experimentation was more evident in these offices than

IL elsewhere in the sysLeTA...for political as well
ecinomic reusons, Ieeeral funding iris pushed school

people to innovation.

!a al I o L ede t'.11 did his been used to
inst. i tate pri.--.;eaoi edu, at ion, in-service tra in

(p.tt. I ici lark' ior the teacher of the disadvantaged),
sILdv prolects, sumer school, adult education
re:wdial prurams. In almost all oi the

cities these programs were nonexis Lent 0 minimal prior
:ederal aid. Ihe Banneker District in St. Louis,

`.
1 i iMloY.L ion i11 coMpensALtiry cducat

:cderal 1unds.

n; tHc prn.,,rA,11:.; have been developed in

ao,.1 curri-41)um research which

A1L cicr.;cd.-

!ne Jt-p.irt:Aent 01 He01th, Lducati0:1, publication entitled
ir -1 i ,)!) in!-; iow-; wit

. .

i rt Vcdcr t I c.,::;pcliri tm,; . I I tie fIt'd t "t

..t.r. I k i i Crit
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drift of the evidence seems to be unmistakable; that compensatory
education often enhances the achievement of poor children," and
that "in only a few states--notably Texas and Louisiana among those
reviewed--does it appeal; that compensatory education had negligible
or very minor effects."-I

In view of the possibilities for improvement of the schools
inherent in a greater role for Federal and State Governments, a
recommendation is hereby made for the restructuring of educational
government in such a manner as to allow for a broader and more equal
participation by these agencies.

Cooperative Responsibility

The need for a more appropriate partnership is occasioned by the
crises facing today's public schools. The most serious school. issue .

handed down through our past is the persistence of gross inequalities
of educational opportunity resulting from local school control and
the absence of minimum national standards. The traditions of public
education were adapted to the social, cultural, regional, and
religious diversity norms of the country, but this advantage was
purchased at the expense of extremely uneven minimum performance.

"The fact that more than 80 percent of our children have achieved
an educational level above the minimum requirements for modern literacy
and employment" is a credit to American schools, but is not sufficient
either in terms of percentage or educational level. .We have succeeded
in reaching children who come from homes where education is valued and
where home experiences augment the schoolr)om but we have not effec-
tively reached children whose backgrounds did not prepare them for
schoolwork. Our schools must be transformed to reach all children.

This need is augmented by a new set of circumstances created by the
stress on the labor market under modern industrialization. Today's
schools must now accept responsibility for all youngsters who will not
attend college but will need to provide fair competition in the labor
market. At present, only about 6 percent of our labor force is comprised
of unskilled labor, yet it is estimated that between 15 and 20 percent
of the population do not have sufficient general literacy and skill
level to qualify for higher levels of employment. Automation has sharply
reduced the need for unskilled labor but there are many new areas such

2 1The Effectiveness of Compensatos2 Education. (Washington, D. C.:
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1972), pp. 6-7.

-E. L. Morphet and C. 0. Ryan (Eds.), Designing Education for the
Future: An Eight Site Project. Implications for Education of
Prospective Changes in Society. Reports preapared for the Second Area

Conference (Denver: June, 1967), pp. 37-38.



as health and social services which are still in short supply or
qualified personnel. These open fivids, however, demand profes-
sional, semiprofessional or technical coi petence. in order to
provide opportunity for the required improvement in competence to
enter these fields as well as to keep the economy healthy, schools
must provide students with much better learning opportunities than
tt has afforded and now schools may also be mandated to provide
reeducative programs for those whose jobs have been eliminated by
automation, or the development of new techniques, materials and
devices.23

The resources and practices of most American public schools
are presently inadequate for this task. One writer states:

in many ways, our senools are still preparing
children for rural, spacious living, and delivering
the old easy answers even though the questions have
changed...The institutions we are conserving are
ovemvhelmingly and harmfully obsolete.-4

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Urban Education
Task Force of 1970 concluded that:

From a completely practical standpoint--idealism
aside, Federal investment in education can be an
extremely profitable venture, in that money that was
formerly spent for programs, such as welfare, stronger
police forces, and other preventive or stop-gap
measures could be freed for spending in other areas,
since educational programs create revenue and jobs.
The costs of not educating people to take responsible
positions in society are striking.2

This task force also reported that the ever increasing costs of
we in this country could be lowered

by educating people, getting them off the we rolls
and into the occupational structure. Aside from the

23
Ibid.

) 4
M. D. Fantini, Thu Reform of Urban Schools. (Washington, D. C.

N. & A., 1970), p. 7.

25,
Lrban School Crisis: The Problem and Solutions. (Proposed by

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Urban Education
Fask Force, 1970).
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financial, be of such action, It is impossible
to measure the savings in terms of the effects on
the individual lives involv0 and ti ,-o ultimate
reduction in human conflict.")

Development in educational government might follow one of four
courses:

(l) A traditional emphasis on local control,

(2) A new balance of control with States exercising their
constitutional responsibilities, but including more
Federal participation because of national concerns,
providing greater assistance to local levels and
allowing communities to become involved in educational
concerns,

(3) An arrangement with the Federal role regionalized in
States relating to the region rather than the Nation,

(4) A system of central education dictated by the national
government with control vested in that government.

A strong case can be made for the second proposi t ton. it would be
preferable to build a style of Federal, State, and local relationships
that would place high priority on cooperation between the various
levels rather than competition and suspicion. It also is vital that
the strength of the State and national levels remain intact as total
units rather than having divisions at the national and State levels
that would divide their influence and weaken their of It

would appear that what is needed or what might possibly be achieved in
the pluralistic society is a compromise between extreme provincialism
and extreme centralization. This, in recoAnition that "a balanced
point of view is a vague point of equilibrium between two platitudes,"
still seems greatly desirable.

The idea of balance is particularly appropriate in the educational
system in this country. While support for a plurality of values and
interests is desirable, those values and interests should not be
integrated by a dominance of majority over minority interests. On the
other hand, national interests often demand, if not a consensus at
least a willingness to act in a manner to protect the common good. As
a consequence, the system muse be one which meets both apparently alien
requirements. Such a system of cooperative responsibility would provide
for a compromise of effective educational government midway between the
present diffuse system of supposed Local control and a strict Federal
educational policy structure. In so doing, a balance between local

Vii,

Ibid.
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concern about education and the achlovemunt of national educational
goals cAO be met,

A t'Jt-lv could be made for creating a now structure af educational
governance, shifting more power to the Federal Cowarnment and at Ow
mAOlu Limo providing for more local community input into local educa-
tional affairs. fhe ;act is that State control of education ig go
WOH established in this country that any atteMpt to shift control
at the present Limo would run into such politioal difficulty that it
is doubtful constitutional changes could h passed, The oblective
of equalizing educational opportunity can be accomplished withou.
substantially altering the overall structure of American education,
ConstiLutional omission delegates prime authority for public edu'ation
to the States. What ts now needed is for the States to otercise their
authority better in oqualiming educational opportunity for all children,

Thu need for the MALL, to take immediate `steps: to et-11,41112e

opportunity can be supported on grounds other than legal or constitu
tionat authority; (1) the State can provide a broad brie for lotdership
and planning; (2) the State can be immediately responsive to regional
variations, conditions and needs; and (3) the State can combine and
coordinate f Laancial resources of local, State and Federal Governments.
In short, the State van provide leadership, formulate policies, make
dekisions and take action on a scale which is not HO limited as to be
tragmentary, transient, and iNcalized and vet not so remote, impersonal,
and oppressively monolithic," States should act promptly to bring
about equality of opportunity and the Feder,A1 Covernment should assist
that action, monitor State plans, and attend to Lilt development of
national standards of accomplishment by the schools,

While the determination and control of educatiorti policy should
remain with the States, the Federal Government does have the responsi-
bility to inttia6u and monitor programs of educational reform throughout
the Nation which guarantoo the equalization of minimum vducalionat
attlainmont,

In ssumin leadership to reform education in America, the role
of the Federal Government is clear; First, through legislation the
Congress, with Presidentitl approval and support, must establish a
deliniLion of imuality of education. Re;,,ulations and v,uidolines need
to be written by Ow U. S. 01-itcc of Education which make this
definition operationally clear for All levels of government, Federal,
SLitc and locA,

F.. L. Morpht.q. and C. O. Ryan (Eds.), Des6ming ri_Lucation for the
Future: An El,Aht State Prolect, Oesi.ans Fur

(U)yjlaiitin, and rinancc: koTorts Prcparud for.......
in Area Con I. renco (Don r : Ni Y , 1 9h8 ) p 1.6



Second, the Federal Government should provide the means which
guarantees the achievement of equality of educational opportunity
in a reasonable time -- 10 to 15 years. Funds provided should be
sufficient, should be phased into reformation plans so that funds
are not wasted and should be sustained and increased, if need be,
until equality is accomplished. The funds provided by the Federal
Government should be in the form of categorical grants to States
based upon approved and pubished State plans.

Third, the Federal Government should provide to the States
regulations and guidelines which specify the elements of State plans
required for Federal funding. State plans should include means for
planning and the study and assessment of equalization needs at the
local level. Regulations and guidelines should require States to
specify the organizational arrangements and procedures which State
education agencies (SEA) will use in carrying out the intent of the
equalization legislation and their own State plans.

Fourth, the Federal. Government, in administering the eeualization of
educational opportunity programs, should encourage good management at

all levels of government. Management training, information services,
and technical assistance should be available to Federal, State, and
local educational managers on request. Federal officers should help
SEA's in developing and increasing State resources for management
training, technical assistance, research and evaluation services,
information retrieval and dissemination services, and in monitoring
and auditing equalization activities.

Fifth, the Federal Government should assert its own means for
monitoring and evaluating equalization activities. The purpose of
monitoring and evaluation should be to provide information to the State
and to the Federal Government regarding the status and effectiveness
of equalization efforts. Assessment and evaluation by the Federal
monitoring agency should be used to improve (a) State plans or planning,
(b) technical assistance provided to States, (c) Federal or State
monitoring of equalization, (d) Federal or State regulations and guide-
lines, (e) Federal legislation.

';ixth, the Federal education agency should publish annually and
provide to Congress a report on the progress being made toward the goal
of equalization of educational opportunity. The U. S. Commissioner of
Education should be required to meet annually with the Council of Chief
State School Officers to discuss the annual report and to improve Federal-
State collaboration in achieving equalization.

It is the responsibility and obligation of each State to provide
equality of educational opportunity to each child residing therein.
Just as the Federal Government: has the responsibility of establishing
national goals, of defining educational equality, and of providing the
means to achieve equality of opportunity, State government has the same
responsibility with nIspect to the welfare of its citizens. States
may exceed minimai equalization definitions established by Federal law,
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regulations, and guidelines, but they cannot be permitted to fall below
Federal minimums without receiving additional support.

in carrying out the reformation of public education, State govern-
ment ;should become involved with the following:

1. States should examine the ways and means they are now
using to equalize education. Such an examination should
include a serious look at how State education policy is
developed and implemented, how change introduced into
the State system is organized for efficient management
and how the SEA works with the executive and legislative
branches of government.

2. States should examine the adequacy of their present
minimum foundation program. Wide differences in
economic wealth from district to district, inequities
in property assessment and taxation, educational
manpower costs in passing special levies, and recent
State supremo court decisions, should Lead States to
consider morQ centralized means of tax collection and
bettor means for equalization.

3. States should develop a plan for assuring minimal
education achievement (following Federal definitions,
regulations, and guidelines). The plan should include:

(A) Making the building level the locus of educational
planning.

(1) increasing the ,involvement of principals, teachers,
parents, and other inturestel lay citizens in the
planning and implementati(a efforts at both the
building and district levels.

(C) A list of State goals for education, descriptions
or progress reports on the achievement of State
goals, current State definitions regarding
equalization of education.

(D) A consolidated statuS report of State educational
needs in relation to both Federal and State
Jefinition, of minimum equalization.

(E) A description of the State education management
system.

(F) A specification of State management objectives for
reform including a proposed Lime schedule for
achievement.



(G) A description of State research, evaluation,
and monitoring activities.

(ti) A description of how monitoring reports are
utilized by State Leaderspolitical, economic,
educational.

4. States should examine the effectiveness of their own
State education agencies in providing leadership and
tecnnical assistance to local education agencies,
intermediate or regional agencies, State government,
lay opinion leaders, and citizens. SLA's might
consider establishing Stateafinanced pilot or experi-
mental projects or schools designed to make schooling
more responsive to children, especially children
disadvantaged as a result of poverty or discrimination.

3. States should consider the development of means for
simplifying and standardizing information requirements.
Professional teachers and principals should not be
burdened with massive information requests. States
might consider placing an electronic data processing
terminal and operator In each school. building. This
would provide immediate, on-line, communication to and
from the teaching-learning site.

Conclusion

The recommendations made for Federal. and State levels should serve
the purpose of relieving local education agencies of much extraneous
activity and allow them to concentrate on performance within the class-
room. To the local. building faculty falls the critical responsibility
of implementation.

The local education agency has the task of seeing to it that
equalization resources reach the individual students that need them.
This means that LEA's must see to it that personnel, materials,
facilities, and learning/teaching environments are provided and that
building faculties (principal, teachers, other school related adults)
are accountable for educational outcomes--as defined by Federal and
State definitions of educational opportunity.

How funds or resources are used for equalization should be
decided by the building principal upon the advice of the building
faculty and under the operational directives of the LEA. The LEA, the
SEA and the Federal Government should monitor the way public funds are
used to equalize educational opportunity. Corrective action is the
responsibility of the. LEA.

A critical problem to LEA's and to building principals is the
Aevelopment of viable ways to enlist, receive and respond to information
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from members of the community. Community involvement at the building
level was the conclusion of a recent New York State commission that

reported:

the effective point for expression of citizen and
parent-citizen interest in education is the school,
not the school district, for the school is the
basic operating unit and cost center in the provision
of educational services.28

In any case, local education agencies are responsible for developing

plans for the equalization of educational opportunity in schools within

their jurisdiction. Building plans are consolidated into LEA plans;
LEA plans are consolidated into SEA plans; SEA plans are furnished to

the Federal agency and serve as justification for Federal funding. To

accomplish the goal of equalization requires the involvement of the

education profession at all levels of government.

At times in our history, States "rights" have seemed to take

precedence over individual rights, especially in public education. The

time for the condition is passed. Federal and State educational leaders

must get together and establish collaborative regulations and programs

so the educational rights of every child can be honored.

28 Report of the New York State Commission, 122.. cit., p. 2.43.
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Chapter 6

rHE EFFECTIVE PRINCIPAL: KEY TO URBAN SCHOOL
EFFECTIVENESS AND IMPROVEMENT

by

James R. Tanner
Cleveland (Ohio) Public Schools

lt.is paper is concerned with the principalship in urban schools.
In particular the focus is on the principal as an officer in the
school. From time to time "the principalship" is me, med. It

should be noted, however, that we are not discussing the position in
the abstract, but specifically the role of the person who is the
designated head of the school.

Regarding urban schools, that category includes schools in the
major cities of the country. Such cities would probably be in the
200,000+ population class, though there are other smaller cities
whose characteristics would place them in this group.

It is the position of this paper that while there are certain
features of the principal's role which could be described as generic,
there are conditions in the major urban centers that set principals
of urban schools apart as a category.

In addition to the conditions in the social, cultural, and po-
litical setting within which particular schools operate, there are
other factors which make the urban principal a distinctive type.
These factors relate mostly to organizational features of urban
school systems. Examples of such features are numbers of schools
of similar grade levels, administrative hierarchical arrangement,
access to resources and services.

The principal of an urban school, unlike his colleague in other
school systems, must administer his school with consideration for its
relation to other schools in the city ser/ing pupils of similar grade
levels.

The pupil populations of schools in urban centers are affected
by demographic factors so that pupils, whose racial, cultural, social,
and economic characteristics in some combination are similar, are
likely to predominate in the enrollment of individual schools. In

some cities open enrollment is available, permitting pupils to choose
among schools. Nonpublic schools of various types are widely acces-
sible in and around most urban centers. Major city school districts
have schools for special groups of pupils--the handicapped, those
interested in vocational and technical courses, sometimes special
schools for the academically gifted. The principal must be fully
aware of these variations and understand that comparisons between
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his school and others in the system are made, often on inappropriate
bases. The movement of pupils among schools in the city - -for whatever
reasonsrequires that the principal establish relationships with other
schools to avoid unnecessary disruptions in the school progress of

pupils.

In the typical one-high school system, the principal has a
direct relationship with the superintendent and individually with
whatever other officials are available in the central office. The

principal may be a member of the superintendent's cabinet. He may

deal directly with the board of education. A considerable portion
of the principal's time may be devoted to administrative details
that in the urban system are the responsibility of central office
personnel.

In the urban school system there may be a decentralized plan- -
either geographically or by type of school--requiring the principal
to be familiar with the locus of various decisions.

A particular advantage of the urban school system is the availa-
bilit of resources and services. The urban school system provides
subject matter specialists who are available for consultation,
support, and direction in curricular affairs.

Only the large school system can afford a well-staffed research
and development division. Schools in the urban centers usually have
access to a rich array of resources such as universities and other
educational institutions as well as health and welfare services.
The individual school needs to be much less self-sufficient in an
urban system. (In smaller systems each school may strive for self-
sufficiency. The absence of needed resources, though, limits signifi-
cantly the ability of the school or the school system to provide a
comprehensive range of services :o its pupils or its staff.) The
principal in the larger system must be prepared to organize the program
and services of his schools to take advantage of the resources that
are available.

Some reference to curriculur, development is usually included in
specifications of the principal's job. This is an area requiring a
high degree of technical skill as well as subject matter competency.
Few pLincipals either by training or experience are equipped to provide
a desirable level of leadership in this field. Quite probably insistence
on the principal's serving as the leader in curriculum development has
often resulted in technicaly indefensible curriculum design and planning
as well as inauthentic, noninclusive, improperly balanced content.

A proper role for the urban principal in curriculum development
includes providing in the organization of his school for access to
the technical skill and subject matter competency available at
central levels, making his school available for experimentation,
encouraging his staff to participate in curriculum development efforts,



locally and in the field generally, arranging for the implementation
of curriculum changes through organization, planning, and coordination.
In addition he is the interpreter of his school community for those
whose technical skill and subject matter knowledge must be involved
in curriculum development. He provides for program evaluation as a
means of determining curriculum effectiveness and deficiencies.

I do not include degree of autonomy in this listing because, in
my judgment, whatever difference there may be between urban schools
and others in terms of autonomy is a matter of local custom and prac-
tice and not of legal or organizational arrangements. It is my opinion
that principals as a class now have more autonomy and authority than
they are willing or adequately trained to exercise. This assertion
is made in deliberate consideration of the call of various writers
for greater autonomy for principals and individual schools as a
prerequisite or accompaniment for school change and improvement.
Principals could presently operate in the ways described by most of
those prescribing greater autonomy if they were willing to assume the
responsibility implicit in such authority as they now have.

Our approach in describing the principalship is to identify the
role as that of an executive, responsible for the organization and
operation of a school. The role includes oversight of the program
and activities of the school unit and entails the judicious exercise
of the authority vested in the position by law, by regulation, by
policy, and by tradition. In the urban school the principal as the
head of the individual school is accountable to the superintendent
either directly or through intermediate officials for translating
into action the educational and procedural policies established for
the governance and operation of schools in the particular school
system.

Appropriately the school should be organized by and operated
under the direction of the principal in such a way that (1) an
effective educational program is made available and accessible to
the pupils enrolled; (2) there is continuous appraisal of the
program in terms of evolving needs and available resources; and
(3) needed changes can be made in the program with minimum dis-
ruption to the learning progress of the pupils.

The principal is responsible for the management of the school.
That is, he is the manager of relations, of time utilization, and
of resource utilization.

For purposes of this discussion, the definition of management
offered by Haimann and Scott is appropriate: "Management is a social
and technical process which utilizes resources, influences human action
and facilitates changes in order to accomplish organization goal s."1

I Theodore Haimann and William G. Scott, Manap,ement in the Modern
Or4aai:-:ation (Bolon: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1970) , p. 7.



in this definition both social. and technical aspects are sig-
nificant. The deliberate inclusion of the social dimension demon-
strates the importance of people and interpersonal relations in the
conduct of the affairs of the modern institution.

The importance of the activities of people as a concern of.manage-
ment is particularly highlighted in Brech's definition:

"A social process entailing responsibility for the
effective and economical planning and regulation of
the operations of an enterprise, in fulfillment of
the given purpose or task, such responsibility in-
volving

a. judgment and decision in determinitv, plans and
the development of data procedures to assist
control of performance and progress against
plans; and

b. the guidance, integration, motivation, and
supervision of the personnel comprising the
enterprise and carrying out its operations."

If the principalship is viewed as management in terms of these
definitions, a concept of management which recognizes the process as
social and which includes responsibility for the facilitation of
change seems consonant with, if not synonymous with, the notion of
democratic leadership as discussed by Hunt and Pierce.3

To view the principal as a manager in this context should avoid
the idea of the separateness of administration and leadership iden-
tified by Goldman4 and by Hersey and Blanchard. 5

The principal who is right for today's urban school is one who
exercises educational leadership through the application of sound

2
E.F.L. Brech, Management: Its Nature and Significance, Fourth

Edition (London: Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons Ltd.), p. 17.

3
Herold C. Hunt and Paul K. Pierce, The Practice of School

Administration (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1958), pp. 12-13.

4Samuel Goldman, The School Principal (New York: The Center for
Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1966), pp. 91-92.

5
Paui Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard, Management of Organizational

Behavior, Utilizing Human Resources (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969), p. 4.



judgment and through the fullest practicable participation of members
of the institution in the decisionmaking and decision implementation
processes.

Determinants of the Principal's Role

The role of the principalship in its current state has been de-
termined by a number of factors. It is likely that similar factors
will continue to influence the way principals function. Among these
factors attention is directed in this paper to six: the role of the
school, the history of the principalship, the training of principals,
the expectations which others hold, the legal framework within which
principals operate and the increased unionization of teachers.

The Role of the School as a Determinant

The appropriate activities of the head of an institution are
determined by the nature of the institution's main business or
service.

In the case of the school, the activities which the principal,
as its head, will engage in are related to the distinctive function
of the school in society.

The proper role of the school which, in general, is education
will vary in relation to the particular community it serves and in
consideration of the school's own institutional capabilities.

Crucial to the struggle for the life of America's cities is the
issue of how our educational resources are deployed in attacking the
problems of the city's people--problems of denied opportunity, unem-
ployability, of enforced isolation, of increasing personal u %eless-
ness, of poor health and health care, of mistrust, of unrest.'

Of course, the school cannot alone solve these problems, but the
school is certainly one important agency without whose involvement
none of the problems is likely to be solved.

While it is admitted that the chief business of the school is the
facilitation of pupil learning, and while it is equally true that the
school cannot now, nor will it likely soon be able to, solve all the
basic problems of its pupils and its adult clientele, it is indefen-
sible for the school to fail to address its interest and its resources
to the fullest extent practicable to the identification of human prob-
lems and to meeting those needs which its resources and facilities
make it able to deal with.

6
James R. Tanner, "Some Curricular Imperatives for Urban Schools,"

Presentation to Martha Holden Jennings Foundation Ohio Conference on
Elementary and Secondary Education (Columbus, Ohio: April 19, 1971).
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Schools In urban centers are (or can by) especially well suited
to provide either as a part of their program or as host to other
agencies an array of services which no other agency is cquallv eapaw
hie of facilitating. Why, for example, should not schools be the
place where food services for the elderly are provided? Why could
not the schoo1 provide referral service, on more than a casual basis
as now for family health and welfare agencies? No school system
should neglect the employment placement function for Its students
by leaving It to chance' or to the interest of individual counselors.

In the' urban center the school has an adult education responsi-
biLity that has been too much neglected. The need For basic literacy
instruction is often acute in cities. Thu area of consumer education
seems too often to be everyone's concern, In general, and hence, no
One's in particular.

in times where enemployment frequently is the result of under-
trainin or technological change', the school. equipped For technical
education ought certainly to he available for the retraining of those
who require' such support.

During national emergeneies school facilities have been well used.
The Nation was immunized against poliomyelitis, for Instance, in schools.
The same creativity and cooperation ought to be possible during Limos
of less obvious crisis.

Until reLatively few years ago the main role of America's ele-
wentary and secondary schools was one of sorting and screening the
y(ung--of selecting an elite. For the massesminimal preparation
in literacy and computational skills was provided.

It was not until the end of World War It that we' began to take
seriously the idea of universal access to educational opportunity
with some national enlightenment regarding the old screening role.

Unfortunately we have been too slow at putting our resources
"where our mouths are." As a result the educational crisis, par-
ticulrly in America's cities, is still very much with us. In fact,

the most urent crisis for the present ,eneraLion of Americn edu-
cators involves the survival of our cities as excitin,1;, mentally
and physically healthy places in which to live and grow and develop.

America's urban schoois today enroll increasing numbers of
chlidren and youth with a greater variety of backreumk, interests,
abitities, personality strengths, and disabilities than at any other
time in our educational history. The pupils are more mobile than
ever, moving between and among schools within A given city and be-
tween places. Auto they arc staying in school longer.



Ft The dramatic increase in knowledge and information, the dovel»
opment and availability of techno/ogical approaches and devices hay,
greatly expanded both the opportunity and the responsibility of the
schools for making choices among instructional strategies and pro-
cedures.

The school's role is further highlighted "by the recent and
properly accelerating socio-psychological phenomenon of the in-
tensified quest for inclusion in society's benefits and advances."

As Tyler points out, "In our time the role of the school has
shifted from that of selecting a small percent o: the pupils for
more advanced education while the others dropped out and went to
work to that of reaching every child effectively to enable him to
go on learning far beyond the expected level of (the recent past)."

"A major task we face in urban schools is to facilitate the rise
to visibility of the submerged talents and abilities of the thousands
of urban young people whose lives have been so impacted by the ravages
of poverty and other forms of disprivilege."9

If the schools are to be relevant in the days ahead, they must
address themselves to this issue. They must do more than teach the
literature, history, and culture of yesterday or the mathematics,
science, and economics of tomorrow. They must become the doors of
opportunity for the under-privileged, the under-educated, and the
under-motivated. They must bring into the mainstream of American
life those who to date have not made it.10

An overriding purpose of education and schooling in the decade
of the seventies must be to make the human condition humane. Humane-
ness in the quality of schooling will depend not only on what is
taught, but how it is taught, how the school is organized and admin-
istered, and how actively the school involves itself in serving not
just learning needs, but other human and community needs as we11.11

1441111.111.*NO.M.011..11.1.111JIMMINatMN

7 ibid.

8
Ralph W. Tyler, "The Purposes of Assessment," Immalaa Edu-

cational Assessment and An Inventors of Measures of Affective Behavior
(Washington, D.C.: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop-
ment, NEA) , p. 2.

9
Tanner, 211. cit.

10
Paul W. Briggs, Superintendent's Annual Report to the Board of

Education, Cleveland, Ohio, 1970.

11
Cleveland Public Schools, Cleveland, Ohio, Toward Dynamic

Curriculum, 1970, p. 54.
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The urban school must seek for itself a programmatic regenera-
tive capability, if it is to identify and meet the needs of itc
elientele today and tomorrow. It must strive to achieve new and
more appropriate ways to be of in responding to its evolving
and changing milieu.

Clearly rejected here is the glorification of change for its
own sake. In school affairs a position which holds that change and
improvement are synonymous is irresponsible, if indeed, not dangerous.
What we seek are school programs that are clearly and obviously re-
sponsive to the needs of those the school serves.

Change capability in institutions requires change capability in
the people whose interpersonal relations characterize the institution
as a social system. Key to the development of institutional change
capability is the quality of the leadership which energizes the
institution.

In the case of the American school, the leader is the principal.
Change in a school can be expected in fairly direct proportion to
the interest and commitment of the principal to the development and
nurture of a regenerative capability for the school's program, and
his capability to lead in thd process.

As Jenson and Clark point out: "Educational administrators . . .

have been characterized by (1) assuming the role of respondent to change
which occurred elsewhere and (2) enjoying the luxury of making the
change (or ignoring it) within the structure of a stable institutional
structure. In the future, the administrator's success will depend
upon (1) being able to employ the dynamics of the change process to
fulfill the objectives of the sd-lool as ar institution and (2) pro-
viding relative stability in an institution which is undergoing
basic structural modification."12

In one of the Nation's iarg it cities about two years ago at a
principals' association retirement celebration, one retiring elemen-
tary school principal in responding to the tribute paid her in recog-
nition of long service and devotion stated, "I'm glad to say I'm the
first victim of the hot lunch program."

Two years earlier the school system had extended the federally
subsidized school lunch program to several elementary schools in
sections of the city whose schools served large proportions of poor
children. This extension of food service had upset the equilibrium,
the routine to which our principal had become accustomed. She re-
sisted the addition of food service (and perhaps resented it, as
well) because in her rather narrow view of the school's role, there

12
rheodore J. Jenson and David L. Clark, Educational Administration

(New York: The Center for Applied Research in Education, inc., 1964),
p. 110.
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was no place for such an activity. In her judgment it was the func-
tion of the home (or of someone) to send children to school properly
nourished, ready to be taught in a traditional tightly structured
school where classroom quietness and adherence to the principal's
rules were both expected and rewarded.

Though the school she commanded was located in an area of great
poverty, she saw the school as having purposes that did not include
meeting (or identifying) the elemental needs of her pupils, except
those that related directly and could be confined to the teaching
role of the school.

At other times and in other places, principals (and teachers)
have revealed their attitudes toward adding special services for
pupils by such comments as "Soon, we'll be sleeping them," "Are we
going to take over everything from the home?" "If we provide break-
fast, mothers can sleep longer," "I can't afford medical care like
that for myself," "These children get money for everything they
want." "Why can't that Federal money be given to all schools? After
all, most of our parents pay taxes."

Such comments reveal the failure of the commenters, and of others
who think similarly, to accept the view that the school, particularly
the urban school, properly must engage itself in the solution of the
basic problems of the people it serves. The urban school can no
longer sit comfortably unconcerned in the midst of poverty and decay
and somehow isolate itself in its academic cocoon.

History of the Principalship as a Determinant

In 1958 and again in 1968 studies of the role perception of
principals showed that principals regarded curriculum and instruc-
tional leadership as the most important aspect of their role. In-
cluded in this category were philosophical and psychological theo-
ries, program supervision, and curriculum improvement. In terms of
ideal time allotment, principals in both survey groups ranked cur-
riculum and instructional leadership as a facet of their work that
should consume almost twice as much of their time as any other.13

During the 1970-71 school year the North Central Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools surveyed principals of its affiliated
secondary schools to determine, among other information, the priority
assigned by principals to various functions. Predictably the results
show that the responding administrators by a wide margin consider
educational leadership, including such activities as improvement of

13
Joseph D. Melton, "Role Perceptions of the Elementary School

Principalship," National Elementary Principal, Vol. L, No. 4
(February 1971), pp. 40-43.
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instruction, program and curriculum development and stimulation
of change, to be the most important facet of their role. The
other three types of functions listed in the survey are general
school administration, general school management, and crisis
management.

While these results provide some idea of the principal's role
perception, it would, of course, have been more revealing if the
participants had been asked to indicate their proportionate time
use in carrying out the various functions.

Furthermore, the fact that the survey asked for a ranking in
priority order of the four categories of activities suggests the
reluctance of the sponsoring organization to accept a concept of
school administration which includes all the categories in an
interrelatiol.

In another aspect of the survey, the principals identified as
their gravest problems (1) the proliferation of demands upon the
principal's time and energies and (2) the difficulty encountered in
attempting to effect school change. 14

As part of an effort to determine inservice development needs
of principals in the Cleveland, Ohio, Public Schools, a survey was
conducted in May 1972. The survey collected reactions related to
the principals' points of view regarding (1) tasks which principals
perform that they believe are appropriate administrative functions
of the principal; (2) tasks that they find most difficult to perform;
and (3) tasks that they believe could be performed better.

In the results of the survey two items appear in the top six
in all three categories:

determining the quality of teaching being performed and
communicating to staff members their professional strengths
and weaknesses.

Their comments regarding these tasks show that their perceptions
of quality determination and staff communication regarding strengths
and weaknesses conform to the classical classroom visitation--super-
vision-evaluation model.

Further study of the results shows that principals believe that
their most important tasks involve faculty relationships and, in
general, that while some of the tasks are difficult, the primary
problem is one of finding time to perform these most important and

14
John A. Stanavage, "NCA Principals' Perception of Their

Principalship," North Central Quarterly, Vol. XLVI, No. 3 (Winter
1972), pp. 319-330.
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satisfying tasks. Their comments suggest that one of the main reasons
that time Is short is that principals must spend considerable time on
external relationships with parents and community groups. Running
through the survey results is the principals' desire to concentrate
on internal ratlivr than external relationships, together with some
resentment toward factors which frustrate their desires.

One item noticeably low among the appropriate tasks was ana-
lyzing demographic trends of the community to project future school
needs. Fewer than 50 percent of the principals regard that as ap-
propriate in the role of the principal. 15

One way to explain the persistent view of the principalship as
primarily an instructional leader is to borrow a key line from the
Leading character in the outstanding dramatic production, "Fiddler
on the Roof": "it's tradition."

The principalship in American education has evolved from the
position of principal teacher and headmaster. The role has been
slow to change. In the beginning the teacher thought to be the best
teacher in the school was elevated to the position of principal teacher
or headmaster.

Development of the principalship has been accretive in that it
has featured the addition of functions which the principal is
expected to perform.

In the early days the principal teacher's administrative tasks
included, among others, upkeep of the school building, keeping school
records, punishing misbehaving pupils, and instructing poorly trained
teachers in the craft of pedagogy. Early in the twentieth century
the principal became a much more important leader of the educational
establishment, but with little training for carrying out the functions
of leadership.

The idea of the head of the school as first a teacher has per-
sisted so that almost universally "successful" teaching experience
is a prerequisite to becoming a principal.

Probably as a result of this historical circumstance and the
resultant Limitations which have precluded a broadening of the base
or the content of educational administrator preparation, school ad-
ministrators have continued to perceive educational leadership
narrowly and often have overly concentrated their concerns on the
affairs of the classroom.

5Cleveland Public Schools, Division of Research and Develop-
ment, "Survey of Principals' Tasks," July 1972 (unpublished).
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From the 1920's until the present there has been stress on the
supervisory role of principal.

The view of the principal as primarily a supervisor of instruc-
tion has persisted widely just about as Cubberly described it in
1923. He referred to supervision as "the one supreme duty" of the
elementary school principal. He recommended that the principal "must
reduce his office work and economize his time, that he may be found
as much as possible during school hours in the classrooms of his
school."16

In some more recent writings
of the principal has continued to
different from Cubberly's of more

the instructional supervisory role
be emphasized in terms not greatly
than half a century ago. 17,18,19,20

"Instructional leadership" has come to be used increasingly in
place of "supervision," quite probably because of the punitive con-
notation of the latter term. The function has remained largely
unchanged, though.

Instructional leadership or supervision is viewed as more
"professional" than the duties historically identified in education
with administration or management and hence more desirable.

Erickson, in reflecting on the view of the principal as a super-
visor, pointed out in 1964 concerning the "ancient and hallowed con-
ception of the principal as instructional leader," that the "good
principal was a sort of 'super teacher,' expected to sally in and out
of classrooms like some charismatic general, dropping a suggestion

16
Ellwood P. Cubberly, The Principal and His School (Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1923), pp. 43-44.

17Emery Stoops and Russell E. Johnson, Elementary School
Administration (New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1967), p. 311.

18
Paul B. Jacobson et al., The Effective School Principal,

Second Edition (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1963), Chapter 5.

19John A. Stanavage, "Educational Leader: Authentic Role,"
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School Principals,
Vol. 51, No. 322 (November 1967), pp. 3-17.

20Howard C. Seymour, "The Principal as the Instructional Leader,"
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School Principals,
Vol. 51, No. 322 (November 1967), pp. 89-97.



here, correcting a foible there, using the magic of his pedagogic
know!-how to spur the flagging spirits of his troops."21

The widespread arrested development of the principalship in its
evolution from head teachership, in the judgment of the writer, has
been one of the major reasons for the slowness of schools to respond
to the need for change.

Particularly is this the case when the principal views himself
as personally having to perform all the duties and functions that
have accrued to the principalship.

The Training of Principals as a Determinant

The continuing view of the principal as an instructional leader
is attributable in large measure to the training programs necessary
for certification (licensing) for the principalship.

Not only do principals perceive their role primarily as instruc-
tional leadership, their trainers largely share that perception.

Approximately 80 percent of professors in graduate departments of
educational administration participating in a survey (1972) conducted
under auspices of the National Association of Secondary School Princi-
pals are reported to consider that secondary school principals should
devote the greatest part of their in-school time working with teachers
to improve instruction and that they should teach teachers how to con-
ceptualize, plan, and implement instructional change.22

Traditionally graduate programs for those planning to become school
administrators have consisted of textbook bound,.non-sequential lecture
courses, frequently with only coincidental substantive relationship to
each other, except for repetition of content from one course to another.

The program (or should it be called a program?) typically is
constructed in terms of course titles and course credits rather than
with relation to specific competencies.

In a few universities an internship is required and in some such
an experience is optional. Internships vary in quality from carefully
planned and well conducted, specific goal-oriented programs providing

21
Donald A. Erickson, "Forces for Change in the Principalship,"

The Elementary School Journal, Vol. 65, No. 2 (November 1964), pp.
57-64.

22
Neal C. Nickerson, "Status of Programs for Principals," NASSP

Bulletin, Vol. 56, No. 362 (March 1972), pp. 10-20.
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for competency demonstration to those where the intern simply "sits
at the elbow" of a current administrator learning whatever he can
glean.

it is not surprising that, in view of the traditional conception
of the principal as mainly an instructional leader, other facets of
the role are neglected in the training of prospectiv' principals.

Moreover, only in the relatively brief period since World War 11
has there been any significant attention to administrative theory in
the preparation of school administrators. Prior to that time courses
in school administration dealt with details of school organization,
usually in recipe fashion--how to construct schedules, how to super-
vise teachers, how to perform pupil accounting and assignment tasks,
how to deal with the P.T.A., how to report pupil progress, staffing
formulas, textbook selection guidelines, facility design and mainte-
nance formulas, extracurricular activity planning, recordkeeping,
and other similar matters.

The principalship as it has been idealized in practice and in
training might well be described as a clonal descendant of the prin-
cipal teacher or headmaster minimally affected by the changing milieu
in which principals have functioned.

Perceptions of Others - Particularly Teachers,
as a Determinant

Some years ago Fritz Redl prepared a brief statement entitled,
"What Do Children Expect of Teachers?" in which he discussed the
various roles children expect teachers to fill from time to time.

As I have reexamined his statement it seems to me that basically
the expectations which, according to Redl, children have of their
teachers are not greatly unlike the role expectancies teachers have
of their principals. At least there seems to be a parallel track.

1. Children want the teacher to be a teacher, not
just a substitute parent or disciplinarian,
though sometimes a combination of those roles
is appropriate. Children really want the reas-
surance of an adult mentor who "is fascinated
by the question of whether or not they learn."

Teachers want the principal to be the
leader, the authority figure who is
pleased when they teach effectively
and who shows it.



2. The teacher is expected to be skillful in "psycho-
logical first aid." This skill includes the ability
to help the child understand personal frustration
and apparent failure and cope with them. it in-
cludes, as well, the ability to handle group anxiety
or tension and translate it into more productive
goal-directed effort. A third aspect of psycho-
logical first aid is related to the "detoxification"
of a highly charged group situation where, in a
kind of contagion, children affect each other in
such a way that the group air is one of "group
psychological. intoxication."

Teachers want principals to be able to
understand occasional non-success in a
particular teaching task and to be able
discreetly to offer suggestions of how
to avoid failure. They also expect the
principal to set a tone and provide the
conditions for group harmony and to
schedule or reschedule activities and
duties in such a way that the whole
group remains organized and their
efforts properly focused.

3. Children expect teachers to accept some "marginal
abuse," to be "hated" for a while and to understand
the situation and know that children will "get over
it."

Teachers and other adults seem to feel
that the boss is supposed to be "hated "
probably just because he is the bos. with
certain power and privilege. An acceptable
principal behavior is that of being a shock
absorber--as a representative of the es-
tablishment.

4. Children want their teachers to be able to "keep
their mouths shut when they understand too well
. . . It is important that Johnny know that even
if I understand him I will still be polite enough
to let him work his problems out himself until
such time as he needs help."

Princidals are expected to understand
that teachers, in general, would prefer
to work out their own problems, with the
principal being available for support,
suggestion, direction when the situation



obviously is getting out of hand. The
principal is expected to perceive the
point where help is needed and be pre-
pared to take over in a way that saves
face for the teacher.

5. Children want their teachers to show love and
of in "the modality which is germane to
their jobs." They want teachers to show affec-
tion by putting proper effort into the things
children really need and which the teacher is
best prepared to offer. This kind of affection
is demonstrated as the teacher avoids showing
frustration and continues to seek ways to clar-
ify the child's understanding of his learning
tasks, even when obviously other personal or
school problems may be getting in the way.

Teachers want principals to show re-
spect and consideration for them as
persons but they are not seeking a
"buddy or pal." They expect the
principal to be the local boss, en-
forcing necessary rules and regu-
lations, while showing appreciation
for their efforts.

6. Children expect teachers to be umpires and to be
capable of keeping the "group psychological air
half way clean."

Entailed here is the ability to recognize and
mediate clashes of interests. This is a role
that should be obvious to the class so that
they will know that the teacher can and will
assist in the resolution of conflicts before
they develop into serious uprisings.

Another facet of umpiring is being sensitive
to, and helping individual children to make
choices, among apparently equally attractive
courses of action when a choice must be made.

With respect to "group psychological antisepsis"
the teacher needs to be able to "avoid scapegoat
formation . . . to avoid a hostile-competitive
climate which is very different, group psycho-
logically from a basically interested marginal
competitive spirit . . . to avoid or remove
collective apathy . . . to avoid 'participation
cliques' and 'participation slums."
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The principal is seen by the teacher as
umpire and as guarantor of mental health.
Like the teacher he is expected to be
able to "avoid scapegoat formation . . .

to avoid a hostile-competitive climate
which is very different, group psycho-
logically from a basically interested
marginal competitive spirit . . . to

avoid or remove collective apathy . . .

to avoid 'participation cliques' and
'participation slums.'"

7. The teacher is expected to exercise protective inter-
ference, to know when the children have reached the
level of stimulation or exertion beyond which they
should not be permitted to go, in order to avoid group
frustration. The teacher should know when to intervene
or interfere.

Teachers want principals to know when
to intervene in a rising level in school
activity when the point of counter pro-
ductivity is approaching. The principal
should be sensitive enough to firmly call
a halt or to take positive charge of the
situation and help teachers, pupils and
the community understand when the learn-
ing atmosphere is being upset. He is
also expected to be able to redirect
the energies of the schoo1.23

Law as a Determinant

Public education in the United States is a State function, with
most State legislatures delegating and assigning certain responsi-
bility, authority, and accountability to local boards of education.

Laws and the regulations established for their implementation
constitute a highly significant determinant in identifying the pa-
rameters of the principal's authority and functions. School laws
relate to such matters as school attendance ages, school f'nancing,
employee contractual status, curricula, licensing, school construc-
tion, and school district organization.

In addition to the body of State law, recent developments have
extended the concern of schools to constitutional rights of the

23
Fritz Redl, "What Do Children Expect of Teachers?" in What Do

We Expect of Our Teachers?, Bank Street College of Education Confer-
ence, 1954, reissued 1961.
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individual. Court decisions based upon application of the First and
Fourteenth Amendments to the rights of students, teachers, and par-
ents comprise an important evolving component of the legal framework
within which the school and its personnel must function.

Not only at the Federal level but at State and local levels, as
well, judicial interpretations influence the relations of people
within the schools and the relations of the schools to other public
and private institutions.

The application of due process (as construed by courts) has
come to be a central concern of school. officials. As Verdevoe has
observed, "The uncertainty of the interpretation and the slow pro-
cess of justice will make school management more difficult and
subject to challenge than in the past. "2

Increasing Teacher Unionization as a Determinant

A recent and rapidly evolving facet of school administration
concerns the area of labor-management relations.

Discussions about the principal's role in employee bargaining or
negotiations usually seek to justify or plead for the principal as an
active participant in the bargaining process or as a neutral bridge
in disputes. Overlooked in such discussions is the fact that as
Watson indicates principals have had minimal involvement in the ne-
gotiations between teachers and other employer groups as labor and
top school system administrators and/or boards of education as
management.25

The building principal's role has been affected by negotiations
in two important ways. The authority of the principal has been modi-
fied resulting in less discretion in areas that are covered by nego-
tiated agreements. These areas include teacher assignment and
transfer, teacher time use during the school day, supervisory and
coordinative procedures and others. A second impact of bargaining
on the principal's relationship to local school staff is that he is
expected on behalf of the central administration and the board of
education to carry out the terms of agreements which he had no part
in making and which he may regard as limiting his own effectiveness
and efficiency as well as those of other staff members.

24Lawrence E. Verdevoe, Address to Secondary Principals' Con-
ference, Cleveland, Ohio (February 28, 1972).

25Bernard C. Watson, "The Role of the Principal in Collective
Negotiations," The North Central Quarterly, Vol. XLII, No. 3 (Winter
1968), pp. 233-243.
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Need forSihatueIntht2srse Principal** iftale

A persistent problem is the failure of prin Is and their
trainers to accept as appropriate the several fact is of the role.
In addition to an overemphasis on the principal's role as super-
visor, evaluator and instructional expert, there continues to be
an inveighing against the principal as a manager and an accompany-
ing yearning for something characterized as educational leadership.

The continued resistance to the concept of the school principal-
ship as management is probably attributable in large part to an image
of management as exploitive, as dealing with "things" at a higher
priority than with persons, as concerned almost exclusively with
efficiency and "administrivia."

Upon examination the educational leadership envisioned in such
calls to the battlements frequently is, in reality, the principal-
ship in the power status attained during the first quarter of the
twentieth century, a period not 'articularly noted for educational
change and progress, except possibly for the spread of secondary
schools.

These grasps for the millennium feature an attempt to "clean up"
the principalship either by excision of some aspects perceived as
detractive or distractive or by the expansion of the role in a kind
of Parkinsonian approach.

The fact is that financial limitations of school systems, par-
ticularly urban school districts, preclude the expansion of the
princ_i.pa.lship by _lheadditionL of_ImmeLmits_functionaries to the_ad=
ministrative staff. Neither will ignoring or rejecting certain
necessary though unglamorous activities contribute to the effec-
tiveness of the school.

To continue to insist upon the priority of the instructional
supervisory function of the principal of the urban school is to
reveal an unawareness of the context in which the urban school must
operate. As the A.A.S.A. pointed out in a 1963 report:

School administration faces the challenge of an
age In which the rate and magnitude of change are
unprecedented. . . . All individuals, professions
and institutions are profoundly affected by the
forces which make this the most dynamic and swiftly
moving of all periods in history. . . .

Of all our social institutions, perhaps schools
should be the most profoundly affected by this
transition since, in many respects education is
both an antecedent and a consequence of change. . . .

Those in administration must keep up with change,
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understand its causes and consequences, understand
its proper impact on the schools, and be able to
evaluate it and make intelligent applications of
this knowledge and understanding to the schools
and their own work.26

In a 1967 presentation to the Annual Meeting of the North Central
Association, Romine listed a number of factors which influence the
principal's role. Several of the factors he identified continue to
have relevance at this time, six years later. The only influence
within the educational establishment which he listed as significant
in 1967 whose relevance has been diminished is collegiate competition
for teachers. The other items which have remained pertinent are
centralism in education, increasing innovation and specialization,
new characteristics and attitudes of teachers and pupils, the spread
of collective bargaining and negotiations, the availability of in-
creased administrative sophistication, and the size and complexity
of schools.

Crucial influences outside the school which have impact on
schools and their operation include:

"1. population explosion, implosion and
mobility

2. social and moral conflict, change and
improvement

3. rising educational costs and taxation

4. higher educational expectations. "27

McNally in a quite insightful discussion of the principalship
holds that the "supervision-centered conception of the principalship
has become inappropriate and outdated, Rarticularly in large metro-
politan and centralized rural schools."z8 His analysis is similar
to that of Knezevich who concludes that "The nrincipa:ship is [or
should be] changing due in large part, to the pressures on society

26
American Association of School Administrators, In-Service

Education for School Administrators (Washington, D.C.: The
Association, 1963), pp. 43-44.

27
Stephen A. Romine, "Current Influences Change the Principal's

Role," North Central Quarterly, Vol. XLII, No. 2 (Fall 1967), pp.
187-191.

28
Haro1d J. McNally, "The American Principal Tomorrow," National

Elementary Principal, Vol. XLVII, No. 6 (May 1968), p. 86.



in :.!,eneral and on edueation in partieular. The inereasing pressure
on the sehool to assume a more dynamic role in the amelioration of
social injustices, the greater militancy and professlonalimation of
teachers, the Increased Augialiatam of teachers, and the growing
complexity of all uducatlonul institutions are modifying the nature
of the prinelpaiship."29

"The principal," McNally says, "cannot pretend to the omniscience
and competence tn all areas that would be required for him to act as
the didaetic supervisor" of all the evolving teacher and specialist
roles in the school staff. He will "use the prerogatives of his
position to 'zero in' tho specialist who is professionally trained
to provide the speeific kind of assistance that the teacher re-
quires."30

Furthermore, as Knezevich points out, "neither pride nor desire
to be considered an autonomous unit is a good reason for depriving a
teat:her of the services of a special-subject consultant."31

The complexity of school and schooling, the rapidly developing
technology available to education, the vast increase and the dazzling
rate of increase in knowledge and information, the interrelatedness
and interdependence of schools and other social agencies, the accumu-
lating body of law and regulation, the riaing levels of sophistication
regarding school among the general populace, the spreading calls for
accountabliity -- all these factors together with the need for greater
attention to human values clearly call for is response capability on
the part of school officials that exceeds either merely authoritarian
leadership or leadership simply by recipe even though the leaders are
men and women of inspiration and good will

It further is insufficient to base the rote of the principal on
those activities which principals like to perform. The issue is not
what principals want to do but rather what needs to be done.

There Is no intent here to suggest that the school is not pri-
marily and most impo tantly an educational institution with pupil
learning as its main objective and with teaching as the chief means
of attaining that objective.

It is precisely because of an interest in improving the effec-
tiveness and, where possible, the efficiency of learning and teaching

29Stephen J. Knezevich, Administration of Public Education,
Second Edition (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1969), p. 282.

30tcNally, m. cit. , p. 89.

3IKnevvich, oa. p. 273.
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that there is a need to examine the administration of the school.
After all, administration has the authority and is responsible for
the effective and efficient operation of the school.

The nature of the principalship in each school is a major deter-
minant in the quality of the school's program.

Significant change in the principal's role and in perceptions
of that role among principals will be accomplished largely through
training and retraining. The likelihood of change will be greatly
enhanced if the training of prospective principals and the continued
training and retraining of cu.crent principals is based upon the broad
view of the principalship as a position of executive leadership, as
McNally's "perceptive generalist."32

The as Effective

Management Defined

In establishing a framework for the identification and analysis
of the work of school administrat'on, Knezevich lists eight questions
which would confront those responsible for the operation of any type
of organization.

1. What is to be done?

2. How will the work be divided?

3. How will it be done?

4. Who will do the work?

5. What will it be done with?

6. When will the work be done?

7. How well should the work be done?

8. How well is the work being done?

He concludes that the universal tasks of administration become
evident in the search for solutions to these questions, suggesting
that administration in any organization would be concerned with
answers to all the questions, while various operating or service
components of the organization would each focus attention on one
or several. An over-arching view of the organization and responsi-
bility for the functioning of the organization as a whole are

32McNally, sm. cit., p. 90.
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characteristics which distinguish administration and set it apart as
a specialty.33

The elements of administration or management have been identified
in studies dating to the early years of the twentieth century. (In
this paper the two terms administration and management are viewed as
synonymous.)

Knezevich in reviewing the content of nine such studies (1966-67)
identified 20 terms gaming processes that are listed in this accumu-
lating literature of administration: planning, organizing, command-
ing, coordinating, controlling, staffing, directing, reporting,
budgeting, assembling resources, allocating resources, stimulating,
evaluating, decisioninaking, communicating, influencing, programming,
appraising, leading, measuring and controlling. Of course many of
the terms are variable ways of naming the same functions.34

In this paper the selection of management functions is based upon
the work of Haimann and Scott who conclude that management is a system
of interrelated processes which can be separated conceptually for
analysis but which are inseparable in the actual work situation of
administration. As they point out, the administrator performs the
management functions in variable sequences and with differing time
uses.35

Management consists of the following interdependent processes:

planning -- gathering information; establishing
relevant goals and objectives; iden-
tifying strategies and tactics;
setting performance standards.

oranizin -- defining individual jobs and estab-
lishing relationships among them.
Coordination and the exercise and
delegation of authority are key
concepts in the organizing function.

staffing -- the selection, placement, and de-
velopment of those who perform the
work of the institution.

influencing -- exercise of leadership in motivating
employees to attain the objectives
of the institution while experiencing
personal satisfaction.

33Knezevich, op. cit., p. 27.

34Ibid., p. 28.

35Haimann and Scott, 112. cit., p. 19.



controlling -- activities which determine whether
and in what ways the goals and
objectives of the institution are
met. Establishing performance
criteria, monitoring and appraising
performance; instituting necessary
corrective action are the classes
of activities which constitute
controlling.

In this framework of management, decisionmaking and communication
are emphasized as interrelated "linking devices" which bind the mana-
gerial functions.36 In carrying out each and all of the major func-
tions of management, it is necessary to reach judgments about persons,
events, material:, and ideas and to make choices among alternative
courses of action. This represents decisionmaking.

A decision having been made is only useful when it reaches those
whose decisions and actions are affected by it. This is the purpose
for communication--the exchange of information--among the people who
are employed by the particular institution and between the institution
and its clientele.

Clearly the success and effoctiveness of an institution are de-
termined largely by the quality of its decisionmaking and its communi-
cation network and the relationship between the two.

School Administration as a Special Class of Management

In a discuSsion of the similarities between management in business
and education, Carter seeks to superimpose the categories of management
in business upon school administration. In doing so he relates the
administrative responsibilities in schools to the successful operation
of business in the areas of personnel, finance, production and processes.
With operational examples he illustrates similarities and differences.
He emphasizes the pervasive functions of organizing and planning in
both business and education. 37

36Ibid., p. 53.

37Clyde
Carter, "What Management Techniques Can the School Learn

from Industry?," North Central Association Quarterly, Vol. XLIII,
No. 4 (Spring 1969), pp. 353-360.



The basic functions of administration or management (planning,
organizing, staffing, influencing, controlling) are applicable in
all institutions. 38,39,40,41,42

As Sears pointed out, however, the similarity of administrative
functions among various types of institutions should not conceal the
existence of differences.43 Haimann and Scott indicate that although
management processes are universal, management skills are less
transferable.44

In designing the principalship it is inappropriate to do so on
the basis of examples of positions in management outside education.
Models are seldom replicable except as between situations in which
the analogy is based on a degree of preciseness that is not possible
when comparing the school with other institutions.

Models are valuable in human affairs principally as the source
of guidelines and basic principles. Consequently, there is no at-
tempt here to see the school principal as like the department store
manager, or the factory superintendent, or the newspaper managing
editor, or the hospital administrator, or the manager of a public
utility or the head of any other kind of organization, except, of
course, in the sense that the genre of institutional head entails
the acceptance of responsibility and authority for the orderly and
effective operation of the institution. Beyond that the school
principalship bears some resemblance to certain other institution
heads, in that, for example, the school and some other institutions
are primarily service related, have limited options in client se-
lection, depend upon restricted and specific sources of revenue,

38 HaimannHamann and Scott, 2.2. cit., p. 17.

39Knezevich, cm. cit., p. 55.

40David B. Austin, Will French, and Dan J. Hull, American High
School Administration Policy and Practice, Third Edition (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1957), p. 17.

41 Roald F. Campbell, John E. Corbally and John A. Ramseyer,
Introduction to Educational Administration, Third Edition (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1966), Chapter 3.

42Russell T. Gregg, Ed., in Campbell and Gr, 4.;, Administrative

Behavior in Education (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), p. 274.

43Jesse B. Sears, The Nature of the Administrative Process, First
Edition (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1950), p. 5.

4 4Halmann and Scott, Ila. cit., p. 17.
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are labor-intensive in budget outlays, are staffed with positions
for which extensive special pre-employment training is required,
and are units of an hierarchical organization.

Graff and Street identify several conditions under which schools
operate that require school administration to have a distinctive
character. These include the institutional uniqueness of schools,
the requirement that schools be responsible to the needs of all
other community institutions; directness of the relationship of the
school to the people, the school as an arena for conflict and medi-
ation among diverse values and the intimacy of the interaction be-
tween the school and its immediate clientele (students).45

Another way of distinguishing school administration in the
larger field of administration is to compare the school with other
types of institutions with respect to factors such as cruciality to
society, public visibility and sensitivity, complexity of function,
intimacy of necessary relations, staff professionalization, and
difficulty of appraisal. Such an analysis as developed by Campbell,
Corbally and Ramseyer indicates, for example, that the school is more
crucial to society than a ping pong ball factory; has less complex
functions than a psychiatric clinic; has a staff less highly trained
than a college; presents more difficulty in appraisal than a sales
organization, but less than a church."

It seems clear that school administration requires special
skills and procedures in pursuing its central purpose of enhancing
learning and teaching and is a special class of management.

What the Effective Principal Does47

"The principal in a public school, whether at the elementary or
secondary level, is a counselor of students, the school disciplinarian)
the organizer of the schedule, the supervisor of the instructional
program, the pupil relations representative for the attendance area,
the liaison between teachers and the superintendent, the director and
evaluator of teaching efforts, the manager of the school facilities,

45
Graff and Street in Campbell and Gregg, sm. cit., pp. 121-124.

46
Campbell, Corbally and Ramseyer, on. cit., pp. 87-93.

47
In developing this section, I have depended not only on the

writings of scholars in educational administration but just as
importantly upon the assistance of six Cleveland principals, who
are generally regarded effective. They prepared for my use logs
of their daily activities for several days so that I had a sampling
of 12 principal days to review.
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the supervisor of custodial and food service employees within the
building and a professional leader."48

Campbell, Corbally and Ramseyer characterize the principal as
an organizer, a communicator, an instructional leader and a line
officer.49

In discussing the elementary school principalship, Hicks has
identified eleven aspects of the role, pointing out that the effec-
tive principal must be able to exemplify the appropriate facet as
varying situations require. The principal, according to Hicks, is
the executive of the school, a coordinator, motivator, expert,
advisor, mediator, interpreter, supervisor, evaluator, demonstrator,
example and advocate and educational prophet.5°

While this listing of role facets is presented by Hicks with
regard to the work of the elementary school principal, it seems
pertinent for the principalship at any level.

An additional role of the principalship is that of the diagnos-
tician as described by Lippitt, who points to the manager's need to
be able to identify causes of inadequate or inefficient performance.51

At all levels within the administrative hierarchy of schools
the administrative processes are the same, though certain tasks will
be performed more frequently at one level than at others.

Knezevich holds that "a different degree of information con-
cerning the substantive problems and the nature of the learner at
various levels seems to be the only fundamental differentiation
among types of administrators."52

With special reference to principals, Griffiths and his associates
concluded that the responsibilities are the same at both elementary
and secondary levels with such differences as there are being differ-
ences of degree, not kind.53

48
Knezevich, slia. cit., p. 283.

49
Campbell, Corbally and Ramseyer, 2E. cit., pp. 225-227.

50Hanne J. Hicks, Administrative Leadership in the Elementary
School (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1956), pp. 26-29.

51Gordon L. Lippitt, Organization Renewal: Achievins, Viability
in a Changju, World (Nrw York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1969), p. 23.

52Knezevich, 22. cit., p. 282.

53
Daniel E. Griffiths et al., OrRanizing Schools for Effective

Education (Danville, Illinois: The Interstate Printers and Publishers,
Inc., 1962), p. 171.
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In the Griffiths study more than 50 illustrative functions
of school administration are cited with the suggestion that the list
should be adapted as necessary to fit the purposes of individual
school districts.54

The activities of the principal have been grouped into various
categories both for convenience of description and for clarity.
Seven such classifications are included in Chart I.

To be sure, all these classifications are acceptable ways of
categorizing the duties and activities of the principal.

The following outline is a way of presenting such a classifi-
cation based on our concept of the principalship:

1. Developing and Implementing the Educational Program

a. Organizing the school for instruction
(establishing and clarifying role relationships)
(establishing the operational framework)

b. Curriculum development (goal setting, planning
learning experience, allocating resources)

c. Program supervision, including instructional
material, equipment and supply procurement
and allocation

d. Program evaluation

2. Instructioril Staff Development

a. Teacher and related staff placement, assignment,
transfer

b. Orientation

c. Evaluation, retention, dismissal

d. Selection

e. Inservice growth

f. Establishment and maintenance of wholesome
school climate.

3. School Community Relations

a. Identifying the school community and the
various constituencies and agencies

54
Ibid., pp. 150-152.
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CHART I

Fisk, 1.957

-Relating to the community
-Improvement of educational

opportunity
-Obtaining, developing,

improving personnel
- Providing and maintaining

funds and facilities

Jacobson, Reavis, Logsdon, 1963

-Organization of the school
-Instructional leadership
-Direction of personnel

Campbell, at al., 1966

-School-community relationship
-Curriculum and instruction
- Pupil personnel .

- Staff personnel.

-Physical facilities
- Finance and business

management

Knezevich, 1969

-Administration of pupils
-Administration of professional

personnel
- Development of educational

programs
-Management of school finance and

school planning
- Community decisionmaking
-Public relations

551-373 0 74 - 11

Griffiths, et al., 1962

-Improving the educational. program
-Selecting and developing

personnel
-Working with the community
- Managing the school

Goldman, 1966

- Developing the educational
program

-Obtaining and developing
personnel

- School-community relations
- Managing the school

Elsbree, McNally, and Wagner, 1967
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-The instructional program
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-School-community relations
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h. Communication with school clientele
(students, parents, other citizens)
(interpreting the school)

c. Gauging community educational interests
and support

d. Developing community interest and support
for responsive educational programs

e. Interpreting the community to school staff

4. Supportive Services and Programs

a. Pupil personnel services

b. Finance and fiscal recordkeeping and reporting

c. School plant maintenance

d. Auxiliacy services (food service, health,
pupil transportation)

e. School office management

5. Relation of the School to the School System

a. Interpretation of policy procedures and data

b. Representation, interpretation and advocacy
of the school

c. Identification and utilization of available
personnel, materiel and services

Articulation, horizontal and vertical
(pupil and staff placement and transfer)
(program development)

e. Referral and appeal

To attempt to rank the functions or classes of functions in
order of importance is to seek frustration and would indicate a
serious lack of understanding of the nature of schools and schooling
and their place in society.

These classes of activities are interrelated and interdependent.
None may be slighted if the school is expected to be effective in
promoting pupil learning and development.



Moreover it is an exercise in futility to attempt to divide the
principal's time in some idealized proportion among the classes of
duties. Schools differ in size, in pupil population, in staff
Specialization, training and competency, in community acceptance
and support, in available resources, in organizational pattern, and
in program specialization. All these factors in whatever combination
they may be present in a given school are determinants of the use of
administrative time and energy. In addition it could be demonstrated
that such conditions as the weather and the season affect the time
use of school personnel.

To allay somewhat the apprehension of those who see responsi-
bility for activities as entailing the duty personally to perform
all the activities, it should be stated that in our concept of
administration (or management) the administrator "is directly
responsible not for performing the work of an organization, but
for attending to its performance. "55

The rule of reason should prevail in the principal's scheduling
and planning of his activities.

Tactics which are illustrative of the work of the effective
school executive have been identified by Tompkins in the schema as
reported by Williams:

TACTICS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LEADER

EE WORKS TO ESTABLISH EQUILIBRIUM IN THE ORGANIZATION

3. C.oncentrates on a few clearly defined objectives at
a time.

2. Knows that there is no one way to achieve an
objective.

3. Recognizes that people act nonlogically; therefore
he uses persuasion rather than compulsion.

4. Avoids communicating his frustrations to his
followers.

HE TAKES A FIRM STAND ON ISSUES THAT, TO HIM, HAVE A
MAJOR SIGNIFICANCE

1. Does not hesitate to compromise on lesser issues
where wide support is lacking.

2. Does not compete with his followers.
3. Knows he cannot please everyone without damage

to his convictions.

55John Walton, Administration and Policy Making in Education,
Revised Idition (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1969), p. 49.



HE LISTENS TO AND OBSERVES HIS FOLLOWERS CAREFULLY

1. Makes few decisions without first conferring with
followers who may be affected by the decision.

2. Changes style in doing this so as not to establish
a pattern of procedure that can be predicted by
followers.

HE CAREFULLY PAVES THE WAY FOR ANY CHANGE IN POLICY

1. Knows that decisive action loses effect when it
is hurried.

2. Postpones policy action when lack of consensus or
insufficient information exists.

3. Preserves opportunity for freedom and flexibility
of action until consensus jells or necessity
compels.

4. Tries to remain calm in face of crisis.
5. Understands that he must make occasional decisions

on the basis of probable success and, therefore,
trusts his intuitions.

HE ASSESSES HIS OWN STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES AND THOSE
OF HIS FOLLOWERS, TO WHOM HE DELEGATES ACCORDING TO
THEIR STRENGTHS

1. Recognizes a major responsibility to develo,
initiative and intelligent action in followers.

2. Gives full credit to followers and bestows praise
for jobs well dohe.

3. Demonstrates a sense of good humor and enthusiasm;
never complains openly about being physically tired.

4. Endorses and practices the principles of job-
enlargement. 56

The principal should be the local school leader. His leadership
may be titular and status-bound, requiring him symbolically to wear
his badge of authority in order to be recognized as the leader. The
operation of the school he heads may be quite efficient while he
personally is available to oversee it.

Then there are situations where, as Goldman points out, the
principal may be the head of the school while some other member of
the staff is in fact the leader of the staff in terms of influence.57

56Stanley W. Williams, Educational Administration in Secondary
Schools: Task and Challenge (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc., 1964), pp. 98-99.

57Goldman, on. cit., p. 80.
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Such a role as either of those is not compatible with our
concept of management. In the principalship envisioned in this
paper the role requires that the principal be, in fact, the leader of
the school, not just its titular head or the foreman who secures
production through fear or through a reward system that encourages
loyalty to him personally rather than to the goals and objectives
of the institution.5°

The importance of wide participation in school decisionmaking
and implementation is detailed by Labat who points out that the
efforts of school administrators to, achieve school goals are
influenced by staff, parents, students, and other citizens. She
recommends the development of interaction processes through which
school leaders can provide for the involvement of the various
constituencies.59

Consistent with the emphasis on the social nature of the adminis-
trative process, the principal who is right for today's urban school
is one who exercises educational leadership through the application
of sound judgment and through the fullest practicable participation
by members of the school in the decisionmaking and decision-imple-
mentation processes.

The behavior of such a principal will be characterized by the
operational goals which Tead associates with administration as
democratic leadership.

1. That the aims of his organization are of such
a character that they can truly win the loyalty
of those involved . . .

2. To assume that people are getting a kick out of
being at work and out of the work itself . . .

3. That appeals are invoked beyond those of imme-
diate self interests . . . relating the enterprise
to a larger social good . . .

4. That an opportunity exists for the integrity of
selfhood to be both protected and extended through
the responsibilities which his associates have
to take upon themselves.,

58Roald F. Campbell, Luvern L. Cunningham and Roderick F. McPhee,
The Organization and Control of American Schools (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1965), pp. 245-249.

59Margaret G. Labat, "Leadership Training: A Catalyst for School
Reform," Working Paper, USOE Administration and Supervision Task
Fo..:ce on School Reform (November 16, 1972).
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5. That people get a sense of belonging, of being
wanted, of some security of status and some
approval, within and through the activities
of the organization.

6. That people's willingness to be led will not
be exploited . . .

7. To strive in some measure to bring into being
that more ultimate psychological . . reality
(which involves) a harmonizing of self-
realization and self-transcendence.60

Another listing of guidelines for effective leadership appropri-
ate to our concept of the principal as an effective executive is
that presented by Hicks in the excerpt which follows:

1. Genuine leadership places greater value on
coordination than on conformity.

2. Effective leadership is usually reflected in
the success of persons other than the leader
himself.

3. Real leadership employs the same sort of tech-
niques in human relations that it seeks to
develop in others.

4. Effective leadership must be related to goals.

5. Effective leadership must be considered a means
rather than an end.

6. Effective leadership depends upon both the
motives and competencies of those who serve
as leaders.

7. Effective leadership includes in its processes
the participation of all persons with rightful
stakes in the educational program.

8. Effective leadership involves the development
of a policy continuum sufficiently pliable to
serve as a guide in specific ideas and suf-
ficiently strong to sustain the efforts of a
program through periods of emergency or crisis.

60Ordway Tead, The Art of Administration (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., 1951), pp. 136-137.
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9. Effective leadership involves the continued
search for common denominators of human
communication and action.

10. Effective leadership regards working associates
as co-workers rather than as mere followers.

11. Effective leadership is concerned with develop-
ment rather than dictation.

12. Effective leadership is sparked by and appears
to generate in others a strong faith in edu-
cation as a basic means of human improvement.°

Datain41(21:t=(....taystrias.upaitiag,

At the outset it would be useful to deal with the "hang up"
created by the use of the term traalm. Many professional persons
in education feel that training suggests a kind of mechanical skill
development, stressing the psychomotor omain rather than the cogni-
tive, when the latter is thought to be cf a higher order. The use
of training here is in the sense of the dictionary definition "to
make proficient with specialized instruction and practice." The
word education is deliberately not used here because of that term's
more comprehensive meaning. Our attention is on those aspects of
the principal's education which are intended to make the person who
undergoes the instruction more proficient in the performance of
certain definite tasks. Hence training seems appropriate. Clearly
the desired proficiency development entails cognition.

In determining how principals should be trained, one should
identify first the knowledge and skills principals need in order
to perform their roles adequately.

It is the position of this writer that the training of the
principal should be competency related, with the needed competency
goals specified in considerable detail. This is not to imply that
behavioral objectives in the sense of performance assessment would
constitute all the criteria for determining competency of the trainee.
How, for example, does one measure in performance a person's knowledge
of various educational laws except in the actual situation where the
knowledge is required?

The principal identified in this paper requires the categories
of skills described by a number of writers in recent years. One of

61Hicks, all. cit., pp. 6-11.
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the clearest statements of those skill classes is that of Griffiths
and his associates.

Z9g11012:41.6111.1 - specialized knowledge and ability
involving methods, processes, procedures, or tech-
niques within a specific vocation. This means
that the principal would need to know and to
demonstrate the tools and techniques of the
principalship.

jiuman skill - the ability to work effectively
as a group member and to build cooperative effort
within the faculty which he heads. This skill
may be contrasted with technical skill; working
with people versus working with things.

Conceptual skill - the ability to see the organi-
zation as a whole. it includes recognizing the
interdependence of each unit. how changes in one
unit affect all other units.62

Consistent also with our view of the principalship is Goldman's
listing of selected competencies.

1. Understanding the teaching and learning process
and being able to contribute to its development.

2. Understanding school organization and being able
to lead and coordinate the activities of the
highly trained professional personnel who com-
prise this organization.

3. Understanding the nature and the composition
of the local school-community and being able
to maintain satisfactory relationships between
the school and its many community groups.

4. Understanding the technical aspects of school
administration (e.g., school building mainte-
nance management functions and the like) and
being able to obtain and allocate resources
in an effective and efficient manner.

5. Understanding the change process and being able
to bring about necessary and appropriate changes
in school and society.

62
Griffiths, et al., sla. cit., p. 154.



6. Understanding various cultures and being able
to plan and implement programs which will meet
the unique needs of each culture in the school.

7. Understanding and being able to use the findings
of relevant research."

McNally cites the special need of the principal in the years
ahead for competency in areas such as social. psychology, urban
sociology, political science, cultural anthropology, organizational
theory and operation and "The practical aspects of administrative
behavior that were not even taught in the preparation programs of
just a few years ago or that were taught in 'recipe' fashion."64

Harvey Goldman also has identified special areas of training
needed by the urban principal including communication analysis,
nature and psychology of poverty and affluence, group dynamics,
the evaluation of behavior, community development and conflict
mediation65

A quite extensive listing of competencies of the effective
principal is presented by Klopf as the basis for several Bank
Street College projects in defining the principal's role and devel-
oping appropriate pre- and in-service training thrusts. He classi-
fies the ileeded competencies as personal, generic, and functional."

As shown earlier, principals feel that the most important facet
of their role is instructional leadership. This impression is prob-
ably due to their familiarity with the traditional "super-teacher"
perception as idealized in much of the literature and most of the
training they have received.

There are indications that principals are coming to accept their
role as more broadly conceived and while they may intellectually wish
to deny the importance of what have been known as administrative or
comludnity relations duties, their experience indicates to them ti.e
interrelation of the various categories of duties.

63Goldman, cla. cit., p. 97.

64McNally, sop. cit., p. 90.

65Harvey Goldman, "Educating the Administrators," Chapter in
Vernon F. Haubrich, Freedom, Bureaucracy, and Schooling, 1971 Yearbook,
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (Washington,
D.C.: The Association), p. 133.

66Gordon J. Klopf, "The Principal as an Educational Leader in
the Elementary School," Journal of Research and Development in
Education, Vol. 5, No. 3 (Spring 1972), pp. 119-125.
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In a survey of urban and suburban principals in the St. Louis,
Missouri, area, Unruh found that the secondai'y school principals
felt the need for training programs to include in priority order
the study of various aspects of administration; historical, philo-
sophical and theoretical foundations of education; supervision and
curriculum development; counseling and guidance; educational psy-
chology and related fields; research methods and statistics; and
educational technology.67

In the Cleveland survey mentioned previously, the seven tasks
which were identified as appropriate by 90 percent more of the
principals responding included the following:

-- Enlisting faculty support for desirable changes in
the school

-- Identifying possible solutions for staff morale
problems

-- Inducting new staff smoothly into the operation

- - Identifying staff members to whom authority can be
delegated

- - Creating a democratic climate

These five are in addition to the two listed earlier:

-- Determining the quality of teaching being performed

- - Communicating to staff members their professional
strengths and weaknesses.68

Among other areas in which competency is required for effective
leadership in the urban school are the legal bases for school oper-
ation and responsibility (not only the usual body of school law but
also social welfare legislation, court decisions and Federal and
State governmental regulations); public institutional governance;
labor-management relations; history and other aspects of the devel-
opment and status of cultural and ethnic minorities; economics and
public finance; management by objectives; management of time; edu-
cational centralization and decentralization.

Perhaps the competencies identified to this point relate more
particularly to the institutional maintenance responsibility of the

67Adolph Unruh, "The Metropolitan Principal: Preparation for
Survival," NASSP Bulletin, Vol. 56, No. 363 (April 1972), pp. 24-33.

68Cleveland Public Schools, Division of Research and Development,
op. cit.
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administrator than to his role as a leader of change and necessary
redirection. Both are important aspects of the principalship. To
neglect either is to fail to comprehend the evolving nature of
schooling and its changing milieu.

To fulfill the need for continuing institutional responsiveness
the principal requires skill in organization renewal, as that concept
is formulated by Lippitt.

"Organization renewal is the process of initiating, creating
and confronting needed changes so as to make it possible for organi-
zations to become or remain viable, to adapt to new conditions, to
solve problems, to learn from experiences and to move toward greater
organizational maturity."69

In carrying out the demands of this role the principal is a
renewal stimulator--"a person who initiates an action, process or
activity intended to bring about planned change contributing to
organization renewal."70

This concept of organization renewal is similar to Beckhard's
definition of organizational development. "An effort planned
organization-wide, and managed from the top, to increase organi-
zation effectiveness and health through planned interventions in
the organization's processes, using behavioral-science knowledge."71

Competencies required for leadership in organization renewal or
organizational development are identified by Beckhard as interpersonal
competence; problem solving knowledge and skills; goal-setting skills;
planningskills; understanding the processes of change and changing;
systems diagnosis.72

Lippitt lists similar competencies and emphasizes the importance
of mastery of certain knowledge about learning: nature and scope of
the learning process; factors that condition learning; factors affect-
ing resistance to learning.73 Hersey and Blanchard emphasize the
primary significance of human skills in management.74

69Lippitt, 22. cit., p. 1.

70Ibid.

7- Richard Beckhard, Organization kaelopnnt: Strategies and Models
(Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1969), p. 9.

7 2Ibid., pp. 40-42.

73Lippitt, 22. cit., IT. 288-289.

74Hersey and Blanchard, an. cit., p. 7.
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The principal works primarily with people. He makes, or causes
to be made, decisions about pupils individually, about pupils in
groups within the school and about the total pupil population in the
school as a group. He interviews; explains; inquires; leads group
discussions; makes formal speeches, reports and other presentations;
observes 1)ehavior; gives directions; participates in group discus-
sions; writes letters, directives, memoranda; conducts meetings;
negotiates. Activities such as these consume the major part of the
principal's time and energy. How effectively he performs such tasks
largely determines his success as a principal.

Certainly he does other things. He reads; computes; prepares
reports and other documents. He inspects and examines materials
and facilities. He drafts plans. He reflects.

In considering preparation for the principalship, I have assumed
that such specialized training is at the graduate level. Consequently
our discussion of training relates to advanced study, not to the basic
undergraduate preservice preparation of teachers.

In training programs the maxim "form follows function" ought to
prevail.

In place of the courses and credits format for the administrator
training program, it is recommended that a more appropriate pattern
would be along the lines presented by Clifford in describing advanced
training institutes. He states that the "institute represents a
concentrated, intense effort on the part of a university to change
the behavior of a carefully selected group of students with respect
to solutions of a specific problem or a complex series of problems
associated with some aspect of the public educational enterprise.
The intensity and the concentration are indicated by the continuous
focusing of all the activities within the program upon specific,
precisely defined objectives."

The program of the institute should be jointly planned by public
school and university personnel. In the absence of such joint planning
and implementation, "an institute program will, almost of necessity,
degenerate into a prosaic, pedestrian kind of experience with little
or no chance of effecting desirable behavioral changes within the
participants.

"Behavioral changes consisting of the acquisition of new or
additional knowledge, information, insights, skills and attitudes
should comptise the specific objectives of the institute. Use should
be made of both didactic instruction and supervised experiences,
especially group processes, laboratory and field experiences and
demonstrations. Continuous efforts should be made to integrate
theory and practice . The instructional program should make use
of relevant content [from appropriate disciplines] which is organized
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in logical and psychological ways in order to facilitate continuity,
sequence and integration of the learning experiences."

Progress in the program should be individually paced and con-
tinuously evaluated for and with the participant without reference
to the usual clock hour academic time frame. The operational goal
is individualized instruction and learning.75

Overdependence on didactic forms and extended study of the
philosophy and history of administration without a balanced, well-
planned application phase would be self-defeating. It would produce
glib educationists who would be unable to determine that the lockers
are assigned properly. (Anyone who has (aver worked in a school with
student lockers understands the basic importance of this lowly function.
Unless it is done properly, the resultant confusion will prevent the
school's orderly operation.)

Those who conduct a training program should understand that they
are engaged in a training function and that this requires activities
designed specifically in relation to training objectives.

Public school personnel who accept responsibility for mentorship
in the internship should be helped particularly to understand their
role as trainers.

A major advantage of a properly constructed competency related
training program is the ability to eliminate those who are unable
to master the required competencies while refining the skills and
deepening the knowledge of those whose progress in attainment of
appropriate competencies is satisfactory. Currently anyone who can
"pass" each of the collection of courses can expect to be granted
the principal's certificate without demonstrating any specific per-
formance competency beyond passing written examinations in the
courses.

The question of who should become a principal is unsettled.
There is, and should be, a degree of self selection by those
interested. As to prerequisite experience, that too remains an
unresolved issue. Many consider teaching experience essential.
Actually there is too little empirical evidence in this area. The
field is at the hypothesis stage and considerably more testing of
the idea is needed before we can state with assurance that a certain
amount and kind of teaching experience is the proper base upon which
to build for the principalship. At this time, though, in the interest
of credibility among other school personnel, some teaching experience

75Pael I. Clifford, "Distinguishing Characteristics of Institutes,"
Presentation Planning Conference, Summer Desegregation Institutes,
Howard University (Washington, D.C.: June 12, 1965).
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is probably a desirable part of the qualifications for entering the
principalship.

Management training programs are a regular feature of many
businesses and institutions. There presently is no parallel oper-
ation in school administration. The percept of management training
for persons who have not yet been awarded the first teaching creden-
tial presents an intriguing poSsibility for examination. The pro-
cedure might be something like the following. Persons in undergraduate
educational personnel development programs would be identified on the
basis of leadership interest and potential.76 They would be offered
supervised management training during their undergraduate experience,
probably in the third and fourth years of the four-year baccalaureate
plan. Rather than the didactic instruction in pedagogical methods
and the practice teaching which consume the greater part of those
years, the management trainees would study applicable behavioral
science materials. In place of practice teaching, they would have
an extended supervised practicum in administrative functioning. The
two aspects would proceed concurrently.

The period for management training as a special branch of edu-
cational personnel development might profitably be extended one year
so that the student entering school employment out of such programs
would do so with five rather than four years of preparation and with
the master's degrees

Admittedly there is not much likelihood that such a management
training approach will be tested due to zealously guarded certifi-0
cation requirements of graduate study. It is a challenge, though,
to the traditional principal-preparation programs whose development
has certainly not been subjected to rigorous examination or comparison
among various approaches.

Another issue pertains to the ;pogth of time needed to train one
for the principalship. Again, detekmknation of this matter has been
based on opinion unsubstantiated by defensible data. The length of
time required has usually been that time which it took to complete
the courses, subject to rules about cred't validity in relation to
the elapse of time.

The time required for such a program as suggested here would be
based on the needs of individusi participants, considering their prior
education and experience and demonstrated capabilities, both at entry
and as the training proceeds.

76John K. Hemphi21, et al., Administrative Performance and
Personality (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers Cellege,
Columbia University, 1962), Chapter 14, pp. 330-358.



One school year of full-time study ought to be ample for most
people attracted to the program. Perhaps two summers of full-time
work with an intervening year of part-time study would suffice. It
is conceivable that some persons could master the necessary skills
and knowledge in less than a full school year.

The key idea is that in such a competency related program, time
spent in the program should be individually determined and should be
based upon progress in attaining training objectives.

So far we have been discussing the training of persons entering
the principalship. Those who are already in service have demonstrated
as suggested earlier their need for continuing training. Frequently
State requirements for recertification call for additional training.
In view of the needs expressed by principals themselves as well as
the requirement associated with licensing, provisions beyond, or
parallel to or in place of presently available opportunities are
urgently needed for principals now in service.

There is a need for orientation and training in management
principles and processes; in learning, particularly adult learning;
in labor management relations. The nrocesses of organizational
development constitute a field of very limited competence on the part
of principals and school administrators generally. Cultural pluralism
as a fact and as an evolving concept is content for the continuing
training of school administrators, appropriate and necessary for all
American educators, crucial for those whose schools serve urban
populations.77

Certainly there are other important aspects related to the con-
tinuing training of principals. Just as in the training of prospective
principals, the key idea is individual need assessment and program
planning.

As to the format of the training, the continuing seminar featuring
spaced instruction and study seems more appropriate than traditional
graduate school courses. Workshops and short-term special purpose
institutes are other useful training forms. A program constituted
along the lines of the National Academy for School Executives,
sponsored by the American Association of School Administrators, or
the in-service workshops of the National Association of Secondary
School Principals, offers an approach deserving consideration, par-
ticularly if an arrangement could be worked out for university
affiliation and credit toward recertification.

In the training of both prospective and active principals, those
planning such programs should look to the resources of universities

77Madelon D. Stent, et al., Cultural Pluralism in Education: A
Mandate for Change (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1973), pp. 13-25.
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outside the department, school or college of education to schools
or colleges of management or to other parts of universities where
the application of behavioral science findings to management is
notably available in training programs.78

Postscript and Hone

There is little disagreement among informed observers of the
American school scene concerning the importance of the principal in
school effectiveness. Likewise, there seems to be general agreement
that school improvement is dependent largely upon the leadership
provided by principals. With both these positions I concur.

The route to effectiveness and the strategy for improvement,
however, have become subjects of considerable discussion. Each
educational journal seems to contain at least one article which
prescribes a high way for a low) to school change. Fortunately,

we are seeing fewer that hold change and improvement to be synony-
mous.

Almost without exception the role of the principal is viewed
as crucial. Certainly this is true of the two groups whom I char-
acterize as neo-progressives and organization reformers. With regard
to a third group, the disestablishers, they, of course, see no hope
in schools as' institutions; and so for them discussion of the prin-
cipalship as a role seems irrelevant. Among the disestablishers are
the advocates of alternatives to schools, represented by those who
seek to set up structures outside "the system" to perform the work
of schemilmo. While loudly proclaiming their disdain for the way
schools within the "establishment" are organized, they set up their
own structures, sometimes quite elaborate, and often operated in a
highly authoritarian manner. Quite frequently, too, they try hard
to avoid the imposition of standards while imposing in a rigid
fashion their own non-standards.

The one thing the disestablishers seem to share with some neo-
progressives is their manifest ignorance of the history of education.
Consequently they are spending considerable time and money and wasting
much precious time of children, reinventing wheels whose dimensions
and functions are already well documented in the many well-done volumes
available on the subject in any good library.

The essence of improvement in schools is not a simplistic retreat
to some golden age of the past nor a rejection of form and structure.
Improvement that is lasting will be the result of careful planning
led by people who understand both the content and processes of school-
ing and are skilled in the techniques of organizational development.

78Campbell, Cunningham and McPhee, Ea. cit., p. 253.
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They will see the task as never completed but always in process.
They will be discerning students of educational history and of the
evolution and status of the social, economic and legal settings
within which schools operate.

The decade of the sixties witnessed a high point in the clamor
for greater responsiveness of schools to the needs of children and
youth. Often the sound and fury so overwhelmed school officials
that they responded to noise rather than to reason. They frequently
accepted the jargon of the professional advocates as the views of
the most direct clients of the school--children, youth, and their
parents. The unpreparedness of school officials to gauge the
interest of their clients led many to institute "changes" which
they really found professionally unacceptable but which they
thought would placate the loud advocates of "change."

This situation underscores the need for increased competency
on the part of the urban principal in community analysis and organi-
zation. The principal must be the resident advocate of children's
right - learn and to be taught. As such he must use his authority
to safeguard the children's rights to learn from intrusion by zealous
purveyors of various new "truths" and "systems."

The principal's scope of knowledge and analysis skill should be
such that he is the leader in a new kind of educational consumerism
in his community. He must have the capability to look dispassionately
upon the many "new" ways to organize and operate schools and to lead
in the organization and operation of his school in ways that base
their existential rationale on more than mere affectivity or artful.
salesmanship. Moreover, he must develop the kind of open communi-
cation with the people of the community -- not just those who claim
to speak for the community, but the parents in particular, that he
will be the educational leader of the community, indeed. His office
and the school must be the source of accurate and reliable school
information. His accessibility must be obvious. The concept of
parity, which in operation provides opportunity for influence by
appropriate constituencies, must guide the affairs of the school.

The urban school, compassed around as it is by pressures and
by demands, must see its opportun.cies and its challenges, even
through the smog generated by interests competing for its attention.
The kind of leadership vision required for the development and main-
tenance of institutional viability will require training in focusing
perception on the vital issues of education for urban children and
youth.

Another dimension of the leadership needs and opportunities in
urban schools is related to the pluralistic nature of the urban
population. Cultural pluralism is a fact in American life. Tt is
illustrated most vividly in our urban centers, where the many cultures
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in the society come into confrontation with each other. Whether
the confrontation will be peaceful or otherwise is in large measure
dependent on the school's acceptance of and valuing of cultural
pluralism. One vcy important way in which a school system can
demonstrate its endorsement of multicultural dignity is in its
staffing. In recent years urban school systems have begun to make
opportunities available for leadership roles for members of various
minority groups. The numbers and proportions do not yet approach
equity. Clearly there is needed an affirmative action thrust to
locate, recruit, train and place in positions of school leadership
more representatives of various minority groups, particularly racial
minorities. Schlol renewal or reform might well begin, where it has
not already done k.o, with such an effort.

In this discussion of the principalship as a basic key to school
effectiveness and improvement I have sketched in broad outline a
position that I believe to be rational and attainable. I restate at
this point the firm belief that training and retraining will make the
difference -- provided the training is concentrated on the develop-
ment of demonstrably required competencies related to the tasks
needing to be done -- the major task among them being the mobili-
zation and development of the human and institutional capabilities
which constitute the school's major resource in ways that are clearly
responsive to pupils' neeAs.
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Chapter 7

INCREASING TEACHER COMPETENCY

by

James A. Banks
University of Wisconsin

The schools are successful in helping most children within our
society to acquire the basic skills in academic subjects. The level
of literacy has increased markedly in the United States within the
last two decades and the number of students who drop out of school
has sharply declined. However, an alarming number of stt tents finish
high school without having the skills which they need to function
adequately within our highly technological society. A dispropor-
tionate number of these students belongs to lower socioeconomic and
ethnic minority groups. The achievement statistics of these qtudents
are depressing. Research suggests that they not only perfc.rm poorly
in academic subjects but that their achievement worsens the longer
that they remain in school. Coleman states, "In the metropolitan
Northeast, Negro students, on the average, begin the first grade
with somewhat lower scores on standardized achievement tests than
whites, are about 1.6 grades behind by the sixth grade, and have
fallen 3.3 grades behind white students by the twelfth grade."1

Many factors, both within school and out, influence the academic
achievement of students. However, Coleman found that the teacher is
the most important school variable in students' academic performance.2
A number of studies, including those of Brookover and Leacock,3 indi-
cate that the teacher is a cogent factor which influences the academic
achievement and personality development of students. Since a large
proportion of students are not acquiring the basic skills and the

1 James A. Coleman, et al., Equality of Educational Opportunity
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1966), p. 20.

2Gerald Grant, "Essay Review: On Equality of Educational
Opportunity: Papers Deriving from the Harvard University Faculty
Seminar on the Coleman Report," Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 42
(February 1972), pp. 109-125.

Eleanor B. Leacock, Teaching ani Learning jai City acbpols.
(New York: Basic Books, 1969); Wilbur B. Brookover, Edsel L.
Erickson and Lee Joiner, "Self-Concept of Ability and School
Achievement," in James A. Banks and William W. Joyce (Eds.),
Teaching Social Studies to Culturally Different Children (Reading,
Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1971), pp. 105-111.
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teacher is an extremely important variable in the academic achievement
of students, the competency of teachers must be substantially improved
to Increase students' academic achievement and to facilitate their
personality development. This statement is based on two assumptions:
(1) that training can change a teacher's behavior and help teachers
to acquire effective instructional skills; and (2) that changed
teacher behavior can result in higher academic achievement by stu-
dents and help them to develop more positive attitudes toward school
and towarc, other individuals. In this paper, we will establish the
validity of these assumptions and propose alternative ways to increase
teacher competency in inservice and preservice training programs.

Research on Changing Teacher Behavior

Research on the effects of training on teacher performance is,
unfortunately, sparse and incomplete. Most studies focus primarily
on verbal 'interactions in the classroom. Researchers who are inter-
ested in interaction analysis (such.as Flanders, Bellack, Amidon, and
Allen) have tried to determine whether a teacher can be systematically
trained to modify his verbal behavior. Aspects of verbal communication
which have been well studied include asking high-level questions, pro-
viding systematic feedback, illustrating and using clear examples of
concepts, and using more indirect teaching styles. These verbal skills
correlate highly with superior teacher achievement, as we will later
verify. The research which focuses on the verbal skills of the teacher
is not as limiting as we might initially think. Most teacher influence
is manifested through verbal expressions which, research indicates, is
highly related to his nonverbal behavior.4 Classroom dialogue is the
most important element of instruction. When we study the effects of
training on a teacher's verbal behavior, we learn a great deal about
the ways in which training influences teacher performance.

Research also indicates that training can change a teacher's
verbal. behavior and style of teaching. Indirect teachers ask students
more open-ended questions and provide more opportunities to make reflec-
tive responses. Direct teachers ask more low-level questions, tend
to reject student responses, and tend to be more dominating. Indirect
l_eaching is related to high student achievement. Direct teaching styles
are associated with low student achievement and negative pupil attitudes
toward learning and teachers. A substantial body of research indicates
that training can help teachers to change their teaching styles and to
become more indirect in their verbal behavior.

Flanders (1963) found that a workshop in which inservice teachers
learned and used interaction analysis techniques to study their verbal

`Mildred B. Smith, "Interpersonal Influence on the iceupational
and Educational Aspirations and Expectations of Sixth Grade Students"
(unpublished Ph.!). dissertation, College of Education, Michigan State
Eniyersity, 1961).
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behavior enabled them to become more indirect in their teaching styles, 5

In a r3lated study, Furst (1965) concluded that student teachers who
were taught interaction analysis skills exemplified significantly more
positive and accepting verbal behavior than student teachers who were
not taught interaction analysis.6 Hough and Ober (1966) designed a
study to determine whether training students in interaction analysis
skills would influence their teaching behavior in simulated teaching
situations.7 Five different experimental groups were trained. After
the training, each trainee's verbal behavior was measured while he
taught in a simulated teaching situation. The researchers concluded
that trainees who were taught interaction analysis developed more
indirect teaching styles. Students who were trained without the use
of a formal category system exemplified more direct teaching styles.
The researchers state, "Subjects in the treatment groups taught
interaction analysis were found to use, in their teaching simulations,
significantly more verbal behaviors that have been found t.) be associ-
ated with higher student achievement and more pdsitive student attitudes
toward teachers and school. These same subjects were found to use
significantly fewer behaviors that have been found to be associated
with lower achievement and less positive attitudes."

Studies by Ober (1966) and Kirt (1963) indicate that training in
interaction analysis can enable student-teachers to become more indi-
rect in their teaching styles. In a similar study Hill (1966) concluded
that such training can change the teaching styles of elementary school
teachers.9

Research on microteaching also indicates that training can change
a teacher's behavior. In a microteaching situation, the trainee

5
Ned A. Flanders, "Intent, Action, and Feedback: A Preparation

for Teaching," Journal of Teacher Education, Vol. 14, pp. 251-260.

6Norma Furst, "The effects of training in interaction analysis on
the behavior of student teachers in secondary schools." Paper read
at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association,
Chicago.

7
John b. Hough and Richard Ober, "The effects of training in

interaction analysis on the verbal behavior of pre-service teachers,"
in Edmund J. Amidon and John B. Hough (Eds.), Interaction Analysis:
Theory, Research, and Application (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-
Wesley, 1967), pp. 329-345.

8Ibid., p. 343.

9Ned A. Flanders, "Teacher Effectiveness," in Robert L. Ebel,
Victor H. Noll and Roger M. Bauer (ds.), Encyclopedia of Educational
Research, Fourth Edition (New York: Macmillan, 1969), p. 1431.



applies clearly defined teaching skills to short lessons taught to a
small group of students. The technique is designed to enable the
trainee to master a specific set of teaching skills. Studies by
Aubertine (1964) and Schuck (1969) indicate that students who are
taught by teachers who have acquired the technical skills of teaching
in microteaching training programs have significantly higher achieve-
ment and more positive attitudes toward learning than students taught
by teachers who do not possess these skills.10 Allen et al. (1966)
studied the effects of microteaching programs on the behavior of
preservice teachers. Their research indicates that intensive train-
ing and feedback have a statistically significant impact on teacher
performance.11

Training programs which consist of microteat.hing, combined with
videotaped recordings, provide trainees with opportunities to
microteach lessons, and to obtain systematic feedback from experts
who view their performance. These types of programs have sigaificant
influence on teacher behavior. The trainee's teaching performance is
videotaped immediately before and after training. The tapes are
analyzed to determine whether there have been changes in the trainee's
technical skills and verbal behavior. Studies by Stromquish (1965),
Orme (1966), Allen, Berliner, McDonald and Sobol (1967) indicate that
a trainee's technical skills can be significantly Increased when he
views a videotape of his teaching performance and receives systematic
feedback from instructional experts.12 David and Smoot (1969) found
that microteaching training not only helped trainees to improve their
teaching performance but enabled them to acquire a wide variety of
verbal skills essential to effective teaching.13

Borg and his colleagues (1970) tested the effects of a microteach-
ing minicourse on the instructional skills of inservice teachers.14 The
minicourse (called Minicourse 1) was designed to bring about changes
in twelve specific teaching skills, such as asking questions, dealing
with incorrect answers in an accepting nonpunitive manner, redirecting
the same questions to several pupils and refocusing the pupil's
response. Prior to the course, three videotapes were made of each
teacher's performance in his regular class. After the course, each

10Blaine E. Ward, A Survey of Microteaching in NCATE-Accredited
Secondary Education Programs (Stanford: Stanford Center for Research
and Development in Teaching, Stanford University, 1970), p. 35.

11
Flanders, "Teacher Effectiveness," p. 1431.

12Ward, sm. cit., p. 37.

131idd, p. 37.

1 4 Walter R. Borg et al., The Mini Course: A Microteachiqa
Approach to Teacher Education (Beverly Hills: Macmillan Educational
Services, 1970), pp. 72-86.
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teacher taught a lesson which was videotaped. The pretest and post

test videotapes were analyzed to determine whether changes had

occurred in the teachers' behavior. The researchers found that the
teachers who took the minicourse significantly improved their abili-
ties in ten of the twelve skills. The amount of class discussion
and pupil talk was much higher in the post test than in the pretest
tapes. Note Borg at al.: "The postcourse tapes . . . revealed large

and statistically significant reductions in teacher talk at all grade
levels, with the greatest reduction at the sixth grade level. After

completing the course, sixth-grade teachers talked somewhat less than

half as much as they had before."15 In a follow-up study of teachers
trained in Minicourse 1 Borg (1972) found that: "After 39 months,

the performance of the subjects was still significantly superior to
their precourse performance on eight of the ten behaviors that were

scored."16 This study supports the proposition that training cannot
only change teachers' behaviors, but that the change is stable through
time.

Research on Changing Teacher Attitudes

While the teacher's verbal behavior is an exceedingly important
aspect of teaching, research suggests that the attitudes which the
teacher exemplifies in the classroom are extremely important because
they influence student attitudes, self-concepts, and achievement.
Teacher attitudes are also highly related to verbal behavior. Research

supports the postulates that specific types of training programs can
modify an adult's attitudes. The research which we will briefly review
is related exclusively to racial attitudes. However, the types of
generalizations which we derive are applicable to other kinds of atti-

tudes. Smith (1947) concluded that the racial attitudes of adults
can be significantly modified in a positive direction by contact and

involvement in minority group cultures.17 Bogardus (1948) found that
a five-week intergroup education workshop, which consisted of lectures

on racial problems, research projects, and visits to community agencies,

had a significantly positive effect on the participants' racial atti-
tudes.18 In a summary of the research on the effects of training on
the racial attitudes of adults Banks (1972) concluded:

15ibid., p. 79.

16Walter R. Borg, "The Minicourse as a Vehicle for Changing Teacher
Behavior: A Three Year Follow-Up," Journal of Educational Psychology
(in press) .

17 James A. Banks, "Racial. Prejudice and The Black Self-Concept,"

n James A. Banks and Jean D. Crambs, Black Self-Concept: Implications

For Education and Social Science (New York: McGraw-hill, 1972), p. 23.

18 Ibid., p. 24.
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Courses which consist primarily or exclusively of
lecture presentations have little import. Diverse
experiences, such as seminars, visitations, community
involvement, committee work, guest speakers, movies,
multimedia materials, and workshops, combined with
factual lectures, are more effective than any single
approach. Community involvement and contact (with
appropriate norms in the social setting) are the
most cogent techniques.19

The Effects of Teacher Behavior on Student Behavior

We have established the fact through research reviews and
summaries that systematic training can change a teacher's behavior-
verbal skills and attitudes. We will now attempt to verify the
second major assumption on which this paper is based: changed
teacher behavior can result in changed student behavior as indicated
by higher student academic achievement and modifications in students'
attitudes. Although the research which is related to this assumption
is more scarce than research on the effects of training on teacher
behavior, research suggests that changes in teacher behavior can
influence students' academic achievement and attitudes.

The indirect teacher encourages student participation, clarifies
student ideas, and provides students with more systematic and posi-
tive feedback than the direct teacher. Teachers with direct teaching
styles :end to inhibit student participation, give more directions
and criticism, and exert more power over their pupils than indirect
teachers. Flanders (1964) designed and implemented a study to deter-
mine the effects which direct and indirect teachers have on measured
student achievement.20 Teachers were classified as most indirect,
average, and most direct. They were observed in classroom teaching
situations by trained observers who used Flanders' interaction analysis
system to record their communications with students for a period of
two weeks. Teachers and pupils in two content areas were studied-s.
mathematics and social studies combined with English. Achievement
tests were administered to the students to determine the effects of
indirect and direct teachers ca their performance. The comparison of
the scores indicated superior achievement by the students in the in-
direct classes at a statistically significant level in both social
studies and mathematics. The students also responded to an attitude
inventory. Students in the indirect classes had significantly more
positive attitudes toward learning and teachers than students in the

19 Ibid., p. 24.

2 °Ned A. Flanders, "Some relationships among teacher influence,
pupil attitudes, and achievement," in Bruce J. Biddle and William J.
Ellena (Eds.), Contemporary Research on Teacher Effectiveness (New
York: Hols-, 1964), pp. 195-231.



direct classes. This study substantiates the fact that teaching
behavior resultant from training can influence student achievement
at a statistically significant level.

An earlier study by Amidon and Flanders (1961) confirms the
proposition that teacher behavior, modifiable by training, influences
student achlevement.21 This study ascertained the effects of direct
versus indirect styles of teaching on dependent-prone eighth grade
students' ability to learn concepts and principles in geometry.
Role-playing techniques were used to control the behavior of the
teacher; the teachers role-played direct and indirect teaching
styles. A trained observer recorded the teachers' verbal. behavior.
The students in the study were given a test of their dependence
tendencies. Pre-tests and post tests of geometry achievement were
used to ascertain the effects of the experiment. Achievement levels
of the indirect groups were significantly higher than the achievement
of the direct groups. te researchers conclude: "The measures of
geometry achievement indicate that the dependent-prone students
learned more in the classroom in which the teacher gave fewer direc-
tions, less criticism, less lecturing, more praise and asked more
questions which increased their verbal participation."22

Similar studies in which different student behaviors were studied
confirm the findings of Amidon and Flanders. Schantz (1963) demon-
strated that students' verbal recall abilities are positively related
to indirect teaching styles. Miller (1964) found that indiret teach-
ing styles resulted in higher levels of thinking in children.43

Other studies indicate that teacher behavior which can be acquired
through training influences student behavior. In a series of early
studies, H. H. Anderson and his colleagues (1939, 1945, 1946) "demon-
strated that dominative teacher contacts create more compliance and
resistance to compliance, that dominative teacher contacts with pupils
spread to the pupil-to-pupil contacts even in the absence of the
teacher, and that this pattern of teaching creates situations in which
pupils are more easily distracted and more dependent on teacher
initiative.24 Using the interaction analysis system formulated by
Bellack et al., Furst (1967) studied the classroom dialogue in

21 .

Edmund Amidon and Ned A. Flanders, "The effects of direct and
Indirect teacher influence on dependent-prone stun nts learning
geometry," in Amidon and Hough, Interaction Analysis, LIE. cit.,
pp. 210-216.

--Ibid., p. 215.

23r
(.antlers, "Teacher Effectiveness," LE. cit., pp. 1426-1427

24 Ned A. Flanders, "Intent, Action, and Feedback: A Preparation for
Teachint;," in Amidon and ilouJI, Interaction Analysis, t21. Ljt., 0. 281.
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high-achieving and low-achieving high school classes.25 "The
high-achieving classes differed from the low-achieving classes by
having more responsive teacher behavior, less teacher talk and more
extended pupil talk, just as has been found in similar studies which
involved the Flanders categories. 1126

The studies cited earlier by Aubertine, Schuck, and Borg also
suggest that trained teachers can influence student behavior.
Aubertine and Schuck found that students who have teachers with
developed skills in microteaching situations achieve significantly
higher and have more positive attitudes toward learning that, students
who have teachers who lack these skills.27 Borg and his colleagues
found that their microteaching Minicourse I not only changed the
behaviors of teachers but influenced the verbal responses of their
students.28 They stated: "All three groups made substantial gains
in length of pupil reply on the postcourse tapes, with fourth grade
pupils nearly doubling the length of their replies and sixth grade
pupils doing somewhat better than that. It is noteworthy that the
greatest gain was made by siNth grade pupils, suggesting that their
precourse performance was far short of their potential."29 Flanders
states, in summarizing the research on the effects of teacher behavior
on student behavior and attitudes:

The primitive quality of our present knowledge is
exemplified by the concepts, methods of qualification,
and lack of specificity to be found in the relationship.
Nevertheless, it can now be stated with fairly high
confidence that the ,percentage of teacher statements
that make use of ideas and _minions kuilaula expressed
by pupils is directly related to average class scores
on attitude scales of teacher attractiveness, _Waal
the class, etc., as well as to average achievement
scores adjusted for initial abilitv.30

The research cited above lends considerable support to the
proposition that a teacher's verbal behavior influences student
verbal behavior and academic achievement. A significant body of
research asst indicates that teacher attitudes influecte students'
selfconcepts, attitudes, values, beliefs, and academic achievement.

25Flanders, "Teacher Effectiveness," 122. cit., p. 1428.

96
ibid., p. 1428.

27Ward, LE cit., p. 35.

28.DoN;, !22. It

291bid., p. 77.

fiElanders, "Teacher Ett..ctiyeness," 122. i t p.
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These studies collectively provide strong evidence that the
teacher's perceptions of his pupils and his expectations of them
have found a profound impact on their academic achievement and atti-
tudes toward self and others. These include studies by Asbell (1963),
Becker (1952), Clark (1963), Gibson (1965), Katz (1964), Rosenthal
and Jacobson (1968), Leacock (1969), and Rist (1970).31 Rist states:
"These authors have sought to validate a type of educational self-
fulfilling prophecy: if the teacher expects high performance, she
receives it, and vice versa."32 The seminal study by Davidson and
Lang (1960) indicates that studerLs' perceptions of their teachers'
feelings toward them correlate highly with self-perception. The
study also indicates that the more positive a student's perception
of his teacher's feelings, the higher is his academic achievement
and the more desirable is his classroom behavior as rated by
teachers.33

Earlier in this paper, we cited studies to verify the proposi-
tion that training can modify the attitudes of teachers. The evidence
above suggests that teacher attitudes influence student behavior and
attitudes and that changed teacher behavior can affect student be-
havior and beliefs.

Reforming rnservice Education of Teachers

le have argued that the competency of teachers must be consider-
ably improved in order to increase the achievement of students and
to better facilitate their personality development. We presented
evidence to support the proposition that training programs can increase
the competency .f te-..hers and that their increased competency can
result in changed student behavior (academic achievement and attitudes).

While the preservice education of teachers must be substantially
improved, it is th: teacher currently in the classroom who must serve
as the agent of school reform. immediate changes must be made in the
inset-vice education of teachers. At this time, inservire education
consists primarily of courses offered by universities and workshops
sponsored by school districts. Teachers usually regard university

31 See Ray C. Rist, "Student Social Class and Teacher Expectations:
The Self-Fulfilling Prophecy in Ghetto Educat ion," Harvard Educational
Review, Vol. 40 (August 1970), pp. 411-451.

321bid., p. 413.

j3fielen IL Davidson and Gerhard Lang, ''Children',.: perceptions of
their teachers' feelings toward them relat,..c1 to self-perception, school
achievemelt, and behavior," reprinted in Banks and Jovco, E. it.,
pp, 113-127.



inservice courses as largely useless. They take them primarily for
two reasons: to acquire certification and to move up higher on the
school district's salary scale.

Most university inservice courses do not help teachers to increase
their skills in teaching. They consist largely of professors talking
about teaching. School district workshops sometimes relate more
directly to the problems of teachers than university courses but often
they are run by people who lack sufficient technical skills. Obvi-
ously, there are exceptions to these generalizations, but inservice
education reform is urgently needed. We will first discuss what
should be some general goals of inservice education and then suggest
two basic ways in which these goals may be attained.

Goals of inservice Education

Every classroom teacher should have the knowledge and know-how
to teach students the basic skills. This statement has serious
implications for inservice education. Since teachers vary greatly
in both their knowledge of the basic academic subjects and their
skills to teach them different types of training programs and experi-
ences must be made available for teachers. Some teachers cannot teach
children how to read and write because they cannot read and write very
well themselves. Many such teachers relate well to children and are
excellent classroom managers.

These types of teachers should be provided opportunities whereby
they can master the basic concepts and principles which constitute
the academic disciplines. The type, quality, and length of the aca-
demic experience would vary greatly, depending upon the specific needs
of a teacher or a group of teachers. A teacher who has serious gaps
in his academic knowledge may need to spend a year or more in a basic
liberal arts program at a local university. A teacher who cannot
perform the basic operations in mathematics may merely need several
university courses in mathematics. Some teachers' skills may be so
poor that they will need high school level courses which they could
take at a local community college.

Academic: knowledge alone, however, is insufficient for effective
teaching. Same teachers are excellent writers but do not have the
skills and abilities to teach children how to write. Other teachers
know a great deal about ...athematics but are unable to teach children
how to perform basic operations in mathematics. These kinds of
teachers need to acquire teaching skills. More disciplinary knowledge
will not necessarily enable them to become more effective teachers.

Both theoretical knowledge about pedagogy and training in the
use and application of this knowledge are absolutely imperative for
any sound inservice education program. Theory is often damned by
teachers because most preservice and inservice programs include
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theoretical components but fail to provide opportunities for teachers
to apply theories in training situations. Smith has said, "To trainsomeone is to guide him to acquire a certain skill. The trainee is
put in a situation where he can perform the skill, then is stimulatedto perform it. His performance is analyzed and assessed. He and the
teacher suggest changes in his performance.34

Whatever the varying needs of teachers, the school district mustdevelop ways to help the teacher to determine what his needs are and
provide opportunities whereby he can attain knowledges and skills
which he needs without being penalized, ridiculed or reduced in status.
The teacher must be regarded for recognizing his deficiencies and
seeing ways to remedy them. The teacher who needs to spend a year
in a general liberal education program in a university should be
granted a sabbatical with pay and given recognition when he returns
to his teaching assignment. Teachers who need to acquire basic
knowledge in any of the academic areas should be released during the
school day to take courses at a local university. If a hufficient
number of teachers in a particular school or district needs to
strengthen, their backgrounds in a particular discipline, specialized
courses should be set up for them within their school or district
during the school day.

Inservice education should be very convenient for teachers andshould he a central part of schooling. Whatever is needed to increase
the academic achievement and personality development of children is
a legitimate endeavor for the school. Both teacher learning and
student learning must take place in the public schools. Inserviceeducation should not be an after-school or summer-only process. If
inservice education doed not take place during the regular school
day, teachers will view it as peripheral to teaching and schooling.

The Theoretical Component of Inservice Education

The theoretical component of inservice education must help
teachers to better understand the nature of instruction and child
development and to acquire the concepts which they need to interpret
classroom behavior. Classroom teachers also need to master principles
and theories about children who come from diverse ethnic and social-
class groups. Many teachers teach students who belong to ethnic and
social-class groups about which they know very little because of
serious gaps in their prcservice training. There is dsubstantial
body of research which documents the ineffectiveness of teachers inhelping these children to acquire the basic skills. These studentswill not excel academically until their teachers acquire the concepts

3411. Othanel Smith, Teachers for the Real World (Washington, D.C.:AACTE, 19()9), p. 71.
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necessary to interpret and understand their behavior, which often

differs from that of majority group children. The theoretical com-

ponent of inservice education should also help teachers select concepts

and principles from the academic disciplines, organize it for effective

instruction and develop successful strategies for teaching it.

The Training Component of Inservice Education

The training component of inservice education should train tea-

chers to master and develop proficiency in teaching skills, such as

establishing set, achieving closure, providing feedback, reinforce-

ment, illustrating and using clear examples. Teachers can acquire

these skills in training situations in which they work with their

own children.

Microteaching is a promising technique which can be used to help

teachers master teaching skills. Microteaching is a "scaledown

teaching encounter applying clearly defined teaching skills to brief

lessons taught to small groups of students."35 After identifying

specific teaching skills in performance terms, the trainer can have

teachers prepare and teach five to ten minute microlessons. After

a teacher has taught a lesson to a group of his students, a trainer

and the teacher's colleagues can ptIvide the teacher with feedback.

The teacher would he reinforced for desired behavior as well as have

his errors pointed out. Pile teacher can then reteach the microlesson.

Further reteaching of the lesson and critiques will help the teacher

to master specific teaching skills. Microlessons can also be videotaped.

A videotaped microlesson will enable the trainer and the trainee to

have a more productive feedback and critique session. Peer critique

and assessment are extremely important for teachers; professional help

from their colleagues can help improve skills in teaching because of

the high credibility that teachers give to their peers' ludgments.36

In addition to microteaching, interaction analysis can become

an important element in the inservice trainingof teachers. Using

interaction analysis systems, such as those developed by Flanders

and Bellack et al., several of a teacher's colleagues and/or trained

university professors could observe and record his verbal interactions

with children and provide the teacher with feedback to unable him to

improve his vTbal skills. The teacher's nonverbal interactions with

children could also be studied.

Approaches to Lnservice Education

We have staled that reform in I nsery iee edlicat ion is needed ,and

have described -4(line has ie components which we f eel :-;beta 1 d ompr i se

35Ward, 2.12. it., p. 2.

16W,Ird, LE. cit., PP. 2-



any teacher education program. These include providing each teacher
the opportunities to acquire the knowledge and skills which he needs
during the regular school day. We also suggested that all inservice
education programs should include theoretical and training componeAs.

Pilot inservice programs should be implemented in which clinical
experiences such as microteaching are emphasized and in which gover-
nance is exercised by different groups. Both the substance of inservice
programs and their governance should be varied in pilot programs. It
may be that who governs inservice programs is unrelated to their influ-
ence on teacher belavior. However, many people in the profession,
especially classroom teachers and teacher organization personnel, do
not believe this. Pilot programs will help us determine whether or
not governance is a significant variable. We will describe two basic
approaches which we feel should be tried and tested in pilot situations.
The approaches are not mutually exclusive, but they differ in several
significant ways.

University Inservice Programs

Pilot zrossans should be devised and implemented which are
essentially universit y manned and operated and have strop g input and
cooperation with local schools and central school administration. In
this document, we have suggested that the unit of reform should be the
school building and that reform should focus on teacher-pupil and
pupil-pupil interaction. A university operated inservice education
program could be an integral part of attempts to reform an individual
school or a group of schools.

In this type of program, the university staff, in cooperation
with the local school staff would determine the training needs of the
teaching and administrative personnel of the school and devise experi-
ences--such as workshops and courses--which could satisfy the specific
needs of the staff within that school. The initial phase of the pro-
gram would consist of a school staff assessment plan. It may be
determined that the staff within a particular school needs specific
help in the teaching of readily;, mathematics, and the language arts.
The university staff would devise and impl,alent a training program to
help the teachers in these three areas. The program could consist of
lectures, clinical experi.ences such as microteaching, curriculum re-
vision, and the evaluation and selection of materials.

The unit of reform would be an individual target school. The
university would formulate a comprehensive and lung-range plan to
reform the entire school unit. The university's relationship with
the target school would be a continuing one. Some' university speci-
alists in such areas as curriculum development, group dynamics,
classroom discipline, and in content areas such as the language arts
and social studie3, would work full time within the school for long
perio0s ranging from several months to suveral years. Classroom



teachers in the target school would spend time at the university.
University specialists working in the target school would help the
teachers to develop materials, formulate and implement teaching
strategies, and learn ways to modify student behavior. instructional
specialists would observe Leavhers in their own classrooms, videotape
their performance, and provide them with systematic feedback about
their teaching. They would also do demonstration teaching to help
teachers master specific teaching skills. Teachers in the target
school would spend time at the university obtaining knowledge and
using resoure(s which could not be conveniently brought to the school.
For example, the teacher who needed a basic course in mathematics
would be released during the time that the class met each day.

The target school would also serve as a site for training
preservice teachers. After completing a proclinical experience at
the university, each student would complete an internship in the
target. school. A team of university specialists and master teachers
would devise a program for the intern and supervise his training.
-Whenever 1,ossible the intern would be employed by the target school
or by a school within the same district when he completed the program.
In this kind of situation, the aew teacher would be socialiPeC in a
school environment in which high performance and continuing training
were established norms. This would mitigate the tendency for the new
teacher to inculcate nonprofessional norms whid. are pervasive in most
public schools today. Many new teachers are excited about Leaching
when they first graduate from college. However, when placed in a
school environment in which high performance Is not valued or encour-
aged, their excitement quickly vanishes. Public schools run coopera-
tively by universities and school districts that encourage high
performance would help to solve this problem.

Many components of the inservice education program which we have
described can be found in some existing programs. in the 1970-71
school. year the Central Region District of the Seattle Public Schools
implemented a program to revise the Region's social studies, language
arts and mathematics programs. The school staff solicited the help
of a local university specialist in each of these content areas to
help district ctl.currt 1.a committees devise and implement new curricula.
file teachers on the committees we'-0 released in the afternoon one day
each week and were paid on Saturdays to work on the curricula revision
programs. Inservice workshops were planned by the university specia-
lists to train the district's teachers how to implement the new
curricula. While this was a promising program, it: suffered because
inservice education and curriculum development were perceived as
"after school" activities rather than as part of school ins; process.

Florida -taste' I:11,versitv has established training programs in a
number of phiblic schools. They call their plan the "portal school
,,oncept." The portal skhool 1:oncept. 1;4 desined to "(1) serve as a
-:Ito for continuing the trainino of beginning teachers, (2) serve as
a principal itt. !or school dktriet inservie (3) :.'rye



40 rot:1'y poifit for new fochool oronlAationt staffinA pattornn,
Nultt-mvdiA eurrlcula' and InstructiOnal mtratolilos, (4) provide

fl'Ait or context for any,,egtimeot of teaching oompptvdtp, () pro.

vidv feedback which vaa be tmed for modifying PrQ%-oreitle Phmies o
toac;ter training, ft noPVico prop,rams, and the role c1 the State
Departments a Education in improving the quality or school person--
that l atld (6) norve as a loarning cent: 'r for the UHe of the State
1,li4artmentq of Education and universities in disseminating and
eval,tatIn4 innovativo instructional practices and curricula for umo
on th, public sehools."31 Primary emphasis in the portal school is
on traininA nt,wlv hired teachers and intensive inservice education
for exyerteneed teachers already hired by a school district.

tcaohyr Controliod Into.Tvlcv Prorarag

Pilot promrams should also ho implemented in which teachers have
total_ control over their inservice education. Representative teachers
within a cluster or schools could constitute a committee which would
desk, inserviee education programs for teachers within the district.
Sort', 0 thL p..ogramA could be desiAned for the maiority or the teachers
In thy diqtriett othtrq could ho deskuied fur teachers who teach par-
ticular ,nblects or grades. We :ire' assumln that the needs or particu-
lar .',roust;; or teAChcr8 often differ.

In this tvp0 or pilot imicrvicc program, other )gouts within the
school district and in the communitY would provide teachers with tech-
nieal issistinee, resources, and materials. School administrators,
I ocal universities, school supervisors, and publishers of vducational
materi ils would nOod to cooperate fully with teachers in order for
this kind or plIoL pro.;ram to succeed. Teachers will need technical
help to Isqy:44 their floods and 1:-) plan and Implomont vilvetlyv programs.

,\ r,..ccnt in,iorvico prorar, lriplemenLyd In the South District
Ry.;lon oT the Seattle Public Schuo18 ;111:;ests that a Leat'he'r-oporatud
InsorvLo prora!:.. Is ono promising wav to close the gap between inservice
,.ju'.ition and the prohloIns which the claroom teacher faces. In this
let'.' ,I' A ,'tv,irlittt.0 of 01.04:-;r0wel tkcichi.T-4 ;Ivt,n the funds Lo plan
in 1174crVict. pro'.;rtm to 11011) lilt' ;leI11 toachcrs worn more effectively
with fro:!1 divorso ythnic And cultural 0.oups. A committee of

HIcrvit.wod teachers in thoir rt.ion about the kinds of prob-
h facod in othni,. cduchlion and About the tvpes of

cxpyri,lcy .,:hich would he.,;t help lolvy theN.

t r !1.1;: m!. I or t. t 0.telit.rs ut.,t,ds , corm it
sol?cftej it'll' or virfous c...;pertH within tilt' school and local uni-
vk.rj1v .or,-'unitv to help tlal7e the in,-;yrvley program a .;ucce.,.s. liycaue

, "Florida Staty l'tlivi,r!;ity Portal School C,oncypt"
ti H it i t v, .1111., 1 , 1-2.
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they had little emperionee in planning inservice programq, the comi,.
mittee members solicitud the help of at local universal profomor
who wan a zpvciellia in wthnie education and who had side @x.pt4rionco

in pianning and conducting workshops for teachers, The committee

askm this professor to serve as their chief consultant. The chief

consultant presented the committee with many alternative suggestions.
The committee members listened to them all, used some of them, am:
many suggestions from other teachers and school district personnel.

The committee relied heavily upon people in the university community;

they solicited the help of professors in the schools of education,
social work, arts and sciences. The chief consultant encouraged the
committee to make good use of teachers within the district who were
knowledgeable. About half of the workshop leaders were classroom

teachers.

This inservice program was not a panacea- -it had several problems,

but we believe that: it had many desirable features which should be more
widely tried and tested in other school districts. A committee of

classroom teachers had major responsibility for planning and imple-
menting the workshop. The teachers solicited the help of experts

from many segments within the community. When given the responsibil-

ity fur their own training, teachers will take this responsibility
seriously and will make every effort to make the program a success.
The teachers also chose some of their own colleagues as trainers. We

believe that this gesture was especially wise since teachers give more
credibility to their own colleagues than to anyone else. The teachers

also came to the university for help. We should point out that the
cochairman of the committee chose a former education professor to
serve as the chief consultant to the workshop. We make this point

merely to suggest that university people will not he "written out" of

a teacher controlled inservice program if they have demonstrated that

they can be of help to teachers.

This inservice program was adversely affected by several limiting
conditions. The teachers on the planning committee did not have the
time they needed to plan and organize the program because they were
released from their classes only a few days. School districts must

release classroom teachers from their teaching responsibilities if

the;. expect them to take leadership roles in planning inservice
programs. When a classroom teacher is released from his teaching
responsibilities to assume a leadership role, i t is essential that

the district administration assure him that his class will be Laken
over by someone he feels is excellent. Without this assurance, good
teachers will not willingly leave their classrooms to assume leader-
ship roles.

Teacher-operated inservice programs will not be successful unless

teachers are given technical assistance in the assessment at their

individual. needs, in the identification of competent expertsnationally
or within the community, in the location of related materials and in
the evA,IAtion of the outcomes of the inservice program. Iii the



proram which we have described above, the workshop sessions (its
revealed by Leacher evaluations) were quite helpful to many of the
participotin;; teichers but were of little help to others.' Many of
the teachers rt+'e'th diflerent kinds or experiences than those planned
bY the committee. AlLhol0) the teachers had tried to.determine the
needs of all workshop participants, more technical assist.flnce by
evaluation specialists would have enabled them to do a bettor job.
lilt' Yorkshop:i were voluahie for social studies and literature
teachers (because of the t..pertise of the workshop l(' aders), but
they were less valuable for teachers in other subject areas. If

;_Ile' needs of the workshop participants had been more carefully
aseertained,.at least two different- types of workshops could have
been planned'.

I he tqorkshop r in our case stud V t:':1'+ S Land ltl 7,, one
t he local un iVerSiLy e'xpe'rt:; was t:.;O t.ed I0:.; I V poor ;Hid SoVin%1 I Or

Cllr' other part l c j pants were not as competent is was t i t s i rah I e , I n

hooin..i. leaders for the pro:Iram, the committee, because it. lacked
experience in planning inservice programs and was not acquainted wiLh
manv experts in ethnic education, relied heavily upon the judgments
of a nu..-ber of people In Lhe university and in the school dis-
trit. lilt' committee was not given the equality of help in identifying
ccr:Ipetent people which it needed. School disiricts which wish to
implement teacher-run inservice programs must Iermulate a systematic
And on - :;o plan to identify competent local e:.:perts in various areas
in which teachers need help. Ethnic education, the teaching 01 the
:n curriculum materials and the evaluation of materials are the types
of areas in which teachers need and will solicit help if they are iven
All opportunity. 'aile local experts should be used whenever possible,
especially elissroom teachers, often it 1 1 1 be neces,,ary for a dis-
trict_ to et help from other areas !wean, of the la..k of competent

rte :l)' within A arti.ular area. in experts from
other Art,i.--; obviously be more costly.

In-t rvice education proY,ra:.1 ....lust he funded adequately if they
to help teachers. :0: c.innoL ovtremphasize this point. lost

Heo,rvice pro..,r.lys in whiHi thi,- writer Ills pirticipated 'a
:one projects. !lohey :or inservice education should he part

:School di!-;trict hu!..,et aud it should be allocated,
- e%prnditur es ar, Allo..at,!, on the basis or the nurber

eicnirs in Cp. di:;trict and their needs. ft is conceivable
:4 within some re:410115 Or cl iiouI fI r ic ti I I I neiii more

;11-;, rvick hecdn':e the" are wor;,in.., with '.,,roups Ot
have H:pec i I -;;t :i i ncome ya-oups i Item en

yly: ot her than standard En

inservic, !i,eY must eont_

net- i 01 t . I n have heel) d

; in riod three
r.. .ont III- I ! 111-

c, L , kI t i'' i 11 (ll t !h. t t



.gionls ethnic consultant (supervisor) to plan a series of experiences
for the participating teachers uhich will last for at least, a period
of one year. The details of 1111$.4 program are still to be worked out
but the year-long program w:11 include demonstration teaching, work
in the evaluation of materialsand sessions in which teachers attenpt
to come to grips with their attitudes toward different cultures within
our society. The structuring and tes.ing of units is also planned for
the program. A program of continuing evaluation is also an integral
part of the tentative plans. The help of a local university expert
in testing and evaluation will be solicited to design and implement
this phase of the program.

Too often, school district inservice programs are too short to
do much good; such as three-day workshops which focus on some spe-
cific problem which teachers currently face, such as ethnic education,
drug education or the teaching of the new social studies. While these
short sessions may have some value, we seriously question the value
of such superficial approaches to inservice education. A sound
inservice program for teachers must deli with both the theorttical
and training aspects of teaching, and this simply cannot be done in
three days, no matter how competent the training staff might be. A
good inservice program must deal wi'.h the technical skills which are
involved in teaching, the formulatiin of instructional objectives,
teaching strategies, evaluation techniques and the characteristics
of pupils.

Staff Development Center

These aspects of teaching can be hAndled in a wide variety of
ways. The establishment of a staff develo,ment center within each
region of the school district or within the district (if it is small)
is one promising way in which an inservice program might be established.
The primary goals of such a cnter would he to help teachers gain
greater proficiency in the skills which comprise teaching. Classroom
teachers could play the main role in the governance of such a center
but other community agencies, such a's the university, the local edu-
cational agency, professional teacher organizations and community
representatives.should he provided opportunities to ive input into
the formulation of the center's

As we envi:jon it, Lil is center would he equipped -;() tnnt tenthers
could film microlessons usin; their own children and obtain fk,dhick
from instructional experts which will enable them to improve their
teaching skills. Teachers would also be able to observe lessons
taught by instructional experts from la schook and nom local
universities.

Thi:; center would Also contain th, latest instru..ti.,nal

which hay- been producej tr. -;u,h nenHe n!-; cor7nercl:

t Hn.11. 1.1hq, k tr:-; r schoo: ulti rict-:. (lilt'



major role of the center would be to help close the increasing gap
between the development of research and materials and their utill-
mation in the classroom. Experts would help teachers evaluate the
materials and plan effective strategies for using them in their
classrooms, We cannot overemphasize the importance of the need
for teachers to attain help in the evaluation and selection of
instructional materials.

The staff development center would also contain professional
books, research journals and reading rooms where teachers could
spend time in a relaxed, attractive setting keeping up on the latest
theoretical developments in their specialized areas. The Instructional
Services Center in the Atlanta Public Schools is a prototype of this
component of the staff development center which we are proposing.
In an attractive building which contains rooms in which inservice
education is held for the district is a modern professional library
which contains an excellent collection of magazines and books. The
library is also well staffed. Teachers not only spend many hours In
this room reading and thinking, but they spend time in other rooms
of the center exchanging ideas.

This suggests another important function which a staff develop-
ment center should fulfill. It should be a place where teachers can
share ideas, problems, and frustrations. Drummond has suggested the
need for teachers to have periodic retreats in which they can talk
about he problems of life and the meaning of the school.38 A staff
development center could partially fulfill this function. An attrac-
tive building away from the city (a location such as the Instructional
Services Center in Atlanta) can serve to some extent as a retreat for
teachers. Many organizations recognize the need for their employees
to "get away from it all" in order to discuss problems and propose
solutions. A staff development center should also contain small
seminar rooms where teachers could plan and develop curriculum projects.
Curriculum specialists should be on the staff and curriculum materials
should also be a part of the professional Library. Individual carrels
should also be in the center. Here, teachers could work on individual
projects. Self-instructional units and modules designed to help teachers
solve specific problems, such as how to use computer services or how
to test students for concept mastery" would be a valuable part of the
center. In other words, the center should be a place in which either
an individual teacher or group of teachers can get expert help on the
problems which they f'''ace in their daily work. Films, records, and
other audiovisual materials should be readily available for teachers.
Since most teachers work until 3 p.m., the center should In opened
evenings during the week and on Saturdays and Sundays until at least
5 p.m.

The staff development center could also serve as a training
location for interns in the schools. Here the interns could also

38
William Drummond, in a private conference with the author,

July 1972, Clearwater Beach, Florida.



U80 the servicos available to teacherst observe master teachers
teaching microlessons, and receive feedback from his mAste: teacher
and other instructional specialists, The intern would spend most
of his time in the schools but a part of it In the center,

Reforminc, Proservice Education olasacl=

Selection of Students

If meaningful reforms are to take place in the training of
teachers, we must significantly change the ways in which teachers
are selected. Current research indicates that we are using criteria
to select students for teacher education programs which have little
relationship to effectiveness in the classroom and differ little from
the criteria used to select students for general university programs.
While these criteria predict reasonably accurately how students will
perform in traditionally taught courses, they are ineffective predi-
cators of teacher effectiveness, if we use measured student outcomes
as the ultimate measure of teacher effectiveness.

In a recent survey, Haberman found that grades in traditional
courses are still the most frequen tly used criteria for selecting
students for teacher education programs.39 Other traditional cri-
teria often used include performance on academic proficiency tests
in English, speech, and mathematics. Highly questionable and unre-
liable indices such as academic references, letters of recommendation,
and completion Df statements such as "Why l Want to Teach" are still
very important in the selection of students for teacher education
programs.

Diverse approaches for selecting students should. be tried and
the outcomes of each of these should be rigorously tested, revised,
and refined until we have more reliable ways to select students and
predict their teacher effectiveness. To plan a sound selection pro -.

gram, it is necessary to clearly delineate the kinds of behaviors
which we will expect students to perform at the conclusion of a teacher
education program. Attitudes and personality scales and a mini-field
experience can he used to determine an applicant's ability to demon-
strate the skills which are considered necessary for the completion of

a teacher education program. Such skills might include teaching con-
cepts with positive and negative examples and developing a more
indirect style of asking students questions. Immediately after a

student had for admission into a teacher education program,
he would be admitted conditionally with the understanding that perma-
nent admission into the program will be contingent upon his demonstration

39Martin Mberman, "Guidelines for the Selection of Students into
Programs of Teacher Education," a paper prepared for the Association
of Teacher Educators, Chicago, February 1972 (mimeographed), p. 35.
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or comi4ttency in g f4erle8 a clvarly spocalmd oktlis, such as thomo
delineated above. An experience program for the student could be
planned to last from mevoral wnthm to one;. yoar.

Du'ing this period, and for only part of thy time spent In the
uuiversi:v, the st,l,'ent would bv taught some theoretical components
of pedagogy and shown examples of student behavior through simulation
and protocol materials. In simulated teaching, microteaching and
classroom situations under supervision and systematic instruction,
the student will be required to demonstrate competency in skills which
he ha..4 been tauAht at some predetermined criterion level. In the
mini-field experience the student would be ruquired to master only
a sample of the skills which are considered essential for effective
teachW.

Other variables should also be introduced into selection cri-
terion pilot programs, including the involvement of the liberal arts

classroom teachers, other school practitioners and community
representatives 'In formulating the criteria for teacher education
admission. In-depth and systematic interviews might also become part
of a planned variation type of selection program.

The Academic Preparation of Teachers

Much attention has been devoted in recent.years to the role of
academic departments and colleges in the preparation of teachers.
There is general consensus that reform in this aspect of teacher
education is sorely needed but considerable disagreement about the
kind of reforms which should take place. Many educational leaders,
especially those in academic departments, argue that the main problem
in teaching in the lower and high schools results primarily from the
fact that teachers do not have an ac: 'quate grasp of the subjects which
they teach. A number of federally sponsored programs including the
NDEA Program, implemented in 1958, and the Basic Studies Program which
was authorized in 1968, were designed to help preservice and inservice
teachers become more proficient in the disciplines which they teach.
The results of these efforts have not been impressive. While we
strongly believe that a teacher must know the organizing concepts,
principle and theories within a discipline in order to teach it, we
believe that it is an oversmplification to argue that a teacher who
has a firm ,..rasp of the subject matter within his specialized disci-
pline will automatically nt.WoMe a good teacher. This is especially
true .;1Ve2 w,ivs in which academic sublects ire organized and
lauht. Teaching consists of a very complex set of skills and mas
tery (1t subject matter is merely one requisite for effective teaching.
As %:e argue later, the organiation and teachin of academic

.ts must be substantially chaned in order to help train the
kinds of teachers which are needed for todav's schools.

To heor.e effective teachers, education students must obtain
rit vducation. Th, of education which lit' in
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Plind would not difter rtn that- nooded bv .tile othvc Atudent4

lt Aould consiAt of Audios in the huanit1en4 social ticienem
niturtl 4vIcnces. Such 8tudv -,ttonld help AtuaoniA obtain 1'a,81c

in!omation about the naturL tat man and the waY8 in whith he 1la8 both
thtned and been shaped by his physical and mocial environment. A

liberal education should tlso prokide studentm with the con(eptual
trameworks necessary for th(m to or;a111(!e, interpret and undirstand
their oh8ervtions of human behavior. Students who obta:0 a liberal
education will also he able to eftectivelv participate in shapin
public and soial policy within a deocrttic society, and to develop
a 41k.nsc of political efficacy.

,ittbstiot rellortt Is. .nee+ Ld. aett.demic courses if' students are

t)ht..1 in OW ;:ind of Iihs'i..11 EMI Mi ell We OnvisIon and Lilt

kind of education which will help them solve the social problems which
in polar!4inv, our nat; Such reform IS TIOL only imperative for the
effective education o' classroom teachers but will benefit all stu-
dents within our celles and universities , whether they are preparing
to be laboratory technicians, doctors, Lawyers or secretaries.

l'ht' focus of academic courses at the undergraduate level must
shift from tn emphasis on the mastery of facts and low-Level knowledge
to hi',,,her levels of knowledge. Students often enter professional
school,-; of education knowing a to-eat deal about Isolated facts within

a discipline but little atiolt Its oronixfn concepts, principles and
theories. 'Allen a sLndent is unable to relate discrete facts to systems
of eoncepts and theories the facts arc, in Taba's words, "dead end."

In addition to st.t ivin;,; higher level knowledge and relat ionships
within the academic sulj( :Ls, stldents should also study and master
the modes of inquiry whi it are ut-ed within the natural And social
sciences and the humanly:es. Knoqlede is not only aecumulatirw at
An unbelievable rato but as new 1nowlede accumulat('s, old knowledge
of tell bt..t:OrIt.'S 01)5051 1.15I.' .SS St Ltd t in order to hueorm
of teachers and citi?.,as, ht.' taught the Lrocesses which
researchers use to lor.:1,11 410 proble:ls, CO .!ather data, to lost propo-

.-;itions And to derive conclusions. Since the nature of our society
coasLantiv oliahing and tilt' Tho,....led;e which an individual needs to

effectively participate in society chanr.es with Ilu times, teachiw,
-itaidoat:i methods for attiinin.:, Tho....lodo And solvin problems mav

ulti!:.ateIy be :::ore 1:'lhortaht chin teiHlin-, them the conclusions and

conceptual frameworks !1AVt been lomolated bv exports. Pcause
scientitic propositions tae, .;eaorall;:ations art' always subject to

revision, the :nethods whi -h scientist:1 nso 10 derive 1-..nowledge and to

to=2.t. propo-zitions Arc i:wortint. !lodes of inquiry will

.11.low the t (achtr to row-41 tai I rev lid Iriie'I. 'it
:)rIa IaI, Ind t heel! s. I eut il l,. post u I a t_ and as.-pimptions

-AV he chaned when they cease to be Hnctional within a time

:-Aid 'ills should ho eqnipped with the skills to reconstruct scientit It'

.(nd to create le w



The knowledge neod@d for a liber4i oducntion it not only consist
of high-level concepts, principles and theories, and focus on the Modos

Inquiry used by researchtars, but it must also'belagtAlscillAma.
Knowledge from any ono discipline is inauffiolent to make intelligent
decisions regarding issues such as povorty or war. Thu student it
be able to view these probloms from the perspectives of the disciplines
which constitute the social sciences, natural sciences and the humani-
ties in a mpALiqs! fashion. The academic courses within the university
are highly fragmented, discrete and compartmentaliaed. Not only is
little effort made to relate course offorins within the total univer-
sity, t,ut course compartmentaligation usually exisf-s within departments.
Thus, a student may take as course in the sociology of small, groups and
another in the sociology of the family but probably will not be helped
to see how both courses are relevant to common problems.

The serios of compartmentalized courses which undergraduates in
general education are required Le take should be replaced by a basic
core of interdisciplinary courses which focus on the nroblems of man
and emphasize the contrihutionq which each discipline can make to
the understanding and resolution of thew. We are defining an inserdis-
silikuu course as one in which a series of problems are studiedas
war, pollution, poverty, and racial prejudiceand students are taught
how to use concepts and theories from a number of related disciplines--
psycaology, sociology, anthropology, economicsto understand and make
decisions regarding the problems. For example, in an interdisciplinary
behavioral science course' in which students study the race problem in
our society, they would use such concepts as norm (sociology), culture
(anthropology), scarcity (economics), and power (political science),
to understand the causes of prejudices. They would also use concepts
from related disciplines to decide what actions they would like to
take Lb help resolve the problem of racial prejudice in America.

The nature of science and the meaning of "objectivity" must become
an important component in the general education of teachers. Many
teachers who are unaware of the assumptions and limitations of science
elevate scientific hypotheses to the ,tatus of conclusive truth and
accept the tenttive findings of scielcific "experts" as final. Sci-
ence is based upon a set of assumptions about the natural world and
the nature of man. It is important for classroom teachers to he
familiar with these assumptions and postulates so that they will be
adeqUately aware of both the strengths and limit_aons of science.

The Academic Preparation of Subject-Matter Specialists

The kind of general liberal. education which we have discussed
above should be obtained by all undergraduate students, including
those in education and caner professional schools. However, the
schools more and more express a need for teachers who have special
ized competencies. This trend is likely to continue. High schools
have traditionally hired teachers itin specialized sublet-matter



4potenelem. The meowing numb.er of thiddlo achimiei will 4180 diaand
toaehorm with mikvIaligW K4Woot-Matter mastery. Now even in elo.
mentor? ,ichoolm, wo moe von, and mory mnbloct.matter specialtritoas
Concomitant with the increaming demand 1.7,Jr mpecialimtm ham been
increased recognition by a large number of educato's that teachern
must be able to work together in intordinciplinary Leam8. While
teachers will need to obtain a high level of competency In some spy-
ciali-Aed areas, they also need to have MOMe lc.vel of coMputOney in
a range of disciplines if they are to work effectively in teams and
in Intk:TdIsciplinary programs.

Studs' its who are Interested in teaching in early chtldhoodt
primary and mIddie-school programs need to Luke a range or courses
in mathematics, science, social science, communication and the humani-
ties. Tradtionally, lower-school specialists have taken work In
these areas. However, we believe that at least two major kinds of
reform are needed tr LheSo coUrseg a3re to help students become better
teachers: (1) the content of the courses should be changed so teat
the nature Ind Inquiry modes of the disciplines are stressed, and
(2) the ways In which the courses are taught should he changed.
Lectures and textbook readings are the two basic ways in which such
,ourses are now taught. Since Leachers Lend to Leach in the ways in
which they were taught, these courses should be taught in ways that
will provide opportunities for students to use the' inquiry modes
unique to the disciplines to derive key concepts, principles and gen-
eraLixations. This kind of course reform will require smaller classes,
more individualized Instruction and extensive laboratory work by the
student.

in addition to obtaining a general mastery of content In the
natural, social and behavioral sciences and the humaniLies and Ian-
4u,,,e arts, specialists in the middle grades should also take concen-
trated work in one of these areas, such as reading or the social
studies. Such specialized competencies could he obtained during the
undero,raduate or graduate program or in inservice programs. Academic
courses for the high-school suh]eet-matter specialist should focus on
kev concepts, laws, theorie.4 and methods of inquiry within the disci-
nlihys. The teacher must not only master the conclusions and theories
which have been formulated bv scholars in the field; he must be able
to tea' the riodes of inquiry within the discipline in order to formu-
I it And test scientific anJ uormative propositions..

only must e110cLive snhject-matter specialists learn about
the nature .inc! It.rut.tAirk, 01 thi,ir particular disciplines, they must
also learn how to relate that knowled1;e to that or other disciplines.
We recomend that high school teachers ..ILIE in acad,.mic areas, not_
in parliculal disciplines. Rather than major in his.orv, a high
sGhool Leacher should- major in tilt, social and behavioral !;ci,,nct..:-;

and fo,:ns part. of his work in histo-v. [In' !4civIlcu te,icher should
maHr in tit' natural or physical sciences, rather than hiolow: or



AYalcs# Tht) languago toachor ahotild medor in ti o 14Aatiago arta

and tahe courogq1 in English linguiAticaA eammunicationst and
litvraturei-

Modern high school courses in communications, humanities, the
physical sciences and the natural sciences also need teachers who
have been broadly trained. A case In point are high school coursQs
in language. Many of these courses draw heavily from the field of
linguistics and communicationl yet most students who majored in
English know little about the disciplines. While we believe that
upper-grade and high school teachers should major In academi areas
r.attu than in speciall2yd disciplines, we feel that it is necessary
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Profvtisional

Theoretical Collpclents

The theoretical components of teacher education should equip
prospective teachers with the concepts, vinciplos and theories which
they need to interpret student behavior and to make instructional
decisions which will maximixe student learning. Thy successful
teacher must be able to exemplify what Houston et al. has called
"clinical behavior."40 In other words, he must be able to formulate
instructional goals, select appropriate content and materials, devise
and implement effective teachih4 strategies, evaluate the outcomes
of instruction, diagnos'e learn] Ig diificulties and prescribe remedi
ation. A successful teacher approaches those tasks in a scientific
rather than in a "trial and error" fashion. The teacher who exhibits
clinical behavior understands why he acts the way he does.

The theoretical ompotent of tt.che r education should be designed
to help the student master the concepts and principles which will
enable hiol to make wise instructional decisions. We will now rocas
on what we believe are so.le of the essential elements of a sound
theoretical program in teache r education.

The prospective teacher should be taught how to zelect knowledge
from the di:,ciplines whi,A is appropriate for elementary and secon-
dary school_ students. We are assuming that the student has mastered
disciplinary knowledge during his general-liberal education program
And study or the academie disciplines. Ceneral-libural education and
academic cmrses are not And should not necessarily be designed to

4()W. Robert Houston (Projk_,t. Director), Behavioral Sk.:_ietjce,

i:lemet,':ary Perak: heir Eoucat ion (Washington, : Govern-
.!ent Of 19r)8), p. ':1-3.



satisfy the speolfic needs a prespketi- todilherm. It is the JO4
of professional methods eourses (in reading, languafte arts* Racial
st4dioal sionee$ and mitt hemAcks) to help the prOS1Witivt tElAehor
learn how to select appropriate concepts and principles from the
academic disciplines and areas which elemtatary and high achool
students vhould learn.

The professional methods course should also teach students how
to lumula disciplinai!y knowledge in a way which will help pupils
to mastyr it in the most efficient ways and to formulate successtul
htrategies for tyaching it.

It intelligently select knowledge from the academie discipilnest
organtme It for effective learning ant, uyvise successful teachinr,
strategies, a student must know something about the natumglahadalag
and undertake to study of "knowledge about knowledge." The study of
theory related to the nature and origin of knowledge is known as
ypistomology in philosophy and as the sociology of knowledg: in the
behavioral sciences. It includvs an investigation of the mvdes of
inquiry which the scientist uses to formulate problems and to test
propositions, the assumptions on which scientific knowledge is bas d,
the limitations of knowlydgy and the various forms of knowledge (eon
cypts, laws, genvralizations, and theories). in a study of thenatury
of knowledgv. the student also Warns to distinguish normative from
empirical propositions and the different ways in which these two kinds
of sulements are validatyd.

In addition to focusing on the selection, organimation, and the
structure of content in thy disciptineh, thy professional component
of toachor yducation should deal with t... naLtaxx dig kifislikrta
zocess no that tho student will in ohle to identify and manipulate
the important variables which constitute teaching. Tiqs component
should deai with classroom verbal behavior and how the' Leacher van
improve his vtrbal skills and those of his pupils. 11w logical as-
pects of Leaching and the classroom as a social system should also
ht. analy;ied.41

Proparation to Teach Mlnoiities

Tho prospective tead,.q. shou ld a1!-4) learn important principles
about human learning and about: the characteristics of various student
populations and the' commnitics in which they live. Because most of
todAy's school children live in urban areas, the' prwipt.wilve
,4hold lo;trn mon., uhout: cfiles and the groups which live in them than

-1140.1..411.11* .11.M.-

/eINkd A. Handers, Anqluiaa qjassreom 14vio (Neadin), M:ISNA~"
Addlson-Weslc..., 1971); Arno A. Byllack, Hyrbert M. Klipbard,
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oduation students have warned in the past. Traditionally, prof ,s"'
Ounal education coursos haV474 doalt. primarily with-the problom of
white middle-class students and have larAely dry; vindod information
about other v.roups, vspovially por children who aro black, rod and
brown. Our citios are bvcoming incroasingly poor and black; and MO 8t
or the teachers which are being trained today will find themsolvvs
toachin!, children from low-income othule minority groups. Evon

though it Is an educationai Ichk-f that Lynchers Mu St UndVr8LAnd
their children and tho communities In which they arc socialized,
Ois statement is not taken serlousiv by many oducaturs who plan
pro,Tams to prepare teachers.

Most univorsities have re spondod to the noud to hulp teachors
gain more knowledge' about poor and minority group children by creat-
ing speciallgod elective course's which deal with ethnic education.
Flits type of gosturo is based on Lho assumption that only those
teache'r's who want to teach minority childron will benvfit from the
knowlodge contained In such courses. Universities which respond to
this problom moroly by croating eloctive courses are not facing up to
their profossional rosponsibilities and do not take seriously the'
unique problems which poor and minority group children face' In the
school. Because' our population Is highly mobilo and our cities arc
becoming Inervasingly poor and black, e've'ry tuachot who Ataltaw
frpi aschool of education jn the ynited Status should be familiar

.th:Jaluul: and sorious which rilitanrlt youth face within
the' la.rvor .aaaul and II 94autaa and should 1)1.; tea work with

tbom offoctivolv and to teach ,chow the basic skills. All prospective
toachers should have sonic experiences with poor and minority group
youths during their internship in the public schools and perhaps
some observational experience In innur-city

While' spociallzed course's should be available for those students
who hav'e' inte're'sts in leaching poor and minority group childron,
information dealing witli these Aroups should bo an integral part of
evory facci of the proles component of, teacher education. The
emphasis should not be on the problems which these groups experience
within our soci:.ty but nn offectIvo ways to teach them the skills
which they will need to function adequately in our technological soci-
ety. Evidence does not support thy notion that an able toachor of
middle-class white children is also effective when working with poor
and minority group c'hildre'n. A significant body of research, including
thy seminal studies by Leacock and Rist,42 indicate that the inten-
sively negative attitudes which most teachers have toward poor and
minority group children often prevent Ilium from teaching these pupils
the basic skills, Research further t.uggests that those' groups of

.' ~Eleanor iii. Leacock, p.a. cit.; Ray C. Rist, ''Student Social Class
And Teacher Expectations: The Solf-Fulfilling Prophe'c'y in Chetto
Education," Harvard Educational (August 1970), pp. 411-449.

tt'ArMilmtrilitraig



children have some unique learning problems which require a Leacher
with specialtged skills. file research Hunt., Deutsch, and Ausubel$
to name only 0 few, illuminates the special learning problems which
these aildren have which make some str.egies effective with middle-
ctass children ineffective when used with inner-city children. We
cannot overemphasize the serious learning problems which these chil-
dren have and the urgent attention which they merit.

Protocol. Materials in Preservice Programs

Smith contends that prospective teachers can best learn the
concepts which constitute professional education and to use them to
interpret student behavior by studying actual behavioral situations
which have been recorded on videotape or film. He calls these
recorded behavioral situations protocol materials:43 "The identifi-
cation, analysis, and sequential arrangement of behavioral situations
is perhaps the most difficult part of building a program of teacher
educatIon."44 Orl.osky defines a protocol as "a representation of
reality, written or filmed, that portrays a specific concept.'45 The
Idea of using protocol materials in teacher education programs merits
further resources and careful testing in programs which have well-
trained personnel. The use of protocol materials has several advan-
tages The instructor can capture classroom examples of concepts such
as 21Aili= reinorcement and opinion leader on tape or film. The
videotape or film can be replayed as many times as it is necessary for
students to master the concepts. In a protocol, the student's attention
is also focused on behavior which exemplifies the concept, while dis-
tractors or behavior which is unrelated to the concept, are removed
or greatly reduced. Protocol materials arc not designed to substitute
a student's observations of real classroom situations but rather to
enhance his ability to interpret classroom behavior more intelligently.
In a real-life situation, however, behavior which exemplifies examples
of concepts which a student wishes to observe may occur only once
Burin., a particular period of observation or it may not occur at all.

Under as project Funded by the United States Office of Education,
a number of institutions, primarily universities, arc developing
protocol materials which focus on concepts in the content areas, in-
structional preliminaries .anti processes, student characteristics and
behavior, teacher qualities and group behavior in the classroom.
because of the potential effectiveness of protocol mater ials in teacher
education, We recommend Lhat the development of these materials be

"Smith, 11E. cit., p. 42.

!hid, p. 5i.

lOonhi E. Orlos.v, "Protocol aterials in Teacher Preparati.m"
(; ct: Eniver,;itv of ;;oath riorida, 1(172), p. 3. Climeoy,raphed.)



continued and that a major effort be made to Lc:it them in teacher
training programs in various teacher training institutions throughout
the United Slates. In order for the materials to be tested in a wide
variety of settings, a program must_ be designed to disseminate them
and to enable testing Institutions to use them at a relatively low
cost. The r:solts of careful field Lestit,g should be used to deter-
mine the future development of protocol materials. however, it is

imperative Li. t the personnel which will test them be trained to use
protocols in the most promising ways possible. Ill-conceived and
poorly testing programs could result in the death of an idea
which is potentially quite effective.

The Training Component of Teacher Education

The theoretical component of teacher education is designed to
help the prospective teacher to identify and understand the major
variables and skills which comprise the teaching process and to gain
a conceptual framework for analyzing his own behavior and that of his
students. While the theoretical component is designed primarily to
help the prospective Leacher understand the teaching process, the
trainin,, component is designed to help the student acquire the skills
which are needed to perform the acts which he has studied and analyzed.

Most teacher education programs today provide very, little trainitlg
in the skills of teaching..46 In methods courses professors "talk about
teaching" but rarely put students in situations in which they are given
an opportunity to perform the acts of teaching or systematic feedback
on their performance. This gap between theory and training in teacher
education must be removed. it is imperative that prospective Leachers
master theory which will enable them to make intelligent_ instructional
decisions and interpret classroom behavior. ft is equally important,
however, that they master the skills of teaching; such skills cannot
be mastered simply by talking about and analyzing them. A person can
master a skill only by practicing it and getting systematic feedback
from professional experts.

Thk. ht4t place for students to be trained to Leach is in the
schools. However, a prospective teacher can benefit more from an
internship in the school if he has been provided with preclinieal
experiences while taking the rrofessional methods courses. Micro-
teachiny,, discussed earlier in this essay, is a promising technique
which the methods professor can use to help his students acquire
tedchim

After a prec 1 lute experience, the trainee should begin a full -
Lime internship in a school or A school system which should last for
A mini! um of one school year. Each internship should ideally spend



time in schools in different kinds of communities, including a subur-
ban school, an inner-city school, an outer-area school in the city,
and a rural school. We recommend that the intern receive .training in
as many different types of schools as is practical and possible.

Although the university should provide technical assistance, the
public school should assume the major responsibility for training the
intern. Each intern will work with a master teacher (or teachers)
identified by the training school. The primary role of the university
will be to assist the training school in identifying master teachers
:Ind providing them training. Training of the master teachers will be
necess:iry to assure that there is continuity in the intern's preclinic
experience and internship, and to help the master teachers keep up
with the latest developments in educational theory and research.

The major problem of implementing this kind of training program
will be the identification and training of a sufficient number of
master teachers and then freeing the master teacher so that he will
have the time to adequately train the inter:,. A master teacher could
work with about five interns. He should have some teaching responsi-
bilities but they should be minimal. If he loses touch with the real
world of the classroom, his effectiveness will be reduced considerably.
our proposal is based upon the assumption that teachers should be
trained by other classroom teachers. Thus, if a master teacher has
no teaching responsibilities, he will not meet what we feel is a major
criterion for a trainer of teachers.

Pilot programs should be implemented and funded to identify and
train master teachers. The primary problem will be one of identifi-
cation, but preliminary and continuing training will be necessary to
assure that the experience which the master teacher plans for the
trainee will be highly related to the trainee's preclinical experi-
ence. Periodic seminars for the master teacher, the trainees and the
university personnel should be established so that these groups can
establish and maintain effective dialogue. University people should
also design and implement, with the cooperation of the master teachers,
training programs for the trainers of the interns. Both the seminars
and the training programs for the master teachers should take place
in the public schools.

Public schools will need funding from private and public agencies
to provide the master teacher with the free time which he will need to
work with the interns. The dire financial state of the public school
is treated elsewhere in this document. The program which we are pro-
posing will never get implemented on an experimental basis unless it
receives massive funding over a long period of time. This training
plan should be tried only in school districts which have the resources
to implement it as proposed. It should be tried for a period of at
least eight to ten years. Evaluation which takes place prior to this
time should be dom. only to help the implementers of the program to



make changes which will facilitate its operation fformative evaluation).
Premature summative evaluation of the proposed program should be avoided.

It is not within the scope of this document to deal in detail with
specific skills which the intern should master during his training pro-
gram in the schools. Earlier in our discussion, we suggested some
types of sld113 which may be included in a preclinic experience. These
kinds of skills should he further developed during the internship. We
see the internship as an extension of the preclinic experience. While
we will not further delineate the specific skills which should comprise
the internship program, we will suggest some general guidelines for
structuring an internship experience.

The specific skills which the master teacher wishes the trainee
to acquire should be delineated as clearly as possible in performance
.terms before instruction begins.47 The trainee should know exactly
what skills he will be required to master before he can become a
practicing teacher. The trainee should be required to demonstrate
his mastery of these skills in a classroom setting before he can suc-
cessfully complete the internship. The levels of skills mastery and
the conditions under which the intern will be required to demonstrate
mastery Thould also be made explicit prior to instruction. The intern
should not he required to attain certain grades or to complete his
internship within a specified period of time. He should be held ac-
countable only for mastering the skills which have been identified and
should be given as much time as necessary for him to do so. As much
as possible the internship experience should be individualized; an
intern who needs special help in mastering a specific skill should 1),?
able to get it. Learning modules are a series of activities designed
to help the trainee acquire specific teaching skills.48 These are
being developed in some of the experimental teacher education programs,
such as those at the University of Washington49 and the University of
Houston, and are a promising tool which can help a trainer to make his
instruction more personalized.

Structuring an internship program along the guidelines which we
have suggested will be a demanding task. It will be difficult to
specify in performance terms every skill which an intern should master
and even more difficult to formulate valid criteria for determinin2.

47his
discussion is based on ideas contained in Stanley Elam,

A Resume of Performance-Rased leacher Education: What is the State
of the Art? (Washin;;Lon, D.C.: AACIE, 1972).

Robert Houston et al., Devlopin.! Learning Modules (Houston:
University of Houston, 1971).

49Collee of Education Faculty, A Mini-Report on Pertormance-hase('
Teacher Education (Seattle: University of Washington, 1972).



when he has successfully mastered them. Elam notes some of the
difficulties which will pl igue any per:-ormance-based Leacher-training
pre "Mere is at daner that competencies t hat are easy to de-
scribe and valuat will dominate performance-based teacher education,
h.lwe a special effort will be needed to broaden the concept and to
c7,phisi.:e more divergent, creative, and personal experiences. Al so,

thkr, are Hportant political and management problems."0 The
iesi:hers of a competency-based teacher-training program will have

dill; !ud about these questions. fhe difficulties which this
a.);,roich to teacher education poses should not force us to abandon it.
lt i; alw tvs ditficult to create and to manage something that is

wort le.

Perfor.iance-based training prol;rams, like all of the suggest ions
have made in this essay, shou Id he ri,,prous 1 test ed in ,pilot

ilro.11cI-4 and situations. No matter how appealing it appears, no idea
shoald be massively implemented until it has been tested and proven
suc,.essful. The ultimate measure of whether anything works in edu-
!!alion is whether it results In higher student achievement. We should

iplement testing designs to determine whether teachers who are trained
in the kind of program We recommend are better teachers than students
trained in traditional programs. The only wav to get this kind of
informatio is to measure the achievements of students who have been
Liti.ja by teachers trained in both types of programs. it will take
lonjtudinal studies and serious effort to do this kind of evaluation.

The teacher trainim program which we have proposed is school-
based rather than university-based. While the public schcol would
a:;su::;e basic responsibility for the training of teachers, the univer-
sity would serve as a supportive agency. It would provide technical
services, training for teacher trainers (master teachers), and would
on..iLict basic and applied research on instruction which wou;(1 be used
to Hprove the quality of classroom teaching. The university would
focus on the formulation of theories of instruction and the testing of
L;ese theories. The university would also provide the prospective

ujier with the theoretical frameworks he will need to intelligently
interpret ,;tudent behavior and to analyze the teaching process. Thc
111t e::perience would be centered in the university. The univer-
it.:, bt...'ause of its htr,an and other ri .soure,.'s, would also design and

plans to evaluate various pilot programs in teacher education.
believe that the type of proram which we have tried to describe

:oul: the university out of the business of teacher education.
It ,;lj a.4,i.;11 to it at role which it has the resources to successfully
ALL ii:!. 1a et !HT word:;, the rol LiNIt we have del i neat t.d for both the

i r.; i t lilt'. itt 1)111)1 :-;iloo1:-; art. L ht roles which tht.v arc hest
.T!!:);,e,; to HI!.
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Many of the criticisms which have been made about teacher
education result from the fact that the public expects the univer-
sity to do more than it is capable of doing. The university is
partly responsible for such high public expectat -s; it has prom-
ised to do much more than it has the resources , bility to do.
The university should serve primarily to create . test knowledge.
Other institutions, such as the public schools, must assume a larger
responsibility for the training of people to use and apply this knowl-
edge to solve societal problems. To the extent that the university
becomes involved in activities which are removed from basic and
applied research, it will become less effective in performing its
historic mission.



Chapter 8

REFOR10. AND THE CULTURE OF THE SCHOOL

by

William Drummond
University of Florida

Social scientists define "culture" as learned behavior and results
of behavior shared and transmitted by people in a society. Such a
definition includes nonmaterial ideas, thoughts, feelings, actions and
beliefs as well as material products such as tools, clothes, houses,
etc. The term "society" is defined as a localized population which
persists over time in order to accomplish certain ends.'

Obviously schools are an instrument of society: they transmit
the culture of the society. But schools also may he conceived and
studied as small societies in themselves. As small societi.s,
schools develop subcultures of their own selectingconsciously and
unconsciouslyelements of the culture of the larger society and also
creating through experience cultural objects, norms, traditions, rituals,
etc., unique unto themselves.-

The central thesis of this paper is that the culture of the school
is a powerful influence on the performance achievement of children and
that the ,school's culture is manipulatable by those who have vested
power and authority over schools.

This essay will attempt to answer eight questions:

(1) What is known about the culture of the school in
re 1 at ion to reform?

(2) How do norms and rituals get started in a school?

(3) W:tat do norms and rituals do for those who work in a
school?

When, under what conditions, for what purposes should
social symbols, norms and rituals he established?

(3) Cln school norms And rituals be changed?

I Gcon;ts F. Kneller, EkbicAtionAl Anthropology: An Introduction
(Nov York: Wiley, 196)), p. 4.

-Jules Henry, "A ross-cultural Outline of Education," Current
Anthronolo,w, Vol, I, No. 4 (July 1960), pv. 267-305.
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(6) Must now (different) school norms and rituals be consistent
with or be supported by out-of-school patrons and citizens?

(7) What conditions favor the adoption of new norms and rituals?

(8) Assuming that social norms and rituals can be changed,
what suggestions should be advanced for trial in pilot
projects?

Introduction

Culture is mediative. Although man may on occasion have direct,
sensual experience with nature in sudden and momentarily uncomprehended
was (such as stepping outside one's airconditioned room in the middle
of the night and being slapped in the face by a palm frond), in most
cases man does not respond directly to the external world nor does the
external world seem to respond to man. Whatever interaction that occurs
between man and nature is mediated and interpreted by culture. The
character of almost all individual responses has been learned subcon-
sciously or during earlier unremembered experiences resulting in some
personal and individual organization called "personality," the general
nature of such personality being widely shared by others in his family,
tribe, society or nation.

Culture is pervasive. Culture is all man has to work with in studying
himself. As a consequence, this limitation makes it difficult for man
to be aware of perhaps the most pervasive aspects of his life. As
Willard Waller s%ated it, "lf social scientists were fish, the last
thing they would discover would be water." Because the tools and
language that mal uses to study himself are culturally biased, man must
eventually resigv himself to the realization that what he knows or can
know about himself' is only a set of approximations--approximations which
come out of an unknowable past and which inevitably shape an unknowable
future. Man's cultAre comes from his .collective experience, experience
over thousands of years, and is coded into symbols, facial expressions,
tools, institutions, roles, rituals, clothes, houses, aspirations, values.
Perception and mesinicg arc culturally determined--individual man and the
groups ith which identifies make sense out of F,ensations by using
culture.

To suggest that schools can be retormed by changing the culture of
the school--the basic thesis this essayseems obvious. Using the
'a "culture" in its broadest sense, any idea for reforming' the school
is is:zociAted with cultural change. Most students of educational
sociology, cultural anthropology, and social psychology agree that the
school has a subcu lture of its own. Recognition of the existence of a
separate school culture, however, has not led to the kind of scientific
study of the school undertaken by Willard Waller in 1932. In the
sub,ioquent years much has been written about organi.,:ational change, about

,mh1;1-1tips And their interests and aspirations, about aoup norms,
especially in colleges and universities, but 1 ittle has been written
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about the particular symbols prosont in schools and their moaning, little
shout soels1 norms in schools and their development and practically nothing
obout sclool ritusls and ceremonies.

Scholars in anthropology and psychology, along with psychoanalysts
and psychitrists, seem to agree that the meanings attached to symbols,
espe,'i it lv dorninont ritual symb.11s, are keystones to personal meaning
and ;ustmeut : they servo as orgsnizing foci for group life. The

lyt is scholsrs examine individual Interpretation of symbols to
'determine and classify sberrant psychological "states," usuall:: by trying
t, find tut how an individual learned his particular set of symbolic
mesa in h is est- lv chi ldhood. the .other hand, the anthropological
scholars count and classify instances when individuals behave in response
to %Is. Symbols shared in a society which engenders emot ion and in

sy7lSols Ippirentiv are the center of a number of meanings and actions,
are c Isss i f led as dominant symbols. These are studied in cultures
(especia 1. 1 y preliterate ones) to develop understanding or meaning from
very diverse and, on occasion, Cont licLing data.

1;ituAi symbol. have lour main attributes: (1) the condensation of
msny messin..,,s into single form, (2) economy of reference, (3) predomi-
nsnce ,'f emotional o- eruct it' quslity, and (4) associations! linkages
with re,,,ions ot the snconscious. 3

Turner adds that ritual symbols are referential and condensational
At the sap::: time but that their essential quality "consists in their
:ixt.sposition ot the grossly physical and the structurally normative, or
the orssnic and Lhe socil." Turner continues, ''Durkheim was fascinated
bv the prolem of why many social norms and imperatives were folt to be
at the .-isme time 'obligstorv' and 'desirable.' Ritual, scholars are
coming to see, is precisely a mechanism that periodically converts the
o'slisstory into the desirsble. The irksomeness of moral constraint is
tran;formo.! into the love of virtue.'

It is isterestini.., to note that, although the school's primary
proble.:'. seems to is.. that of getting students and teachers to want to do
till it the`.' shculLi in relation to the goals of the school (the
.'ii'-H!sffes 1,'!11" rd:1Y;C t,e ii S fOr iMMtHiJi0 sensory satisfactions),
tlsr, srs repot-Lel attempts h': school authorities or research scholars
t ,st.,:hlish on a pilot hssis rituals in schools which undorgird
or re' 1:. , r, y sehsvier consonsnt With school

,.h TIL onsi,hers the t.vers11 at schooling (reviewed
or t h e ":',011,4 ( Ile re! 'FT! ci tyro descr i bed in these essays

:-;spir, "Symbolism," 1...acv.lopedia of the Souls' Sciesces,
. I sn I') p. 3.

Ihe Vorst f SY:%Hsls (Ithscs, ::es York: Cornell
e r-, t_. HI, 7) , hp. :`t- ;1").



(minimal achievement in thke basic human relations ond citizenship skills:
establishment of appropriate learning environment; evidence of Improved
self-esteem; and evidence of the sharing of institutional rewards) , what
can be said Alma. the subcultures now present in schools with respect to
the achievemen: of these goals? What generalizations seem warranted
from a review of recent literature?

(1) Interests and aspirations of adolescents are in a
different direction and of a different order from the
'.stated goals of the schoo1.5,6,7,8%9

(2) The social life and the structure of the school work
against the avowed purposes of the schoo1.10,11, 12

(3) The psychological needs of students are not being met
in schools either through student participation in the
planned curriculum or the "hidden" unplanned curriculum.
Since the meeting of psychological needs is prerequisite
to individual participation, it follows that schools are
not now teaching or reinforcing democratic values.13

(4) Schools in the United States, instead of deliberately
attempting to use student subcultures in ways that will
improve learning, have largely chosen to ignore or fight

5James S. Coleman, The Adolescent Society (New York: The Free Press,
1961) .

6C. W. Gorcion.., The Social System of the High School (Glencoe,
Illinois : The Free Press, 1957) .

7Jean Dresden Cramps, Schools, Scholars and Society (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall 1965).

8David Mallerv, High School_ Students Speak Out (New York: Harper
and Row, 1962) .

9Willard Waller, [he Sociology of Teachiag (New York: Wiley, 1932),
pp. 6-11.

lOphilip W. Jackson, Life in Classrooms (New York: Holt, Rinehart
_ _

and Winston, 1968).

1'Davis W. .Johnson, The Social Psychology of Education (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970), p. 216.

12Elizabeth Leonie Simpson, Democracy's Stepchildren (San Francisco:
iosscy-Bass, 1971).
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peer-group interpersonal forces. Consequently, the
subcultures tall eventually develop may adhere to norms
that hinder the academic effort.14

(5) The most dramatic gains which resulted from desegregation
occurred when children from poorer schools were placed
in schools where higher norms of pupil achievement were
expected.1)

Given the accuracy of these assertions there are a number of ques-
tions which need to be answered ff the culture of the school (especially
the norms, traditions, and rituals of that culture) is to be considered
as variable for educational reform.

What is Known About the Culture of the School?

Most studies of the culture of the school draw heavily upon the
ambitious and monumental work of Willard Waller, The Socjolpo of
Teachinv. In rereading Waller's book one is Laken by the currency and
freshness of his observations, now over forty years old, and the valid-
ity of his analyses as applied to modern schools. Apparently the char-
acter of the public schools has not changed much during the intervening
Years.

Waller indicated that the school was a social system unlike any
other, having the following characteristics: (I) a definite population,
(2) a clearly defined political structure arising from the social inter-
action of the school, (3) a nexus of a complex set of social relation-
ships, (4) a we-fueling or in-group identification, and (5) a culture
of its own.16 Waller indicated that the "institutional" character of the
school included a formal organization based upon the authority principle
(what. Bidwell refers to as a bureaucratic organization) and a sm.!!
societythe small society divided into two subsocieties, a sod lv of
teachers and a society of students*

The oIthoritv principle dominates schooling "with power theoreti-
cally vested in the school superintendent and r,adiating from him down to

the lot,.est substitute Leacher in Inc system."I The Leacher, usim, this
antherit, attewts to (1) manipulate and control Lilly, Materials,
f.it-I lilies, ActiViticS Co for:1 dnd rtaintain student attention lmutivitkm)
to selected ledrnin.; tasks, and (2) control And i:n clossroom

lehnson, op. cjt.

l')Aomes S. Coleman, et ii., ono' (ti)_p_or_t_ 11110 N,"

1....Hhin,.ton, D. C.: r.s. Governm.nt Printin Office, 19(40.

I 7 I:, id.



v,roups to maintain An orderly environment "suitable" for sehoolin.

rhe snhsociety of leachers in t school is A fairly closeknit
ooup which i4 0c00,n1:cld aS A distinct vyoup both in and out

cl the school. rhe teachers hecome, politically, :tt olkardly which i:;
!hie to Or-trt decisions made by Administrators And to creato And use :1

varietv ot :!lechtnisms to counteract tho politicA power oi students.

The students of a school Are recruited irto iVon student
membership st.Att.0, as a result of their place a residence and are
placed Automatic:Illy in groups by sW. AgP-grAlkW, pervades the system
:nld is supported in subtle ways bv teachers, st-i'ents, And the outside
community. In age-vraded cliques, 4: inks, etc., char:tett:I-kw

secondary schools. In time a distinctive subculture is created in the .

school which is passed an to new groups As they enterolder, "wiser"
students "lavin it on" 111L' neophytes who accept indoctrination because
they know they will have their turn. Student culture, as mentioned earlier,
is often contrary to the code of conduct espoused by the adults in the
school; student culture often seems desiimed to undermine the work of
teachers and the influence of parents and interested citixons.

confusedAs Rid,...ellP1 has indicated, the ,,,ork of the school is

hccturw at the dilemmas iacin..; both ittellers And students. slit' tedherfs

dilommA is 1 conflict between heir's! , warm, friendly person And being
a strict disciplinarian. in order to maintain student attention and to
create In nppropriate climate for learning, the teacher !kill to establish
affectional bonds between himself and his students. In other words, he
must make inrolds into the world of students. On the other hand, the
tva...hur mus'. enforce the rules, the regulations, And expectations of the
bureaucrncy. Iii' must maintain hi; position or "oifice" in the or,v,aniza-
tional structure of the school. The student faces a somewhat similar hut
opposite dilemma. The student may' be interested in the subject hoini:
tau6t; he personally !Tr.. a teather; but if lit' volunteers or is

persuaded to do what the teacher wants, lit' risks expulsion trom his
preferred social clique or Hub. Mc has to ho careful to be "cool" About
his relationships the adults in the school.

s con rront it i -;ubsoci..tios and subcultures borders upon
opt' -, war!aro in some urban hi'!;1 schools. Stude:It interests and
aspiritionq usually hcc(,me locww.i on extracurricular events, athletics,
dances, heautv contests and music festivals twer staidents have same

ro I I -schoo ! int ere-;L; ,,t t !octp-A,d on the academic

AHliement of stu.!ent:-; and/or the ,.ontrol or '-itudent !,ehavior.

tiCh IrIes dw._. I 1 , "The choo I ,i I 1),-,,,,ra i , tt.l. (..

ti ,,1 i on. ; (Ch !!.and I

.5 01i!
,



the extrAcurricular Aspects of Aeoondary sehoolino, Avrvo
sevoral purposeA which ameliorate the tvachei :n student dilvmmgs

(1) Audent partiapation in the extracurrii:ular
iffairs, especially athletics, requires a certain grade-point average;
(2) Loict..F44 control grade-point avvrages and thoroby have leverage
over studvnt leaders because most student leaders aro also athlotemIl
Li) student loader-Athletes, especialite thoso who do well academic:111V,
receive recognition, praise, and reward hoth in and out of school;
(.41 thwi through the reward system student leaders are coerced into

in And supporting the bureaucratic asports or the school, and
inqecure teachers And recogniged athletes play subtle games with

one another with respect to the Athlete's achievement in the academic
program.-

In summary, researeh on the culture of the school has identified
dilemmas tor both Loachers and students. ivaclivr dilemma might b
characterixed hy, "I can't motivate students because I have to spend all
my time disciplining them"; the student dilemma hy "I won't volunteor to
o a:ivthing or say anything. I don't want to be sOcll as .1 fink." Those
two Akommas identified bv Walter and reinforced by more recent research
pormeato life in the high school and) to a greater or lesser degree,
aftet tho iunior high school...1,j. There Is evidence that open conflict
AS A result of dissonance between faculty and students t not ay big a
prohlem in elementary schools, prohbly because (I) the characteristically
longer period of time with the same students provides more opportunity
lor the teacher to manipulate student interactions and to become involved
in .if feet ive relationships with them, and (2) the students are little
people, un tide to compete with the teacher physically, Intellectually or
ergank. It ionAlly.

111,1%:c 1,4 t roin 111A l'0.itW 01 research IS worth not: hi,;: the
Authority prinolple of the school, 1rom patrons and school hoard to the
el v44 "httri..Alicr ati,,..aion" (formalization of roles, stat uses,

pupil -ti....Ichor af ecLivc intoraction lostors "dehureaucra-
ti:-.Atioh."

t tt'11 II 1 tl,,L cki t ItAt Ar A:4 -t oAhor
L!' s; conco dobtirealic rat 13:It i on A So

j ; 10:1A I :PA 1 !...r Lilo intl.' rAct jolt CLIASeS
t. I I Lh classic pr,,:essiona)-cliont pattern.
Yot the -ccupitional norms And colleague relations

ti.icer,. Appoar to !le more conistont with
,lopt,,:e.;-;i,,ndi thin pr-10,--iional por!orMAncc. It
11.' 10.11 t !l pri,1 or l eta u

p
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teachers to be less °professional" in their classroom
actions, thnt is, to diverge from the classic pattern
because 01 their bonds with the colleague group.23

In other words, the social norms a the Leachers as a subsocluty are
incons;slent with "professional performance as well as with structural
bureaucratic behavior."

How Do Norms and Rituals Got Started in School9

Because the school is an Institution established under the authority
principle, most norms and rituals are established by the persons who have
the authority, usually the principal and the teachers, but also the bus
driver, the janitor and the cafeteria workers during times and places
when authority is given to them. Most norms and rituals are associated
with the "work" of the school, such "work" being defined fairly universally
in the out-ef-s,.hool culture. IL is interesting to note how similar the
structure or form of the school. is from culture to culture. The room
or place where teaching is Go occur designates a place for the teacher
(the front) and regularixed places for pupils designed so that pupils
and Leacher can see one another.

It Is well known by experienced teachers and students that much of
the first, or 3 weeks of the school year area devoted to establishing
classroom norms; students finding the limits of approved behavior,
teachers trying to show consistency in their responses to the spectrum
of pull] behavior. Classroom norms from the teacher's viewpoint usually
are associated with management, for example, getting students to do what
the teacher wants them to do. As a consequence, the more obvious norms
deal with taking up school (separating school from nonschool), scheduling
and assigning tasks, passing along organizational messages, sharing or
establishing common expectatiens, stopping or starting activities,
focusing and redirecting attent ion, reward ing, and pun ish ing.

In most American schools identification is usually directed to the
total mchooI rather than with the individual teacher or elassroom.
(;reater identification with the teacher occurs in the early grades.
People ask where the student Is going to school before they ask with whom
a is studying. As a consequence, many symbols are used to maintain
scaool identification: colors,sonr,s, slogans, Mascots, trophies,
special days, eLc. lost of these symbols are treated consciously under
Laic dirocLion of the first principal of the school and sanctioned by
the local heard of educattm.

Thu establishment of appropriate school norms and the maintenance
of rituals is an unwritten responsibility of the principal. New teachers

23hidwel1, op.



A 7,t.:11,01 And toaeher:; who are percoived to "stretch" tho approvod
bouna o: appropriate norm:, are given more supervision. lilt' typical

;ri h ipAl hii at on keeping tit school
oideriv And iniet and iree trom opon confliot. Because studonts,
teacher , And paronts enjoy hroaks From usual pattern of work, a

01 all-school events occurs which Arc controlled and schodulod
;AMIciPA!! asomnilo, plays, musical ivents, awards ceremonios,
dros-up days. prt--iu ceremonies, and programs. loachers

hi elmentary senools deveto considerable class tin e lo tilt' celebration
e!' :,olidays And culturally rocognkted ovonts. rho general nature or thent 4t1i Ii colohrations is monitored by tat' principal.

fn celebration of A number of special events is forced upon the
principal And tho leachors by norms and rituals devoloped in the student
population or In the community. As children grow oldor they bocome
offective in urging spocial ovents on the school. Those events may
beeome inslilutionali;:ed and move into the v%tracurricular program of
tilt' sehoola means of logitimotixing nonacadomic interests and hrin;:inr
them ander the Authority and survoillanco of the school. Becauso of
studont And citi%en interost. in those oxtracurricular events and because
such e've'nts sorve the purposes of various subgroups in the school or
..ommunity, some oxtraeurricular activitios have become major ovonts in

lifo of tilt' school. Over Limo they have been fashionod into cultural
complexos and rituals, the homecoming football game and the' asso-
ciatod dance, parties, d000rations, etc.-4

Whoa neW schools art started, espuelally new types of schools, tilt
principal and the planning staff usually consider the kinds of symbols:
norms and rituals that would be appropriate for the new school. On rarc
occl-dons do theist' who plan new schools consider the meaning of norms
nid rituals in relation to school goals. Symbols, norms, and rituals
usually in solected from traditional alternatives--- alternatives which
art' difreront from ether schools, but not difforont. from tilt' cultural con-
ligurati..n of school or schooling. New-tvpo schools (e.g., Adams High
:;chool, Portland, Orogon) usually arc created to overcome or reduce some
of the problems or circumstances which inhibit a icaLem.e achiovemont and/or
wholesomo human rolationships, such as racisr.,, poverty impairment, bore-
dom, etc. Those new-tvpo schools have created new social norms and in
some ca.ies, 110W rituals. rho norms and rituals which have been crcatod,
howe':er, havo emorged or grown naturally rathor than having boen ration-
ally cratod And inslallod. For example, in atteMptinr to improve adult-
;;Indent comnunication And .o make Iii eem free:- to adolescents in
Adam.i School, An unintentional norm developed that students could
,:u t. up and walk out of any cla:,s or assmrl' yhich they felt was irrele-
vant to them. "Walking out," an insult in most social circumstances,
tool. on A difrervnt MvAnin'; to hot it thit'he'r~ and students: Walking out
WA.--; not necossarily A refleCtion on tilt spoaker as long as someont re-
7.1ained And was li4tonin.

_
111 .1110 Adt'it'tit'l'llt St)t e op. 1 t .
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Summary: The symbols, norms, traditions, and rituals of a school
(1) ,ire borrowed by those in authority from the alternatives available
as deli nod by the cultural expectations of what schools should be like,
or (2) develop as principals, teachers, students, citizens interact and
carry on the work of the school. Rarely do people who plan or conduct
schools attempt to examine or create traditions or rituals to achieve
school purposes or goals.

What do Norms and Rituals do for Those who Work tn_the
For Those outsioe?

Norms, traditions, and rituals are important to group life. They
operate for groups in much the same way that habit does for the individual.
Social norms, traditions, and rituals provide means for carrying on
social intercourse within and among groups without thinking and without
having to decide what to do or how to do it as events occur. Attention
apparently is required for intentional learning to occur and for people
to resolve perplexing problems or to adjust to new events. Norms,
traditions, and rituals allow group attention to be focused on the
resolving of certain aspects of problems while holding "constant" the
social behavior required for rationality and order.

Coleman's research has made it clear that the social system of
adolescents today is tied to the culture of the high school, its norms,
traditions, and rituals.23 This social system dominated the life of the
adolescent, controlling the amount of energy or effort expended and
influencing the student's psychological well-being; this control is
exercised through the rewards and punishments provided through social
status in the school-based adolescent society. Social adequacy and feelings
of personal self-worth are the rewards given by social status. The
student society and its subculture defines who will he rewarded and
punished :is well as the range of factors or attributes worthy of reward
or punishment, for example, athletics, popularity with boys, good looks.

Coleman has indicated that the symbols associated with extracurricular
events were widely supported and given importance by parents and citizens
not associated with the school.26 He reported that in many of the
families studied, conversations between parents and their high school
offspring were often limited to discussions of extracurricular events,
such as father-son communication about athletics and mother-daughter talks
about dating.

It is apparent that the school provides a stage ,Ind the setting for
out-of-family adolescent socialization and indeed the development of

7)1bid.

26fbid.
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independence from the family. The subgroups of the s..hool serve as
"holding" societies, inducting new members Into their groups and
providing members with identification and psychological space in
subcultures different from parents and teachers.

As in primitive cultures, the symbols, social norms, and ritLals
in school subcultures serve both as social control mechanisms and as
the foci for meaningful and "Important" behavior. For example, junior
ni6 school students hurry to school so that they can "cruise" the
halls before first period. Minority students spend hours combing And
fixin? their hair so tnat the "Afro" is lust right. Preadolescents
listen carefully to the "top 20 tunes," memorizing countless lyrics so
that they can sing along or recite the words whenever the occasion
demands. These and many other complex !earnings, which eau be caliec-
tivelV classified as adolescent tribal behavior, are required of students
by the subcultures of the school, not by the teachers or by parents.

In a review of the literature it has been difficult to establish
cause and effect relationships among (1) school symbols and norms,
(2) adolescent subcultures and their symbols and norms, and (3) adult,
out-of-school symbols and norms. They seem to be related but the
research literal tire is not clear. Earlier studies focused on the con-
eept of sial class and attempted to relate differences in social
class wiLh characteristics of behavior and personality of children and

287, ,29,30,31youth in And out of school. 2 More recent analyses have
riven attention to the apparent effects of adolescent subcultures.on._
the adult society and the changinv, of 'American character."32,13,34,3)

)--ilbid.
2
8Allison Davis, DeeT South (Chica;_,,o: University of Chicago Press, 1941) .

.29
Robert .I. Havi,.,,hurst and Daniel U. Levine, Eduat-ion in Metropolitan

Areas (Iloston: Allyn and Bacon, 1971) .

311Robert Havighurst and Hi Ida aba, Adolescent Character and
.

P erson, tv C,ow York: i ley, 9:,9) .

,%ra "yr and I>. s Lunt T;),. sot, a 'cloderil commun...__..
(;.ew Liven: Yale i vers , ).

;2,
H. Marshall McLuhan, Understandirn, Media (New York: IcCraw-Hill, 196,'4).

33
Mar.:at-et

Press, 1970).
Mead, Culture and Cemmitmcnt C;cw York: :,atural History

,

Cnarle.; A. Reich, Tile Cr_eenin,
House, I " 70 1.

of America C:ew Yorls: 1,111(1,)m

Alvin iott i er, Euture Shocl, (Niw YorH R,Indo;!1 ilwise, 19,0).
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It i clear that school-based adolescent subcultures have tremendous
L:1)h on the behavior of hdolescents;it Is not clehr how mach of this
i:;phct comes from the symbols, norms, traditions of the school. It is

AppAreht that adult norms, svmbcls, etc., of the larger society have an
impAct on the norms, symbols, and rituals which are established in

l t is not Apparent how much or how fast symbols, norms, tradi-
tio;1,., or rituAls chn be changed in a school once such social mechanisms
I.lVt !won esthblished.

Shrhson ;i:; suggested that those who wish to change of reform the
school should Like cogni;:ance of and describe the programmatic and
hehhyierAl regularities which occur thereespecially the regularities

punctuhte the interactions between teachers and stud ntsin order
to uhderstAnd the culture of the school.36 After analyzin number of
reform efforts, he noted that most attempts at reform ha,'0 not dealt with
the institutionhl (cultural) regularities of the school. lie bemoaned the
fact that there was so little literature describing the culture of the
school and easserted the difficulty social scientists hme had "seeing"
the culture of the school so that it could be described.

"Anv httempt to introduce an important change in the school culture
re,hfires chhnging existim; regularities to produce new intended outcomes.
lh prActice, the regularities tend not to he changed and the intended
outcome, therefore, cannot occur; that is, the more things change the
:lore they remAin the same."37 Pursuing Sarason's logic, whenever any
reform is to be introduced, the reform should oo examined in relation to
CIOCI A'S in the regularities of behavior found in the subsocieties of the
s'i eo! nd the initiAl purpose of the reform movement.

Summary: Flit' symbols, norms, traditions, and rituals of a society,
,.,:hether a school society or not, have important effects upon members

the society. Members learn how to behave, how L0 interpret the
henhvior of others, And how to secure rewards and recognition through
the interpretation of these shared cultural objects and mechanisms.

I' tics .*roAtod in the school pass on subcultural symbols, norms,
And trh,:itiohs which Apparently influence in important ways the behavior

both studehts And tehthers.

Pnder 1.:111t rcumstAnces and/or for
Phu 1:; s Shoul d t ions And

Cr...,itoci or i.:-;Lth ishod?

traditions, And rituals will he esthblished in social
Iheir nppunranco And existence soon to be

:or ..,rouv; t- cehtinue io I l lily. Inc thesis posited here is
;:ind,; 01 ;:oci er culLnr:11 int_.chInism; call ht. croAtod khould

Culture i) the' School and the Problem of
(iH.-;ten: Al hhtl oh, 1971), p. 86.



be created) to support or undergird the purposes of the school. The
persistence of norms and rituals is partially dependent upon whether or
not they serve to moot the socto-psychological needs of those who engage
in them. For example, assume that a purpose of a school is to cause
children to read and to tali: about what they have read in ways which
provide' evidence that they understood what they have read. The task of
adults who control the school is to create norms, traditions and rituals
in the various school subcultures which make "doing" reading psychologically
attractive and socially important to the members of groups who share the
school culture.

The following seem to be appropriate purposes for creating premeditated
norms, traditions, and rituals:

I. co support or undergird the stated purposes of the
school or school system.

2. To reinforce the values of the larger society.

3. To create and support a good psychological climate
for learn incz

. To provide opportunities for students to It.arn and
practice skills in moving into new groups, becoming
quickly involved in and committed to group responsibilities.

5. To establish organizational means for communication among
various subgroups, for groups to confront one another, for
groups to act out conflict in nondestructive ways.

.1. To provide means for students to share experiences,
especially aesthetic experiences.

7. Fo establish means for individual feedback and evaluation.

To establish means for institutional feodback and
t: .1 1 on

(4 o provide means for the periodic review of the meaning
of symbols, norms, traditions, and rituals; to make new
interpretations in meaning; and to reaffirm and reinforce
frpropr i te me-in ing.

It should he notod again that those symbols, norms and rituals,
whEth embine several purposes togcther,are ropentod Irequentiv and
suppsrt one or more myths ac'c'epted by the latwr society,
will be the powerful ones.

NY or different =-4o-ial fnhol:;, norms, or rituals are most easily
Inc (n- pied Are get t ing started for the first
timewhen lecl norms have r,ot boon established. They also MT; be
intreauce,! need tor chan:f.e hus i)ccn accepted by the pe..ver



in school in response to olitstde pressures. As Lewin noted years ago,
i zat ona I change normal ly reoquires some " unfreezing" of the per-

cept ons of organ i xat lona l members to the c ircumstances facing them. 38
1:11fr,?ezing can be intentionally created or it can occur in response to
normal outside pressures. It typically occurs, however, during high
and low points in the life of en organization: the beginning, the
realL:ation of an achievement, an organizational crisis, new management,

C

Summary: New symbols, norms and rituals can be introduced at
various times in the life of a school. The easiest time is when a school
is i)cing newly opened. Some type of organizational readiness for change

usually necessary; this readiness or "unfreezing" can be induced.
There are appropriate purposes for manipulating the norms and rituals
NI .i school or school system, the primary one being the achievement of
tilt' stated goals of school ing.

chh school Social Symbols Norms,
Traditions, and Rituals be Chan end?

The argument presented here supports an affirmative answer to the
above quest ion. As noted earlier, schools are dominated by the authority
principle. it is argued that those who have authority and power in
schools- -the principal, the teachers, and key student leaders- -can use
theft power to change symbols, norms, tr-:itions and rituals. The first
task in a strategy for change is, therefore, to change the way leaders
view schools and how they function in them. After leaders ;.:re motivated
to change social conventions in their school, such change becomes
achievable. Regretfully, justification for these assertions must he
interred from research which has been done in non-school enterprises.
In extensive studies of achievement motivation, McClelland and Winter
report that they have been able to change the a-hievement motivations of
adults in d variety of cultural settings.39 Through inference from their
achievement studies it would seem that a planned program to change the
:llotivation of school leaders with respect to school symbols, norms,
traditions, and rituals would include means for dealing with the following:

I. l:stablishing a change syndrome in the leaders, including:

a. estahlishing a psychological "set" for change through
fantasyimagining what the school would be like if
new symbols, norms, rituals were to be tried.

b. considering moderate goals for change--goals which
could be accomplished within a year--before the
present school population changes.

38_
Nurt Lewin. Field Theory in Social Science. (New York: Harper, 1951).

39
David C. McClelland and David G. Winter. Motivating Economic

Achievement (New York: The Free Press, 1969), pp. 39-92.
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c. studying cases of schools which have tried out new social
conventions to determine what is involved in piloting
such changes.

2. Establishing means for leaders to study themselves with respect
to:

a. the relevance of proposed changes to the immediate
welfare of individual leaders.

b. the relationship between proposed changes and the life
goals (personal philosophical orientation) of individual
leaders.

c. the relationships between proposed changes and the
prevailing cultural values in the community.

3. Establishing goals for changing the symbols, norms,
traditions, and rituals in the school, including:

a. a rationale justifying the selection of the goals.

b. a work plan for the achievement of each goal.

c. establishing means for recording and reporting
progress toward the achievement of goals.

4. Establishing interpersonal supports among the leaders
including:

a. warm acceptance of each individual leader as a unique
person and avoidance of telling him what to do or the
choices he should make.

b. developing in-group feeling--a group apart from other
school groups--by going through a series of experiences
together; by meeting and working in retreat settings.

c. developing and maintaining reference groups among
leaders--groups which s;Iare sensitively in the
successes and failures of each member's life and
work.

Using the above format, McClelland and Winter reported that
business leaders trained by them demonstrated change in their leadership
behavior in their subsequent business experience; that the organizations
and enterprises with which trainees were affiliated showed increased
production and profit.4° In other words, the training of leaders toward'

40rhid.



Achievement motivation resulted In increased production and organl-
".ational output.

The McClelland and Winter format provides a means for studying and
con..iciously adopting new or different symbols, norms, or rituals in a
sChool. rhe i r format does establish, however, new sets of norms and
.4i+CI,ti arrangements among the leaders of the school, arrangements which
need to be examined, shared, and agreed upon by participants before they
undergo the change process. iraining programs which have been established
usilw this tormat apparently have been very effective. Such effectiveness
demonstrates the potential power of introducing a new set of norms and
symbois into leadership behavior through training. To avoid any semblance
of "brainwashing" it becomes important that. participants be given a full
disclosure of training plans and the option to withdraw from further
training whenever the press of personal change seems Loo uncomfortable.

bringing the xaminatioa of school symbols, norms, traditions,
And rituals to tile .:0I1SCIOUS level, reasons for their existence in
social system I:ecome more obvious. Oiscrepancies between the official
:3eaaing of symbols or customs, usualty found in faculty or student
handbooks or provided orally at orientation exercises, and the real
meaning of symbols or customs become apparent. Understanding the meaning

sv7abols And ceremonies and the sharing of the meaning through partici-
pation (personal experience) .;Ives beauty and importance to them. Vor

e'.:ample, the marriage ceremony Likes on more beauty and personal moaning
to individuals contemplating marriage as they learn the meaning of the
traditional symbol.; connected therewith. Aodern couples who write their
own ceremonies, selee t. new and old symbols and order events AS they wish
them to be, find more richness of meaning. They feel their coMMiLments

another Ire Moro authentic because they authored the ceremonies.10 ,,no

IL does seem appropriate to sth4;..t,est that. leaders of A SChoOl in a

demo -riLic society ;:ii.4ht the study of school syribols, norms,
tridition:-;, And rituals; It' Lilt. consciousness of those persons who have

in wnat goes on in A particular school. By doing so there can
be broad sharin'.: in the creation, development or reinforcement of
,,reed-upon ic fhe peri rewri t 1 ny, or red ra t I n-,

.;%T111,1:; kL,L..1-; Lire I r ;1:1 *, -;1; and educate..; a new .',eneraL ion

i n t I ie L ereat i n : . ; no t o I Illei r sv!:int'I I t but

in I it inna hi us i rat. ion it mitt

:,:u77r,Atry: Leaders in nonscnoll tcl.l, or-,aniAation are Able to
it ; r behav ior ..han')t. in lead, rsh ip ben iv ior

.11 rt...-iuiL iHprov,..a cilectiveness (output !loasure;). IL

ii. :)cen in!erred Cnat Lb'_ ol school lelacr:;, principhl,

leadcts, and student leaders, can result in ,...lanjny, Achool

norm.-;, traditions, and rituals. fIroad paritcipation in the
the :10 III 0! norm, or rituals, ns

i A tilt' re ., e I..; .1 itt Mt. I II) le in
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Must New (Different) School Norms and
Rituals be Consistent with or be Supported
b.y..(hot70L-School. Patrons and Citizens?

In a period of rapid social change, It is difficult for an organiza-
t ionall leader to participate in or condone the introduction of new social
norms and rituals. It is the same with the school principal. The faster
the social change, the greater the chance of disparity between what is
considered appropriate social behavior by adults in the larger community
and the student 14 the school. The effects of such disparity are
enlarged by the tenuous nature of social control in the school, the fear
of student revolt or violence and the precarious nature of the principal's
role in the school_ bureaucracy. For these reasons, if no other,
traditional school principals typicatly avoid the examination of norms
and rituals and anything else that might upset the precarious balance of
forces operating on the school at any particular time. For his own
survival, the principal seems to be forced to get what he considers to

be acceptable norms down in writing in student or faculty handbooks so
Lhat he may justify later decisions or actions on the basis of what has
been written; he tries to avoid becoming personally involved in the
subcultures of his buil.ding. Fairness (treating all alike) is more
important to the maintenance of order than is reasonableness or
riThteousness.

From a rev: :u of the limited rt-:.search literature, it appears that
loaders desiring to establish new norms, traditions, and rituals in
public schools will have difficuity doing so without the support and/or
understandin$.; of the schoo1's patrons.41 Admittedly there are norms in
schools abtut which patrons are not particularLy interested because they
neither violate community norms hor stretch too far the parental notions
of what school inn should be like. Such norms are usually established
witlf,ut heaL or fervor by school board, princivis, Leachers, and student
!),u: ieAders. the range of norms whic:, can be manipuktted without

support or involvvment. may be limited. Apparently increased
trust between at hoof leaders and comunity loaders expands the range of
uorls tud Resetrch is needed concerning the limits and the

hor ,. and rituals which can be established in schools and the
L.,s :oust be present or absent if undue community opposition

u:d pr.:ssur is to be avoided.

IL would appear that it sch,q)ls Are not Loo lArV,0 it nay be possible
L, kf!orts to establish now uor;as and rituals in a :;chool with
ail intr,.sted parties involved, the tacultv and students as well as
InLercd ,:ommtaitv pitrons. Nis hypothesis Loo needs to he tested.

cid vstablish;avnl of new schoot-commnai,-y tt.e:;tivals based

upon :aojeru rttionallv created folklor.,, celt;.rating Ale achievement 01
;,1100i ;)AIS .4ceMS t,td .Ln of me,ih,, tor reform.

cit .



Summary: Although school norms may be somewhat different from those
recommended by school patrons, the introduction of new norms and rituals
requires community support and sanction. Patron approval of cultural
change may be more easily obtained in small schools.

Assuming That Social Norms and Rituals
Can Be Changed, What Kinds of Suggestions
night Be Considered for Pilot Projects
Designed to Reform the School?

The pilot-project phase of school reform needs to focus public
resources on the discovery of viable means of equalizing educational
opportunity. In general terms, equalization of opportunity ought to be
judged in relation to criteria such as the following: (4.) student achieve-
ment in language and computational skills, (2) student achievement in
human relations and citizenship skills, (3) the provision and maintenance
of a humane school environment, (4) evidence that eaca student is
improving in self-esteem, and (5) evidence that each student shares in
the institutional rewards of the school. Described l'elow are ideas
which might be considered in developing pilot projects designed to reform
the school by deliberately changing the symbols, norms and rituals
found there. The ideas presented are organized in elation to the five
criteria listed above. These ideas, however, are not exhaustive; they
merely illustrate the kinds of suggestions which seem promising as one
looks for ways to reform the school:

1. Achievement in the student's use of basic skills (above age 10)
might be fostered by changing the orientation of grading and reporting
practices from the individual to a small group or team. By developing
teams (primary reference groups), and providing individual achievement
feedback to the team as well as to the individual, the team can become
responsible for the individual's performance. It would become an
obligation of members of a team to :,elp all other members. Space and
time for the team to work together would need to be provided. In

addition, the teacher (or other adults in the school) would need to be
skillful in helping students learn team skills in teaching "helping
behavior" to students observing small group behavior, in providing
feedback to individuals and groups as they try to achieve. The
assessment of performance of the individual student and the evaluation
of his progress toward the achievement of school objectives would need
to be reported to the student's team. In addition, such reports from
the teacher to the team would include suggestions for further individual
and group work and an assessment of the team's total performance in
relation to its own achievement profile. Teams would he able to request
tutoring or other special help whenever they deemed outside help
necessary.

2. Achievement in the basic skills might be enhanced by developing
difterent feedback and 'wiping mechanisms in and out of school. ''sing
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the helping trio concept:42 parents of primary children may be encouraged
to talk about appropriate ways of encouraging (rewarding) children out
of sc:iool. Upper-grade and secondary students could he :Irgaized into
he trios which persist 2 to 4 weeks. Feedback on achievement from
the teacher would be followed by time and opportunities for helping
trios to meet and work together. Improvement plans developed by individuals
as a result of helping trio conversations should be honored as much as
possible by the teacher. Teachers could encourage the use of tutors in
self-improvement plans.

3. Achievement in human relations and citizenship skills might be
promoted by the creation and establishment of a school confrontation
ceremony. Such a ceremony might include the following:

a. A petition signed by 10 percent of the student body or 50
percent of the teachers could initiate the ceremony. The
petition would have to state a grievance or problem about
which collective school discussion or action seems warranted.

h. Within 5 days regular school would he stopped. Students
and teachers would assemble in prearranged cross-age
groups of eight at the beginning of the school day.

c. Groups of eight would discuss the grievance or problem
for 30 minutes, adjourn and move to the school
auditorium.

d. After assembling in the auditOrium a short statement of
the rules of the ceremony would he read. Following this,
spokesmen concerned with the grievance or problem would
be allowed to speak 30 minutes.

e. Returning to their original meeting places, groups of
eight would be given hour to suggest three courses of
action they would recommend for the school and place them
in priority order.

-42The he trio consists of three people who play interchangeable
roles but whose roles are clearly defined during the times they meet
together. One person is the helpee--the person being helped--who has
tho task of stating his problem or concern as clearly and openly as
he can, including his feelings and emotions. The second person is the
helper who has the responsibility of helping as best he can: listening,

paraphrasing, clarifying the problem, accepting feeling, suggesting
alternative. The third person is the observer who has the task of
keeping a mental record of what is occurring between the helper and
helpee, providing feedback to participants regarding the way they are
playing their roles, keeping track of time, etc.



f. Two groups of eight would meet together to (1) share their
recommendations, (2) consolidate them, (3) select four,
(4) place the four recommendations in priority order,
and (5) elect two persons to represent the consolidated
group to the next phase of the confrontation.

g Representatives of groups would meet in groups oC eight.
(now representing 64 people) to (.1) share recommendations,
(2) consolidate recommendations, (3) select five, (4) place
the five in priority order, and (5) elect two persons to
represent the group of representatives to the next phase.

h. Representatives of representative groups would meet with
the principal and representatives of the school board on
the stage of the school auditorium. The persons on stage
would discuss recommendations; change or alter recommenda-
tions if necessary; prioritize recommendations; propose a
course of action to be carried forward during regular
school operation.

J

Personnel on the stage would be polled to publicly agree
to proposed action. If agreement is reached, action
would be forthcoming and the meeting would continue until a
compromise action plan is agreed upon. Public agreement
would serve as a commitment by students, teachers, and
principal to work for accomplishment of plans made.

. Ceremony would close by singing a school song written
to expresL, both school unity and the power of public
commitment.

4. Achievement of human relations and citizenship skills might be
promoted by the development of classroom procedures for the resolution
of conflict using adversary advocates. Each person in a disagreement
would be asked to select: a person to speak for him and his position in
a public classroom forum. Adversaries and their advocates would be
given the opportunity (approximately 30 minutes) to prepare their cases.
A panel of judges would be selected by the remainder of the class to

hear the presentation and to suggest an appropriate course oi act ion
Advocates would be given five minutes each to present their cases
and two minutes each in rebuttal. Adversaries would he expected to
hear and abide by suggestions made by the judges.

Words announcing the opening of debate should be written Lo set the
stage for reasonableness and decorum. An appropriate closing ceremony
should be developed, too, which could include the shaking of hand:; of
both the advocates and the adversaries. A school cheer could be written
to mark the end of the procedure. (A symbol b the entire school that
another conflict situation had been resolved.)

5. Based upon a definition or description oi a hum,Inc school environment
there are a number of social inventions which mip,ht be tried to help brim
about such an environment:



.16 WritV A S1101 credo which outlines in poetic form Litt:,

,lomviit of .1 humane V1IVITOUMVnt. HVV gtUdllitH write
And produce an Appropriate symbolic ceremony.

h. c ) rgani,!e an observer squad dvsigned t.tt + ISII claMiws
poriodicAlv And report their findintts with respect to
the eNistence or noneNistence of humane environments
to City tyuchyrs and tho principal.

h. A more humane environment might be created If nnschool socioeconomic
diiterences Li! students were minimiled and cultural and ethnic differences
maxii...,ed while they are in school. Foe vystmpict

a. Except on special days all school personnel, prinvipal,
teachers, students It wear uniforms--uniforms that
Are inexpensive, simple, fnneLlonal, attractive.

b. All in-school expenses m'htht be furnished, using school
or student body funds, for example, senior class riur,s
purbasod from student body funds.

Cultural expression days Mi01. Ii rgankled and carried
out bv teachers and students who come from different
C ultural or ethnic origins,

7. Improvemet. in self-esteem may be advanced h\' ccrononivm or rituals
which reconi;,ae anti VallIc individual and cultural differences. For
e:.:amplef

a. fe sin,;ing of the Hack national anthem by black
students followed by the singiiv; of the (white)
national antnem by white students, followed by
the simtinc. ot America the Reautittil hy all
students.

h. In vIvmcnt,,ry sioms of students' names
pr1nte0 n fiberboard And a picc in the room where
aeli student could hao,. his HAM' ul the beinning of

Scis001 JAY. Attention c.111 h drawn 10 cAcIl child
i1Y put,-; up um !Yr All L, tit's'. Attyutiou

CHI h dirccicd Wh0 are absent so that
students they would have been missed
: id tile': bi,en .11 t .

1::;:)rovy:nynt in .--;y11-tyy:'! in by -yncrnlyd by . ll.lill; i in the norms .0
,i,a!tudent. reiationships. or oxnripic:

(11.'V `i` .1111 ;11..1(1 I t .1 11-1(.'11(11V H111

;,1-0, ;ion ,cher-, I ieut relit ionship--an
i;pro.,,it t I .s, HI;o:er.



b. Providing tutors so that each student can have
adult attention and care on a regular basis.

9. The sharing of institutional rewards seems to be more easily
aocomplished in elementary schools because children are with the same
teacher all day. The teacher consequently can mete out recognition
and reward more equally. For example:

a. Each student's birthday can be recognized.

b. Each student can have his turn at being on the safety patrol
or the clean-up squad, at being the classroom monitor.

c. Each student can participate in the Christmas pageant,
school fair, parade, etc.

lf secondary schools were smaller--small enough so that all students
and teachers were known by all others--similar celebrations and routines
could be established for older students.

10. Institutional rewards might be more easily shared if school schedules
were different. For example:

a. Wednesdays were designated activity day so that all
students could be involved in activities on or off
the school campus at the same time.

b. Varicius all-school festivals were scheduled during the
year (other than athletics), organized so many different
interests and talents could be recognized at the same
time, for example, arts and crafts, music, dancing,
drag-racing, intramural contests, skits, etc.

Summary: Given the assumption that symbols, norms, ceremonies, and
rituals can be introduced into school societies and cultures, a number
of suggestions have been made for pilot projects including: (1) team
orientation in assessment of achievement, (2) use of helping trios,
(3) the school confrontation ceremony, (4) the adversary advocate exercise
for resolving conflict, (5) the writing of a school credo, (6) the observer
squad, (7) the wearing of uniforms, (8) the furnishing of costly "extras"
to all students, (9) cultural expression days, (10) ceremonies expressing
differences and common goals, (11) student name signs, (12) development
of teacher professional classroom manner, (13) provision of tutors,
(14) recognition of birthdays and personal occasions, (15) turns at special
duties, (16) participation in pageants, (17) designation of special
days for festivals and activities.

Many other ideas could have been suggested which when tested might
assist the personnel of a school in achieving agreed-upon school goals.
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Chapter 9

THE WORKING ENVIRONMENT OF TEACHERS

by

Elaine J. Chisholm
Harvey Public Schools, Illinois

This essay will address itself to the role, skills, and working
environment of America's teachers. We will examine here their importance
in the whole area of the educational process and discuss those items
which are of vital concern to the teacher.

The reason for questioning these three areas is the concern
focused on today's inner-city schools.

Skill of Teachers

Recently there has been criticism of the performance of teachers
in our schools. Strident charges have been leveled because America's
inner-city schools have not prepared the poor and minority group
children for their roles in a technological society which no longer
uses race, class, and sex as barriers to the social goals of equality
of opportunity. The schools are not meeting the need of the populations
they serve. They have become sieves for the restive young and their
sorely harassed keepers, the teachers.1

Teachers, administrators, and supervisors often blame the colleges
for inadequate training of the teaching staff. Too often people
believe the myth that when one graduates from college, he should be
prepared to function in the classroom.

Who then should assume the blame for ineffective teaching? Is
it the teachers, the schools or the colleges? The teacher attends
college, graduates, and is then abandoned by the institution. In
his place of employment he is thrust into a number of roles. Because
of this, the school where the teacher actually works has to accept
the responsibility of providing the teacher with a constructive
educational environment in which to develop professional competencies.

How then can teachers best prepare themselves to maintain a

high level of professional standards and avoid the disillusioning
experiences that they and their students must go through? Teacher

'John F. Check, "Dissatisfaction in Teaching," Educational Forum
(January 1971), p. 175.
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preparation should include curriculum methods, psychology of child
development and the social sciences for an understanding of social
processes at work in the school and classroom which affect the pupil
and teacher. He should also be prepared to observe, interpret, and
diagnose behavioral cues and most important, to understand his role
in the cultural process of socialization. The framework of a larger
cultural system with formal and informal structures must be understood.
The professional experiences of teachers document the satisfactions
and dissatisfactions in the teaching field and should lead to
important implications for teacher education programs.

The bureaucratic structure and its procedures tend to cause the
teacher to change or forsake what she has learned in her preservice
education. The teacher education institution, as well as the public
school's inservice programs, must be prepared to invest a major portion
of its expertise and efforts in programs for the teacher.

Becoming a teacher is an enormously complex process. Changes in
teacher preparation are not as likely to effect significant changes
in the education of inner-city school children as would reforms within
the institutional framework in which the teacher must operate. However,
improved preservice programs would help the teacher to enter the job
at a high level of preparation and anticipation as well as greatly
strengthen his capacity for growth once on the job.

One of the most promising new program approaches for improved
training is the teacher center as proposed by David Selden and David
Darland in their paper Teacher Centers: "Who's in Charge?" The teacher
center would he run by the teachers, funded by Federal, local, and
State governments and adequately equipped with resources and available
data to answer the teachers' specific needs. I believe that the teacher
center would be a big step in the direction of improved teacher effectiveness.

The model teacher center as proposed would be funded on a
continuing basis. Located as closely as possible to those who will
utilize it, the teacher center would be equipped with the latest
technological equipment and would have a large amount of resource
materials. It would be operated solely by the teachers and staffed by
teachers and their representatives.

This proposal is based on the fact that, to date, inservice training
has been relatively unsuccessful. If teachers take a major role in
their own professional development, the gap between ineffective and
effective teaching will be lessened.

Role of the Teacher

Another reason teachers cannot function adequately in school is
because they are expected to play too many roles and are generally
asked to accomplish miracles that are far beyond LA /C capacity of a



single individual--no matter how well he is trained. On the surface,
the teacher's rule as a professional trained to manage the educational
lives of his charges seems to provide him with clearly defined
relationships to students, peers, authorities and the educational
organization.2 The student, the central focus of the educational process,
faces a variety of controls by the trained professional. When he leaves
the system, he should be a new product, possessing numerous skills
and committed to comprehending the social norms.

Many students are only in school because they are forced to be
there by their parents; they're not old enough to drop out; or because
they don't have anything better to do. They do not want to be there.
For this reason, many assume that the students' lives have to be tightly
arranged and structured so that they won't waste time on noneducational
pursuits. Although some teachers operate on the premise that all
students must be treated the same, the students are not the same. They
learn in different ways; the teacher must be flexible to motivate the
different personalities. Teachers have to rationalize and universalize
their instructional methods in classroom operation. The conflicts
between these divergent philosophies and norms are reflected in
continuing confusion regarding the appropriate managerial responses for
the classroom teacher or the school principal.3

The teacher has to be released from some of the role demands
placed on him by students in order to maintain freedom as a professional.
The teacher-student relationship is seen by educators as a professional-
client relationship. It is marked by the professional's concern for
the student's welfare and interests, his evaluation and judgment of the
student's performance and future opportunities, and his control of
student-teacher interaction. Chesler and Franklin say that emphasis
upon intimate and individually responsive interactions with students
inevitably weakens the universalist standards incumbent upon the
professional role-taker. Therefore, the insulation of the teacher
from students is, to some extent, a necessary component of his ability
to be objective and fair while still being interested in his welfare.
the teacher's ability to exercise authority and control over his clients
also is vital to the management of his own conflicts over personal and
impersonal relations in class, and it permits him to be free to act
in what he sees as the client's best interest.4 We can say that the
teacher must maintain a close, warm, and individualistic relationship
and be allowed to exercise his own judgment in organizing and stabilizing
is instructional conduct.

Recently, in many places, the teacher's professional freedom has
)een threatened from a new front--the community. Attempts on the part
of lay adults or others to control teachers' classroom behavior

2
M. Chesler and J. Franklin (Eds.), Report on Interracial and

Interjenerational Conflict in Secondary Schools (Ann Arbor: University
of Michigan Press, 1967), p. 19.

3lbid.

4
Ibid.
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inevitably weaken professional autonomy and freedom. Such views of
the sanctity of the processionals' role are expressed by the substantial
numbers of teachers who are opposed to giving lay persons in the
community more influence in running the schools. Aside from the
throat to their own freedom and status, teachers suggest such procedures
would not better serve the needs of pupils. Rossi and his colleagues
report that 58 percent of the whice educators and 45 percent of the
black educators they interviewed recently so assessed the minimal
educative value of local community control of schools.'

The internal management of schools is similar to a bureaucratic
form that seeks to provide substantial freedom and autonomy to its
professional agents. As Chesler and Barakat point out, however, this
autonomy often results in Isolation and the teacher seldom finds
sufficient opportunity for the kind of peer interaction that is necessary
to stimulate imaginative and creative teaching. These authors also
state that the majority of teachers desire more influence than they
feel they now have on the making of school educational. policies.6

Despite aspirations in this direcrion, the central administration
and building principal maintain final authority and, as Clark points
out, "the notion of a self-governing academic community . . . is only
weakly voiced in the public schools."7 Therefore, teachers occupy
their positions because of specialized knowledge which must be objectified.
Their authority is restricted correspondingly and existing structures
are based upon structural position which are exclusive of interpersonal
effect.

As stated above, the teaching "process" is a complicated one.
The teacher does far more than just teach the subject matter assigned.
Among other things, he acts as a test-maker and administrator, a
secretary, office clerk, policeman, operator of audiovisual materials,
and a janitorial assistant. Added to these time-consuming chores are
the extra-instructional roles of friend and confidante, counselor, admirer,
parent surrogate, transmitter of approved cultural values, and
representative of the adult culture. In other words, the teacher is
not in the schools just to teach certain well-defined subject matter to
a group of kids, but is expected to and strives to teach the whole child.

All of the above extra-instructional duties come under the
heading of educational goals and purposes. These goals and purposes
are fine for the experts, but of little help to classroom teachers whose

5Ibid.

6M. Chesler and H. Baraket, The Innovation and SharinE of
Teacher Practices: A Study of Professional Roles and Social Structure
in Schools (Ann Arbor: Ann Arbor Institute for Social Research, 1967), p. 21.

78. Clark, Educating the Expert Society (San Crancisco: Chandler,_______
1962), p. 159.
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time is taken up with day to day classroom problems and inadequate
working conditions. Therefore, the teacher's job description is vague
and his responsibilities diffuse and ill-defined.8 Such a condition
has resulted in a system where "every teacher fends for himself."

Some teachers have found ways to fit into a larger cultural
framework; this all depends upon the individual teacher--his temperament,
personality, and needs--that define the educational tone he sets for
his students. This is admittedly a hit-or-miss proposition that leads
away t rom the well-delineated goals the attainment of which can be
measured in specific increments of time.9

Teaching is far more difficult and complicated than the public
realizes. It is a very taxing and demanding job and often leads to
genuine mental and physical fatigue. On the other hand, it can be
tremendously rewarding to work with children and their minds. But the
teacher very seldom knows the outcome of his efforts. Ile can see the

pupil progress but he is never sure just how much of this progression
he is responsible for. The doctor sees his patient cured but the
teacher has no way of knowing the lasting influence of his labor. With
the present organization of the schools, diffuseness of goals and role
functions of the teachers, there is no way for the teacher or anyone
else to assess successes or failures. How then do we know what makes
an effective teacher? We can hypothesize that an effective teacher
is one who fits into the roles described above. It then may follow
that a serious look needs to be taken at the preservice and inservice
training of teachers to mitigate their deficiencies.

Working Environment of Teachers

Although it is recognized that the inservice and preservice
training of teachers leaves much to be desired, th re are other almost
equally serious areas that need to he improved and reformed. We hypothesize
here that the environment the teacher works in is one of these areas,
and, as it currently exists, is often a deterrent to professional
growth. One may ask if the teacher's working environment really makes
a difference in educational input and output. This writer says yes
and will examine here some of those factors which operate in the working
environment.

8M. Brenton, What's Happened to Teacher? (New York: Coward-McCann,
Inc., 1970), pp. 23-27.

91hid.
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Class Size

Let us first examine the variable of class size. According to
Jesse Burkhead in "Input and Output in Large-City High Schools,"
educators have found that class size is a crucial variable and that
with the reduction of class size the educational input and output can
be affected.1° An examination of most recent teacher contracts will
attest to the fact that class size is one of the environmental variables
that teachers consider of major importance to their effectiveness.
We will not discuss here the various estimates as to what constitutes
an overcrowded classroom. Our assumption is that classrooms are
overcrowded as revealed from an examination of NEA opinion polls and
teacher contracts. From this evidence we hypothesize that classes
with smaller pupil-teacher ratios can lead to greater achievement on
the part of the students and improve the effectiveness of the teacher.
Smaller classes have four major advantages. They:

1. Provide opportunities for teachers to measure individual student's
growth and development and try a variety of teaching techniques which
will be suited to the students' needs.

2. Afford the opportunity to utilize the group process whereby students
are encouraged to examine concepts and ideas and to alter rigid,
sometimes mistaken, approaches to issues and people. Students will
learn how to become better group members. This is a prime requisite for
functioning in a democracy.

3. Permit all of the students to discover the significance of subject
matter involved and to discuss its potential uses, rather than just to
receive it passively and return it in tests.

4. Provide students with opportunities to know their teacher on a
personal, individual basis.11

Trump suggests that smaller classes afford the teacher the
opportunity to move away from the traditional role of questioning and
answering and redefine their role as one who aids the students' growth
and development on a personalized basis.

Although it is generally agreed that a- le quality of education
improves as the teacher-student ratio declines, there is need for
further research regarding the most desirable ratios for a whole range
of educational situations.

1°Jesse Burkhead, "Education as a Production Process," Input and
Output in Large. City Schools (New York: Syracuse University Press,
1967), p. 32.

11J. Trump and D. Baynham (Eds.) , Guide to Better Schoo is (Chicago:
Rand McNally, 1961), pp. 2'-25.
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Salary

rhe issue of teachers' pay is full if contradictions and confusion.
Attitudes of the public and teachers are increasingly polarized around
the premise that teachers are getting too much or too little. According
to a study by Endicott, the average beginning salary of teachers in
1971-1972 was $7,230 compared to the beginning salary of engineers,
$10,620; accountants, $10,140; physicists, $10,224; production managers,
$9,312; and female home economists, $7,932.12

flits mean starting-sdlaries of teachers and other 'graduates with
bachelors degrees for 1970-1971 rates teachers at the bottom of the
scale. Teacher organizations have led the fight for more money and
greater fringe benefits. However, teacher salaries are not as yet
commensurate with other professional occupations.

With higher salaries for teachers it can he hypothesized that
there will he greater job satisfaction and more loyalty to the schools.
There will he greater retention of teachers within districts. This
will build more stabilized, experienced staffs and lead to better
inservice programs. There will be less moonlighting and greater
incentive for high performance.

the goal of raising teacher salaries is to raise professional
standards and increase professional performance and educational output.
A teacher should he able to advance by remaining a classroom teacher
instead of having to do so by moving into ;In administrative or
supervisory position. To date this has been stir, only alternative for
those teachers who stdv in the public schools.

Teachers' rime

Teachers need a greater opportunity to use their professional
skills. Teachers typically work a 48-hour week. In addition,
they grade papers, keep records, issue texts, have supervisory duties,
collect money and have a host of other chores. Because of this, there
is little time and energy or administrative encouragement to keep up
with developments in the disciplines and develop imaginative
in-u.ructioaal materials. The teacher's professional pride is damaged
Than a part of his day is taken up with clerical and subprofessional
tasks. According to Trump, this leads to low morale.

Lot us first take a look at the Hass load ;IA an important time
variable. reachers arc scheduled for too many classes per week and

rndicqt, "Salaries of Beginning Teachers and Beginners In
othtr Pr,,Cessions," NEA kesear,:h Bulletin, Vol. '09, No. 3 (1q71),
p.
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the classes are too large. This gives the teacher little time to do
what he is supposed to do. A recommended solution to this is to cut
down the number of classes per week. Generally teachers have five
classes per day, with the remainder of the time spent in some
supervisory capacity. The schedule should be made more flexible so
that the students and teachers can break away from the convention of
five classes per day per week. Changing the length of class periods
is another type of schedule flexibility. A school day may be divided
into 15 or 20 minute modules and different classes may meet for a
varied number of modules--one, two, three, five, or any number desired,
depending upon the purpose of the class. Under the module system,
it is also possible to have Masses meet on certain specified days of
the week instead of every day.

Another possible step in schedule modification is to leave open
one or two periods near the middle of the school day. During this time,
students can be scheduled for a variety of activities--discussions,
lab work, independent study, etc. A more radical type of modification
is provided by scheduling classes for four days a week. One full day
a week then can be kept free of regular classes. Several school
systems have already adopted this system, and set aside every Friday
for professional growth.

These suggested methods of schedule modification should he used
only as first steps and not as ultimate goals.I3 Initiating one of
these schedule modifications would lead to lighter class loads for
teachers because all three alternatives leave the teacher with time
when he will not have regularly scheduled classes. This will also
provide time when teachers in the same discipline can meet and discuss
common problems.

Another factor which diffuses the teacher's time is the large
amount of clerical and noninstructional tasks which have to be done in
the course of every day's activities. For many years, the American
Federation of Teachers has been engaged very successfully in a
struggle to remove nonessential tasks from the workday of the teachers.
Illustrative of this is the provision in the collective-bargaining
contract negotiated by the Washington, D.C., Teachers Union, AFT Local
6, in which 20 clerical-type tasks are identified in the clause
dealing with "relief from nonteaching duties."14 Clerical work in
this context means preparing lesson plans, typing and duplicating
materials, taking records, preparing reports, and other "routine"
services that fall below the professional level of teaching. These
noninstructional tasks can be diminished by the use of instructional
assistants--general aides (paraprofessionals) and instructional secretaries
or clerks.

13Trump and Baynham, op. cit., p. 6.

"Robert Bhaerman, "A Paradigm for Accountability," AFT Quest Paper
No. 12 (Washington, D.C., 1970), p. 4.
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According to David Turner, University School r Kent State
University, instructional secretaries can help h paring materials,
performing routine clerical duties, checking par , ordering materials
for instruction and making arrangement for educational experiences,
assembling information for use in teaching or guidance, and preparing
communications with parents or outside agencies.

rho Davidson County Tennessee Study showed that nine instructional
secretaries serving 61 teachers were able to save approximately 6,000
hours of teaching time during the 180-day teaching year. This means
that slightly less that 100 hours per teacher were saved per year
with a secretary-teacher ratio of approximately one to seven. This is
based on a 4-hour work day for the secretaries. The teachers' records
indicated that 76 percent of the time saved was used for purposes
directly related to the instructional program. The time was used in the
following ways: planning, instruction in class, guidance, relaxation,
professional study, community activities, personal activities, home-school
relations, and extracurricular activities.L5

There are many ways the paraprofessional can help in the area of
noninstructional tasks. 'they can help get and set up experiments,
operate audiovisual equipment such as projectors, help with inventories
of books and supplies, monitor pupil activity, escort children on
errands outside the classroom but within the school, make arrangements
for field trips, and read aloud or listen to children reading.

The lesson plan is also a time consumer. It should be pointed out
that lesson plans in the plan book and the actual behavior of teachers
and pupils, as well as events within the classroom, are frequently
very different things. Part of the teacher's function is to prepare
her work. Written plans, however, bear no relationship to superior or
improved teaching. The writing out of lesson plans is not a necessary
function of the teacher.

Misassignment

Much remains to be known about the relationship of teacher
preparation to teacher effectiveness. It would seem reasonable to
assume that teachers arc not generally arbitrarily assigned to teach
a subject for which they have had no preparation. Nevertheless, either
because a specialist in a certain discipline is unavailable or because
it is inconvenient to hire one, misassignment is commonplace in the
public schools. For the purposes of definition, we will define
misassignment as placing the wrong teacher with the wrong students at

the , rang time.

15Robert Bhaerman, "Paraprofessionals and Professionalism," All'
Quest Paper, No. 8 (Washington, D.C., 1970), p. 1.



A nationwide misassignment study sponso rad by the Nl.A gives
some hint of its extent. A total of 1,035 survey questionnaires
were returned which described 677 cases of misassignment. The
actual incidence is probably much higher since 40 percent of all
educators to whom the questionnaire was sent failed to return it.
fifty -nine percent of the cases involved lack of subject-matter
competence. 16

.eachers think of themselves as specific kinds of teachers- -
math, English, secondary, elementary, etc. This is the way they are
trained and certified. Misassignment could be a contributor to a
teacher's lack of self-confidence. A teacher's image of himself is
by no means unrelated to his performance in the classroom. If teachers
are not qualified to teach in different disciplines and they are as-
signed to teach in those areas, both the teacher and the student
usually suffer. The frustration of trying to keep ahead of the stu-
dents in an unfamiliar content area is of no advantage to the students
and often leaves the teacher with the fear of failure.

Evaluation

Most teachers dislike being evaluated. In fact, sometimes
excellent teachers move from one district to another just to be in
a school that has less supervision. Teachers resent and resist
evaluation because generally they feel insecure; they see it as
artificial and as an intrusion on their classroom autonomy.

Most present evaluation systems are not generally based upon
any proven standards of teaching. They are usually based on such
nebulous criteria as the professional organizations one belongs to,
how well one conforms to administrative policies, skill in lesson-
plan making, personal appearance, control of class. This type of
criteria inevitably leads to harassment of the teacher. If evalu-
ation is going to continue to be a part of the educational process,
then a system must be devised that involves the teacher in its
development, Is based upon research evidence regarding criteria of
excellence, and is basically oriented toward constructive ends.

When evaluation is affirmative rather than vindictive, there is
no reason why a multitude of resources cannot be utilized: peers,
supervisors, college personnel, self-evaluation (e.g., Guided Self-
Analysis), and even student assessment. There is no reason why some
combination of devices cannot be used, for example Minnesota Teacher
Attitudes Inventory (attitudes), Allport-Vernon Lindzey (values),
Interaction Analysis (verbal behavior), Withall's Social-Emotional

16
Brenton, op. cit.
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Climate index, or the Spaulding Teacher-Activity Rating Schedule
(interpersonal relationships). (Notet in the article on teacher
effectiveness in thelliLajailtAla of FducatApnal Flanders
reports with cautious optimism that the tools needed for the analysis
of the teaching-learning process arc gradually boing developed. lie

writes that, "The preponderance of evidence gathered so far would
indicate that MOSL currently practicing teachers could adopt patterns
which are more responsive to the ideas and opinions expressed by
pupils and realize a gain in both positive pupil attitudes and pupil
achievement.")

Participation

Teachers basically want acceptance and recognition of their
competencies in their own area of responsibility. They want to
participate in decisionmaking processes in the school.

Elton Mayo, John Dewey, et al., found in their human -re la t ions
school of administration that nonauthoritarian leadership, such as
democratic leadership of a sort that encouraged an atmosphere of
participation and communication, an atmosphere which expressed con-
cern for people and not just concern for work, and an atmosphere of
interest and fairness provided the best setting for Increased effi-
ciency." A study of a large number of school systems rfwealed
teachers who participate regularly or actively in the development of
policies and plans are more likely to he enthusiastic about their
school system than those who participate not at all or to a limited
extent.

Teachers are increasingly being Invited to help formulate policy
decisions; but participation is sporadic and informal except where it
is made a contractual requirement. If teachers are involved in policy-
making, decisionmaking, and matters that directly concern them, then
it can be assumed that this will lead to greater Job satisfaction.
Serious consideration should therefore be directed toward increased
teacher participation in educational decisionmaking.

Teacher organizations have had much to do with the demands of
school staffs for fuller participation in the formulation of school
policies. A strong teachers' organization can affect local policy
in many ways. Through voicing positions on crucial educational
issues, the teachers' union can guide the board's decisions. Another
way is by campaigning for or against issues brought to the people for
vote.

17
Cheek, cla. cit.



Another advantage of increased participation of the staff in
decisionmaking is that it generally leads to a more democratic
process and organization in the end. This results in an increase
in the sharing of information, ideas, and resources. Channels of
communication are improved between the teacher, student, adminis-
trator, and community.

it is difficult to delineate in a precise order of importance
all of the environmental factors that enter into the effectiveness
of teacherq. We assume that the variables discussed here affect
student and teacher performance and strongly influence the relative
success of educational programs.
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PART IV

Educational Change



Chapter 10

SCHOOL REFORM, EDUCATIONAL CHANGE, AND PUBLIC POLICY

by

Lee Anderson
Northwestern University

The central issue in this essay can be simply stated: What pro-
cedure is needed to achieve substantial school reform? To pose the
issue is one thing. To deal with it is quite a different matter for
inherent in the question is a series of complex issues not subject
to easy resolution. The issues in respect to school reform will be
discussed from the perspective of the public policies that would be
appropriate to promote school reform.

These issues can be discussed by noting three general public
policies that might be pursued concerning the problem of school re-
form. One is a policy of "benign neglect." In essence this is a
policy of nonaction. This policy is reasonable if any one of three
conditions prevail: (a) school reform is not a serious or pressing
social problem, (b) the likelihood of realizing school reform is as
great if not greater in the absence of planned reform efforts as it
is in the presence of such efforts, or (c) school reform is a problem
which is not susceptible to treatment through governmental action
regardless of the content or character of that action. None of these
conditions can be supported by practice, logic, or from the educational
literature, and, therefore, a policy of benign neglect is an inappro-
priate response to the problem of school reform.

A second possible approach to the problem of school reform is a
policy of "muddling through."' Such a policy would consist of a series
of fragmented and disjointed programs. A policy of muddling through
would be acceptable under either of two conditions. If it were effec-
tive in dealing with the problem of school reform and/or if it were

1We do not use this term in a derogatory sense. The concept of
"muddling through" as an approach to complex public policy issues
has a respected history and elaborate rationale. See Charles E.
Lindblom, "The Sense of Muddling Through," Public Administration
Review, Vol. 19 (1959), pp. 79-88; and David Braybrorke and Charles E.
Lindblom, A Strategy of Decision: Policy Evaluation AS a Social
Process (London: Collier-Macmillan Limited, 1963). For an analysis
and critique of the Lindblom argument see Charles L. Schultze, The
Politics and Economics of Public Spending (Washington: Brookings
Institution, 1968).
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the best of all possible alternatives. The former is not the case
and the latter judgment should not be assumed until an alternative
is thoroughly explored.

The third alternative might be termed "strategic" policy. Such
a policy would consist of a set of integrated programs which collec-
tively form a coherent, although open-ended strategy for bringing
about school reform. A "strategic" policy will be reasonable if two
conditions exist: a higher probability of success than the available
alternatives; and if it is intellectually possible to design and
politically feasible to execute. There are no doubts about the first,
and cautious hope about the second. Moreover, there are no substan-
tial costs, beyond frustrated hopes, in opting for "strategic" policy.
Should the option not work and the effort to develop such a policy
becomes a policy of "muddling through," the effort to reform is no
worse off than if the latter had been selected in the first place.
On the other hand, if it works and the assumption about relative
payoffs is correct, then a great deal has been gained.

Having set forth three alternative approaches to a policy of
school reform and having indicated a preference for a "strategic"
policy, a discussion of the issues central in the development of a

strategic policy of reform can be summarized in the following ques-
tions.

1. What is the relationship between school reform and
educational change?

2. What are the preconditions for educational change?

3. What is the relationship of public policy to the
precomitions of educational change?

4. What are the implications of the analysis of these
three issues for the design of a strategic policy
of reform?

Before moving on to a discussion of these issues, the definitions
and the conceptualization that underlies these four questions should
be set forth. "School refor4 as used in this report, refers to
improvements in student learning. A school is reformed when between
time one and time two improvement in level of student learning has
occurred which is aot simply attributable to change in the compo-
sition of the school's student body or change that could be attri-
buted to nonschool factors such as maturation or family offects.2

2 Ibid.



The term "educational change" refers to any planned alteration
or intended innovation in the educational enterprise.3 A later
discussion will be less general and distinguish five major domains
in which planned innovations can potentially occur. For the present
a general discussion is adequate except to say that incorporated into 1E2
the notion of change is the implementation of innovations as well as

smoi
their adoption. Educational change has not occurred if an innovation
has not been implemented as well as adopted. There is a difference
between the two. For example, there are schools which have adopted
new instructional programs such as modern mathematics or a new science MPWC
curriculum but have never fully or even partially implemented them.4 Ow

CD"Preconditions of educational change" refers to phenomena that
rim"
rmmust he present for educational change leading to school reform to

take place. Examples of such phenomena include the existence of a
certain type of knowledge, the existence of certain competencies
within indivivals, and the existence of certain organizational
capabilities.

"Public policy" is an ambiguous and bothersome term. In this
discussion it simply means the actions taken, the decisions made and
the activities or programs supported by public officials responsible
for education at local, State, and national levels. Elaboration will
be given later but this general conception of public policy suffices
for now.

The phenomena just defined are interlinked in the following
manner:

School
Reform

Educational
Change

Preconditions of
Educational Change 41'

Public
Policy

3,
hiTs definition of educational change as planned alteration

or intended innovation excludes evolutionary or unplanned change.
The latter is obviously an important type of change, but by definition
it is change which is not subject to control. For a brief discussion
of the distinction between planned and unplanned change see Neal
Gross, et al., Implementing Organizationa4 Innovations: A Sociological
Analysis of Planned Educational Change (New York: Basic Books, Inc.
1971), pp. 19-20.

4See ibid. for an e\tensive and well researched case study of
educational change that emphasizes the importance of the implementation
phase of innovation. See also Seymour Sarason, The Culture of the
School and the Problem of Charuke (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1971).



School reform is a consequence of the occurrence of educational
changes. In turn, these changes are the consequence or product of
the existence of factors which are necessary and sufficient precon-
ditions of planned change. Public policy is part of the means
through which the preconditions of educational change leading to
school reform are created or generated.

The Relationship of School Reform
and Educational Change

With these definitions and this conceptual framework in mind,
a treatment of the first of the four general issues noted above can
now be presented, namely: What is the relationship between school
reform and educational change?

As noted previously the terms school reform and educational
change are not one and the same. Reform refers to an increase in
level of student learning and educational change to alterations in
the structure or process of schooling. Reform implies educational
change in the sense that there can be no reform without educational
change. On the other hand, reform does not automatically follow in
the wake of educational change. As logici-ns would put the matter,
educational change is a necessary but insufficient condition of school
reform. Hence, it is critical in the design of a strategy of reform
to inquire into the relationship between school reform and particular
kinds of educational change.

Any discussion of improvement in the schools should include
evaluative criteria that tell when the intended improvement has been
achieved. It is not possible to establish ultimate standards in
school reform because the criteria applied to the judgment of suc-
cess in school reform are relative and dynamic. They are relative
because the changes that occur must be compared with the starting
point prior to reform and the amount of change that occurs from that
point forward. If the amount of change is measured according to
increased pupil progress, for example, then the limit of reform is
never absolutely defined for who is tr say that pupils could not
learn more than is represented by any given level of achievement?
One could never say that reform has been completed and that a desir-
able but static state of affairs has been developed. It is realistic
only to speak of reform as a degree of change in which the change
increases the likelihood of improving the desirable consequences of
school activities. For this reason absolutes and clearly delineated
judgments with yes and no answers to questions about school reform
are available only within an operational context. However, criteria
for success can be listed within that context and the insistence that
a resolute effort can be made to achieve those standards is possible
and desirable.
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The criteria for judging the success of reform efforts are
dynamic because the knowledge base on which the criteria are based
is also in a state of change. The process for reform might be re-
examined to make certain they reflect changes in the times. The
changing and relative criteria for the judgment of successful school
reform make it unlikely that constant outcome will be maintained for
a long period of time in the development and installation of educa-
tional reform. Long-range goals for reform provide benchmarks for
reform but once these standards are met, adjustments in those goals
should be made according to the experience of the effort.

In setting forth a position about the reform of the schools, the
best that can be done is to establish standards and criteria for
reform, identify the domains that come under the aegis of reform,
analyze each of the domains independently and according to the rela-
tionships among them, and recommend the approach in public policy
that is most likely to be successful in carrying out reform. The
standards and criteria for reform are listed in the recommendations
of this report. This section, however, deals with the analysis of
the domains for reform.

In providing such an analysis of the domains for change, one
cannot say, for instance, that reform in school finance has been
achieved to a sufficient degree; one can only say that reform has
been achieved to the extent that the amount or efficiency of the
dollars involved has been altered and that the change is yielding a
better return for the investment than previously.

It is also difficult to establish clear distinctions between the
several domains as to their dependence or independence from one another.
The likelihood that reform in one domain of the school will have secon-
dary or t.?rtiary effects on another domain in contrast to sweeping
reform that requires alteration in each of the major domains of school-
ing is critically linked to the role of public policy, the priorities
in reform and the establishment of procedures for reform. Later in
this diFcussion, attention will be given to this concern. In general,
at this point it should be stressed that one should not claim a reform
effort has failed if one or more of the domains is insufficiently
supported or implemented. One could only conclude that the reform
movement was less successful than it otherwise would be if all domains
for reform were optimized.

The degree of reform is also contingent on the unit of analysis
and the target for reform. If a given school reform enables student A
to progress from point B to point C, then student A is a success case
if point C represents achievement that was judged to be adequate for
successful school reform. Even if no other students in the entire
system were affected by the reform effort, one could conclude that
the reform effort was successful for student A if his progress could
be tied to the reforms that took place in the school. It is unlikely
that anyone would consider the successful achievement of one pupil
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to he sufficient as a criterion of successful school reform. On the
Bother hand, if a given school system can provide for all students to
move from point 3 to point D and point D is maximum achievement of
all pupils, then the school system would be successful in achieving
school reform. it is equally unlikely that any school system would
he expected to adapt to human factors and organize its resources so
well that every pupil attained is maximum and no problems arose for
which ready solutions were unavailable. Somewhere between these two
extremes is the reality of school reform.

In previous essays five major domains of potential educational
change were identified. These were:

1. School programs

2. School personnel

3. The social organization and culture of the schools

4. The governance of education

5. School finance

Four questions should be answered about the relationship of
reform to change in these five domains. They are:

1. Is change in any single one of these domains a
sufficient condition of school reform?

2. In which of the domains is change a necessary
condition of reform?

3. What is the relationship among the education
changes deemed to be necessary to school reform?

4. Do the educational changes deemed necessary to
school reform collectively constitute a sufficient
condition of reform?

The first question in this series is most critical. It is most
critical because if there is one single domain of educational change
which is a sufficient condition of school reform then there is no
need to be concerned about questions two, three, or four. If there
is one kind of educational change which will result in school reform
if that change occurs, then policymakers can target their attention
solely and exclusively upon inducing one domain of change. The other
or noncritical domains of change may be of considerable academic
interest and of practical import to individuals directly caught up
in these other changes but they need not be considered directly in
the design of reform strategy.
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It would be fortunate if there were a single key to unlock
the door to school reform. What is the case? In order for any one
domain of change to constitute a sufficient condition of reform,
change in that domain must meet two criteria. It must directly
involve students and it must not be dependent upon change in other
domains. There are two domains of educational change that meet
the first criterion: change in school programs and change in the
competency of teachers. It is probable that any degree of substan-
tial change in these two domains is dependent on changes in school
finance and is probably linked to changes in the social organization
and culture of the schools. To accept this position is to argue for
dependence among all five domains of educational effort which would
require reform of the entire system or else the reform movement would
be frozen into an unmovable position. One might take that position
and contend that reform must be extensive or there is really no
reform at all.

Of course, a policy of gradualism in which a sequence of changes
might occur within one or more domains concurrently and the degree of
change with any given domain is systematically increased, may allow
for extensive reform to occur over a period of time. Even a tactic
of gradualism is premised on the expectation that all domains germane
to educational reforn must be altered before reform can be achieved.
Before concluding that all domains must be changed, consideration
should be given to reform within a single domain that may be a suf-
ficient condition for school reform to occur. Since school programs
are dependent on teachers for their implementation, it is apparent
that a cLange in the domain of school programs is not a sufficient
condition of change. Therefore, the only domain that might be changed
and be a sufficient condition for change is the domain of teacher
competency.

It may be possible that within teacher training programs there
are sufficient resources that their reallocation might alter the
effectiveness of the schools and meet the requirements of school
reform. The limited financial resources of the schools suggest
that additional support is needed and that the domain of school
finance needs reform in order to alter and improve the training of
teachers. However, reform in school finance includes two dimensions.
One dimension is the increase in the financial support of the schools
either through new taxing procedures or rendering new decisions on
appropriations. The other dimension is the reorganization of school
expenditures within a given domain to utilize existiag funds differ-
ently.

In the domain of school personnel, if existing resources are
sufficient but need to be allocated differently, this domain might
be changed without support from any of the other domains and the
reform of the schools might occur in this area alone. The invest-
ment in preservice programs, student teaching experiences, inservice
training, and the salaries and overhead for all supervisory personnel
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should be examined to make certain the impact of the investment in
these services is appropriately directed. If such an examination
released sufficient funds to alter teacher training programs that
would make a difference in pupil learning, then the domain of school
personnel could proceed independently from reform in the other domains.
If insufficient funding could be located in this procedure or if the
changes in teacher training could not function effectively without
also changing the other domains, then the domain of school personnel
would be dependent on reform of the other domains. The probability
of initiating reform in the domain of school personnel is worth
attempting but the logic of the matter, given existing circumstances,
is that school personnel and the training they receive are not likely
to be altered appreciably or sustained over a period of time without
receiving the support embodied in the other domains.

In response to the question as originally posed, and with the
limited possibility that partial reform might occur within the domain
of school personnel, it is a reluctant conclusion that there is no
one single domain of educational change which is a sufficient con-
dition for lasting school reform.

The second question noted above asks what changes are the neces-
sary conditions of school reform. In respect to the five domains of
change under discussion, there are two logically alternative answers
to this question: (1) All five can be judged to be necessary condi-
tions of reform or (2) change in one or more of the domains can be
deemed nonessential to the achievement of school reforr

It will be most beneficial if the second of the possibilities
matches reality. The fewer and less difficult the number of changes
that are necessary conditions of school reform, the higher the like-
lihood that reform will be achieved. Once again preference and
perception of reality diverge. Logic suggests that change in all
five domains--school programs, the competency of personnel, the
organization and culture of schools, the governance of education,
and the structure of school finance--is a necessary condition of
school reform.

The basis of this judgment is twofold. In the case of two do-
mains--school program and teacher competency--change is directly
related to reform in the sense that reform cannot occur unless change
takes place in these domains regardless of how extensive change may
be in the other domains. In the case of the other three domains- -
the social organization and culture of schools, the governance of
educat ion, and school finance--change is indirectly related to reforn
in two important ways. It seems reasonable to believe on the one
hand that the effectiveness of schools as learning environments is
conditioned by the level of organizational health they enjoy and on
the other hand that change in governance, finance, and organizational
structure and culture is related to the level of organizational
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health. 5
.Second, changes in school programs and in the competence

of personnel are linked to changes in other facets of the educational
enterprise and are the delivery system for those other facets.

5
For a discussion of the concept of organizational health as

applied to schools see Matthew Miles, "Planned Change and Organi-
zational Health: Figure and Grant," in Fred D. Carver and Thomas J.
Sergiovanni (Eds.), Organization and Human Behavior: Focus on Schools
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969), pp. 375-388. Following in the tra-
dition of such organizational theorists as Agryris, Bennis, and Parsons,
Miles divides organizational health into three broad areas: task ac-
complishment, internal integration, and the mutual adoption of the
organization and its environment. David Johnson has provided a useful
summary of Miles' conception of organizational health in each of these
areas:

In the task-accomplishment area a healthy organization is
one with (1) reasonably clear, accepted, achievable, and
appropriate goals, (2) relatively undistorted communica-
tion flow horizontally, vertically, and to and from the
environment, and (3) optimal power equalization, with the
style of influence being ,..asentially collaborative, based
on competence and problem-solving needs, rather than upon
organizational position. In the internal-integration
area a healthy organization is one with (1) full utili-
zation of its resources, which includes a relatively good
fit between the personal dispositions of its members and
the role demands of their positions (thus, teachers in a
relatively healthy school environment would have an ac-
companying sense of self-actualization in terms of their
own goals and personalities), (2) an organizational iden-
tity clear and attractive enough so that members feel
actively connected with the organization, and (3) high
member morale, which involves feelings of well-being,
satisfaction, and pleasure at belonging to the organi-
zation, as opposed to feelings of discomfort, dissatis-
faction, and anxiety.

Finally, four dimensions of organizational health
deal with growth and change. They are: (1) innova-
tiveness; a tendency to grow, develop, change, diver-
sify over time, (2) autonomy; the ability to act from
internal strength rather than being a passive tool of
the environment, (3) adaptation; the simultaneous
changes in organization and environment that occur
continuously during organizational-environmental con-
tact processes, and (4) problem-solving adequacy; the
organization's ability to detect the problems which
inevitably arise, to invent possible solutions, decide
on certain solutions to adopt, carry them out, and
evaluate their effectiveness.

David W. Johnson, The Social Psychology of Education (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1970), op. 252-253.
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The latter leads to the third question noted above. This is
What is the relationship between change in the different domains?
It is logically conceivable that there is no relationship in the
sense that change in one domain is independent of change In other

00" domains. A second possibility is that change in one domain is
causally related to change in other domains in the sense that change
in one Is a necessary and sufficient condition of change in others.
A third possibility is that the different domains of educational
change are functionally related so that change in one domain is
dependent upon change in one or more other domains.

Of these three logical possibilities the first can be rejected
with ease. There is no theoretical or empirical warrant to believe
that change in the different domains of the educational enterprise
are independent of one another. The second possibility is intriguing
because if there are strong causal relationships between change in
different domains, then reform policy need not directly focus upon
all five domains even though change in all five is a necessary con-
dition of reform. Are changes in the five domains linked in strong
causal relationships? The answer appears to he no, but exceptions
occur to include some aspects of this option as feasible. On the one
hand, increasing per-pupil expenditure does not necessarily cause
desirable change to occur in school programs or change in school pro-
grams does not necessarily result in change in teacher behavior.6 On
the other hand, improved teacher competence may force school finance
to change.

The third possibility--educational changes are functionally
interrelated--appears to be the most descriptive of reality. A

mapping of the network of dependencies and interdependencies that

F) Needless to say, when we say that changes are not causally
related we are not saying that change in one part of a school does
not have any ramifications for other parts. This would be patently
false. Changes in curriculum, in class scheduling, and so on do
have second, third, and fourth order consequences for oth..r aspects
of school operation. Watson illustrates this point very well:

. . . a change in teacher-pupil relationships is
likely to have repercussions on teacher-principal
interact _on, on parent-principal contacts, on
pressure groups operating on the superintendent,
on board-member chances for reelection, and per-
haps on the relationship of the local system to
state or Federal agencies.

Goodwin Watson (Ed.), Concepts for Social Change (Washington:
National Training Laboratories, National Education Association,
1967), p. 20.
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link chane together In the five domains is well beyond the seopo or
this paper. Several Itlust.rations are nevded. IL NvOMS reasonable
that A change in school finanve in 4 necessary, although an insuf.0
ticient, condition of change in the ()litter domains. Any substantial
kind of curricular reform seems dependent upon change 19 the compe-
tency of .teachers and very Likely upon change in the culture of
schools, for example, In the socially shared perceptions or what
learning Is and how ft comes about,' Also, in many vases, change
in the governance of education Is a requisite of change In the
social or of schools and in school programs.8

The fourth and final question noted Above remains. Do the educa-
tional chamws deemed necessary to .reform when combined become a
sufficient condition of reform? They would If three conditions hold.
The dffains of change necessary to reform must be accurately identi-
tied.) Tho responsible for inducing change in each of the domains
must know what Innovations are needed. Three, these needed innovai.
tions Must be successfully implemented. Unfortunatily, no one can
lytarantee that these conditions will hold; therefore, a Wor knowl-
ed,,,e, if policy premised on this analysis will in fact lead to school

...11111411..

'St's' Sarason, lap.. cit.

8,
:we Gross, 4111. cit., for a description in one setting of one

pattern of dependencies.

We recognize that we mav not l'a'ic done this. fur analysis
pres,pposes that school reform can occur in the absence or two
kinds 01 change which some analysts Insist are necessary condi-
tions of reform. These are ;01°01 Integration and/or basic
structural changes in the se.ioeconomle organization of American
society. For example, Perriotte and Podgkins probably reflect
the judgment of several students of school reform in obsrving;

. . . wt' expect that the greatest change in the
structure And functioning of the Amt.-lean public
school in less modurn areas will come not from
local, State or Federal initiative focused di-
rectly upon the schools, but rather from external
forces that can modify the socio-culLural context
in which these schools exist. We suspect that
until the local environment which supports, main-
tains, And controls the American public school
can be changed, little widespread change can be
made in the structure of the school itself.

Robert E. Herriotte and Benjamin J. Hodgkins, "Social Context and
and the School: An Open System Analysts of Social and Educational
Change," Rural SocIolov, Vol. '34 (June 1969), p. 163.



reform, is unknown. This point is not made as an academic expression
of uncertainty but because this point, like the other arguments out-
lined in this section, has significant impact for the design of reform
poll 4y. Attention shall be given to this later. In summary form
the conclusions that emerge from this analysis of the relationship
of school reform and educational change can pow be stated. These
are four in number and relate to each of four issues raised at the
start of the discussion.

1. There is no one single domain of educational change
which is a sufficient condition of extensive reform.
Partial reform or compromise in reform might occur in
any domain that has the resources and wisdom within it to
be independent of the other domains. Sustained reform
under these conditions is unlikely and permanent reform
will require support from other domains.

2. Change in each of the five domains--in school pro-
grams, in the competency of school personnel, in the
social organization and culture of schools, in the gov-
ernance of education and in the political economy of
school finance--is a necessary condition of school re-
form.

3. Changes in the five different domains are functionally
but not causally related.

4. Because of uncertainties inherent in the situation,
it is not possible to know a priori if collectively the
necessary conditions of school reform constitute a suf-
ficient condition of reform.

Educational Chan

To this point the relationship between school reform and edu-
cational change was explored. Attention to an examination of the
conditions of educational change follows. Just as reform was viewed
as a consequence of the presence of changes that were necessary and
sufficient conditions of reform, educational change can be regarded
as a resultant of antecedent conditions. The issues in educational
change can be summarized as follows:

1. What preconditions must be presented In order for
educational change to occur?

2. What is the relationship between different precon-
ditions of change?

Before moving to a discussion of these issues, a very important
fact should be stated. This fact is that little is known about the
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dynamics and process of educational, change. Such knowledge is
roquisite to a theory of educational change that would specify
with precision and specificity the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions of change in the educational enterprise. Almost a decade
ago Matthew Miles remarked that "we do not know with any clarity or
precision about almost every imaginable aspect of innovation in edu-
cation."10 Since that time the situation has changed somewhat but
not a great deal. Little is known about schools as social organi-
zations, about the structure and functioning of the overall educa-
tional enterprise and specifically about the process and dynamics
of planned educational change.11

The regrettably limited character of knowledge about change is
cited for two reasons. One is as a note of caution to the discussion
that follows. The other is more important. The limited nature of
knowledge about the process and dynamics of educational change is
itself a significant fact that has substantial import for the design
of reform policy as shall be noted later.

What are the preconditions of educational change? This question
can be answered by examining the assumptions that underlie four pre-
vailing conceptions or models of educational change. These are:

1. Educational change as a process of research, devel-
(4ment, and diffusion.

2. Educational change as a process of organizational
development.

3. Educational change as a process of personnel de-
velopment.

4. Educational change as a political process.

10Matthew Miles, "Educational Innovation: The Nature of the
Problem," in Innovation in Education (New York: Teachers' College,
Columbia University, 1964), p. 40.

11Sarason remarks,

. . . there is growing awareness that we know far less
about the actual functioning of schools and school systems
than we have realized. If this is true, it suggests that
our past efforts to change and improve our schools have
been less than successful in part because we thought we
knew what we needed to know about the actual functioning
of these complex organizations. In short, the problem has
resided not only "out there" in the schools, but in the
ways in which we have been accustomed to thinking about
what it was that needed Lo be changed, and these ways of
thinking prevented us from recognizing what we did not
know but needed to know. (p. 230.)
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The first of these approaches, which is commonly termed an
R D & D model of educational change, is perhaps the single most
widely prevailing conception of educational change. 12 In this
model, change is seen as the end product of a four-stage process.
Through educational research new knowledge is produced. This knowl-
edge serves as a base for the development of new educational products,
practices, or procedures. These innovations are then disseminated
to educational decisionmakers and practitioners. Some fraction of
the latter then adopt, pilot, and implement some fraction of these
innovations in schools or other educational institutions.

According to this model, the conditions of educational change
appear to be:

1. An expansion of basic and applied knowledge about
learning, schools, and schooling.

2. An expansion in the range, number, and quality of
educational innovations.

3. An expanded and strengthened communication system
through which the findings of educational research can
be transmitted to the developers of innovations and
these innovations in turd disseminated to potential
adopters.

Do these conditions constitute necessary and sufficient con-
ditions of educational change leading to school reform? They appear
to be necessary but not sufficient conditions of reform producing
change. They are necessary conditions for the following reasons.
First, in each of the five major domains of education discussed in
the previous section, the level of basic knowledge about relevant
variables and their interrelationships is inadequate. A mapping or
inventory of the state of affairs in respect to basic knowledge in
each of the five domains is beyond this paper but such a mapping
would show deficiencies in each domain. For example, knowledge
about the social organization and culture of schools is extremely
limited. It is known that schools are peculiar blends of diverse
and partially conflicting organizational elements, such as some
bureaucratic elements, some elements characteristic of professionally
controlled organizations and some elements characteristic of laissez-
faire systems in which the level of social control is very 10;73

12Guba and Clark perhaps provide the most elaborate conceptu-
alization of this model.

13For a good discussion of this point see Dan C. Lortie, "The
Balance of Control and Autonomy in Elementary School Teaching," in
Amitai azioni (Ed.), The Semi-Professions and their Organization
(New York: The Free Press, 1969), pp. 1-53.
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In the absence of additional knowledge, it is impossible to accu-
rately locate schools in a taxonomy of social organizations, let
alone map the variances that exist between large and small schools,
schools in large and small districts, schools serving rural communi-
ties, urban communities, and suburban communities. Much the same
can be said in respect to the governance of education. Studies of
the political life of the educational system in contrast to simple
descriptions of formal structures or legal forms have just begun.14

There is a need to continue developmental work in each of the
five areas. In some areas, promising breakthroughs seem near in
respect to the development of more effective alternatives to the
status Illa, such as performance-based teacher education programs,
protocol materials, and microteaching.15 In other areas the devel-
opment of innovations has just begun. The social organization and
culture of schools, the governance of education, and the political
economy of school finance come immediately to mind. For example,
alternative models or approaches to expanded parental, teacher, and
student participation in educational decisionmaking are in rudimen-
tary stages of development; an intense search for viable alternatives
to prevailing modes of school finance has just begun.

It is hard to imagine a communication system in an advanced
society that is more underdeveloped than that which exists in
American education. It seems unlikely that substantial progress
toward school reform can be Made until the traditional isolation of
teachers from one another, the isolation of schools from each other,
and the mutual isolation of schools and knowledge-producing insti-
tutions is superseded by a far more elaborate communications network.

For these reasons the R & D model points to three significant
and necessary conditions of educational change leading to school
reform. However, as indicated, they are not sufficient preconditions.
For the latter to

the

the case, at least two characteristics would have
to be present in the educational system.

All schools would need a very high and similar capacity to adopt,
implement, and institutionalize educational innovations. Clearly
this is not the case. Many commentators argue that schools, in

141t is customary to date t -he beginning of a self-conscious study
of the politics of education to he the publication in 1959 of Thomas H.
Eliot's article, "Toward an Understanding of Public School Politics,"
American Political Science Review, Vol. LEI (December 1959), pp.
1032-51.

I 5,:leu Benjamin Rosner, The Power of Competency-Based Teacher
Education (Report of the "Outside Track" of Task Force '72 of the
U.S. offic.! of Education) (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1972) .
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comparison to other organizations, are resistant to innovations
because of peculiar organizational and functional characteristics."
Whether this is true or not, it is clear that some schools have a
greater capacity to absorb innovations--generally those serving
high SES communities--than do other schools--generally those serv-
ing low SL3 communities. In short, the impact on educational change
of R D & D investment seemingly has the least impact on schools that
experieuce the greatest need for reform.17

For the preconditions of change specified by an R D & D model
to be sufficient conditions of educational change, there would need
to exist a consensus of values and perceptions among various role
occupants--researchers, developers, disseminators, and adopters--or
in lieu of this, there would need to exist a set of power relation-
ships that created a linear system of.accountability. 18 Researchers
would need to hold developers accountable for their action; devel-
opers would need to hold disseminators accountable; and disseminators
would need to hold adopters accountable. These conditions do not
characterize the American educational system. There are substantial
differences among researchers, developers, and practitioners, and
none are in a position to hold the others accountable for their
actions.

A second approach to educational change is termed an organiza-
tional development model of change.19 In contrast to the R D & D

16See, for example, Goodwin Watson (Ed.), Change in School Systems
(Washington, D.C.: National Training Laboratories, NEA, 1967), J. R.
Frymier, Fostering Educational Change (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E.
Merrill Publishing Company, 1969), and Ronald and Beatrice Gross
(Eds.), Radical School Reform (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1969);
and John Granito, "Preparing School Leaders for Educational Change,"
Journal of Research and Development, Vol. 5 (Spring 1972), pp. 64-70.

17See Morris Janowitz, Institution Building in Urban Education
(New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1969), p. 14; Ronald Campbell
and Robert Bunnell, "Differential Impact of National Programs in
Secondary Schools," The School Review, Vol. 71 (1963), pp. 464-476;
and Gordon Cawetti, "Innovative Practices in High Schools: Who Does
What--and Why--and How," Nation's Schools, Vol. 74 (April 1967),
pp. 56-60.

18For a brief discussion of this point see Ernest R. House,
"A Critique of Linear Change Models in Education," Educational
Technology, Vol. XI (October 1971), p. 35.

19For a discussion of organizational development see Miles,
"Planned Change and Organizational Health," sm. cit.; Paul C.
Buchanan, "The Concept of Organizational Change, or Self-Renewal

4
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approach which focuses attention on the development and diffusion
of innovations, this model focuses upon schools as organizations.
The organizational development model sees educational change as a
product of growth or increase in the organizational capacity of
schools to constructively change in response to changing environ-
ments, expectations, and demands.

This model of educational change directs attention to the
conditions internal to schools that must be present if change is
to occur. What are these? At.a minimum they appear to beCi0

1. The existence of incentives to change created by a
confluence of internal and external dissatisfaction with
the performance of the organization.

2. The existence of power to change in the sense of a
freedom from external constraints that prevent or se-
verely restrict any alteration in the status quo.

3. The existence of leaders capable of mobilizing sup-
port for organizational members who encounter diffi-
culties or problems carrying out new roles and responsi-
bilities.

4. The existence of a plan for change that grows out
of a systemic self-examination of past practices and
current problems and which anticipates and provides for
the technical assistance and material resources organi-
zational members will need in order to assume new roles
or carry out new activities.

as a Form of Planned Change," and Matthew B. Miles and Dale G. Lake,
"Self - Renewal in School Systems: A Strategy for Planned Change," in
Goodwin Watson (Ed.), Concepts of Social Change, cm. cit., pp. 1-9,
81-88; Paul C. Buchanan, "Innovative Organizations -- A Study in
Organizational Development," Applying Behavioral Science Research in
Industry, Monograph No. 23 (New York: Industrial Relations Counselors,
1964), Paul Buchanan, "Crucial Issues in Organizational Development,"
in Change in Social Systems (Washington, D.C.: Cognitive Project for
Educational Development, National Training Laboratories, National
Education Association, 1967).

Our statement of these conditions reflects an effort to clystalize
and put in brief summary form a set of factors which are commonly
noted in organizational change literature. We have relied particu-
larly on Gross, op. cit., Sarason, on. cit., and L. E. Greiner,
"Patterns of Organizational Change," Harvard Business Review, Vol. 45
(1967), pp. 119-131.

2°Ibid.
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5. The existence of the financial resources above and
beyond everyday operating costs that are necessary to
the development and implication of a chan7e plan.

6. The existence of sufficient time to plan and carry
out innovations.

The preconditions of change implied by an organizational develop-
ment model are necessary, but insufficient conditions of educational
change requisite to substantial and widespread school reform exist.
There can be no reform producing educational change that is not change
in schools, and schools cannot change unless the incentives to change
and organizational capabilities of change are present. On the other
hand, it is equally obvious that schools are not autonomous, self-
contained organizations. They exist in and interact with an environ-
ment that at once constrains and nourishes them. The emergence of
the preconditions necessary to organizational change in schools is
conditioned by conditions within the schools' external environment.
For example, the existence of power to change (as defined above) may
well depend upon school decentralization and this can come only from
decisions made at the school district level or perhaps at the State
level. Similarly, schools import many of the material resources and
much of the technical assistance needed in the execution of planned
organizational change. If the environment does not contain the
needed resources or technical expertise, a school's effort at planned
change cannot succeed.

A third approach to educational change is through educational
personnel development.21 Whereas the R D & D model focuses upon the
development and dissemination of innovations and the organizational
development model focuses upon organizational and situational factors
preconditioning change, this model focuses upon the attitudes, knowl-
edge, and skills of teachers, administrators, and other educational
personnel. Educational change is seen as a result of change either
in the types of individuals recruited into and trained for the edu-
cational profession and/or change in the competency of existing

21For example, Katz and Kahn observe:

The major error in dealing with problems of organi-
zational change both at the practical and theoretical
level is to disregard the systemic properties of the
organization and to confuse individual change with
modifications in organizational variables, behavior
related to such things as role relationships. . . .

The confusion between individual and organizational
change is due in part to the lack of precise termi-
nology for distinguishing between behavior determined
largely by structured roles within a system and be-
havior determined more directly by personality needs
and values. The behavior of people in organizations
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educational personnel. This model posits that if the right kind
of people can be recruited into education and if they can be prop-
erly trained, desirable changes will occur within schools.

This model implies the following preconditions of educational
change:

1. The existence of school personnel who are psychologi-
cally open to change or at least not hostile or resistant
to change.

2. The existence of school personnel with the competen-
cies requisite to their organizational roles and tasks.

3. The existence of school personnel representing a broader
range of ethnic groups, social classes, and experiential
backgrounds than is currently true of the educational pro-
fession.

The preconditions of change pointed to by the personnel develop-
ment model are necessary preconditions of educational change leading
to school reform but are not sufficien- in themselves. The reason
they are necessary conditions is obvious from the analysis in the
previous section. The arguments for change (improvement) in the com-
petency ot school personnel was given as a necessary condition of
reform. The reason the preconditions of educational personnel are
not sufficient conditions of reform is twofold. First, as previously
indicated, there are other necessary conditions of reform in addition
to change in the competency of educational personnel. Secondly,
change in the latter does not necessarily lead to other types of
changes necessary to school reform. Because schools are formal orga-
nizations the behavior of individuals within them is determined by
structural factors as well as by the attitudes and competencies pos-
sessed by teachers and administrators. As many critiques of the
human relations approach to organizational change indicate, struc-
tural changes do not necessarily follow behavioral changes.22

is still the behavior of individuals, but it has a
different set of determinants. . . . Scientists and
practitioners have assumed too often that an indi-
vidual change will produce a corresponding organi-
zational change. This assumption seems to us
indefensible.

Daniel Katz and Robert L. Kahn, The Social Psychology of Organizations
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1966), pp. 390-91, 450-51.

22This is the model which would appear to inform such Federal
programs as Triple T and Teacher Corps.
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The fourth model of change -- educational change as a political
process--is less well developed than the previous three models but
currently attracts a great deal of attention.23 This model posits
that educational change is a resultant of change in the distribution
of political power within the educational system and in the power of
the education interests in the society as a whole. Specifically the
model asserts that reform producing educational change depends upon:
(a) enhancing the power of the clients of schools--parents, students,
community groups vis-a -vis school personnel, (b) enhancing the power
of teachers vis-h-vis administrators and lay boards, (c) enhancing
the power of schools as organizations vis-A-vis supporting institu-'
Lions and organizations, for example, universities, R & D centers,
central staff, State departments of education, etc., and (d) en-
hancing the power of educators vis -a -vis political authorities that
allocate societal resources, e.g. State legislators and congressmen.24

The preconditions of educational change that are implied by this
model appear to be:

1. An increase in the capacity of teachers to place
demands on the managers of schools for supporting ser-
vices and material resources, and for participation in
policymaking.

2. An increase in the political capacity of schools to
place demands upon institutions and organizations that
service schools.

23Needless to say there is no one single, agreed-upon model of
educational change as political chance. For example, teachers stress
the need to enhance their power vis-a-vis administrators and on many
occasions resist the expansion of power on the part of parents,
students, and community groups.

-4It is perhaps a mistake to refer to this as a model since there
is no developed political theory of educational change. Some of the
elements that might be enc npassed in such a theory are found in many
places, including Luvern L rainningham, Governing School 4pproaches

ta Old Issues (Columbus, Ch. : Charles E. Merrill Publ.. ..ng Company,

1971); Lawrence Iannaccone and Frank W. Lutz, Politics, Power and
Policy: The Coverniny of Local School Districts (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1970); .Jay D. Scribner, "The
Pull v Maker and Educational Change," The High School Journal, Vol. 54
fr.bruary 1971), pp. 337-346; Jay D. Scribner, "The Politics of Edu-

, itional Reform: Analysis of Political Demands," Urban Education,
Vol. IV (1970), pp. 348-374; and Fred Wirt and Michael Ki rst, The
Political Web of American Schools (Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
(972).



3. An increase in the political capacity of the edu-
cational enterprise to place demands upon the larger
political system for a larger share of societal re-
sources and edUcational burdens.

The conditions of change posited by a model of educational change
as political change are like the conditions posited by the other models
in that they are necessary but are not sufficient conditions of change.
They are necessary for the following reasons. It is doubtful that
schools can meet their responsibilities without substantially ex-

panding their organizational capabilities and this can be done only
if they can increase their power to make demands upon the institutions
and organizations that allegedly service the schools. Since reform
producing change is expensive, it is doubtful that the necessary funds
will be forthcoming in the absence of a change in the power of educa-
tors to make demands upon the public purse.

While necessary to change, a redistribution of political power
is not a . 'fficient condition of reform producing educational change
for a simple but basic reason. All kinds of demands can be placed
upon organizations and institutions. Unless they have the technical
resources, the organizational capabilities and competent personnel
requisite to meeting the demands, the demands cannot be satisfied
irrespective of their legitimacy or intensity. Redistributions of
power in the absence of other changes result simply in political
conflict, not school reform.

Each of the four alternative approaches to educational change
is useful but partial. Each is useful in the sense that the model
points to a set of conditions that appear to be necessary precon-
ditions of educational change leading to school reform. The models
are partial in that the conditions they posit are not by themselves
sufficient conditions of reform generating change.

It is appropriate now to summarize the implications that flow
from this analysis of the four models. First, it appears that one
can distinguish between preconditions of educational change at three
different levels of the educational enterprise. One level is that of
the educational system as a whole. A second level is that of indivi-
dual schools that comprise the syste - A third 1A.Jel is that of
individuals, particularly teachers and administrators. The first
level is called "systemic," the second "organizational," and the third
"individual." It is useful to distinguish between two types of precon-
ditions of change at each of these levels, one termed technological
preconditions and the other political preconditions.

These two sets of distinctions when combined yield a six-cell
table for classifying and locating different preconditions of edu-
cational change.
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Technological
Preconditions
oflaanaz

The existence of basic knowledge
about: (a) school programs,
(b) the competence of school
personnel, (c) the social orga-
nization and culture of schools,
(d) the governance of education,
and (e) the political economy
of ichool finance.

Systemic
Level The existeice of innovations in

each of these domains that are
superior to the status quo.

Organiza-
tional
Level

The existence of a communication
system capable of disseminating
relevant innovation to educa-
tional decisionmakers and
practitioners.

The existence of a plan for
change that anticipates and
provides for technical assis-
tance and material resources
needed by school personnel in
changing roles and behaviors.

The existence of financial re-
sources necessary to develop
and implement a plan of change.

The e::istence of sufficient
time for developing and
implementing a plan of change.

The existence of school per-
sonnel with competencies
requisite to the assumption
of new roles and the exe-
cution of new responsibili-
ties required by given

Individual innovations.
Level

-2bts-
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Political
Preconditions

of Change

The existence of means by which
schools can place increased
demands upon supporting insti-
tutions.

The existence of means by which
the educational system can place
increased demands upon the po-
litical system.

The existence of incentives to
change generated by a conflu-
ence of internal and external
discontent with a school's
performance.

The existence of power to
change in sense of freedom from
external constraints that do
not allow for any alteration in
the status quo.

The existence of leaders ca-
pable of mobilizing support for
change and of providing social
support when teachers and other
personnel encounter difficulty
in carrying out new roles and
responsibilities.

The existence of school per-
sonnel who are psychologically
open to change or at least not
overtly hostile or actively
resistant to change.

The existence of school per-
sonnel recruited from a broader
range of ethnic groups, social
class and experiential ba4.k-
grounds.



Preconditions of Educational. Change

Having specified two types of necessary preconditions of
educational change (technological and political) at three levels
of the educational enterprise (systemic, organizational, and indi-
vidual), atteni ion can now be turned to the second issue posed at
the start of this section. This is: What is the relationship among
different preconditions of educational change?

As in the discussion of the relationship among different domains
of educational change, three logical possibilities can be distinguished.
One is that the conditions of educational change are independent of
one another. No relationship exists between the presence or absence
of any given precondition and the presence or absence of any other
precondition. While a logical possibility, this is empirically
nonsensical.

A second possibility is that a netwot k of powerful causal rela-
tionships link different conditions of change at different levels.
There is no evidence that this is the case and no theoretical warrant
to believe it should he. For example, the existence at the systemic
level of new programs in teacher training does not bring into exis-
tence the organizational incentives or capabilities to adopt and
implement such programs. The exi.4tence of demands on schools simi-
larly does not generate the technological capacities to constructively
respond to these demands. In short, the presence of technological
preconditions of change is not a necessary and sufficient condition
for the existence of political preconditions of change or vice versa.
The same is true in respect to preconditions of change at the organi-
zational level and the presence of the latter does not guarantee the
presence of the necessary preconditions of change at the individual
level or vice versa.

The third possibility Is that the different preconditions of
change are interlinked in a network of dependent and interdependent
relationships. This alternative appears to best match reality. For
example, a "slum" school with both the incentive and capability of
individualizing its instructional programs cannot do so unless an
appropriate program exists. In turn the existence of such a program
depends upon the existence of requisite knowledge. The latter, along
with the existence of motivation to develop .mch a program, depends
in turn upon the political cap,witv of "slum" schools to place demands
upon educationll researchers and developers. To take another illus-
tration, a .Aiven innovation--such as "open classrooms"--can he
potentially available to a school but that innovation cannot be
successfully implemented in the absence of teachers with particular
competencies. In turn the development of such competencies depends
upon the e%istence of leaders who can plan and organize an in- service
training program cultivating the requisite competencies or employ a
cadre of appropriately trained teachers. And in turn this depends in
part upon the availability of relevant instructional materials.
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This concludes a brief and obviously cursory discussion of the
preconditions of educational change. The major points that have been
made are as follows:

1. There is no single factor which is a sufficient con-
dition of educational change leading to school reform.

2. There are both technical and political preconditions
of educational change at each of three levels: the sys-
temic,'the organizational, and the individual.

'3. Different preconditions of educational change are
functionally but not causally related to one another.

4. Present knowledge of the processes and dynamics of
educational change and hence of the preconditions of
change Is limited and rudimentary.

School Reform and Public Policy

In the two previous sections, two general arguments have been
set. forth. Change in five major domains of education are necessary
conditions of school reform. A constellation of technological and
political factors at systemic, organizational, and individual levels
are preconditions of reform producing change. Next comes a fourfold
argument on the relation of public policy to all of this.

There Is no simple and direct relationship between school reform
and public policy or between policy and educational change. Reform
cannot be mandated into existence by public authorities nor can the
latter decree that educational change occur. The only phenomena over
which policvmakers have any direct control or Influence are factors
that constitute preconditions of educational change, such as level of
knowledge, adequacy of communication networks, distribution of power,
tt

Policvmakers potentially have three power resources available to
them for influencing the preconditions of educational change. These
ire (a) money, (h) authority, and (c) political influence. Money can
he .allocated to people within or outside of schools to develop change
creating pro. rams. Authority can be used to alter formal and legal
-,truetures (;ich As school district consolidation, decentralization,
et.) and to modify the legal norms that govern the educational system,
-oich as ..ertification requirements, mandated courses, etc. In any
:ivn Situation a given policvmaker may have neither money nor author-
ity; but he may have political influence In the sense of an ability
LI) 1111111P110c other policvmakers who do have money and/or authority.

fise power resources are not equally relevant to each and every
pr,e(,!Iditioa 01 educational change. For e...:ample, there is a relatively



direct relationship between the possession of money and the ability
to effect some change in level of basic knowledge. On the other hand,
the relationship between the possession of money and ability to effect
changes in the distribution of power in the educational system is rela-
tively indirect. The same is true of authority. For example, the
possession of legal authority on the part of a school board to decen-
tralize the management and governance of schools is directly related

.

to the presence or absence of "freedom to change" on the part of local
schools. That authority has no direct relationship to the presence or
absence of leadership within local schools capable of mobilizing re-
sources in support of change.

In the American educational system, power resources are not con-
centrated in any one set of policymakers. Apart from aspects of school
operation that involve constitutional issues such as racial segregation,
authority to effect change in organizational structures and in the laws
and directives governing educational personnel tends to reside at the
State level. Money to effect change tends to be located at the State
and national levels. Political influence to effect policymakers with
authority and/or money at State and national levels tends to be con-
centrated at the local level.

The discussion of the preceding four points has been brief but
it is sufficient to point up a set of factors that have significant
implications for the design of a strategy of school reform.

In the three previous sections, three sets of issues were treated.
These were:

1. What is the relationship between school reform and edu-
cat ional change?

2. What are the preconditions of educational change?

3. What is the relationship of a public policy to the
preconditions of educational change?

Emerging from the analysis of these three issues are a series of
conclusions which have significant implications for the design of a
strate,.;y of reform. The conclusions are:

I. There is no one single domain of educational change
which is a sufficient condition of school reform.

2. Change in each of five domains--in school programs,
in the competency of school personnel, in the social
organization and culture of schools, in the governance
of education, and in the political economy of school
findnce--is a necessary condition of school reform.

3. Changes in the five domains are functionally but not
causally related.
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4. it is IMpossible to know a Pylori, If the neeesSary conw
ditIons of school reform taken collectively constitute a
sufficient condition of reform.

5. There Is no single factor that Is a sufficient precon-
d ition of educational change leading to school reform.

6. There are both technical and political preconditions of
educational change at each of three levels, at the level
of the educational system as a whole, at the level of schools
as organizations, and at the level of school personnel as
individuals.

7. The diff,xent preconditions of educational change are
functionally but not causally related.

8. Present knowledge of the processes and dynamics of edu-
cational change and hence of the preconditions of change
is limited and rudimentary.

9. The makers of public policy effect educational change
by effecting the preconditions of change.

10. The power resources available to policymakers in effect-
ing the preconditions of educational change--money, authority,
and political influence--are fragmented and distributed among
policymakers at local, State, and national levels.

From these conclusions flow a number of implications relevant to
the development of a strategy of reform. These can be divided into

two types. One type are conclusions about the kinds of reform poli-
cies that will not be effective. The other type are conclusions about
the necessary elements of an effective strategy. First, a look at the

former.

I. A strategy of reform that is targeted on inducing
change in a single domain of the educational enterprise
will not be effective.

This is a logical implication combining two of the conclusions
noted above. These are: (a) there is no one single domain of educa-
tional change which is a sufficient condition of reform and (h) changes
in different domains are functionally but not causally related.

2. A strategy of reform that is targeted solely on
generating either the technological or political
preconditions of educational change will not be
effective.

This is implied by t. he conclusion that. different precond t ions

of change are functionally but not causally related.
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3. A strategy of reform that is targeted on goner,-
ating the preconditions of change at only one level- -
systemic, organizational, or individual- --will not be
effective.

This is also implied by the conclusion that different precon-
ditions of educational change are functionally but not causally
related.

4. A strategy of reform that is exclusively dependent
upon power resources available to national-level policy-
makers will not be effective.

This is implied by the conclusion that the power resources neces-
sary to effect the precondition of educational change are fragmented
and distributed among policymakers at local, State, and national
levels.

5. A strategy of reform that does not iticlude provisions
for experimentation and does not provide for continuous
learning through feedback will likely not be effective.

This is implied by two conclusions. One is that it is impossible
to know a priori, if the necessary conditions of reform when combined
constitute a sufficient condition of reform. The other is that
knowledge of the processes, dynamics, and preconditions of educational
change is very limited. Thus it is unlikely that a reform strategy
that does not provide for continuous self-correcting adjustments as
it unfolds will prove effective.

The second type of conclusions that flow from our analysis are
conclusions about the necesszkry elements of an effective reform
strategy.

1. A strategy of reform must include a policy which
channels unusual levels of financial support into in-
effective schools to be used by these schools in planning
and implementing long-term and comprehensive programs in
organizational development. These programs must provide
for planned and coordinated changes In the schools' pro-
grams, and in the competence of school personnel, In the
social organization and culture of the schools, and in
school governance.

This pol icy, which we shall refer to as a policy for organizational
development, 25 is implied by a combination of several conclusions noted

25For an extended discussion of organizational develowent within
schools see Richard A. Schmuck and Matthew B. Miles (Eds.), Ownization
Development in Schools (Palo Alto, California: National Press Rooks,
1Wl).
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above. First, reform is dependent upon Change in each of five areas
of the educational enterprise. Since the only point at which the five
necessary conditions of reform converge is at the level of schools,
an effective reform strategy must treat schools both as the smallest
unit of change and as total institutions. Second, since change in
school programs, the competence of school personnel, etc., are func-
tionally but not causally related, effective change depends upon a
coordinated plan for change. Third, the planning and implementation
of a comprehensive, coordinated plan of organizational development
requires financial resources well beyond the normal operating budgets
of schools. Fourth, the planning and implementation of organizational
development projects requires an extended period of time.

2. A strategy of reform must include a policy of support
for research and development which has two primary thrusts.
one is an R & D effort which is directly linked to a policy

of organizational development. The other is an R & D effort
focused upon the political economy of school finance.

This component of a reform strategy, which is labeled R & D policy,
is implied by several conclusions that emerged from the analysis. Look-
ing at the first thrust of an R & D policy--R & D efforts linked directly
to school organizational development programsthis recommendation
follows directly from two conclusions. First, schools undertaking
long-term and comprehensive organizational development must look outside
of themselves for much of the requisite material resources, intellectual
resources and technical assistance. Second, the political capacity of
schools to place demands upon supporting institutions (in this case the
educational R & D community) must be enhanced.

For illustrative purposes imagine the following. Associated with
a reasonably large cluster of schools with funded organizational devel-
opment programs is a R & D operation. This operation would consist of
a core R & D project surrounded by subsidiary projects. The central
or core project would be staffed bN specialists in organizational
research and development. This core project would be supported by a
combination of direct grants to the project and by funds acquired
through performance contracts with schools involved in organizational
development programs. Supporting the core project would he subsidiary
R & I) projects in each of live areas: (a) school programs, (b) personnel
training and staff development, (c) school social organization and cul-
ture, (d) school governance, and (e) the utilization of financ:al
resources. Each of these programs would be financed by a combination
of direct support and indirect support through performance contracts
with the core R & I) program.

This example is clearly illustrative and adheres to the principle
that an effective strategy of reform must include means through which
relationships of interdependenc e can be created between schools that
are undertaking organizational development prok2cts on 'he one kind
and the educational research and development community on the other
hand.
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The second thrust of an R & D policy is a national level research
and development program focused upon the political economy of school
finance. Since long-term ao, substantial change idall other domains
of educational change depend upon change in the political economy of
school finance, this area must be singled out for special effort.
Research and development work is critically needed in at least three
general areas: (a) the development and analysis of alternative models
of financing American education, (b) the politics of change in school
finance, and (c) the interrelationship of the economics of education
on the one hand and the politics and governance of education on the
other hand.

3. A strategy of reform must include a policy of su.vport
for the development of personnel training and staff devel-
opment complexes that are linked to schools involved in
organizational development projects, to R u D programs,
to local undergraduate teacher training institutions, and
to other schools not involved in funded development pro-
grams.

This component of a reform strategy shall be called a policy of
personnel training and staff development26 and is implied by a combi-
nation of conclusions. First, the existence of appropriate attitudes
and competencies on the part of school personnel is a necessary con-
dition of reform. Second, schools must enhance their ability to make
demands upon supporting institutions. Third, more elaborate communi-
cation networks must be developed. Fourth, personnel training and
staff development is one of the critical areas in which research and
development efforts must be pushed. There is also a need to generate
incentives or pressures to change on the part of schools and univer-
sities. The participation of staff in schools other than those
involved in organizational development projects and the participation
of undergraduate teacher trainees from local universities is seen as
one means to this end.

4. A strategy of reform must include a program designed
to stimulate and facilitate temporary "role exchanges"
as well as less intense opportunities for mutual learning
on the part of various types of educational personnel
including educational policymakers at State and national
levels.

This type of program is a policy of system integration implied by
the following conclusions. One is the need to enhance communications
among different role occupants within the educational enterprise and

26We envisage personnel training and staff development complexes
as organizational operations that combine and blend many of the ele-
ments associated with the concept of training complexes outlined in
Teachers for the Real World and the concept of teacher centers.



the other is, the need to enhance the capacity of schools, to place
demands upon supporting institutions and organizations. A program
explicitly designed to facilitate interaction through temporary role
exchanges as well as through more conventional means of communications,
e.g., conferences, visits, etc., would serve these ends.27

5. A strategy of reform must include a deliberate effort
to build a national coalition of "reform oriented" school
personnel and educational policymakers at local, State,
and national levels.

This policy, which can be called a policy of coalition building,
is implied by the fact that the power resources requisite to reform- -
money, authority and political influence--are fragmented and scattered
among many individuals and groups. The formation of a self-conscious
coalition--perhaps in the form of a national association for school
reform which has professional leadership and staff support--could serve
to enhance the degree of influence enjoyed by given policymakers vis7
a-vis their own constituents. It could serve to strengthen the col-
lective impact of the reform movement within the educational establish-
ment and within the larger society.

6. A strategy of reform must be predicated upon a pilot
approach to change in which educational change efforts are
closely observed and evaluated by trained social scientists
acting in roles of observers or participant observers and
who are responsible for providing decisionmakers and the
public at large with information about the process and
impact of reform programs.

This component of a reform strategy, which is a policy of self-
analysis, is implied by two conclusions. One is that it is not known
a priori if the necessary conditions of school reform are collectively
a sufficient condition of reform. The other is that knowledge about
the process, dynamics and preconditions of educational change is very
limited. Thus, as a strategy of reform is planned and as it unfolds,
the component programs of that strategy should be carefully observed
and the new knowledge that is acquired should be communicated to de-
cisionmakers as a base on which to make changes and adjustments in
given programs and simultaneously this knowledge should be made avail-
able to the general public as a base for making judgments about
particular policies and programs.

This policy of self-examination could be implemented through re-
quirements that all funded projects include provisions for systematic

27
For an interesting account of the experience of one professor

of school administration who assumed a temporary principalship in an
inner-city school see Luvern Cunningham, "Hey Man, You Our Principal?"
in Cunningham, .92. cit., pp. 5-18.
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self-observation and that relevant information generated by these
observations be continually collected and disseminated by a profes-
sional staff attached to a national association for school reform
alluded to earlier in the discussion. The observers of particular
projects and programs should be funded independently of the projects
and programs themselves. They should be responsible to the staff of
a national association who in turn would be responsible to the asso-
ciation itself.

These particular details are included for illustrative purposes
only. Again it is the principle of the argument, not the details,
that should be supported.

Summary

This chapter has been concerned with the general issue: What
public policy is needed to achieve substantial and widespread school
reform? In the effort to deal with this question, three broad ap-
proaches to the problem of school reform were distinguished--a policy
of "benign neglect," a policy of "muddling through," and a "strategic"
policy; a brief rationale for the third was developed.

Three issues involved with the design of a strategic policy of
school reform were explored. These were: (a) the relationship
between school reform and educational change, (b) the preconditions
of educational change, and (c) the relationship of public policy to
the preconditions of educational change.

Emerging from this analysis were ten general conclusions whose
implications for the design of a strategic policy of reform were
spelled out. If the conclusions are correct, there are at least
five possible approaches to a strategy of school reform that would
not be effective. Then six necessary components of an effective
strategy of reform were outlined. These are:

1. A policy of organizational development which is
targeted on local schools most in need of reform.

2. A policy of research and development comprised of
two thrusts: (a) research and development linked to
organizational development, and (b) a special R & D
program on the political economy of school finance.

3. A policy of personnel training and of staff devel-
opment which is linked to both a policy of organizational
development and a policy of research and development.

4. A policy of system integration.

5. A policy of coolition

6. A policy of self-examination.
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'750...4. Chaptet 11

PILOT STUDIES, EVALUATION, AND TRANSFERABILITY

by

Bryce Hudgins
Washington University

This chapter is concerned with the procedures for implementing
programs of school reform. Several fundamental arguments and
recommendations are advanced. Principal among them is the argument
that proposals for school reform should be tried out on a pilot
basis, their effects analyzed, and the factors that weigh for and
against their adoption assessed before large amounts of Federal
money are authorized foe their support on a wide basis. This recom-
mendation issues from two chief points: Massive funding of programs
to solve particular social problems has not always led to the
reduction of the difficulty for which the remedy was proposed; and
educational phenomena, including innovations that have received
Federal support, are frequently little analyzed and poorly understood.
The recommendation of this chapter for a program of pilot studies is
not a plea for money for research. It is an argument that the processof school reform can move more surely and more effectively if the
total resources available for them are directed first at the tryout of
proposals for reform, the study and analysis of those proposals as
they occur in the real world of the schools, the recommendation of
planned variants stemming from careful initial study of the pilot, and
further tryout and evaluation of these variants on a somewhat larger
but still demonstration scale in what are styled "second-round pilot
studies." The results of such studies should then lead to recommenda-
tions about large-scale funding of a given program on a nationwide
basis. The belief is that this process of pilots and evaluation
procedures will, oil the average, strengthen the Nation's efforts to
reform its public school system.

Many issues and problems must be addressed in the development of a
program of pilot efforts. We will foreshadow the problems in this
introductory section, and deal with each of them in more detail in the
body of the chapter. Some assumptions must first be explicated. Pilot
studies will be based upon proposals for changing or reforming the
school. Proposals, however well-conceived and detailed they may be in
exposition, cannot begin to foresee or describe the exigencies with
which any pilot project will be confronted, once it is placed in
operation. Sociologists refer to the unanticipated consequences and
the unintended outcomes of programs that entail social change. Thus
the essence of a pilot study is that it is exploratory, as opposed to
experimental. Questions of interest are as much of the order, "How
do the participants modify or redefine elements of the program to
survive In the environment?" a., are questions concerning the extent to
which variables detailed in the plan of operation do in fact operate.

591 .773 0 t4 lry
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Indeed, we regard these latter issues of the degree of installation
of a project to be more telling for second-round pilot studies than
for its introduction. These assumptions have important implications
for the concept of pilot studies developed here, and for the concept
of their assessment or evaluation.

Another set of assumptions concerns the mechanisms by which
pilot studies are sanctioned and installed. We have assumed that a
pilot program has a greater likelihood of success if it creates a
need for as little new administrative machinery as possible, and if
it passes through the decisionmaking apparatus and channels of control
of those agencies and offices that have been created for larger
purposes that would subsume activities such as the installation,
evaluation, and diffusion of pilot projects. This assumption will
have the consequence of lessening direct Federal bureaucratic control
over details of such items as pilot site selection, project personnel,
and related issues. But it will result in a much broader basis of
support tor, participation in, and ultimate success of the pilot
program, than if direct control were maintained between the Federal
funding agency and individual pilot project directors.

A third and critical assumption is that effective school reform
can probably be achieved more quickly through the gradualist,
reflective strategy of a pilot program than through the continuation
of frontal assaolts upon school c hange. Later in this chapter, the
year 1985 is identified as the target year for the achievement of
major reforms of the school. If one accepts such a target date, and
also accepts the strategy of piloting as a vehicle for trying,
assess lug, and building tested models of school reform, then we think
the outcomes for the Nation's schools by that time can be far superior
to what they would be if resources continue to be placed into wide-
spread installation of plausible-sounding ideas, about which very
little Is known in advance of their implementation'. The strategy fur
pilot programs that we recommend is a gradualist one. An idea about
reform would first be tried out, perhaps in only one or a few settings.
It would be studied and analyzed in great detail. Several years after
its inception, variations of it.--capitalizing upon its must workable
components, and !dding others that seem to have sufficient merit to be
tested--would be implemented on a somewhat larger, but still. pilot
basis. Those second-round pilots that demonstrate an effective
capacity to bring about reform would then be validated procedures,
strategies for change that, if installed on a broad scale, could be
expected to work very well. If this strategy is adopted, it should be
with the full recognition that first-round pilot studies that. dr.

introduced as early as 1974 may not generate fully tested and I'dated
procedures for reform before 1980. The strategy will obviously h,.te
little appeal for the reformer who is in a hurry to hring about dramatic
change in the schools. It, as we think, a decade is not too lung A

time to invest in the process of seeking out and validating effective
proposals for reform, the gradualist strategy of pilot studies seems
to hold promise for the future.



Within the framework of these assumptions, then, we shall attempt
to work out a concept of pilot studies and of factors that enter into
judgments about their adequacy. To achieve this, we must confront
questions that deal with the resources to be assigned to pilot
studies, criteria for selecting proposals for first-round pilot
support, and general exploration of the responsibilities and obliga-
tions that accrue to the funding agency and to the recipients of
those funds. A backlog of experience with the development and
operation pilot studies will no doubt reveal the inadequacies of this
first effort to raise questions and propose courses of action.

School Reform as Inquiry Rather than Assertion

The practice of education has traditionally been constructed upon
educators' views of the nature of man--what he should be, and what he
is capable of becoming. To some extent, scientific knowledge about
children and adolescents has been translated crudely into approaches
to education. Basically, educational practice--the conduct of
schooling--has been A highly empirical process. As such, its practi-
tioners have relied more heavily upon knowledge generated at the level
of a craft than that which stems from the theories, laws, and even the
data of the disciplines that hypothetically undergird the practice of
educatikai; .that is, the social science:3 and philosophy. Formulations
about how education should be conducted are thus more likely to involve
assertions based upon past personal experience with the institution of
schooling than they are to reflect the tentative, hypothetical mode of
inquiry represented by the behavioral sciences. We would suggest that
an attitude of inquiry is fundamental to the successful conduct of A
pilot st.rate:;y of school reform.

Campbell' constructs an argument close to what we intend in his
discussion of "trapped" versus "experimental" administeators. The
trapped administrator is one who places himself in a position whore his
tenure in office (or at least the confidence of his constituency) hinges
upon successful uuLco,:lys emanating from the program of reforms that lie
has advocated. If Lhe position of a leader or administrator depends
upon the success of the particular reform he has advocated, he cannot
aiford to call for open and thorough evaluation processes, especially
if there is any likelihood that such an evaluation would reflect
lailure of his pro. rams.

ou the other hind, Lite "experimental administrator" begins with .in
inquiry attitude. "Progrim A will be tried for x period of tittle. If

at the end o! that time, !C. has not. proved itself. we will shift to
Pro4ram B." Uhl's, Campbe.! suggests, the ...mphasis can be placcd upon
app.r!,.hes Lo the solLtion of problems rather than targeting adminis-
Iritors as villains in the ,event that refo-m does not live up to

Ii). I . C impbe I 1 , orm Expe r moot , Arte r An l'sveh,) I i s t ,
_ . _ .

Vol. 24, ;;,. j (19h9), pp. +09-429.



expectations. Notice, also, that the experimental stance should free
the administrator (or other advocate) from "over-selling" his program
in advance, as is likely to happen whets alternatives between programs
are settled on the basis of who has the greatest net quantity of
control.

. There is an important corollary to be considered in connection
with the discussion of personal advocacy of programs versus inquiry
models of examining alternatives. If the decisionmaker starts from
the position that the program he recommends is "good" and will produce
"benefits" for the population with which he is concerned, his tendency
will be to extend the program to as large a proportion of the popula-
tion as his resources can be made to accommodate. There are several
difficulties attendant upon such a practice. First, large amounts of
money may be wasted if the outcomes are unsuccessful, or harmful- -
though the latter is rarely a serious hazard in educational practice.
Second, stretching the resources to make it possible for many agencies
er individuals to participate can doom the entire program to failure
by spreading resources too thinly. Finally, since one was confident
that the program would succeed, evaluations tend to be sketchy or
nonexistent, and in the end, the program's initiator is in a sorry
position. He has a filing program on which large amounts of money,
interest, and publicity have been lavished. He may have few or no good
reasons for the failure of the program. We must recognize, however,
that if the program generally succeeds, the decisionmaker has delivered
important benefits to a vast number of people in a short period of time.
For the entrepreneurial decisionmaker who is inclined to have great
confidence in his own judgment and ability, the chance to deliver
effectively, perhaps even at the national level, is extremely attractive.
The inquiry-orientel model of pilot studies that we recommend is slower,
and much less glamamus, although in the end the payoffs for society
can be many times larger.

Results of Large-Seale Efforts to Change Schooling2

The RAND analysis of large-scale intervention programs 4ndertaken
has been restricted largely to two of the majorefforts to provide
compensatory education for children from minority groups, Nth! I of
the Elementary ind Secondary Education Act of 1965, and Project Head
Start. Althou)h the weight of the evidence reviewed by RAND points to
disappointing outcomes of these two national_ programs, we are aware
that the issues are extremely complex, and that simple generalizations
about the value of either of the programs would be misleading. For

This discussion is oased upon the recent report, How Effective
is Schoolino' prepared tor the President's Commission on School
Finance, by RAND Corporation, arh, 1972. Page reterences in the
text are keyed lo qunlat.1,1n-i tram that document.



example, the RAND study cites reviews of achievement of large samples
of children who have participated in Title I projects across the
Nation, with the conclusion that the money invested in these projects
has produced little or no ameliorative effect upon academic achieve-
ment (particularly in the area of reading). Cohen,3 however, observes
that Title I. is a political program, which is not tied to any standards
of academic achievement for continued funding, and to assess it upon
the basic of achievement is to misconstrue the purpose of the program.
We indicate this conflict, not to evaluate the validity of either
position, but to highlight the complexity of the problem. And as we
pointed out earlier, significant reiorm generally takes many years to
occur, and it may be that the real impact of these programs cannot be
evaluated for a decade or so.

By way of brief review, Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA) of 1965, authorizes the expenditure of Federal
funds to provide compensatory education for children in disadvantaged
communities. A school district's proposal for funds must be approved
at the State level (usually by the State Department of Education).
The annual appropriation for Title I programs reached a level of about
$1.8 billion for FY 74. The following statements are taken from the
RAND report. The documents cited in these quotations are annual
reports to the U. S. Office of Education about the results of the
national. Title I_ program.

The most pessimistic findings come from the Title I

surveys...We do not attempt to summarize the results
Of each of these studies separately because they are
all quite consistent in their findings. The following
quotations are representative:

An analysis of the reading achievement scores of 155,000
participants of 189 Title 1 projects during the school
year ending in June, 1967 indicates that a child who
participated in a Title 1 project had only a 19/ chance
of a significant achievement gain, a 137 chance of a
significant loss, and a 68 ; chance of no change at all
(Report for Fiscal Year 1967).

For participating and non-participating pupils, the rate
of progress in reading skills kept pace with their
historical rate of progress...Compensatory reading
programs did not seem to overcome the reading deficien-
cies that stem from poverty (Report for Fiscal_ Year 1968).

31).
K. Cohel,, "Politics and Research: Eva 1 oat ion of Soc ia 1

Act ion Progra ns In Education," Review of Educat_ional. hest are :ii,

Vol. 40, No. 2 (1970), pp. 213-238.
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it will be noted in the following reports of analyses
that all outcome data indicated a distinctly higher
than average reading gain for participants than for
non-participants (Report for Fiscal Year 1970).

Participants in the compensatory programs continued
to show declines in average yearly achievement in
comparison to non-participants who included advantaged
and nondisadvantaged pupils. . .It was not possible
from these data to determine whether participants in
compensatory programs showed a reduced decline in
average yearly achievement (Report for Fiscal Year
1970).

These findings all are qualified heavily in subsequent
discussion by the study authors. . .Nevertheless. . .all
the findings themselves are consistently negative.4

Results of evaluation of Head Start and Follow Through (extension
of Head Start into the primary grades) are mixed. In general if Head
Start children show improvements over counterpart (nonproject children),
the differences tend to disappear after a year or two of public school.
Some Follow Through children do significantly better in school than
control children do, but there is a ruestion that this difference may
be an artifact of differences in the laitial achievement status of the
children.5

To balance this picture, it must be added that the evaluations of
many of the projects are ,f dubious validity. Thus, real accomplish-
ments of the projects may be obscured. When studies of a smaller
scale have been designed for purposes of research, results have tended
to be clearer and more positive.°

We close this discussion with quotations from the statement of
conclusions about large-scale compensatory education programs drawn by
the RAND authors.

Virtually without exception, all of the large surveys of
the large national compensatory education programs have
shown no beneficial results on average. However, the
evaluation reports on which the surveys are based are often
pour am' research designs suspect.

4
1I. A. Averch, S. J. Carroll, T. S. Donaldson, H. J. Kiesling,

and H. Pincus, How Effective Is Schooling? A Critical Review and
Sy.nthesis of. Research Findings. Prepared for President's
Commission on St:hoot. Finance (Santa Monica: RAND, 1972), pp. 102-103.

5
Ibid., pp. 103-105.

pp. 110-114.
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Two or three smaller surveys tend to show modest and
positive effects of compensatory education programs
in the short run,

A number of intervention programs have been designed
quite carefully and display gains in pupil cognitive
performanc in in the short. run. In particular,
pupils from the n)re disadvantaged socioeconomic
backgrounds tend to show greater progress in more
highly structure )rograms. (Programs thzq are highly
structured are those 1\11 which the sequencing of the
children's experiencesgavily organized externally).

There is considerable eviden e that many of the short
run gains from educational int.(4,rzotion programs fade
away after two or three years if they are not reinforced.
Also, this "fade out" is more unlike regular public
school practice.

It would appear that incremental per pupil costs of
successful education intervention vary anywhere from
$200 on up, with the "feasible range" for such programs
falling between $250 and $350. However, numerous
interventions funded at these levels have failed.
Clearly the level 01 funding is not itself a sufficient
condition fur success.7

Admittedly the preceding discussion and quotations are illustrative
of some of the effects of some heavily supported and widely distributed
programs. rhe results cited are not definitive, nor do we wish to
interpret them as though they were But when it can be shown that
heavy infusions of public money have brought about little either in
lasting results, or in Informative feedback, recommendation of an
alternative approach to intervention in the reform of the schools is in
order.

The Case for Pilot Studies

In the opening pages of this chapter, we began to describe what is
intended by the term "pilot study." We also suggested that a pilot
project mio,ht go inrough two major phases, or "rounds," one in which
the basic elements of the proposal are lived through, and modified, and
a second in which the more promising variants of any given pilot project
are tried out in a number of settings. IL is time now that we more
fully develop the conc,Tt of the pilot study. A pilot study is a real
but_ small-scale installation of a proposal or set of proposals for
scnool reform. An initial pilot project would probably be installed in a

7

Ibid., p. 12J.
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Aingle school (or Other unit of atialY$1$, dePehding upon Ow Wabstithee
of the project). As an illustration, it us suppose that a proposal
has been accepted to improve the reading skills of children in the
primary grades of inner-city schools, and that the elementary schoO1
is to be reorganized toward achieving that goal. The proposal may
call fur a new program of inservice training for the teachers who
will be expected to provide individualized instruction in reading,
draw upon the services of reading consultants, and use the hands and
energies of paraprofessional workers.

Before such a proposal would be accepted, or any efforts made
to install it, much more detail and precision would be called for than
we have time or space to delineate here. Reasonable consideration
would have to be given to changes in the teachers' role, new equipment,
facilities, and materials, and articulation of the scheduling of pupils,
since the entire process of classroom organizations and large group
instruction would be dramatically altered. How administrative personnel
fit into the new structure would have to be examined. What conseqUences
ensue from the reaction of the broader school district and the com-
munity in which the school resides?

The essential characteristics of a first-round, or initial pilot
study, are that adequate time and resources would be provided to the
chosen pilot site to permit the participants to install the project as
fully s they are capabLe of doing. At the same time, it is never
possible to anticipate all the consequences, all the elements of change
that wilL be incompatible with one another. An important part of the
initial pilot study is that participants would have time and opportunity
to adjust, or materially alter origin, parts of the plan. At various
stages in the chapter, We comment upon the conditions that would be
required to allow this strategy to work, and to be properly recorded so
that we might know what the interior work lgs of the pilot are.

After an initial pilot project has be n in operation long enough
to be fully installed and functioning as et ectivtly as possible, a
judgment would be made as to whether the prk ect should be terminated,
or whether variants of it might now be constr ed to be tested on a
more extensive, but pilot basis. The variants,N14second-round pilot
projects, would be designed to yield more refined information about
different combinations of elements, or the addition or deletion of
elements that were tried with apparent succelis or failure in initial
projects. ror example, in our hypothetical illustration, let us turther
suppose that teachers have found the inservice education program
particularly unrewarding. Second-round, or variant stud ies, would
presumably onlurtain different approaches to this particular aspect of
the project. One variant might involve the teachers in developing their
own inservice program, drawing upon district supervisors or outside
consultants ls they fell the need for such help. 111 another variation,
teachers might teach in grade-level teams, and operate only an ad hoc

oducdlion proram, cooperitiyely attempting to solve diagnostic
or instructional problems as they Om. difference
between second-round and their progenitors would Its the
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Studitis upon conditions or L1U.i pro.Wet that Mitigate for

A -of -against its more general diffusion and installation.

in general, first-round pilot pro (Jets confront the broad
question: Can this proposat for schoot reform be implomented: What

are the things that partieipants have to change to mho It work? Does

the proposal, broadly coneeived, have the potential for loading to
the outcomes for the tar.Avi population that were envisioned in its
outline? What elements el the, original program might be improved by

bein't changed? And what are some ways in which they can be altered
and tried out in a different setting?

Second-round pilot. studies, on the other hand, demand perhaps
more pre. Ision In their original delineation, and greater concern that
the changes they describe be adhered to for the duration of the project.
Where in pro feet concern is, "Can the basic idea be made to work

at all:" the concern of second-round pilots is for the question,
HoW tlawles'ely does this arrangement work in this situation, and how

easv or ditticult would it he Lo modify IL to work in a variety of
similar settings:" 1:ach pilot phase could be terminated at the time
those basic questions Can be answered. 1.11 combination, an in

pilot and its several variants would be expected to encompass a pertod
of four-to-six or even seven years.

It is Vital to note Oka pilot studies are not conceived of as
experinents, at least in the classical :,0111-1e of that term. We prefer

to regard pilot studies as explorations, in the same manner that Marris
and fern' cast the projects finan:ed during the 19o0's hr the President's
Committee on Juvenile Oelinquency. Thu designs of mauy ttt tilt.' prolccts

in that pro..;ram were experimental in nature, with the consequence that
research and program goals were consisLonLly in conflict with each
other. C.xperimonis dumAnd faithful. obedience to prearranged treatment
conditions, seciAl "extflorALions" (As Marris And Rein appropriately
dub the reform et torts ot their analysis) cannot SUrVivv under such

dicLALes.

Hi.'.' expo r n S 1%11.. 'US hilt

o;cp 1'1 t 111 I ill' ibiii t. it.'ti t'I re form. And

'..;11 I t ion use v1 in t o rmA I ion AL It'VeIs ()I

analysis wnich differ rAdiAIlv from An experimentAl
dus1.4n. :lost immediALe1Y, progress depends upon a

lAris And :1. lein, oi Social Reform: Povcrtv lad

Action in tilt' rniLk, Stites (NcW York: Atherton Prt,!-4,
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rho discriMination of those clues to action calls for
an iMaginativu serial analysis which can he rapidly
communicated. But because it is pragmatic and flexible,
an exploration also needs to be retrospectively inter-
preted, in a different manner from an experiment. The
final outcome cannot simply be related to the initial
aim and method, since these have: undergone continual
revision, The whole processthe false starts, frus-
trations, adaptions, the successive reLasting of
intentions, the detour and conflictsneeds to be
comprehended. Only then can we understand what has
been achieved, and learn from the experience. Re-
search in this sense Is contemporary history.9

We shall have more to say on these points in our discussion,
particularly of the evaluation of initial pilot projects. The dis-
tinction that Marris and Rein draw between experiment and exploration
seems to us precisely to reflect our notion of how initial pilot
projects must develop, and the latitude they must enjoy if they are
to achieve fruition.

Criteria for the Selection of Pilot ProLects

Pilot studies must meet numerous criteria if they are to be
supported by the Federal Government. it will. not always be possible
to supply a firm evidential base for a proposed pilot:, but a line
of reasoning should make explicit the proposer's hypothesis, or the
relationships anticipated between changes in the system of the school
and outcomes for pupiis.

it is of paramount importance that the proposed pilot study
spcity the target population to which its effort would be directed.
Although ail school populations are legitimate targets for pilots,
priority will be given to populations who have had the Least edu-
cational opportunity and whose schools are in the most urgent need

reform.

the pilot rroposal. skould include a statement of the outcomes
tor pupiis that Arc anticipated by the end of the pilot project.
Fhe span of time to be required for the installation and operation
of the pilot should also be indicated. The outcomes should be care-
fully ri..lated to the fundamental schooling needs of the population

------ -

9 Ibid., pp. 20h-207.
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that is ropresented by pupils of the potontial pflot Site. again,
priority would be OVIJn to proposals that are aimed at more central
and documented schooling needs of the target population, as these
have been identified in Part 1. of this document. Ordinarily, we
would anticipate that priority would be assigned to pilot projects
that .ire aimed at the improvement of target children's ability in
the basic skillsreading, w-iting, computing, and the like.

Reform is not a process that one person or group can impose
upon another. those who are to be involved in a pilot. study aimed
at school reform mus be participants in the process, at least to
the dogree of being willing to attempt the changes delineated by
the project. Perhaps the point is too obvious to require comment,
but any pilot study that is to receive Federal funds must surely
provide detailed information about the degree of involvement and
openness to explorations of change that characterize the target
school, Its administration, and the broader school district and
community in which the school is housed.

Hnw the pilot study is to be evaluated becomes a critical part
of the proposal and of the decision to approve a pilot installation.
rile details of the evaluation procoss are worked out in detail later
in the chapter, but we can note lies that at a MitliMum a successful
proposal rust contain information about several dimensions of evalu-
ation. One of those is the achievement variables to be measured,
the tests and procedures to be used in their assessment, and the
criteria of practical significance to be employed in judging and
interpreting results. Such a criterion might be defined as the
proportion of pupils in a target school who demonstrate a given
amount of improvement in achievement in a unit of time, or the
average achievement gain for pupils at each grade level, or some
varinit ot these. However, in general the criteria selected should
reflect achievement gains (or losses) ot the target population in
relition to .;ains for the total population. Also in general, more
traiitional critt.'ria ot statistical si4nificance Are to be cschem.d,
at !cast As principal indicators ot the project's outcomes.
bluntly, the interests of reiorm st_litiieS center upon the mognitude

increments in AChieVeMeilt :;aineti by solectod populations (lint
suftered from deficiencies in achievement, and not iii

ot the pro) abilitv that an oPtaincd change is A nate!'

covoragx ot evaluation nrocedures should in, Ind,.
'or asse:isiog the extent which a pro je'''t is lust illcd

i.' plannej, And for the observit:on and analvsis ot l ilot proje,ts
in 0.0..ration.
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Resources for the Sup.port of Pilot Studies

Ono of the chief purposes for conducting pilot studies is to
establish whether a glvcn combinaliou of chanres in the organixallon
and delivery of schooliql leads to outcomes for the target. peptilatieft
as envisioned by the refdrmer. there must be adequate resources
provided that the pilot can be played out. as It was intended to be
If resources Are inadequate, then some (or all) elements of the
reform effort will be curtailed. As a result, the pilot: study
perhaps tails to deliver some or all of the outcomes provided.
6ut there is then no way of finding out whether the strategy of
reform was at fault, or simply that once again a lack of resources
diminished the success of an otherw:.se good and viable idea about
schooling. When this happens, in one sense, whatever money was
invested is wasted, since the society derives neither the benefit
or the hoped-for achievements, nor any dependable knowledge about
what the promise of the proposed reform strategy is.

Similarly, the fundik!, agent': must be prepared to allot a
reasonab l e, even generous, .riod of time, for the pilot study to
..ncold its tale. If a pilot involves, for exampie, dramatic re-
orrangements of the adult socis1. system of the school (as in team
leaching, or differentiated slat' iag patterns), and this is combined
with a new and extensive program of inservice education for teachers,
centering upon A new curriculum, instructional materials, strategy,
or all of these, a period of one or two years may elapse before all
Lite eleMohLs can be redefined in operational form And installed. An
additional period of one, LWO, perhaps even three Years may be required
before the pilot project CAU dcliVor tho sr%,ices and 4..11ccL the
positive outcomes amon,.; pupils of which the particular combination
of Lim )vations 15 capable. Evaluative and analytical studies of the
project must be conducted throughout that period to years. As we
ar4tie 1:1Ler, the record of eyen.,.s that can come from of study

pilot:-; is .me t their ::10-it ust.lul by-products. Rut we would
urgo Lilt' ..se Of dALA (Om rfakilL,. decisions prematurely [.(;
LVrr.linALL A pilot_ study.

Control And AAH1 'CrW:1L Of PHOL.....

t i i.; I for the control o pi lot
it 11 :to hi v ocht. r.t I i bt o.1,1 I v r.t I i

r.1.1 j, r :1 IL loll 11 fm of pilot. pro Thome
.I I t ion I i roll' coot ra I ; ont .0 I of t

pro. ro:.1. 'Cnder such An Arrn....enent, it apLear to bc
to I !':t. 111 orderly develo:fttenL oi project ; Around ..-;pecit contel t

infk.re:its AS in the .;..:;te!.Litic voriftion ,o p!ttorn:: o!
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identify Its priorities by target populations, areas Of aehieVeMenti
tc., 'and U60 traditional type otiturnal reVieW pan is to reCOMMend

propoSals for support. Lines or authority would =xtend frOM the
Office of Education directly to the local education agency or
university, or other peal fiscal agent.

An alternative arrangement would be to establish funding
relationships from the Office of Education to the States. The same
Auldelines could be established as in the first arrangement, but the
selection of pilot sites and projects would become the responsibility
of the State education department. A variation of this pattern,
which stems from our recommendation that pilot projects be e:Itended
through two rounds, each fulfilling different functions, is to allocate
the responsibility for selecting first-round pilot projects to tech-
nical teams which would operate through the net.work of. Regional
Educational Laboratories.

The second alternative appears to be the more viable one. Why?
Let us begin with the notion introduced last, the role of regional
laboratories in the selection of initial pilot sites. The National
Advisory Council on Education Professions D 10evelopment has recommended
that a series of some fifteen to twenty pilot sites be selected
immediately. Fxupt for suggest.inj that issues of geographical dis-
tribution be ignored for the purpe, that proposal does not explore
the issue of site selection, the review processes, and other elements
of decisionmaking machinery. Regional laboratories are functioning
organizations whiLli have now been in operation well over five years.
The development of technical teams for purposes such as evaluating pilot
projects proposals, selecting initial sites, under their aegis should
pose no severe problems, given some budget allocations to defray the
necessary expenses that would be incurred. The laboratories are
distributed nationwide, so that no special consideration would be required
to obtain a reasonable geographic distribution of first-round pilot sites.

At the same time that f irst- round pilot sites are t-elected, State
dopIrtwents could be given planning grants, congruent with Office of
Edu,.ation guidelines, to develop preliminary descriptions of what
second-round pilot studies would be. Later, when decisions are firm
that scond-round pilots are to be conducted, the State department using
rederil iunds supplied for the purpose, could select pilot sites within
its Stile. Planned variations and concerns about the transferability
of pro.0-ams are the special emphases of second -round pilot studies. At

a e sirtple level. the State departments are closer to events within
sclwol districts of their own ::totes than the Office of Wocation. This
should ;:loan that both sites can be selected where the conditions for their
,.aicess ire reasonably (lod, and lliaL sites and particular variations can
be better mitched than would be the case with mo e central and remote

I!)

Coanc:: on iducation ProCessions Development,
to tilt' i;ureaucracv fl,:ashint,ln, D. C., (97.!).
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t;t:ontrvi of the proltraM4 itialtV, it W agaume thOt. La-e

of developing and validatinA pilot project;;; IM LO haVe them ready for
iwitallation on a verse broad mcnivi theh 800MIA 1 svnsibie policy
for the Stales to h' InvolvQd in deciding whieh schoolti intuit(

pArtiuipate in pilot ellorts. 41.1ents of the Stale should bc in a
favorable position to identify key districts and s(.1tools Out ro
strateically situated Lo facilitate broader scale adoption of
I) rojects.

rirst -Round Pilot Studios and Evaluation

By the time the di_cision to implement a t irst- round pilot study
has been made', A variety of issues has already been considered and
cared for as described in Illy preceding paragraphs. However, the
actual installation and operation of the pilot involve numerous
additional problems and considerations. Once the pilot project is
launched, it becomes "rea l life" for those involved in it; the
teachers, administrators, pupils, thJ school district and community
that constitute it, the external environment, and for the evaluation
staff who will chronicle the' events of the pilot study.

AL that point, the project leaves the stipulations, recommenda-
tions, and prescriptions of its written documents behind, and takes
on the fLesh and blood of reality. The actors now 'ire confronted with
Lilt' tasks of tryin,.; to induce desired improvement through the vehicles
of reform agreed to previously. If teachers are to team to14ether, or
if they are to deal on an individual basis with pupils, the moment
arrives when Lilt' team must begin to function, and when the teacher must
coil) rout that first pu,)il to begin the actual diAgnosin, pr2scribing,
And treating.

From t 11:t L int wien t forward, the pilot staff be;i.uis the process,
of ten an arduous and even painful one, of discovering the weaknesses
in Lilt orir;inal project plan. It ratty be that Leans 01 LOaCht.'ri 1 Intl

they einnot teAM L0:!,vinur LooporiiVely, or -101110 LOAM members .Ire' so

threatened by ambi,,,uitv ani elements of competitiveness that the:: Are

inc11CctiVo, And pressures be4in to motint,o dilute the extensiveness
)t pkianod chim:,,cs. Smith .nit Keith, I

for ey-mple, who studied
a innovative elemencarY school in its Iirst yetr of operation,
roperted that WiLitin A few days of the openinr.; of i1.114','
.'.1 ,)1 11 11 L roitt.t1 i 1 v Loward ! L1i1Ict!

-;h.irp deprt,,re irom tit.' elAborate 10F Lolr.
Ii..Achin 1;1.11 envisioned.

1.,:hat one makes disparities the type illw.,trAted Ah0Vo
dk.i)c11(k 1.11-.;t_.1v upon tile t.-;stimcd :(laction of HAL ,;tud. .)tir

...
1 I1.. 1. Sm t an.; I'. i t IncL It 1. t1.1I ! wit.va t :
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tundAmental ansumption 14 Lb :At a pilot studyi h tirst.kround
.qtthly in particular, should reveal the funetionings and umliunction-

in°,'' ol on Proposals rot. school rvform. Thi.q30 propos.als have

already beep ,lodged as "good" In the svnse of involving principles
tor change. The state of knowledge about how human organizations
.';Ill be altered to produce specific outcomes is not complete enough
0 011iblU us to write precision specifications in the way that. an
architect call draw plans for a building. lnduud if we were that
kaowledgeahlk, no need for pilot studies would

We can learn from pilot studies how practicable are our
hypothesized means for inducing change. It seems imperative that
participants in first-round pilot studies have wide latitude for
departing from original plans, or modifying them, in order to be able
L° !unction adequately. Ways of behaving that might Lead to Improved
pupil outcomes, but which are not conducive to ways that teachers,
administrators, or others can play their respe,.ilve roles, will not.
be Implemented. Our knowledge, at this stage 01 development, may be
helped much more by allowing role
structure roles in ways that make
to maintair rigid adherence to an
This is part of the conception of
rather than experimental.

incumbents to redefine or re-
them livable, rather than tryitg
earlier conception of the role.
a pilot study as exploratory

Since the principal justification for pilot studies is to learn
whether the innovative practices or organizational patterns they
repr6sent achieve their stated purposes, evaluation is a critical
and an integral element of each pilot study. In general, two kinds
of evaluation studies are envisioned. Both may be thought of as
proyess evaluations, since they examine the internal functionings
of the projects, but their purposes are quite different.

one form of evaluation, exemplified by Provos' discrepancy
model 1' which is particularly suited for second-round pilot
studies, is critical. We shall withhold further comment about
this model of the evaluation process for the subsequent dis-
oussion of second-round pilot studies.

Initial pilot_ projects require another kind of evaluation, or at
least a relatively greater emphasis upon another kind of evaluation.
[his mdv be. called CdS study analsi, or it max' be cast in the more
sop'uisticated language of ethnography. The label is immaterial but

12M. Proviis, "Evaluation of Ongoing Programs in the Public School
System," in R. W. Tyler (Ed.), Educational Evaluatjon: New Roles,
New Mearvi National Society for the Study (0. Educat ion, 68th Yearbook,
Ptrt II (Chic.i.o: niver:iitv of Chicago Press, 1969).
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-the Aubstance tit the provtns4 and what, it ttotrimunieues about the
functiOning of the pilot proluct, is most signiricdnt. A principal
runponsibility of ow evaluator of firstroUnd pilOt ptojec;.t. is to
observe, rueord, and interpret significant Ok/OntS in the duvellpr.ait
of the pilot 1i action. Such records, together with their subsetiwnt
analysis and interpretation, constitute an indispensable part of #ho
process of understanding school reform. Such records and analyses
furnish a basis for judgments about the viability of a given pilot
formulation. They help us to understand not only what it was within
a pilot that succeeded or failed, but can also provide us with
hypotheses about wl y events proceeded as.they did. This element of
first-round pilot projects evaluation provides the raw material for
the design of planned variants among second-round pilot studies.
rhat is, the results of a single pilot study are seldom definitive
about how a program can be improved. Their analysis can lead to
hypotheses about changes and outcomes, but it cannot demonstrate or.
generate them. That is the task planned variation in second-round
pilots, The hypotheses emerging frum the evaluation of first.-round
projects should materially enhance the probability that such projects
will produce changes in schooling that approximate the outcomes for
children that we wish to obtain.

A brief quotation frLm the psychologist Maslow
13

will clarify
what we mean by the ease s:edy of first-round pilot projects:

in most cases (experimental programs and schools) we
wind up with a r,_trospective story of the program,
the faith, confident expectations, but with
inadequaL0 aecoUntS of lust What was done, how, and
when and of just what_ happened and didn't happen as
a resu1L. The real quest ion is how we can make the
best use of the "natural experiments" that result
When some courageous enthusiast with faith in his
ideas wants to "try somethilv out" and is willim;
to gamble. If only they were good reporters, too,
and rearded the "write-up" as a part of the
commitmLmL. This is just about the way the cthholo-
ist. works: he doesn't Liesih, control, nidnipnl,!te,

or chan4c anything. Ultimately lie is iiMil)1V A min-

i nt..t.,r obse rye r mud 40)L1 reporter.

SraiLil and lac i t..I 1

5 studied tlit..Kensington School , a newly constructed,
hi:;h1r inhovitive elctnentry school, in iu:it Ills.' :11S ow 11S0:-; tO

II. Ma,;low, "Obscrvin and Report in ..ideaLion F.xperiment.s,"

Humanist, Vol. .2) (196i), p. I 3.

1

;-;miLit .ihd Keith, op. (jt.., pp. 9-ln.

i:!itI Ahd Keith, op. i
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motifs." 1304w the vOrk of SMith and kith de "11-00inLertoring

and 00(1 repdrtere saOmS to us the tiSmunce of what
shOuld occur in the ovatuation of first.-r.onnd pilot projects,
wo:shall briefly describe the procedures of their study, and
illustrate II through cue dimension of what Keistugton svught Lo
changenamely thy Innovation of team teachings

Smith and Keith undertook to study the implementation of an
innovative school. Kensinbton occupied a new building, which
attempted to adapt itself to the overaLl purpose or the schoci--
individualized instruction. As the Investigators described it,
the administration of Kensington School opted for a "strategy of
grandeur"; that is, the implementation of a host of innovations
in a single new school. As Smith and Keith relate its history,
the fortunes of the Kensington School were sad, and in the end the
school drifted toward becoming much more Like °thin more traditional
schools in the somewhat conservative lower-middle class community
that it served.

Among the innovations to be employed by the school to achieve
its principal goal was team teaching. The basic idea was straight-
forward. Teachers of each grade division (corresponding approximately
to two pairs of grades; first and second, third and fourth, fifth and
sixth) would cooperatively plan the educational program for and with
approximately two hundred children. They would divide the labor of
instruction so that each teacher would make his contribution to the
education of the two hundred children attached to the division.
Notes of observations and conversations with participants, recorded
by Smith and Keith together with their conceptual analyses and
interpretations, help provide an understanding of why the team-
teaching program never functioned as it was intended to do.

The several difficulties that beset the original team do not
lead to any easy generalizations about educational innovation, although
linka4es exist among several of the factors involved. The original
plan had called for throe Leachers to be academic counselors, and four
others to be resource persons in special fields (sc ience, mathematics,
language arts, and physical education). Several of the teachers had
been trained as secondary scL)01 teachers, with specialized knowledge
of content but Licking broad training, in teaching a variety of subject
matter areas. AS most elementary teachers must do.

hl: Core the opening of school., one member of the Leam was dismissed.
He was replaced at the last moment by an individual who did not know
whether he would be continued for more than a few days or weeks, and
who con-;equently had difficulty becoming involved in Learn operations.

An additional ele..fent 01 the Kensington program was to be selection
to AcAdemiy Activities tilt: children. They would :n,ike out programs of
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of school IL Was apparent that at 8i2 al Minority of the thildren
would have to Loam how to function with such nutonomy. Fiat: staff

decided to alter its original plan to the extent of croating one
nen-contained classroom to accommodate those ehildren who could

funetion well independently. Of course that meant that one of
the other academic counselors had to assume responsibility for
Leaching the class, and the personal resources of the team were
further reduced. Differences in underlying attitudes about teaching
and assoviated personality clashes resulted in the remaining group
or teachers being divided into two teams, physically separated by
a wall , One of these teams moved almost at once to a self-contained
paItern, the other to as more departmentalized arrangement. Well

before the close of the autumn semester of the first year, the
summer dream of smoothly functioning teams of teachers and pupils
was abandoned, in praottce if not in public statements.

A combination of forces led to this outcome, We cannot take the
Lime hero to reproduce detailed analyses, but it issomoteworthy that,
as Smith and Keith observe, the seeds of this debacle were sown in
the origival objectives of the program, Both role specialization
(selection of teachers with academic strengths in science and
mathematics, for example) and faculty egalitarianism (shared decision-
making among team members) were emphasized. The egalitarian notion
had the function, among other consequences, of generating frequent
and lengthy meetiags of team personnel at the end of already long and
hectic early days of school. These meet trigs not only added to the
length of the teachers' working days, but they reflected underlying
differences of opinion and value conflicts, which intensified the
difficulties of teaming. As teams began to dissolve, teachers who
were prepared to offer excellent programs in a single academic area
found themselves in the quandary of having to provide a total elemen-
Lary school curriculum for 25 or 3() children. With the

absence of the usual sets of textbooks and other instructional
materials (the original idea was that teachers in each area would

e, t or erea p ropor materials tut' each child individually),
these teachers found themselves in highly unenviable positions.

Our paraphrase of Smith and Kuith's analysis of one dimension of
this extremely complex :.tort' has been necessarily briel. IL is not

eer latention to deplore the unhappy events at Kensington, far less to
:14ainst. innevattens such .is Learn Leaching. The puri.ose, rather,

is simply to indicate that the accounts and analyses provided by the
ethnographers constitute an invaluable increment in our understanding
of how lime social system of the school operates in the face 01 massive
chAlwe. We see little doubt, moreover, that the Smith and Keith records
would be of great value if one wished to redesign the Kensington pilot,
or to develop variations of iL, as would be done in second-round pilot
,ftorts.
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A .leeonti..riutud Pilot study is a modifik:ation Of a cirmt-roUltd
-4roie,t, Installed in a new mchool or school dlgtriet or
Appropriate nature, which has indicated ..111 interest in Introducing
rwters11. itallar to Hoist. to he tested in a pilot prolecv. Each
tirht-rottnd pilot study, unlesLt it. 1 to Valin.ILvd An tinsni:cet.isfni

multiple socond-round pilots. there aro At
iVt'st revions tor this. ono is the noed to learn thud:the
prohledpi A-0-tociAted with inst tiling A partiou lar typo ol pilot
eflort. .t second-round pilots ot a given strand are Introduced in
severil sites, perhaps in different States, some record can 1w
developed of the probleus of their Installation, and trial solutions.
ecoudiv, these pilot studies represent an opportunity to build
yari itions into the orWaal pilot plan--varlations that have boon
..ut.t4eited by analysl of the first-round pilot study.

II the Kensin0.0n p.:lect, had been a first-round pilot study,
svveral kinds of variati.,:s might have been developed for second-
round studies. .\s indicited earlier, the designers of the Kensington
prolect de,ided LO open their school in full free-swinging innovative
style from the tirst day. thus, A goal of individualiged instructiou
was to be achieved by the harmonious interaction of all the vivnviIIH
of building, staffing, curriculum, and instruetional materials.
%Ithou4h the assumption may nut have been recognkled, and certainly
it wAq not publici.:ed, the success ot the effort depended tipon all 01
these elemeuts workin,. smoothly as Individual entities, And meshing
with little or no clashing of gears ff even fairly mIhor prohlmi or)

developed in J few elements, it seems the whole :ivst:It ,,onld ht.
hAdlv dAtqaJed,
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Lelakur behaviors, or to strategies of laisLructiou, as these appear
La tLe program dainiLltil.

lo Stage I1.1, the emphasis of the evaluation shifts to the
broader development of concepts about the instructional peace s, and
tt) the specifications and acquisition of base line data abouL pupil
performance. 11 is during this stage that the evaluator begins to

forMulat the independent variables that he will employ in the
experimental Stage 1V, and Lo specify the measures that will be
obtained to evaluate Lhe independent program variables.

Stage IV is an experimental research stage in which the basic
questions tonvern the achievement of the terminal objectives u1 the
program. IL is criticat to note that. evaluation Ls not InLroduced at
this stage, but. is ono ol L.itu latest. developmental stages of evalu-
allot, Achieved. More effective experimental Assessment of the impact:
01 A program can be made at this time And for several. reasons. There
is now assurance that, the several. components of the program have been
cicirly defined, and that the program oporaLes in congruence with
these component definitions. AL t he minimum, A great deal should be
known about any continuing discrepancy between program definition and
program operation. Also, principally as in outcome of the work of
SLAO III, molsures for both independent and dependent variables have
been developed I roil! a study of OW ni.t141!;11 in tiperAt. ion.

Althou.41) Provns includes A SLA.'0 V cost benefiL-analvsis, lie is

clearly less optimistic titan others About the contribution that such
An analysis will make to vuucational decisions.

ihis discussion is neaniny,ful if the following
condition,-; exist or ,..111 be established:

I . Iv 1) l't :.',1-:1111S I. prethice measur.iii le bled i Is
art, it.nt 1%. Wel 1 J I ilictl I o p I i ,.,11)10

he I s 1,1 h he And Me.1:-Olre

,,1 binc i

;. Antect.den', coaditions ,In be sufficientl... well de!Tned and
1:1,..),=,11 red I..) de ll r :' Inc t ir oft ec I on ('tit.

1::1. !rt.' 1.11'
I !)1)111. !),'t",) in t ii.It ,di

t
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Hi.;toricalty, the role of evaluation, when there has been one,
ha :; been dominated by that of the program developer. There are
probably several reasons for this traditional role relationship.
Frequently', when a funding agency has been involved, it Is the
pro41'a1i! developer. the man with the original idea to be tested, who
sought funding and assembled the team Co (10.A0 p the program. If
evaluation has been involved,the program developer has employed the
eva:.uator or the evaluative staff. At any rate, the program
developer has been the "idea man," and evaluation has Leaded, not
inappropriately, to follow along behind, tidying up the grounds, as
i t_ wer .

.t evaluation of pilot studies is to yield knowledge about new
educa,.iol IA programs that will be of MaXiMUM value to deisionmakers
SCei MUSt be taken to insure that evaluation personnel are free to
exer,ise their best professional and scientifie talents in raising
questions and seeking appropriate information to answer them. There
are undoubtedly many specific ways in which this problem can be
solved, but they all involve reposing authority in the evaluation
unit. rhat authority must extend to issues that are properly within
the province of the evaluator and which permit him to discharge his
responsibilities in the role of evaluation. What we ire describing
would be A vast alteration lustified by the special nature of pilot
studies and their existence as vehicles tor the production of
dependable educational knowledge.

bile question of Transferability

In the finAl Analysis, what we expect to emerge from fully
installed And evaluated pilot studies is reliable knowledge that links
school rel'orm to the improvement of educational opportunity. By
reliable knowledge we mean information that tells us the conditions of
school reor4ani:i.ation, or the range and variety of conditions under
which educational opportunity can he improved for a given target
population.

lue issue of transferability en .)e separated into two distinct
but related t.,laic!,;. ()Ile of these we have ilready mentioned. It is
s'ientiallv the Lopic of reproducibility of outcomes; that is, the

extent which repeated pilot studic:i on the same theme enabit ls to
i-,)1 Ate ,(110(11 retorms that leld te ,,iven practical results. It is
till ; CIA!. we shall expl.)re more thIlv in the closin): pages of
thi; eue)ter.

1:1k. no Ie ss t.mpirts l s, Bela IL is more.' ,

old 7'lilt ht. .1 ti)l) i L. t1 .(111,..i.ni ft) t- .11 I rAnds tit Illnov.It ions ;wt.'
t t rtiM pi 1,)t. 1hit Is t he broader topic

tI Lit , d i 11.11 i and dillusion tit 11111ttv.lt lye'i Isle t Lip Art. v re I ; Lec.1 s..inno
t . , ! 1 1 , ; l oll r discuss the ci.ti t r El (wq,11.1:4
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will he upon the qoestIon, "What are the conditions that make a
pilot study transferable from the particular situations In which It
has been tested Co) others in which it has not?"

If pilot studies Arc carried out in accordance with the discus-
sion presented in the earlier sections of this chapter, several
features of the project that are necessary to reproduce it could be
reconstructed in a straightforward manner. For example, evaluation
records wouLd clearly state the purposes and definition of the program,
the extent to which It was installed in the pilot tests, and what the
major obstacles to thorough installation were if there were any
There would also be available full and complete accounts of how the
reforms installed during the pilot stages affected the targeted
achievement areas of pupils. For example, what percentage of pupils
at each grade levet in the pilot sites exceeded the gain to be
expected on a national basis for a given unit of time (one semester,
one year, two years; or whatever the appropriate time unit for a given
pilot study may be), how many achieved at that level, and how many did
not? Equally important were the frequencies or rates of achievernt
comparable across several variants tested in second-round pilots, and
whether or not some combinations of these elements led to greate: im-
provements than others. The items mentioned to this point would he part
of any complete record of the installation and evaluation of a pilot studn

heso data, as well as other information, should be incorporated
into ..t users' manual to be provided to any school district considering
the adoption of a tested project. We would agree with Carlson's 19
observation that no users' manual can ever provide sufficient information
for purposes of installing an innovation. Each installation will, in

addition, require "customi%ing" to the needs and special problems of the
Local site. ilowcvcr, a users' manual is a mandatory part of the process
of specifyin.4 the ,:onditions under which a tested pilot project could be
reproduced. The e::periences of regional laboratories aad the Office of
Education's Researc,h and Developmental. Centers would be most helpful in
defining the elements of a users' manual. IL is evident, though, that
s!lch .2,1fides must contain a variety of critical information. Some of
those elements have been identified previously, and will nut be repeated.

1:1 Addition, tile usr:;' manual should provide a comprehensive
account of the purpoes of the project, the magnitude of change ClAt. it

repreHented for the pilot site, And the exact HAtW..0 01 those chan..tes.

IC Lucy.' wore an: pvcal Lir charActeristics of the pilot lite that would
rtreiv be vncouatered elsewhere which Appear to affect the success of

pn,jvct., they 3hmild h fully delineated and their role examined in

.

ir 1 itra, tii It'; I a 1.(litc.it i);),11
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What. problems were encounte red in the installation stages of the
project, either in initial tests, or in later variants? If any of
tho,;e problems were recurrent. that is, were encountered in ail or
moL,L of the pilot installations, that fact should be Identified, and
hypotheses presented as to how future installation might be organized
to avoid or overcome such difficulties.

Vital information that will concern later adopters of a program
is the costs, in money, time, and en.2 rgy, that go into the initial
stiges of an installation. Vor u.4ample, pilot studies ma have
found that reform efforts succeed more quickly when certain physical
plant modifications are made, or when the entire schooi staff
participates in one or two-week workshops before the opening of the
school year.

Although each local site must have latitude to adapt and modify
retorms to match the unique requirements of its settings, the more
completely the records resulting from pilot studies can specify the
necessary conditions, including hardware, materials, and facilities,
and special services required', for successful installation and
operation, the better it will discharge its obligation of informing
the potential user of the problems he Faces, and the benefits to be
41ined.2°

2(/
!I. R. :ii it'd (Ed.), Ipney:it..ion In Edueion (New York: Bureau
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